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PREFACE

This Arithmetic has been prepared for the use of
pupils in High and Continuation Schools and Collegiate

Institutes.

It is largely a revision of the High School Arithmetic,
which has been the authorized text for many years.

In addition to a re-arrangement of the contents of
the first edition, the completion of the text has been
effected by the introduction of such elementary work as
would furnish the necessary review.

The treatment of Vulgar and Decimal Fractions in-

troduces the pupil to a scries of propositions of close

mathematical reasoning, with the results of which he is

already more or less familiar.

The formal treatment of Cube Root has been omitted,
as being too cumbersome and intricate for any practical
use that can be made of it by the average High School
pupil.

In the Mensuration a number of experimental methods
for finding the surfaces and volumes of the more difficult

solids have been introduced.

Problems on the Metric System are included with
those on Compound Quantities and on Mensuration.

A cliapter on Misce'laneous Theorems and Applica-
tions has been inserted, containing much information of
an interesting and practical nature.

':- r; <: i j;



PREFACE

The Commercial Arithmetic has been made as com-

plete and practical as f)ossible. Full explanations of

commtTcial terms and usages are given, clearly illustrated

by concrete examples. The formal treatment of Annui-

ties has been omitted, but the simpler cases, such as

mortgages, etc., are included in Present Worth.

The Interest and Present Worth Tables will be found

valuable in solving many of the problems on Compound

Interest and Present Worth. They will also apprise

pupils of the existence of such tables for facilitating the

longer computations.

The General Problems in the first edition have been

re-arranged and reduced in number, and many new ones

have been added. They have been carefully graded in

sets of 100 each, and should furnish an excellent review

of the mon- important parts of arithmetic.
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ARITHMETIC

Introduction

Whatever is capable of increase or diminution may be
called a Magnitude or Quantity.

Thus, the length of a room, a sum of money, the weight
of a ball, etc., are ^lagnitudes or quantities.

If it is desired to measure or determine any quantity,
it is impossible to do so except by selecting some known
quantity of the same kind, and ascertaining their mutual
relation.

If it is proposed to measure, say, the length of a room,
we may make use of some known length, such as a foot.
If this known length, or Unit, must be repeated 18 times
to measure the length of the room, we say that the length
of the room is the magnitude or quantity 18 feet, that the
unit of measurement is I foot, and that the Relative Value
or Ratio of the quantity to the unit is the Number 18.

A ITumber, then, is the ratio of one magnitude or quan-
tity to another of the same kind which has been chosen as
the unit. The number is obtained by determining, either
by counting or measuring, how many times the unit must
be repeated to produce the given quantity. The number
which represents the measure of the quantity, depends
upon the unit of measurement which is chosen.

1



* ARITHMETIC

Thus the ratio of the quantity S15 to the unit SI is

would be 5, or if the unit is 1 cent, the number would be 1500.

Arithmetic is the science which treats of numbers and
tJie art of computing by them.

The number which expresses the result of counting ormeasunng may be written in Words or Symbols.

wcrdrrf'"'.''
'^^ '^''""' °^ ^''P^-^^ing numbers in

dL.1. V'\°'^Z^'y ^y^'^^ °f numeration is called the
Decimal System, because it is based on the number ten.

Notation is the system of expressing numbers by

figures
''""''°'' ^^'''^ ^'^ ''^""^ numerals, digits or

=„^
^^""7^' is a.ssun,ed that the student is familiar with the wordsa»d sy,„boIs used in the dedmal system of numeraUon and notZn

EXERCISE

digit's/",^^-;:'?:
'*' """ "«' '"* ""^^

'
«p--' The

would ij-L^^r'nui:;/' "^ "^
"'

'"^
"' ^'"^^ '^'^--

3. Read the number 1234 in two different ways.

thre/diS'
'' "' ''''"' """""' ""^"'^''

"^^ '"" '^'«"'' By

what'is'iht'.:;:''.
'""'""' -""""^ ""-^^^ "^ '-^ ^^^^ =*• ^^ "?

using'thi'di^itfri
;" '"' ''"'"" """"-" ""'^•' -- ^ '»""«"



INTRODUCTION 3

8. What are convenient nnits of money which might be used to
pay a debt of 135? A debt of 7Sc. ? A debt of 3c. ?

9. What is the greatest number of six digits which begins with 5
and ends with 3? What is the least?

10. Write in digits all the numbers which do not differ from 1000
by more than 4.

11. In Great Britain a billion is a million millions. How many
ciphers are there in a billion using that notation? How many in our
system?

12. If the unit ?5 and the number KX) are used to denote a
person's debts, how much does he owe?

13. If the units n cents and 2 yards of ribbon are eijuul in value,
how many yards of ribbon can be bought for a dollar?

14. If a quarter of a mile is expressed by the number 220, what
unit of measurement has lieen used?

15. Two (luantities A and B are represented bv the same number,
but the unit for measuring A is a cubic foot and for H a cubic yard'
How much larger is I! than A? What number would represent B if
A were the unit of measurement?

Hi. What units might he used to express the capacity of a bin
Iha. luJds 100 bushels? How many of each of these units nm-.t \y
taken?



The Simple Rules

ADDITION

Addition is the process of finding a single quantity
which is equal to two or more quantities together.

The result of the addition is called the Sum of the
quantities and the quantities which have been added are
called Addends.

The operation of addition can be applied only to
quantities which are of the same kind. Thus, the sum of

3 apples and 5 „pples is 8 apples, but the sum of .3 apples
and 5 oranges cannot be expressed either as a number of
apples or as a number of oranges.

When we say that the sum of 4 and 5 is 9, no unit
being expressed, it is to be understood that a unit is im-
plied and that the unit is the same for the three numbers.

The sign of addition is +, and is read plus; thus, 5 + 7
is read 5 plus 7.

The sign of equality is = , and is read equals or equal;
thus, ,3 + 6 = 9 is read ,3 plus 6 equals 9.

When numbers are to be added, it is evident that the
order in which they are taken does not affect the sum.

Thus, 6 + 4 + 5 = 6 + 5 + 4 = .S + 6 + 4, etc.

4



THE SIMPLE RULES 9

SUBTRACTION

Subtraction is the process ul° flnding the part of u (|uaii-

tity which remains when a smaller quantity has been

taken from it.

The quantity which is taken away is called the Subtra-

hend, the quantity from which it is taken is culled the

Minuend, and the part which remains is called the Differ-

ence or Remainder.

Since, to find the difference between 9 and 4 is the same
as to find the number which, when added to 4, will make
9, subtraction may be looked upon as the Inverse of ad-

dition.

The sign of subtraction is — , and is read minus; thus,

7 — 3 is read 7 minus 3 and signifies that 3 is to be sub-

tracted from 7.

649-231=418 is read 649 minus 231 equals 418, and
means

:

(1) That 418 must be added to 231 Id make 649,

.'. the difference is 418.

(2) That, if 231 be taken from 649, 418 is left,

.'. the remainder is 418.

MULTIPLICATION

Multiplication is the process of finding the sum of a
given number of repetitions of the same quantitv.

The quantity which is to be repeated or multiplied is

called the Multiplicand.

The number which expresses how often the multipli-

cand is repeated is called the Multiplier.



ARITHMETIC

Til. rcs„It of the multiplicmi„„ is called the Product

proJicV""""'"
"'"' "'"'^""'-"' "- ^-.or, of the

From the definition of the multiplier it is evident th»»'t must be a number not a quantity
*'

by l^\Sr'
•""'^"'"-""" '-^ ^' -d is read multiplied

Thus, S4X6-$24 is read S4 multiplied by 6 equals $24
When written 6XS4, it is read 6 times S4.

fi «nH S"*" ""^f^"
'•'* multiplicand is S4, the multiplier i,6 and the product is S24.

"'"puer is

thir^^'th"
""

''t"^""'
°^ '^° ""'"''"^ '^ multiplied by a

Thus the continued product of 2, 3 and 4 is 24 It «evident that the product is not affected hv L\
which the numbers or factors are mX,ied'

"'" '"

Power of 46 or the Square of'tkn^rwri enV^
s c^n'^rf °^ '"^' " ^""^" *^' -d ^^ on- In 46» the 3IS called the Exponent or Index of the power.

DIVISION

In Multiplication we are piven two factor.; nt,H
required to find their product.

^"'^ ^'*^

factor, and are required to find the other facor Thusthe product of ,3 and 15 is found by multiplying to be ,95

L



THE SIMPLE RULES 7

If we are given the product 195 and one of (he factors

13, the process by which the other factor 15 is obtained is

called Division. The product is called the Diyidend, the
factor which is given, the Diviior, ai:d the factor which is

found, the Quotient.

The dividend is thus the product of the divisor and
the quotient.

When the divisor is not contained an exact number
of limes in the dividend, the excess is called the Reirainder.

When 46 is divided by 7, 6 is also called the quotient
and the remainder is 4, which shows that 46-.= 7x6 + 4,

and, generally, thedividend = divisor X quotient f remainder.

The sign of division is -h and is read divided by; thus,

30+ 5 = 6 is read 30 divided by 5 equals 6.

EXERCISE

1. Find the sum of all numbers between 6907 and 7009.

2. The gross earnings of a railway in 19()8 were !»I,325,427'33.
The net earnings were $.512,367- 13. What were the expenses?

3. How many numbers are there between 150 and 500, both
inclusive?

4. Find the sum of all numbers of three digits, which can be
formed with the digits 7, S, 9, without repeating any of the digits in
any number.

5. Find the continued product of 123, 2.'J4, .345.

6. Which is the greater, the product of 2345 and 5678 or of
2643 and 5876, and by how much?

7. IIow many whole numbers are there with four digits?

K. A, B and C together have 11000, A and B have $761,
B and C J675. How much has each?
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8. Divide 4ra in,,. ,«„ „„,„,,.,, „^,.^^^ ^j^^^ ^^ ^^^
10. Supply ,h.„,^„g .ligi.. i„ ,^ ,^„^^,__^^ ,..,„„..^^^

(1) 4***4
*947*

inn)r,

Ci) *fMJ«2
8*1*3

6*7*7*

by 2i'>
*••"' '" "" '""« '^•'* -"ber above -^m which i. divisible

Had '^'^nrll^rSLrrinT'"^ ^"Ur,he breadth

breadth of the ro.«„.
' '"'' '"'"'' '**" **«• Pind the

«7u.
' PiL'zth::;'

'"" ""-*" '^ ^^^""•' "«• - -^ th.™ u

-an";^ Hr„rt b"; "r^: ^- '"^'-- ^^ - "-w

IS. Find the average of 2.J5, 123 and 320NOT8 -Find their sum and divide by three,

la. A drover Ijnught 12 sheen at «?>! u j- .4 at ,.,.,.. Kind the .ota.7o,t''an'r;L'::erc^^ ^'r^
wa,^.^^^r:rt^:!:5^--L::^--- -^^^^

differlLt"
"'''" '*' ""^ '^"' •" ««» -<> «»« contain their

be ei!ct.rdiwlt by" ''^«'' '•^•" ^'^-^ - '"« 'He result „„y

resulfeJtly dt^ble'r iS'j;':
"^ "'""'' "''" •'•^''^«' '" -^« 'he

the ;U"lf" LlV;';,';S" " "'^^ ^^'""'^ '" "'""'-'*-«

^as^^.Sr^::r::fr:t:;'Zu--i!!^^^
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. . "f
* *!"'"''» ' """-f '"»'«^ "5 "CTM of wheat, 67 of oati and 48

of Uirlry The wheal yielded 2.',, ihc mi, 45 and the harlev M buihels
per acre. f Ii.h c.v,K..n*.s aver.^j.-d %:>..>„ a„ ;.„r. whal did he gain

i^r"ushel' * " '"• "" '"'" "' -'^ """ "" '""''y "' *» ""'»

25. The Iliad contains l.WW lines and the ^neid 0892 linesHow many day, will ii take a Ih.v ,o rea,i ...„1, if he read, 75 lines
a day:

26. In a recenl election the nii.nl>er of voles polled hv the
candidate, was as follows: A, T.liTs.ls:), It, .i,.i,)7.:j4(i c WtitlT
1), 248,881, K, 1..7.I,H)7. Whal was the total vote.' Whal was A's
majority.' What was his plurality' .

'

27. Supply ihc missing digits in ilie folh.wing multiplications:

(1) S-S-i (2) •.52»s-s-t

»•

***
l**"J

28. A farmer mixed 15 bushels of oats .vorth lUc. iicr bushel
with 5 bushels of corn worth ,SI)c. i>er bushel. What is the inixiurj
worth jx'r bushel?

29. A produce merchant exchanged 48 bushels of oats worth
39c. a bushel, and l.i barrels of ap,,ler, worth t:i-Hr, a barrel, for 20IJ
pounds ol butter worth :i7c-. ,. inmnd. How much should he pay to
settle the account? '

30. A share of rnilway stock costs $78.5I). How many sharesmay be bought for *:«)(!! -.V)?

31. The area of the United Kingdom is 121.371) sc.uare miles.
The ,,opulation is 43,221,000. Find, to the nearest integer, the popu-
lauon [jer square mile.

32. The total expenditure for higher ertncntion in Canada in a
recent year was «1,040,201). he population was 5,201,:jO0. What
was the expenditure per capita'
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33. A merchant's cash sales for a week were: Mon. $34-75, Tues.
$42-34, Wed. $31-14, Thurs. $62-79, Fri. $1.5-24, Sat. $73-84. Find
his average daily sales.

34. Supply the missing digits in the following divisions:

(1) 8) 3*2* (2) 7) 3*5*8

*2*-l *93*-2

35. If the dividend is 2468, the quotient 70, and the remainder
18, what is the divisor?

36. Multiply 42136 by 497, using only two partial products.

37. Multiply 3426 by 25 by first multiplying by 1()0 and then
dividing by 4. .

38. Multiply 32571 by 126 in a similar way to that in example 37.

39. Divide 479625 by 125 and also by 25 in a similar way.

40. Divide 325935 by 15 by short division by first dividing by 3
and then by 5.

41. Divide 421575 by 35 by short division.

42. Divide 3217 by 35 by short division, showing how you get

the proper remainder.

43. Multiply 31276 by 9 by first multiplying by 10 and tli-
-

subtracting 31276. Multiply also by 99 and 999 in a similar way



Measures and Multiples

GREATEST COMMON MEASURE

Any unit of length which will divide exactly into 18

inches is said to be a Measure or Factor of 18 inches.

Thus 6 inches is a measure or factor of 18 inches.

18 inches is called a Multiple of 6 inches.

Other factors or measures (omitting 1) of 18 are 2, 3,

9 and 18. Of these 2 and 3 are called Prime Factors because

they have no other factors but themselves and unity.

Thus, the prime factors of 63 are 3 and 7, of 30 are

2, 3 and 5.

Since 6 will measure both 12 and 18, it is a nnmitinti

Measure or Factor of 12 and 18.

Other common measures of 12 and 18 are 2 and 3,

but the Greatest common measure is 6.

If all the prime factors of two or more numbers be

written down, the greatest common measure (G. C. M.)

may be obtained by inspection.

Thus, 45 = 3X3X5
105 = 3X5X7
135 = 3X3X3X5

Here it is seen that 3 and 5, and therefore 15, are

common measures of all the numbers, therefore the

G. C. M. of 45, 105 and 135 is 15. If, however, the num-
11



12 ARITHMETIC

bers cannot be readily laciorerl, as say, 247 and 437another .nethod must be adopted which depends uponthe following principle:
^

'

IS JnV,.'%i! 'T"°?
^^'''°' °^ =*°y '^° """bers. say,

fc I' ^-^'r^'''
^"'- f°-- ^ will divide into any of these

/ as here shown. ^
I

7 - ,S

3)4.21 +5.1,5

4. 7 XXs '

^j7.21-4.15

-4. 5
"

The reasoning hpre used does not depend upon theparticular numbers, and is therefore general.

It follows then, that any common factor of two num-bers IS also a factor of the sum or difference of any mul-
tiples of those numbers. ^

.

To find the G. CM. of 247
and 437, divide as shown in the
margin, and 19 is the G. C. M.
For 190 = 437-247.

•
•. every common factor of

437 and 247 is a factor of 190.

247)437-(l

247-

190)247(1

190

57)190(3

171

19)57(3

57

• the G. C. M. of 437 and 247
IS the G. C. M. of 190 and 247.

But 57=247-190.
. the G. C. M. of 190 and 247 is the G. C. M. of 57 and 190

But 19=190-3X57.
•- the G. C. M, of 57 and 190 is the G. C. M. of 19 and 57.

But 57 = 3X19.

.-. the G. C. M. of 19 and 57 is 19.

.-. the G. C. M. of 247 and 437 is 19.
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To find the G. C. M. of more than two numbers, which
cannot be readily factored, say of 442, 598 and 377, find

the G. C. M. of any two of them by the preceding method.

Thus, the G. C. M. of 442 and 598 is 26.

Then the G. C. M. of the three numbers must be the
G, C. M. of 26 and 377, which is l,i.

LEAST COMMON MULTIPLE

The number 48 is a multiple of both 6 and 8.

Other Common Multiples of 6 and 8 arc 24, 72, 168, (T)
and so on.

^^^^

The Least common multiple (L. C. M.) is 24.

It is evident that 24 could not be a multiple of 6 un-
less it contained all the factors of 6, that is 2 and 3, nor
could it be a multiple of 8 unless it contained all the fact-
ors of 8, that is, 2X2X2.

The L. C. M. of two or more numbers is therefore
the least number which contains all the nrime factors of
each of the given numbers.

Thus, to find the h. C. M. of I,S, 25, 63.

15 = 3X5
25 = 5X5
63 = 3X3X7

The L. C. M. must contain the factors 3 and 5 to
make it a multiple of 15, an additional factor 5 to make
It a multiple of 25, and two additional factors, 3 and 7,

to make it a multiple of 63.

.-. the L. CM. is 3X5X5X3X7-1575.

:a)6
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V5b-

If the prime factors of the numbers cannot readily
be found, then find the G. C. M. of them in pairs, and
the prime factors may usually be written down without
difficulty.

Thus, to find the L. C. M. of 442, 598 and 377.

The G. C. M. of 442 and 598 is 26.

The G. C. M. of 442 and 377 is 13.

.-. 442 = 26X17 = 2X13X17

598 = 26X23 = 2X13X23

377 = 13X29.

.-. the L. C. M. = 2X13X17X23X29.

If the numbers are very large, there may be some
difficulty in writing down the prime factors of the num-
bers, even when the G. C. M. of each pair is found, as
in the preceding example. When this is the case the
L. C. M. of two of the numbers may be found, and then
the L. C. M. of this result and the third number, and so
on if there are more than thre'' numbers.

If no pair of the numbers have a common factor, the
L. C. M. is evidently the product of all the .lUmbers.

/ The product of the G. C. M. and L. C. M. of two num-
/ bers is equal to the product of the numbers.

Take any two numbers, say, 30 and 126.

30 = 2X3X5, 126 = 2X3X3X7.

Since the L. C. M. is the product of all the factors of
the first number, and all the additional factors of the second
(3 and 7), and the (i. C. M. contains all the factors com-
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mon to both (2 and 3), it follows that the product of the

L. C. M. and G. C. M. will be the product of all the factors

of both numbers, and is therefore equal to the product of

the two numbers. The L. C. M. of two numbers may there-

fore be obtained by first finding their G. C. M., and divid-

ing it into the product of the numbers. Thus, the G. C. M.
of 325 and 481 is 1.^, therefore the L. C. M. is

.325X481

13
12025.

EXERCISE

1. I'ind, by factoring, the C. C. M. of 40 and 56; 230 and 506;

102 and 114; 210, 462 and .546.

2. Find, by dividing, the G. C. .M. of 741 and 893; 4807 and 9848;
495, 891 and 1155.

3. Find, by factoring, the I,. C. M. of 24, 30 and 36: 30, 32, 38,

40 and 48.

4. Find the 1,. C. M., by first finding the G. C. M., of 481 and 1665;

2257 and 3589.

5. Find the least number which is divisible by all numbers up to

16 inclusive.

6. Factorize, that is, express as the product of prime factors:

(1) 30030, (2) 26208.

7. How many prime numb.-rs are there less than 50?

8. What are the prime factors common to 12012 and 9072?

9. Find the least number into which 616 and 385 will each divide

evenly.

10. Find the greatest numlier which will divide into 13986 and
14o6o and Itave a remainder 7 in each case.
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11. What is the least number of acres that will admit of being
divided into farms containing 150, 2I)() or 250 acres each?

12. Four bells toll at intervals of 3, 7, 12 a .d 14 seconds and
begin to toll at the same instant. V\'hen will they next toll together?

13. A number greater than .'JOO and less than 400 is divisible by
-', 3, 4 and 5. What is the number?

14. Find the greatest number which on dividing 34100 leaves a
remainder 63, and 307100 a remainder 93.

15. The I. C. .M. of two numbers is 2441,S8 and their (',. C. .M. is
If one of the numliers is 1428, find the other.

S4.

10. The L. C. M. of two nunilx-rs is Uti. One of the numbers is 6.
What may the other number be?

17. The L. C. .M. of 68, 170 and another number is 2380, and the
C. C. M. of the three numbers is 17. What may the other numt -r be?

18. The sides of a rectangle are 465 and 682. If it is divided
mto scjuares, the side of each square being an integer and as large as
possible, how many squares would there be?

19. How many rails will enclose a field 3143 feet long and 2471
feet wide, if the fence is sLfcight and 8 rails high, and the longest that
can be used?

20. A pound avoirdupois contains 7000 grains, and a pound Troy
cont;iuis -.Till) grains, riu.l tl,e greatest weight which will measure
each of them. Find also the least weight which each will measuir.



Fractions

The numbers which have so far been considered begin
with 1, and go on increasing by 1, each number being
greater by 1 than the number just before it. Such num-
bers are called Whole Numbers or Integers.

Besides these there are other numbers, some of them,
such as one-half, llirce-quart'rs, being less than 1, and
others such as lm> and a half, three and a quarter, being
greater than one whole number and less than the next
higher whole number. These numbers are called Fractions,
those less than 1 being called Proper Fractions, and those
greater than 1 Improper Fractions.

Note.—It will be seen hereafter that whole numbers
may also be regarded as fractions, and as such are classed
as improper fractions.

PROPER FRACTIONS

If a unit be divided into two equal parts, each of
these parts is called a half.

If into three equal parts, a third.

If into four equal parts, a fourth, and so on. the part
in each case taking its name from the number of these
parts required to make up the whole unit.

17
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And we speak of any number of these parts in the same
way that we do of a number of feet, pounds or dollars;
but the notation employed when we come to write them
is different.

Thus for three dollars we write S3; for four pounds we
write 4 lb.; where the character or symbol denoting the
kind of thing under consideration is placed to the right or
left (and sometimes directly above) that denoting the num-
bet of things; but for three-fourths we write J; the 4 in
this expresF-on, whifch tells the kind of thing under con-
sideration, namely, fourths, being placed directly below
the 3, which tells the number of fourths.

This symbol J is called a Fraction, anc indicatos that
a unit of some kind has been divided into 4 equal pans,
and that 3 of these parts are under consideration.

The 4 which tells the kind or Denomination of the parts
(arid therefore also the number of parts into which ihe
unit has been divided), is called the Denominator. The 3,
which indicates the number of parts taken {i.e., enume-
rates them) is called the Numerator. The numerator and
denominator are called the Tenns of the fraction.

If the numerator of a fraction be a smaller number
than the denominator, it is evident that the number of
parts taken is less than the number of parts into which
the unit was divided, and therefore that the fraction de-
notes a number less than unity or 1. Such fractions
are accordingly called Proper fractions.
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IMPROPER FRACTIONS

Four fourths or five fifths of any unit are evidently

equal to the whole of that unit, and therefore every such

fraction as |, § or J is equal to 1.

The word fraction (from /roc/us , broken) strictly means
a part broken off, and consequently denotes something

less than the whole. Such expressions therefore as {,

{ or § , not indicating a part of a unit, are called Improper

fractions.

Now, suppose two or more units to be divided each

into five equal parts, and that any number of these parts

is taken, then such fractions as J, V, ft'^-> "'^y be ob-

tained, where the numerator is greater than the denom-
inator. These are also called Improper fractions.

MIXED NUMBERS

Take the iir iroper fraction 'i'.

Since 5 fifths are equal to 1,

.". 10 fifths are equal to 2,

.'. 13 fifths are equal to 2 and ,1 fifths.

It therefore follows that every improper fraction is

equivalent to a vvhole number, or else to a whole number
and a proper fraction, and that the whole number can be

obtained by finding how often the denominator of the

fraction is contained in the numerator, and also that the

remainder, if any, after dividing, will be the numerator
of the proper fraction.
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Such numbers are expressed by writing the wholenumber first w.th the fraction dose after it; thus, two and

uft ri'' ^ ''"''"'' -' '^"'•h ""-nbers are
called Mixed Numbers. Thus e^•ery im,,roper fractionmay be expressed either as a whole or us a mixed number.

EXERCISE

numten""
"" '""""'"^ in.pr<.,«r fracli.,.is us whole „r mixed

5- W- «. If, 7. -'jV- 's.
-'i^^.

»• HiP- 10. ^r^'r. 11. ..,,,,,. ,. i„^^^„,

Conversely, every .nixed number may be ext.ressed as
an mipropor fraction.

F'or, consider the number .?{.

Since 1 is equal to 5 fifths,

•. 3 is equal to 15 fifths,

• H is equal to 15 fifths and 4 fifths,

••• 3f-19 fifths, or V-

EXERCISE

Reduce the following mixed numbers lo im|)ro|)er friictions:

1. H. 2. o-l 3. (ij. » "ii-
5. 17lf. 6. 57/„. 7. t4il,-. s. 'm
9. :i4701. 10. imoj)}. 11- nm- 1-'. .7(l«1.5.

COMPOUND FRACTIONS

It is evident that if .3 fourths be repeated 7 times the
resu will be 21 fourths; 6 sevenths repeated 5 times theVy result will b.' ,^0 sevenths; and so on.

That is, jx7 = ^i; 4x5 = Y.
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EXERCISE

MulUpty:

1. ; by 4, 6, 8, 10 and l(i.

2. li by 0, lU, St and 47.

3. ff^ by 4!), 93 and 2.W.

If any unit be divided into 4 equal parts and each of

these fourths be divided into 5 equal parts, it is evident ^«,
that the unit will be divided into 20 equal parts. From \^}
this it follows that the fiflli ii:irt of it fourth is a twentieth;

or, as it is written :

j_ofj_=_£o_

and since 1 fourth is equal to 5 twentieths,

.. 3 fourths are equal to IS twentieths,

.'. 1 fifth of ^ fourths is equal to 1 fifth of 15 twentiethsi

and therefore equal to 3 twentieths; or, as it is written:

lofJ = ^,.

It is clear also that 2 fifths of 3 fourths is twice as

much as 1 fifth of 3 fourths, and is therefore equal to 6

twentieths, that is: ^ ^
nof}=A

From this it appears that a fraction of a fraction may
be reduced to a simple fraction by multiplying the two

numerators together for a new numerator, and the two

denominators together for a new denominator.

Similarly 4 of | of } = ? of A = f\% = J^J.

Such e pressions as | of J and 4 of } of } are called

Compound Fractions.
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EXERCISE

Keduce the folluwinK coin|Niuiiil fnicliniM In simple ooci:

1. i of i.

3. I of J of J.

a. i of J of ; uf i of I
7. |of.V,=|„fY.

9. J of H of 4^.

- r "' n
• rVn <>t Ml of

rifijiT.

(I. t3 of J^V' "f V-
S. Ji of 10/, of 100^^.

""• V oflrV^^ „f „i,.

Since one-fifth of J is ,'„, and since one-fifth of any-
thing is the result obtained after dividing it by H, it fol-

lows that 3 on being divided by 5 gives /, for quotient, or

3 -.! = .'«.

EXERCISE
Divide:

f by 2, .'t, 4 and 8.1.

2. /s by S and by 10.

3. ifl by 12.-..

If the fraction } be multiplied by 5 the result will oe

V, and if V be divided by 5 the result will be JJ; but it

is evident that these operations must give a final result

equal to the original fraction.

It follows, therefore, that H and } must be equal
to each other.

Hence, if both terms of a fraction be multiplied by the
same number, the value of the fraction remains the same.

Thus, to reduce | to a fraction whose denominator is

56, multiply both terms of the fraction by 8 (the number
of times 7 is contained in 56), and the result is ||.
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BXSRCISE

1. Change } ti> an e()uivalent fraction wh<>M denominator is Vi.

30. 4S. 1U().

3. Reduce ^ and ) lo fraction*, each rf which will have 28 for

denoiiiinutor.

denuminatiir.

I. Reduce S' 4 ""'' J '" fractions which will have 60 lor

denominutor.

.">. Reduce J. ; tii frnctinns having 24 for denominator.

(I. Reduce :';. ,',, f to fraciiims having 18 for denominator.

7. Reduce ,';, j, fj, \ and fy toequivalent fractions which will

have the same denominator.

.-Vlso, if both terms of 15 be divided by 5 the result

is }, which has been shown to be pqual to JJ.

Hence, if both terms of a fraction be divided by the

same number, the value of the fraction remains the same.

Thus, •U=U = I-

When the terms of a fraction have been divided by

all numbers which will divide both of them, the fraction

is said to be reduced to its Lowest Terms.

Thus, in (dividing by .5) = ,V, (dividing by 3) = |l= J.

EXERCISE

Reduce the f4ill()wing fractions to Ihcir lowest terms:

1. I >.
J5. 3. fi. l. if-

5. ^. ft. si. 7. ijs- « HI-

9. ftS. 10. ni 11, /c%'„. 12. fH-
Note.—When common divisors can no longer be determined by

inspection, the method of Tindtng the CI. C. .M, of two numbers must

be used.
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»''• HI- 14. m- 15. Hm- ifi. H?fi-

In reducing compound fractions to simple ones the
common factors should be cancelled before multiplying.
Thus, in the following example:

Reduce | of if of ,\.

Result
« X 15XJ
9X24X10

Here it is seen that 8 occurs in the numerator, and is
also contained in the denominator as a factor of 24; and
the same is true of 3; cancelling these there is left

15

9X10

Here again 3 occurs as a factor of 9 and also as a factor
of 15, while 5 occurs as a factor of 15 and also as a factor
of 10. Cancelling these common factors there is left

1 _1
3X2~6

as the final result.

EXERCISE

Reduce to simple fractions in their lowest terms:

1- i of I of t. 2. J of ? of IJ. :i.
r „f ^a^_

4. ^1 of ^1 of jVj,. -,. ^ of f of J of -.q.

6. f of Y- of xV of iJ of ^. 7. J of f of 2i of I.-i^.

8. i of IJ of I of fl^ij of t^ of 2t\.

9- m?of|f*ofY,^ofj.V'jV.
10. i^ of i^ of ^Jy of^ of l^\ of I^o_ „f i^^ „f 1 .

J

To show that i of 2=|.

If each of two units be divided into 5 equal parts, each
of these parts will be one-fifth, and there will be 10 of

liL
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them. If these •) fifths in :eparated into groups of 2

each there will b ,S of lh<si groups. Hence 2 has been

divided into 5 eqaai ,11? fs, and each part consists of 2

fifths; that is

lof2 = i

Also, since the fifth part of any number is obtained by
dividing that numljer by 5, it follows that

l
= Jof 2 = 2-=-,5.

Therefore every fraction expresses the quotient of the

numerator by the denominator.

It will also follow that every whole number may be

expressed as a fraction having 1 for its denominator;

thus,

5 = ^, for 5 = 5-^1=5.

Therefore also a whole number may be expressed as a
fraction having any proposed clcnoniinalor. Thus, to

express 7 as a fraction whose denominator is 5,

7 = l = -¥-

EXERCISE

1. Express 9 as a fraction whose denominator is 6, 7, 10, 100.

2. Kxprcss :i9 as a fraction whose denominator is 14, 19, 23.
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TO REDUCE FRACTIONS TO OTHERS HAVIKG A
COMMON DENOMINATOR

Reduce the fractions J, f and ?, to other fractions

having a common denominator.

This denominator must contain 3, 5 and 7 as factors,

.-. it must be a multiple of 3, 5 and 7, such as 105,

210, 315, etc.

.. the required fractions would be

.v., rV., tV..

or in. h;. A"o.

or MS. m. s\'V.
and so on.

In reducing fractions to a common denominator, how-
ever, it is most convenient to select the least denominator
that will contain all the given denominators, that is, to

take the least common multiple of all the denominators.

To reduce

l,h
to fractions having the least common denominator.

The L. C. M. of 8, 6, 12, and 9 is 72.

The first denominator 8 is contained in 72, the L. C. M.,

9 times, therefore the first fraction f becomes

5X9
8X9

45

72

Similarly, the second
I becomes \l

the third 1
1 2 n

and the fourth R
ft H

The resulting fractions are, therefore,

H. H. 41, and U
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EXERCISE

Reduce the following fractions to equivalent ones with the least

common denominator:

Note.—If the fractions are not in their lowest terms, they should

first be reduced to their lowest terms.

1- h r% i-
2 a .5 4 5

!• *• s> 0-

3. fl, I's, M. H- 4. i^' xio. TT^st!' xnioTj

6. ^^. a. M- G. f A% »V i jV-

7. A. A. H. H. n 8. 5 of J, 6J, 1 of 7J.

9. r\ of t. "A. 1 of ¥ of 35-

10. J of i of |. J
of It of ^V, i of xV of tV-

TO COMPARE FRACTIONS IN MAGNITUDE

Determine which is the greater of the two fractions,

j and i

This cannot readily be done, as they have different

denominators, for it cannot be said at once whether 4

out of 5 equal parts are greater or less than 5 out of 7

equal parts. But if they are changed into their equiva-

lent fractions with a common denominator, they become

respectively

:

II and li

and since 28 out of 35 equal parts are greater than 25

of these parts,

.•. J is greater than ?.

EXERCISE

1. Which is the greater, f or J ?

2. Find the least of the fractions J, J and {^.
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>'f i of 5| and l».

greLetr"*^' ' *' * '" ""'" "' ""Knitule, beginning wi.l, the

4. Arrange
f, j^j, J| i„ ,„^^

6. Arrange J „f
J, ^.^ a„„ j „, ^

6. Arrange /^^ Ji, ^a^ ,„^ ^g
7. Arrange y., 2-J, 4^3, and 2^"^.

S- Arrange S „f | „f ^^ ^
,,,.

^„^ ^^^
,

9. Arrange fJ, J«, ^ ^^j |^

Take the Proper Fraction 5 and uld 9 ,„ , , .

tenns, the resuUin, fraction .^ ,,J:::\-^;:'.;-''
»f '«

For
t is

1 less than unity.

And ? is
f less than unity.

But
? is evidently less than

f.
Therefore 5 is greater than I

Take the Improper Fraction '-' and arlrl ^ . u ,ts terms, the resulting fraction lUirtLnT
For -V is 4 more than unity.
And I J is ,V more than unity.
But 1 is evidently greater than A-
Therefore H is less than V
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EXERCISE

lowinTr^is-"^"""'
""" °' '"''^"""''^ ""= '-"'°- - the fo,.

1. -Z, t'.
•. IB 1, ,,„,,.„.

. ^
' ^'' " '• J^J' i^ ;:; I- ,\, j;, jj.

•'• ""> K. (change
-J

to -l-J). (i < .-. n t

Till. jrVn. uli. In tliis txample the fractions

m' ;i2r 32,7 ii2|'

may Ik

ADDITION OF FRACTIONS

If
1 riollar. 2 dollars and 3 dollars be added together

the,r sum w.II be 6 dollars, and so if I seven;:, 2 seventhsand r, sevenths be added together their sun, will be 6sevenths; or as i* is written,

It therefore follows that if fractions have the sa.nedenomtnator their sum is a fraetion .hose numerator ts
the sum of their numerators, and whose de«omi„ator is
.lie same as their denominator.

If the fractions to be added ' ave not the same denom-
inator, us

5. h I
they may be reduced to equivalent fractions having their
least common denominator, as

4 4 5 4ft
6ui en, io,

^md their sun. can the,, le found by the method already
given, thus. '
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BXERCISE

Find the sum of:

1- I I. f 2- A. A. A-
«• #. i
8- f. i. I

ft

a 6-

6- il -hi
" * 5 fl

"• 3}. 4i, 5i, or3, 4, 5, J, J, J.

13. 17|, il Y. I

* I. f •

.
"• f I. f

»"• J. A. irV. sV-

12. 6J. 7J.

Find the value of:

14. ^ + .5^+ijo, 2J^ 6j.

15. I of ^j + A of i^ + 1 of
( J + ijl + ^a,

„f (^ + J)

co^p'Jrdt'ctloL.''^""'"^
"'""" '"= '^^^^""^ '"- '-p"'y "-^

SUBTRACTION OF FRACTIONS

If from a group of 7 apples, 4 apples be taken, there
will be 3 apples left, and so if from 7 ninths, 4 ninths be
taken, there will be 3 ninths left, or as it is written.

It therefore follows that if two fractions have the same
denommator their difference is a fraction whose numer-
ator IS the difference of their numerators, and whose
denommator is the same as their denominator.

Find the difference between

4 and \.

It cannot be found in their present form, but if they
are reduced to their equivalent fractions

n and \\

it follows that their difference is J|.
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3. I and }.

6. H and H.
y. { of I and } of |.

EXERCISE

Kind the difference between:

1. J and
J. 2. i^andH-

» i and
J

'>. iV and tV
" 15 and U- 8- 37| and 14f

10. The sum of
J , J and } and the sum of J and

11. The sum of j\ and j\ and their difference.

Find the value of:

12. I -f 13. tS-tZ. H. ?of4|-j
l-^- Ht\-U- 16. SJ-3i =(.-,-:!)+

(J -J.)
17. 17A-15S =2W-i
'8- J—s + iB — J — 5 (hy three different methods).

MULTIPLICATION OF FRACTIONS

If 8 be multiplied by 12 the product is 96.

If 8 be multiplied by 6, which is I of 12, the product
is 48, which is A of 96.

If 8 be multiplied by i of 12, the product is i of 96.

Similarly we will define that if 8 be multiplied by
J of 12, the product is J of 96.

Or that 8XJ of 12 = i of 96.

But i of 12 = V and i of 96 = »,',

•
• 8XV = V-

To multiply 8 by '/ then, we first multiply 8 by 12,
and then take i of the product.

Similarly to multiply ? by V we first multiply ? by
12, which gives V-
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Then lof V = il.

Therefore 5xV = 5-^i=S{.

Similarly § x 4 X | = |^4X ? = ii|^ - ^VV-

Before multiplyiiiR the numerators together, or the
denominators, all factors common to a numerator and
a denominator should be cancelled.

EXERCISE

Find the product of:

1- i and J-
i

2. ?

3. |, i and f
5. I i, i and !;.

7. i of }; and f of <i

9. i+i an<l i+i-

Find the value of:

11. SXJXWX^V
13. JX(?-i).

15. *XT"r5-3"f|+?X(?-n.

In 15 and similar examples the order of reduction is as follows.

1. Find the value of the fractions in brackets.

2. Simplify the compound fraction y of J

3. Perform the multiplications indicated.

4. Perform the additions .md subtract! indicated in the order
in which they occur.

1. t\s. I and h
<i. 4i and

I'j

a 2i, 3J .il and 5^

10. i+ ; and i -J.

12. JX?-^
14. (fof 7i-j-,)XA.
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DIYIP^OIT OF FRACTIOKS

When integers are used we say that

as 7X6 = 42,

then 42-!- 6 = 7.

Similarly when fractions are used we will define that

thenSS-i->i=«.

But sjx,-^=.-;,

Divide:

1- I by §.

3- n by H-
5- m by m-
7. /uX^of 14 by 99.

Find the value of:

" s — TiT-

5fl . 1 •

3T~ .-,

EXERCISE

1 V »

2- § by jV.

4. 6J by Sf

.

6. iS by * of 6}.

8. (UJ-?)by?of (jP;,-f).

10. J of 4J --/j.

H|0f Jf-H(J-|-?)Xi.

In n and similar examples the order of reduction is as follows:
1. Find the value of the fractions in brackets.

2. Simplify the compound fractionG.

3. Invert each fraction before which the sign of division occurs.
4. Perform the multiplications indicated.

5. Perform the additions and subtractions in the order in which
they occur.

12. K|of* = i

13. f-H5X* = -?XiJXf.

"IT- ^

J
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COMPLEX FRACTIONS

Since every fraction expresses the quotient of the nu-
merator divided by the denominator, the division of one
whole number by another may always be expressed in
the form of a fraition. Thus, if it is required to divide
376 by 195, the operation may be indicated in the form
of a fraction, thus:

am

The same method is employed to indicate the division
of one fraction by an6ther; 7J-J being expressed in the
form of a fractioi.. thus:

T

Also (} + »)-^§ of 6? may be written

i of 6f

When the division of one fraction by another is indi-
cated in this way, the resulting expression is called a
Complex Fraction, and the two fractions so used are called
respectively the numerator and denominator of the com-
plex fraction. Thus in the above fraction J-f-f is called
the numerator, and § of 6| the denominator.

Complex fractions may be reduced to simple ones by
performing the division indicated, thus;

— lb X^
= li



Simplify:

1. £

4.1

10. i*

u • It

ii iof 4

FRACTIONS

EXERCISE

2 2«

«

5. irJ
i-H

M

8.

8.!

9. i + i

GREATEST COMMON MEASURE AOT) LEAST COMMON
MULTIPLE OF FRACTIONS

The G. C. M. of 9, 12 and 15 is 3, and the G. C. M. of 9
quarts, 12 quarts and 15 quarts is 3 quarts.

In the same way the G. C. M. of 9 seventeenths, 12
seventeenths and 15 seventeenths is 3 seventeenths That
is, the G. C. M. of

T»„ Ifand l?is^',.

So that if any number of fractions have the same de-
nominator their G. C. M. is found by taking the O. C. M
of their numerators, and placing under it the common
denominator.

If the fractions have not the same denominator they
caA be reduced to equivalent fractions which have a
common denominator, and then their G. C. M. can be
found in the manner already stated.

It is evident that the T, C. M. of any number of frac-
tions could be found in a similar manner, by reducing
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then, ,0 a common denominator, and then finding theL^C.M. of the new numerators, and dividing it by thecommon denominator. ^

A simpler method of finding the G. C. M. and L C M

timfsTnto'V^" "f,' ""' ""''^'^ ''" '"''S^«' """-ber oftimes mto |f must have its numerator a factor of 14and Its denominator a multiple of 15.
'

Thus JJ-Hi=ltXj, and is therefore not an integerbecause 15 does not divide into 3.
^

But n^i, =
]\ which is an integer, since 7 isa factor of 14 and 60 is a multiple of 15

It follows then, that any common measure of <} and
fj must have Us numerator a common factor of 14 and
21, and Its denominator a common multiple of 15 and 40.

nnn^K*'^
t^^ g«atest commou measure, the numeratormust be as large as possible, and the denominator assmall as possible.

It therefore follows that the numerator of the G C Mmust be the G. C. M. of the numerators of the given frao
ions, and the denominator of the G. C. M. must be the

h. \^. M. of the denominators:

•• theG. C. M. of {'and JJ

_^GX.M.of^l4and2I
L.C.M. of 15 and~40°'''^'



FRACTIONS

To find the L. C. M. of ,^., 5 and J.

97

Any fraction vhicli
, , ,. divide an integral

number of limes must have its numerutor a multiple of
2, and its denominator a factor of I.S.

Hence any common multiple of ,=„ j and f must have
Its numerator a common niulli[)le of 2, 5 and 4, and its
denominator a common factor of IS, f, and 9,

To be the least common multiple, the numerator
must be as small as possible, and the denominator as
large as possible.

It therefore follows that the numerator of the L. C. M.
IS the L. C. M. of the numerators of the fractions, and
the denominator of the L. C. M. .s the G. C. M of the
denominators;

.-. the L. C. M. of ,=„ « and 4

L.C.M. of 2, 5 and 4
'g.C.M. of l<i, 6 and 9 ^°'

me.J^^^.r'r
""'^'"^ "'' ^- '^ " "' L' '^^ ^'- ''y "* =bove

methods, the fractions must first be reduced to their lowest terms.



Decimals and Decimal Fractions

In the decimal system of notation the value of a digit
in any place is always ten times the value of the same
digit wntten in the next place to the right, or one-tenth
of the value of the same'digit in the next place to the left.

Thus in the number 444,
the 4 in the hundreds' place represents 4 hundreds, or

400 units,

the 4 in the tens' place represents 4 tens, or 40 units,
the 4 in the units' place represents 4 units.

If now another 4 is placed to the right of the units'
place, it should represent

. ^^^ tV of 4 or T«ij

The number would then be written 444.4.

The dot which is placed to the right of the units' digit
is called the Decimal Point.

The 4 to the right of the decimal point is re^ 4 tenths.

If another 4 were written to the right of the 4 tenths
It would.represent ^ ofA or ^U, and is read 4 hundredths.

The next digit to the right would represent a number
of thousandths, the next a number of ten-thousandths,
and so on.
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If a number does not contain any units, or any higher
denomination, it may be written

0-376,

where the cipher takes the units' place, but it is more
frequently written

•376,

and denotes 3 tenths, 7 hundredths, and 6 thousandths.

If there are no tenths in a number, a takes its place, as

076.

In the same way we may have

•003, 00004, and so on;
the last denotes 4 hundred-thousandths.

Such numbers are called Decimals, or Decimal Fractions.

The number '

•67

denotes 6 tenths and 7 hundredths; that is,

To
^"d

Too-

but-^and-I- = -i + J___6I
10 100 10 ^100 "100

Mi-

Therefore •67 is read sixty-seven hundredths.

In the same v.-ay -347 is read three hundred and fortv-
seven thousandths. Thus, every decimal is read as a
whole number of the denomination indicated by the last
digit to the right.

^

The number
396-89

is read three hundred and ninety-six, and eighty-nine
hundredths.
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EXERCISE

Write the following numbers in words:

2. 39-3.

6. 762-762.

3. 4-89.

7. 1234-5678.

10. -2436.

13. -(KXXXWOOe.

4.

8.

11.

762.

123-45678.

-0006.

1. 7-6.

6- -762.

9. 2400-0036.

12. 000006.

Express in digits:

14. Seventy-six and eighty-nine hundredths.
15. Fourteen and three thousandths.

16. One hundred, and three ten-thousandths.
17. One hundred and thtee ten-thousandth:

three Lu!:::!'""'""'
^"^ "^^'"^' ''"' ""^ "—

<» -«• eighty.

In practK^e 37-34056 is read -37, decimal, 3, 4, 0, 5, 6,"•7854 IS read "decimal, 7, 8, 5, 4."

Since -6 is six-tenths = -^,
10

•69 is sixty-nine hundred ths = ^,
,._ 347 .

-3

•347 = rrr^> and -03 = —
100'"1000

form of ! T K
"""' ' ^'"'°"' "^^y ^ ^'^Pr^^^d in thefo m of a fraction by taking the decimal, after removing thepomt, for numerator; and for denominator, 1 followed byas many O's as there are digits to the right 'of the delal

fnii'^"'!,?"'!"'^'^
^"y ^'^<=*'°" ^hose denominator is 1followed by O's may be expressed as a decimal by oiit-Ung the denominator and placing the decimal point inthe numerator m such a way that there will be as many
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Thus •347.

: - -0347.

41

^47^
looo'

_347_
10000

'

In this last example, since there are 4 O's in the denominator and only 3 digits in the nun^erator. a cipher

t

placed between the decimal point and the first dig" othe numerator. *"

In the same way,

7

1000° •007.

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION OF DECIMALS

forJ'!r-^'^f'°"
""""^ subtraction of decimals are per-

of SLgeTs .

"™^ ^'"^ -"' '""^ ^''''•"°" -'^ --^tracSon

onerrt-^"^"^'"^
'^^ ""*"*"=" '° P^^^°™ "'her of theseoperat ons care must be taken to place those digits whkhhave the same denomination under each other Thusunus^ must be placed under units, tenths under tej^:

that^t^et'""",
'^'"^ '^°"' ^y P'^"'"S the numbers sothat the decimal pomts will be directly under each other

num'berfthus-'''
''-'"'' '''''' ^^' '''''' --^^ the

•3487

16-396

3 04324
746^28_
766-06794
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Subtract

numbers thus

ARITHMETIC

3.14159265 from 57-29577. Arrange the

57-29577000
3-14159265

54-15417735

Note.—The three ciphers which have been added to the minuend
do not change its value, and therefore do not affect the result.

EXERCISE
Add together:

1. 36-4158, 3426, -3246, 59-637 and 3-6.

2. 57-29577, -01, -7854, ,1-732 and 1-4142.

3. 3-14159265, 2500, -4771213 and 00004848.

4 !u '-tract 5-239476 from 100-462.

5. Subtract the sum of 3-497 and 2-1685 from 10.

6. Find the value of 10-3—4-267+-64—0976.

MULTIPLICATION OF DECIMALS

If the decimal point in a number be moved one place
to the right the number will be multiplied by 10.

Take the number 67-9428 and remove the decimal
point one place to the right and the result is

679-428.

Comparing this with the original number

8 ten-thousandths has become 8 thousandths,
2 thousandths
4 hundredths
9 tenths

7 units

6 tens

2 hundredths,
4 tenths,

9 units,

7 tens,

6 hundreds.

so that each digit represents ten times as much in the
new number as in the old, and therefore the new number
is ten times the old one.
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If the decimal point be again moved one place to
the right the result will be 100 times the original number-
3 places, 1000 times, and so on.

It will be evident, too, that if the decimal point be
moved one place to the left the number will be divided bv
10; If two places, by 100; if three places, by 1000, and so on.

In the case of a pure decimal the decimal point is moved
to the left by placing ciphers between the point and the
nearest figure, thus: -67 when divided by 10 becomes
•067; and this when divided by 10 becomes -0067, and
so on.

Multiply 37-643 bv 3-86.

37-643 = 37
643 ^37643
1000 1000 '

and 3-86 =3— =^
100 100"

-•. 37-643x3-86 = '^^^X—
1000 100

_ 37643 X 386

100000

_ 14530198

100000

= 145-30198

Now this result, if the decimal point be omitted, is
the product of 37643 and 386, which are the multiplicand
and multiplier with their decimal points removed, and the
number of digits after the decimal point in the product
IS eqial to the sum of those in the multiplicand and mul-
tiplier, there being 3 in the multiplicand, 2 in the mul-
tiplier, and 5 in the product.
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It will sometimes be necessary to place ciphers to the
left of the figures in the product in order to obtain the
requisite number of decimal figures, thus,

3 2 6u 2
•06.

Here the product of 3 and 2 consists of one digit only,
hut the product requires two decimal digits, which are
obtained by the introduction of the cipher.

,
EXERCISE

Find the product of;

1. 1-732 and 14142.

2. 2-236 and 2-4495.

3. 147-4771 and -30103.

4. 57-20577 and 101.

5. 20403-1410 and 000378.

C. -00004848 and 5463.

7. 101 0101, 37-203 and 3-2.

8. -04, -06, -003 and -1.

9. -1. -01, -001, 0001 and 1000.

10. -1, -1, -1, -01, 01, 01 and 1,000,000,000.

DIYISIOW OF DECIMALS

If it is required to divide 57-20575 by 6-79, the divis-
ion is performed in the same way as if the numbers were
integers, the only difference being in the interpretation
of the result.

When 5720575 is divided by 679, the result is 8425.

When 57-20575 is divided by 6-79 the first digit in
the quotient, 8, is evidently a number of units, since 6
when divided into 57 gives but one digit in the integral
part. If 8 is a units' digit the quotient must be 8-425.
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Divide 5720575 by 0679.

45

Multiply both divisor atid dividend by 100, with the
object of getting one digit only in the integral part of
the divisor.

This operation will evidently leave the quotient un-
changed.

We have now to divide 572-0575 by 6-79.

There will now be 2 digits in the integral part of the
quotient, and therefore the quotient is 84-25.

Divide -05720575 by 67-9.

Move the decimal point one place to the left in each,
which IS equivalent to dividing each by 10.

Then we ha^•e to divide -005720575 by 6-79.

It is now seen that the first significant digit in the
quotient is in the fourth decimal place, and therefore
the result is -0008425.

In dividing any two decimals then, first move the
decimal points the same number of places in the dividend
and the divisor, so that the divisor will have one digit in the
integral part. The place of the first significant digitm the quotient may then be determined by inspection, and
after the division is performed, the decimal point may be
properly placed in the quotient.

EXERCISE

Divide: ,

1. 1-728 by 1-44, by 14-4 and by 144.

2. 4 T96 by 10-24, by 102-4, by 25-6. by -32, by 064.
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3. 831441 by 6M1, by 6S-61, by 59049, by 19-683. by -243
and by 177147. • J «<

4. -SOOflaS by 23, by 005, by 000625, by 1562S, by -626.

5. 1771561 by 146410, 1100, 12100, 13310.

6. 34-2 by 25, 625, 12-5, 250, 500.

7. 1697616 by OOI -216, 1206, 07776.

8. 1 by 2, 5, 8, 25, 64, 125, 256. 625.

Divide to 5 places of decimals:

9. 109861 by 2-302585.

10. 1 by 2-31258.

11. -30103 by -43429. '

12. 113 by 356.

TO COKVERT A DECIMAL INTO A VULGAR FRACTION

Since -9375 may be expressed as

9375

10000

this fraction may be reduced
the manner already indicated.

15
cessively by 5 we obtain ~—

16

to its lowest terms in

Thus, if we divide suc-

5104
Similarly .5104=^i^=iil

10000 ""
319

'625*

EXERCISE

Reduce to equivalent vulgar fractions:

1- -96875, -8125. -0004, -00032.

It will be observed in jeducing tliese decimals that no divisors but
2 and 5 or some powers of them are used, the reason being that 10 and
any power of 10. as 100, 1000, etc.. have no factors but 2 ana 5, or
powers of 2 and 5.
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TO CONVERT A VULGAR FRACTION TO A DECIMAL

When U is divided by 16 the result is -6875.

But 11 + 16 is equivalent to the fraction \i.

.: tJ = -6875.

EXERCISE

Reduce to equivalent decimals:

2 — — __ n 13 15
16' lo' 16"

j 3 ^ 3
2' 4' 8' 8'

^ L ^
16' lo' 16' 16'

3 1 2 3 4
5' 5' 5' 5"

24 124 624
25' 125' 625'

g 31 63 127 J_
32' 64' 128' 256'

Express as decimals to 6 places:

12 3 4 5 6

y 34 25 ^ 146 386
' 37' K7' 111' 333' 999'

-i J.
5 7 8_

6' 6' 9' ll'

9_
13

CIRCULATmO DECIMALS

If we reduce the fractions | and f to decimals, we get
for the former -875 and for the letter -8333, with remainder
2, which will give another 3 in the quotient and another
remainder 2, and so on forever. Such a decimal as -8333
etc., i.s called a Repeating or Circulating Decimal. The
repeating digits may occur either singly or in groups,
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and may either commence immediately after the decimal
point or at some distance from it.

Thus: - = .333 etc., which is written -3.

I

g= 16666 etc., ' -16.

Y2= -916666 etc., " -916.

^ = •72727272 etc., " ' -72.

19 '

^=•513513513 etc., " " -513.

:7r-= -38636363 etc., "
44 '

" -3863

Every terminating decimal can be expressed as a
vulgar fraction whose denominator is a power of 10.

Thus, .32 = il. .019 = ^25, etc.

Conversely, every vulgar fraction having a denomin-
ator which is a power of 10, or which can be changed into
such a fraction, can be expressed as a terminating decimal.

Thus: -± = .3

4 4X2
5 5X2

3 3_
4 2X2

_8_

10

3X5X5 75

'2X2X5X5 100
= •75.

But it is evident that a fraction, in its lowest terms,
cannot be changed to an equivalent fraction whose de-
nominator is a power of 10, if its denominator contains
any prime factors oth?r than 2 or 5.
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Thus
}, ^V. jV cannot be reduced to tertninatinpdec>n,as because 7, 14 and 30 respectively contaTnoTeJpnme factors besides 2 and 5.

(inkVlolTs! I"'"'/'"'
" '''^ denominator of a fractionm Its lowest terms) contains factors other than 2 and 5the corresponding decimal can never terminate.

We have next to show that these non-terminatine
decimals must repeat.

i=«"unaung

7)3-000000000000

•428571428571

the^rl"""/ ""
''t'"°" * '° ^ '**""»'• "« find thatthe remamders m order are

2, 6, 4, 5, 1, 3,

and the dividends must therefore be (after the first)

20, 60, 40, 50, 10, 30.

Now since the last of these is the same as the dividendwith which we started,

therefore the quotient obtained from it will be thesame as the first quotient;

therefore the remainder obtained from it will be thesame as the first remainder, and so on;

therefore the second set of 6 digits in the quotient mustbe the same as the first set of 6 digits; and for the san ereason the third set will be the same as the second

orde?"'
^^^ '^'^'" '" ^^^ ''"°*'"'* ""'* '^'="' '" t''^ ^'-""^

And since in dividing by seven there can be only 6
different remamders, it follows that there can be only 6digits^m the repeating part of the decimal. Similarly if
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the denominator of the fraction i» 17, there cannot be
more than 16 digits in the repeating part; if the denom-
inator is 19, not more than 18 digJ»s, and so on. So that
the number of digits in the repeating part of a decimal
cannot be greater than the divisor diminished by 1.

The number of digits in the repeating part will not
always be so great as this, for if the denominator be 3, 6,

or 9, only one digit will repeat; if 11, two digits; 13, six

digits; 31, fifteen digits; 37, three digits; 41, five digits.

To determine where the decimal will begin to repeat:

We find that J = -3.

i=16.
"

tV=--''83.
" if = -7916.

In the first of these the factor 2 does not occur in the
denominator, and the decimal begins to repeat at the
decimal point.

In the second case the factor 2 occurs once in the de-
nominator and one digit occurs between the decimal point
and the repeating digit.

In the third case two 2's occur as factors in the de-

nominator and two digits occur between the decimal
point and the repeating digit.

In the fourth, three, and so on, every 2 which occurs
as a factor in the denominator having the effect of moving
the first repeating digit one place further to the right,

and the same will be found to be true if 5 be substituted
for 2 in what has just been stated.

If 2's and 5"s both occur in the denominator, the same
thing will be true of the one that occurs oftener, and the
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there will be fo„r ." ""•' ''"*"' '^'* ^ "•'« "«»«

u»..r.t;";.rsr. Si's™" '""

1. Reduce ^\ to a decimal fraction.

19)70(.36842105263I57894736

156
114

160
152

80

T1.US divide 2 successive!; into'sT 1 TT^eetc.. and obtain the quotients 4. 2. l! 0. 5. 2. ;, ^tc
'

2. Reduce f| to a decimal.

13)120(.9230769
117
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EXERCISE

Reduce to decimal fractions:

18 12 10 6 8 9 8
19' 19' 17' 17' 13' 23' 2l'

1

14 13 30 38 1 19

23' 29' 31' 37' 4l' 53'

[j

80 17 76 100 98 1 1000
**• 91' 63' 77' 259' 189' 2849' 1001

If we reduce \, f, |, j, 4. i to decimals, we have i

4= -142857, 4='-28S714, 4= •42857 i. B
7 7 7

1= -571428, y= -714285, |= -857142.

In these cases the same digits occur in all the decimals,

and in the same order. Thus, 1 is always followed by 4;

4, by 2; 2, by 8, and so on.

The following examples furnish illustrations of the

application of this result:

1. Knowing that |= -142857, find the decimal equiva-

lent to 4.

By division we get 7 as the first digit in the quotient;

then, knowing that 7 is followed by 1, 1 by 4, etc., we

have at once 714285, and therefore

1= -714285.

2. Reduce f| to a circulating decimal.

28)270(-964
252

180

168

120

.-. fi=-96H
= •96?
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In this case, since there are two 2's as factors of the
denominator, there will be two digits between the decimal
point and the first of the repeating digits. Therefore 4 is
the first repeating digit, and the others are known at once
to be 2, 8, 5, 7, 1, and therefore the required result is

•96428571.

3. Reduce j}j to a circulating decimal.

Here the factors of the denominator are 5, 5, 7; there-
fore there will be two digits between the decimal point
and the repetend, and the repetend will contain six digits.
Hence the sam method as in Ex. 2, gives the result
•00571428.

From the value of (V already found, we can find the
value of any other proper fraction having 19 for denomi-
nator. Take for example j%:

On dividing, the first digit in the quotient is 1, but as
1 occurs twice in the repetend, we must obtain by division
another digit in the quotient; this is 5. Then we are at
once enabled to write down the remaining digits of the
repetend, namely, 789, etc., and therefore the required
result is 157894736842105263.

TO REDUCE CmCDLATING DECIMALS TO VULGAR
FRACTIONS

•2- -2222 , .

10 times -2= 2-2222
" **

—

'-^ X ' •!

9 times -2=2.
.-. -2= f

•7=J, and soon.Similarly -4= i,
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.•. 100 times

.*. 99 times

ARITHMETIC

•23= -232323....

i23 = 23-232323

23 = 23

Similarly -47 = JJ, •246 = §JJ, and so on.

-38725= -38725725.,

.-. 100 times -38725= 38-725725

.-. 100,000 times t -38725= 38725-725725

.-. (100,000-100) times -38725= 38725- 38

38725- 38
•38725 =

100000-100

38687

99900'

The numerator of this fraction is seen to be the differ-

ence between the given decimal, to the end of the first

period, and the part of the decimal which does not repeat.

The denominator consists of as many nines as there

are digits in the repeating period followed by as many
ciphers ais there are digits between the decimal point

and the first of the rcp>eating digits.

3267 - 32
Thus -03267 =

12^3475 =

99000

123475-123
'9990

EXERCISE

Reduce to vulgar fractions in their lowest terms:

1. -6, -72, 09, -387, -6021, -714285.

2. 1945, -09, -0208.3, .1142857 or -If.

3. 2-3, 316, 14-037, 7-145/1428.
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ADDmoW AMD SUBTRACTION OF CIRCULATING
DECIMALS

1. When absolute accuracy is not required.

A result sufficiently correct for most purposes may be
obtajned m the manner shown in the following example:

Add together the following numbers so as to obtain
their sum correct to 4 decimal places:

37, .235, •35142857, -7, -036.

Extend each decimal to 6 places-2 more than the
required number, thus:

•373737
•235353

•351428
•777777
•036363^

1-774658^

The difference between this result and the true result
is less than one ten-thousandth. That is, it differs from
the true result by less than 1 in the fourth decimal place

Add:
EXERCISE

1. -7, -73, .846, -6342, -63205 to 4 places.

2. -63, -064, -0067, -9376, .0406 to .. pUces.

3. .7342, .94765, •376416, -lOOiOOO. 38-74 to 5 pUces.

4. 106.30, 937-4, 89001, 387.1591, lOl-lOl, 1000-ioOOl to 6 place,.

2. When absolute accuracy is required.

We may either reduce the decimals to their equivalent
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vulgar fractions and then add—which is apt to be a ted-

ious operation—or we may proceed as follows:

Required to add -36, -539, -032437.

First make the repeaters all begin at the same distance

from the decimal point.

Now, since -36 =36363636 it may be written

in any of the following ways:

•3^3

•3636

•3636

•3636363

•363636363, etc.

For all of these give the same result, namely,

•3636363636

Thus the place where the repeater begins may be

moved to the right. We must therefore select that dec-

imal which has its first repeating digit farthest to the

right, as our guide in arranging the others.

This is •032437,

therefore the others become -36363,

and ^53939.

Secondly, we must make the repeaters all end at the

same number of places from the decimal point.

The first of these must take some such form as,

•032437

•032437437

•032437437437

That is, the number of digits in the repeater must be

a multiple of 3.
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Similarly in the other two the number of digits in the
repeater must be a multiple of 2, and since 6 is a multiple
of both 3 and 2, we may have 6 digits in the repeater in

each case. Thus these numbers become

•032

•363

•539

•935

437437

636363

39J5939

467740

We then proceed to add them together, remembering
to increase the right-hand column by the number to be
carried as the result of adding the digits which would
be to the right of this if the decimals were extended.

EXERCISE
Add.

1. -3, -265, 037.

2. -36, -364, -9873.

3. -Wmi, -4038, -9, -27.

4. -398457, 00375, OiMlS.

The method to be pursued in subtraction needs no
further explanation.

MXJLTIPLICATIOIT AUTO DIVISION OF CIRCULATIKG
DECIMALS

1. When absolute accuracy is required.

Reduce the decimals to their equivalent vulgar frac-
tions:

Perform the required operation:

Reduce the resulting fraction to a decimal.

2. When absolute accuracy is not required.
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The requisite degree of accuracy may be secured by the
methods of contracted multiphcation and division of
decimals exempUfied below.

COMTRACTED MULTIPLICATION OF DECIMALS

Multiply 9-8413 by 1-234, obtaining the product cor-
rect to 3 decimal places.

(a)

9-8413
1-234

39 3652
295 239
1968 26
9841 3

12.144 1642

(c)

9-8413
4321

9841 3
1968 3

295 2
39 4

12-14412144

In the foregoing methods of multiplication (a) shows
the complete product obtained in the usual way, (b) also

shows the complete product obtained by a method which
differs from (a) only in beginning the operation with
the first digit on the left of the multiplier. In the com-
plete multiplication, if the result is required correct only
to 3 decimal places, it is clear that the only use of the
digits on the right of the vertical line, in (a) or (b), is to

obtain the digit to be carried to the first column on the
left of that line.

To obtain the proper digit to be carried, the first col-

umn on the right of the line is generally all that is neces-

sary, so that all the other digits might be omitted.

It is only necessary to multiply the 1 of the multiplier

into 98413, the 2 into 9841, the 3 into 984, and the 4 into 98.

The simplest way to do this, is to arrange the work
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^nSr".'''.^'^-
1'" """'^ *"«'* °f '•>' """'PM^^ « n,m.

tiplied into the digit above it and those to the left.

the^ffrtt ?! ?^ 'u'
""'"P"" ">""' •'* multiplied intothe first digit to the right in the multiplicand for thepurpose of obtaining the digit to be carried.

Thus 98X4 = 392. but 4X4=16, from which 2 is ear-
ned, making the last product 394. Here 2 is carriedbecause 16 is nearer to 20 than to 10. Similarly to theproduct of 984 by 3, is carried, as the product 1X3 ilnearer to than to 10. To the product 9841X2, 1 is
to be earned.

rule should be followed: If the product is between

carry I; .f between 15 and 24 inclusive, carry 2, and so on!

to iL"^^ !i*
*° ""'''^P'y '° * '^^"'^' P'*«=«. th'^t is

to obtam the product correct to 3 decimal places, the
multiplier then is written in reversed order, the units'
digit of the multiplier being placed under the digit inthe fourth decimal place of the multiplicand.

p,ae«"^«P'y
''^'' by -356432 correct to 4 decimal

3446
23|4653

0000
1034

172

20
1

^iJis"

57
0.

O'
3
6
3-

1

Here the units' digit of the mul-
tiplier is and is placed under the
digit in the fifth decimal place in the
multiplicand. The mulUplication by
the may, of course, be omitted in
the work.
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Multiply

places.

•053726 by 13-56432 correct to 3 decimal

•0537

234^53
26
1

537
"3"

161 2

26 9
3 2

2

.728

Here the units' digit of the multi-

plier is placed under the fourth deci-

mal place in the multiplicand, and

the tens' digit of the multiplier under

the fifth decimal place. In the mul-

tiplication by 5 we carry a 4 from

the product 35, since the complete

product would be more than 35.

1

When the multiplier does not contain just one digit

in the integral part, as in the last two examples, it might
be better to change both multiplier and multiplicand

so that there would be only one digit in the integral part

of the multiplier.

Thus 344657 X -356432 would become

-0344657X3-56432,

and -053726X13-56432 would become

-53726X1-356432.

The operations here performed would evidently leave

the product in each case unchanged.

EXERCISE

1. Find the product of 47-3846 by 314159 correct to three decimal
places.

2. Find (l-06)» correct to three places.

3. Find the product of 107, 1-035, 105, 1025 correct to four

places.

4. Find 3725X-3725X31416 correct to three places.

5. Find 4X314159X(2-37)" to four pUces.
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COITTRACTED DIVISION OF DECIMALS

Divide 234398766 by 23456789 to six digits in the
quotient.

Omit the 9 in the divisor and divide to six digits. How
far does this quotient coincide with the first?

Omit the 8 also and divide to six digits. How far is
the quotient correct in this case?

If you divide by 23456 instead of the complete divisor
how far will the quotient be correct?

What relation do you notice between the number of
digits m the divisor and the number of digits to ivhich
the quotient is correct in each case?

NOTB.—If in any case we divide by, say, the first seven Hi,w,= „.
the divisor, the quotient will generally ^ Jr^tMft^:Ts^Z°sThus n every case we have only to take as much of the divisor as willcontain one d.git more than the number required in the quotient

Divide 2-718281828 by 3-14159265 correct to five
digits m the quotient. Take the first six digits for di-
visor, thus:

3141592(J?)2713281828r8
2,'31,i274

"^205007

As we have now to obtain four digits in the quotient
we divide by five digits of the divisor, thus:

31415Wg3)205007(6
188495

16512

Similarly we next divide by four digits, thus:

3141???3?)1G512(5
15708

804
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Next dividing similarly by three and two digits of

the divisor we get the other two digits of the quotient,

which is therefore 86525, the position of the decimal

point being determined in the same way as in ordinary

division of decimals. The student must remember to

take account of the digit to be carried in each of the par-

tial multiplications as has been already explained. The
complete operation may be arranged thus:

3 • 1 4 1 592^53 2 -7 1 828 1 828 (-86525
52568 ' 2513274

205007
188495

16512
15708

804
628

176
157

A convenient arrangement is to place each digit in

the quotient under the right hand digit of the divisor

used in obtaining it; thus 8 was obtained by dividing

by 314159, and is accordingly placed under 9; 6 is placed

under 5 of its divisor 31415; and so on. This enables

the multiplications by these digits to be readily effected,

and also serves to indicate the next divisor to be used.

The quotient, when obtained, may be arranged in proper

order in its usual place, and the position of the decimal

point determined.

In example (1) of the exercise following, five digits

must be obtained in the quotient, as there will evidently

be two digits in the integral part, and therefore we
must begin the division with six digits in the divisor.

In example (2) we must begin with seven digits in the

divisor, and a cipher should be placed to the right of it.
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EXERCISE

Find each of the following to three decimal placet:
3()

'•~ioooi7'

l'(H)1204

Q 110356-84

9"81.5X"70«O

7000
"•

8'l(i«34'

. 13631-361

1002-766

8:J-365

S8-09fi'

EXERCISES m FRACTIONS

1-4828
"'"''' '*'' ^^ "^^*' '""^^ '"' "'^*2^' *"'* *»-3 by

«.o«,/.'"''
'''' '!" '""''^'ted method the product of 26 42783 and

o-^iS238 true to witlim -001

,

3. Divide 91-863 by 87-56.

Divide it^;::fvr'
"'

'
""""^ """'^"'^

'°
- '-''" '™^'-'

6 Find the greatest and least values of a decimal the first four
digits of which are knoft.-i to be SSOI.

6. By short division, find the quotient as a whole number andrecumng deamal when 1769 is divided by 105.

7. Reduce nine and nine-tenths inches to the decimal of a mik
8. Find a decimal that shall be v.ithin ,ti„ of if
9. Simplify i of JXi of l-=-(J+i of 20).

value' of S'?'
"*""' """"*' °' ""'"' ""'"' ""''"^ "^""^ "*

11. Find the least fraction which, added to the sum of I, u and
U, shall make the result an integer.

12. Which of the three numbers Vs'. IW and 2-718282, mostnearly expresses the value of 2-718281828.

n ^": *r*oo*'''
"'""'" '^^ " "8 »"» "«arly represenu theproduct of -834 and -623.

« me
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14. What number niultlptied by 57-29577 will give a product

differing from 180 by lew than 0001?

15. Find the sum of:

(»+l), (}-t), (»X|), (»+»). (!+).
At

16. Wliat fraction having 17 for numerator ctpials -^?

17. Find, correct to four decimal jjlaces, a nunilxr which u
multiplier may be substituted for .'114150 as divisor.

18. A vulgar fraction has 200 for its numerator and its nearest

approximate value in tliousandths is 511; what is its denominator?

10. State which of the following fractions will reduce to termina-

ting and which to circulating decimals, and tht limits to tlie number

of digits in the repeating periods of the latter:

67 28 155 51 47 321

128' 37' 1147' 102' 98' 376

20. Water expands one-tenth in freezing. If a cubic foot of

water weighs 1000 oz., find the weight of a cubic foot of ice.

21. If 4 men in S days of hours -ach can mow 15 acres of <;mt,

how many men will mow 11 acres in 2 days of 11 hours each?

22. A person sold A } of his land, B ( of the remainder, C ( of

what then remained and received S50 for what he had left, at $60 per

acre. Find the number of acres he had at first.

23. Divide 112-46 among A, B, C and D, so that A's share may
be A of D's, C's share -fs of A's, and B's share the sum of A's and C's.

24. Find the average, correct to 4 places of decimals, of

I2H, 21, 7}, -034, 3-125, 0, 24-58 and IZf,.

25. If 12 men, working 8 hours a day, do f of a piece of work in

20 days, how many days will 15 men, working 10 hours a day, take

to do i of it?

26. A merchant fails owing 110500, and pays his creditors 35

cents on the dollar. How much will be lost by a creditor to whom
one-fifth of the debt was owing?

27. From a cask of wine, worth 90 cents a gallon, a axth part is

drawn and replaced by wine worth only 50 cents a gallon. What is

now the value per gallon of the wine in the cask?
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. ^ * *?^^ '' *°'*" '"' '° ° ""'' 8»''«<1 '""-'ighth. B aoid it to Clor (306 ud loit three-twentieths. How much did the lot cost A?

r K '^n
'^T !*" l^y " J"""*' '" " •"" "

'
"«». "nd B on beatCby 10 yards in a 200 yard race; by h „v , uc-i .. \ ,,at C

"
.200 yard race?

v an, in a

30 A grocer bought 600 lb. of >,;u i ,r KMO; i
••

, -d 98 ft
himself and sold the rest «, as to rnaU

; un. ;,. i , ., ,ui on thewhole quantity. How much per lb rti.l lu w 1 ii .r

usuaUy makes the distance in .{ hours. I, .... t,. in ., „ , 15 min. lateBOW much must it increase its speed to arrive -i iii. -.

32. A house and lot are together worth*. 11.0, one-fourth of thevalue of the house is equal to one-third of the value of the lot; find
the value of each.

33. If three-fourths of the price of a loaf of bread depends upon
the price of flour, by how much should the price of a 10 cent loaf be
increased when flour rises two-fifteenths in value?

34 The sum of $3278 is to be divided among four person, in
proportion to their ages, which are 17, 20, 24 and 30 years How
would you divide it?

35. The sum which will pay A's wages for BIJ days, will pay B'swages tor SIJ days; for how many days will it pay the wages of A anda together?

36. A grain dealer buys 5225 bushels of wheat at tl05 per busheland lays tl25 for insurance, storage, etc.; he sells | of it at 97 cents

Ir^'^' ^V"*"".'
P"" ^' *'"'*'*' ""•" ^ «" 'he remainder to gain

9O£l-50 on the whole?

on
/^' ^^" ^°. * P'*" °' ""'^ '" 1° *»>"• ^ '" >5 days, and C inM days. What fraction of the work can each do in 1 day' In howmany days can they do the work if they all work together?

38. A and B were employed to do a piece of work for 160 They
were to be paid in proportion to their ability to work, which was 4 to
5. and to the time each worked, which was 3 to 4. How much did
each receive?

39. A boy's age now is one-fifth of his father's. In six years it
wUl be^one-third of his father's present age. How old is the boy?
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40. A man having lost one-fifth of his capital is worth as much as
another man who has gained three-twentieths of his capital. The
second man's capital was originally S9000. What was the first man's
capital?

41. I bought 360 gallons of wine at (2-60 a gallon; paid for car-

riage 117-20, and for duties S86S0. If -15 of it be lost by leakage, at

what price per gallon must the remainder be sold to gain SSO on the

whole transaction?

42. A person buys four houses: for the second he gives half as

much again as for the first ; for the third, half as much again as for the

second; and for the fourth as much as for the first and third together.

He pays in all $24000. What *is the cost of each?

43. Brown purchased ^V of a mill proiierty fi)r $4004-55, and
Smith purchase' J'j of the same property at rate j'j higher. What
did Smith's part cost him?

44. Out of a sum of $4000, $217 are allotted *••> charity, and of

the remainder A gets jV "">« than B, and B g\ i. '::e than C. What
are the shares of each?

46. Gun metal is composed of 11 parts of copper to 2 parts of tin.

How much tin must be added to 2607 lb. of copper to make gun metal?

46. What is the hour when J of the time past noon is f of the

time till midnight?

47. A vessel contains 150 gallons of wine; 50 gallons are drawn
and the vessel filled with water. If this operation be performed five

times in all, how much wine will the mixture contain?

48. Find the G. C. M. and L. C. M. of

10 10 , 20
63' 2l^"'*8l'

49. Find, correct to 6 decimal places, the value of

g+gr+gT + etc.

50. A bankrupt's assets are found to be } of his liabilities, but on

examination J of his assets prove to be worth only 50 cents on the

dollar. How many cents on the dollar can he pay ta bis creditors?
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Find the cost of each^
^ "^"""' °' ""• <»« °f the horse.

Horse^a^B^^tro":
3 c~:il h'^ff xf.1^" ^T ^^ '

again as a cow in the same time L7,T' ^ ^"^ i ^ ""«=h
.on.r than the houses, hoj^h s^rLrf^e men'^r"- ^

candfdtterce" v1"'io"of?hf 'hV'"'"^
"'"^ '" ™'^' "- elected

majority of 50 olt/^is Vptnet'^ To:T ^"""""^"'^^ "'"' "»''

^

each candidate?
PP°nent. How many votes were polled for

tothfcurf:::ae?eirh;ran^''"^«»'''--P-''veiy.
equal weights of copper lead at l '"' "' """' '""'P"-'' "^

56. The average of seven numbers is 2fi.qs Ti.
first two is 34.5 and of the next th^ 19 3 pLTn'

'""""^^ °' '"'
remaining two. '^'"° ""e average of the

that 'i.LTi4Tu^Z *lTz ^r °J
''^' "^'«''^'' - ->-

customer? * """"^^ to the pound. How much did he cheat his



Compound Quantities

Quantities of the same kind, but consisting of units

of diSFerent denominations, are called Compound Quan-
UtiM. ,

Thus 2 yd. 1 ft. 7 in. is a compound quantity.

Here there are three units of measurement, a yard,

a foot and an inch. These units are of different denom-
inations, but they are all of the same kind, because each
represents a definite length.

When the units are of the same kind, and the rela-

tions between them ai-e known, the compound quantity

may be reduced to a Simple Quantity expressed in terms

of a single unit.

Thus: 2 yd. 1 ft. 7 in.

7 = number of feet in 2 yd. 1 ft.

U
91 = number of inches in 2 yd. 1 ft. 7 in.

Here the reasoning is as follows:

1 yd. = 3 ft.

.-. 2 yd. = 3 ft.X2 = 2 ft.X3=6 ft.

.-. 2 yd. 1 ft. = 7 ft.

1 ft. = 12 in.

.-. 7 ft. = 12 in.x7 = 7 in. X 12 = 84 in.

.-. 7 ft. 7 in. =91 in.

68
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This operation is frequently called Reduction Descend-
ing, because the change is made from a larger to a smaller

When the change is from a smaller to a larger unitthe operation is called Reduction Ascending.

Reduce 151546 in. to higher denominations.
12

3

11

15^546 in.

12628 ft. 10 in.

4209 yd. 1 ft.

8418 half yd.

320 765 rd. ,T half yd. = 765 rd. I yd. 1 ft. 6 in
2 mi. 125 rd.

.-. 151546 in. = 2 mi. 125 rd. 1 yd. 1 ft. 10 in.l

, .
1 ft. 6 in./

= 2 mi. 125 rd. 2 yd. Oft. 4 in.

EXERCISE

many i„f:«eT"'
""^^ '""^"^^ '''^ '--' '" ^ «-" ">,^ How

2. Reduce 30 weeks 6 days 12 hours to minutes.

3. Find the number of minutes in the year 1900.

4. How many cubic yards an- there in a cubic mile>

the sate"y:rr""'
""' '" ""* '""^^" *" ''" ''"'' ^^P'' 2«"- °f

0. Reduce ^100 to pence.

7. Reduce 10,000 farthings to ^ s., etc.

in one* acreV'"'"
"'''''^'' ^"''' ""^ "'"^ ^''""^ ^''"'"'' "' '"ere

w r.

^
•.."^L*"'

^*"' °' ^'^y '^"' ^ " ^"""^^y- ™ "hat day of theweek will Christmas day nf »K» c= t_„-.
-"^ "^"*ay of the same fail?
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. I

il

10. If the sun rises at 6.22 a.m. and Sets at 7.37 p.m., bow many
minutes of daylight are there?

11. How many tons are there in 10 million ounces?

12. A dealer buys 100 long tons of coal at $6-75 per ton He
sells It at the same price per short ton. Find his gain, (A long ton
=2240 lb., a short ton=2000 lb.)

13. If a franc be worth 9}d., how many francs are equivalent to
Xo6 Is. lO^d.?

14. Three horses together weigh 2 tons 491 pounds. Find in
pounds their average weight.

15. How many revolutions will a carriage wheel 6 ft. 2 in. in
circumference make in a journey of 3 mi. 970 yd. 2 ft. 10 in?

16. W. E. Gladstone was born on Dec. 9th, 1809, and died on Mav
19th, 1898. How long did he live?

17. How many bags are required to hold 111 bu. 2 pk. 4 qt. of
wheat if each bag holds 2 bu. 1 pk. 4 qt.?

18. How many yards of cloth at 5s. 6d. a yard are equal in value
to 55 lb. of tea at 2s. 6d. a lb. ?

19. On Nov. 29th, 1899, a person had lived 10480 days When
was he born?

20. If a train travels 30 miles per hour, what is its rate in feet
per second?

21. If light travels at 186000 miles per second, and the distance
of the sun is 93,930,000 miles, how many minutes does it take the
sun's light to reach us?

22. A person takes 99 steps in a minute, each step* being 30 inches
in length. How far would he walk in an hour?

23. If a dealer buys 144 lb. of an article by avoirdupois weight
and sells it by troy weight, how many pounds can he sell?

24. The rails of the Great Western Railway, England, weigh 97i
lb. per yard. Find in tons the weight of the rails required to construct
a mile of this railway.

25. If a cow gives 12 qt. 1 pt. of milk every day, and 1 lb. 8 oz
of butter can be made frou 25 qt. of milk, how many lb. of butter
can be made in r.ne week from the milk of 16 cows?
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io»f'/;j: ^XHifheTrri'""'
'''•' '^"'''' "•="" -<• >«"<"

weighs 1000 oz!?
' '" '^^"K """ > '"bic foot of water

sec. iL 2«r2nrL^T:r~ °' •" -^^ ^ "• ^^ -'" ^

wee.l"h:'^;sr2otrJ° tHha?''' ^ ^'" "*'"^' ^« '«» ^^^ ^

expenditure for the remainder of the „rro"'asT'' '^'r'
"" "^"''^

at the end of it?
^ "' '° ^^™d being in debt

30. Find the number of day. in each 400 consecutive years

J^^L^ZlT' "'"" "'" "•"' ^' " ""= -"'-y which began on

PROBLEMS-METRXC SYSTEM
1. Express 1000 centimetres in metres- 'innn ••

metres; 1000 centimetres in dekamet" s
""'""etres in ded-

1000 LttTieTmr" '" ''""""'"^ '«« --- indekametres;

2. «.L'ri: mi^r:' *"''^''-"-- '^kiiometres in metre,:

kilometre!'"'""
''''"'-'^^ """'-"- '""-metres; in metres; in

12468'mm^rmic^ns'""-
'" "'"""'''- '''' - - ""'imetres;

result in mete's'-'
•"• ""' ^'"' '''' °'"- '«34 Km.; express the

I364.J9 Dm'""
'" ""'™''"' '"^ '''^'=«"- •«'"«„ 5-678 Km. and

8. Multiply 12 Km. 5 m. 8 cm. by 96.
9, Given chat 64 miles is very nearly equal to im Pr„

1 yard m centimetres. ^ •* ^'"' "press

10. A traiu is running at the rate of 60 Km ™ k
metres doe. it go at this rate in one Lcond? "^ "" """ ""^
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i

spJs belw'l'tT^V' T "" "' "" '''" ^' '«'" P-«» over 20spwes Between telegraph poles m one minute. Find the distant, inmetres between two consecuUve poles.
distance in

12. Using the approximate value, 1 metre=3
height of a man, 5 ft. lOJ in., in centimetres.

'•37 in., express the

.eighfo^r::^ -™ -':^-- -- m mimmetres the

.on,l'ai!!-^r-.:l^^—:--^-^-ami-

metres' in't'Jd'
' ""'"''" " * °' ='" '"'-' «"" '"^ -">'-' of nulli-

of 1 Km"'"p"'^"''
'engthseach

1 m. 5 cm,, can be cut from a lengthot 1 Km.? Express the remainder in mm.

ares In d^ka""
'"" "" " '"^'"^'^ '^°" "" '" --tiares; 1200

Expre'ss tlTe'rlsIuTn1^' ^"^' '"^ ''''''''• "^ -""^ "'™"-

20. Express in dekares the difference between I Ha., and 1 are
21. Multiply 7 Ha., 5 Da. 6 a. 4 da. 5 ca. by 27.

22. Express 1 square decimetre in milliates.

23. Express in square cenUmetres 1 are 5 da.

inched'
^"^^ ""' ^PP™"™"'™ 1 H^=2-5 acres, exp,«s 1 metre in

25. How many cubic centimetres in 1 stere?

26. How many steres in one milUon cubic centimetres?

27. Express 1 ds. in cubic decimetres.

Z water
^ ""^ ""' °' '""' "'''<='' '^ ^'^ ^^"^^ "^ heavy

29. Water expands A in freezing; find the weight of 1 stere of ice.
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33. Given that a sold

" --eigh lOOOOWJ grammes?

an amount equivalent to the^^i;;,":;^'?'
""'" ™"^'^ " «-l".

volume of a solid which weighs aw 1 '"T
''''''"^' ''"" '"e

water at 4t., than when widr^f"™^^ '"^ "'«' i-^rsed in

certa^ Sa^rir^^gl^L-fT-; ^-;^H. "' ^^ "-" a,r. ^™" '"^l water is 770 times as heavy

35. Find the number of cubic centimetres in one litre36. Express the kilogramme in milligrammes.
37. F.nd the number of grammes in Itonneau.
•is. Fmd in kilos, the weight of in ^.,k-

39 Wh=, • .u
'"' '"•^''*' °f "ater at 4"CJ». What IS the weight of I l,>„ t«~T, 1. 13.5 ,i„, „'i„;'; l,'™,";,"""' » mo., ,»„. ,i„

, ..
^'' •^'ven that an ounce Av -os -i!; „.

kilos, in a ton (2000 lb.).

' grammes, find the number of

second.-
^ ""^^ "^"^^ ^ «-• f-^ hour; express this rate in cm. per

.43. Express the chain (66 ft.) in metres

its .ength't^ares.*"^
''^^^' ^^"'^ '^^'^^-V '^ ^29 mi^s. «„d

46. Express 5280 feet in metres

48. How many hires of water ,« ,.„^„..,.^ . ,. _.„*ui weigh one tonneau?
"'' ~'"''^ "'"^^^nBuni oensity



Powe s of Numbers

Write the following products in the exponential form,

and find their values:

1. 2X2. 12. ixi.

2. 3X3. 13. +xf
3. 10X10. 14. AXtV
4. 17X17. 15. 5X5X5.

5. 20X20. 16. 10X10X10.

6. 100X100. 17. 6X6X6X6.

7. 300X300. 18. •IX-lXl.

8. IXl. 19. •02X02X02X02
9. •4X-4. 20. Jxjx4xfx|.

10. •06X06. 21. i§xi5xi§xi§.

11. 235 X -235.

II.

Find the value of:

1

.

4», 5^ 23^

2. -y. -04', 016' -518'.
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^- w. ay. (w-
75

of detiiSr^ '
''^"^'' ^*-"^)

• -"-' 'o four places

5- (10)', (100)', (1000)'

6- 7', 14', 163'.

7. •!', -02', XWl'.

8- (J)'. (A)'. (1A)».

^^J-
(-6932)'. (.02475)'. correct to five places of dec-

10. 4»X3», 17'X5», 12'xiO'.

U- 7«, 3», 2'.

12. (1.046).. (1.06).., correct to four decimal places.



Roots of Numbers

1. Obtain the square roots of the following: 1, 4, 9,

16, 25, 36, 49, 64, s'l, 100, 144, 196, 256, 324, 64X81,
3600, 8100, 16X25X49, 64X36X100, 640000, 81000000.

2. Obtain the cube roots of the following: 1, 8, 27, 64,

125, 216, 343, 512, 729, 1000, 8X343, 27X512, 125X729,
8X1000, 125000, 512000, 27X216X343, 27X729X1000,
8000000, 729000000.

3. By resolving into prime factors, obtain the square
roots of the following: 36, 64, 100, 576, 729, 1024, 1296,

1764, 6400, 1089, 57600, 640000, 313600, 78400, 11025.

. 4. Obtain the cube roots of the following in a similar

manner: 8, 27, 512, 1000, 216000, 27000, 1728, 9261,

1331, 1331000, 27000000, 42875.

5. Obtain the fifth roots of the following in a similar

manner: 32, 243, 3125, 1024, 7776, 3200000, 4084101.

6. Obtain the square roots of the following in a similar

manner: i, i, ^\, t^, ^/^Vt?. AV- HI ttVut. -01, -04,

•09, -64, 5-76, 10-24, 17-64, 110-25, 1-1025, ^\*^,.

7. Obtain the cube roots of the following in a similar

manner: J, ^, WV. AW. VW. Trlfr- VuV/. -001, -008,

•064, 1-728, 1-331, 9-261, 42-875, -000001, -001728, -042875.
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SQUARE ROOT

I.

>. Multiply 35 by 35.

3. How many um/j in the product of 1 hv s =„j i,

often is this product found in L wt.: operatLT
'"

4. How many units in the product of 3 by 3'

6. What is the sum'

.4/;i!7r:;„:u:;^s^t£^::r^^-'^^

-taSV:^.xi^- -s^ -" ^' -
' -

.225bff:u^d^
"" ''^ '^"^ "'''' °' '''^ ^^"- -' "f

r.J^i^""'
"^ '•'^ '^'^'''' ^ '''"^ 5 combined to form theremamder m example 7?

quotVlt
•"' "'' ^''''''' P"" °' ''y- -"at is the

or^tr;^:r^;-rSaS^^"^^°^'-^---

«n;?he':2il2r:""
''^ ^^"'^^"'^^^ °^ --P'« ^' -^

^to'/eth:; f?<;LiSf
"

"
' -'-^ '- ^- -"^--^^
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m

15. What is the tens digit of the square root? The
units digit? The whole square root?

16. How was the tens digit of the square root obtained?

17. How was the units digit of the square root first

obtained?

18. What was added to the trial divisor of example 11

to give a divisor which would divide exactly?

19. If the number had been 1230, after going through
the same operation to (ind its square root, what would
the remainder be?

20. When we obtain 5 for a remainder, what has been
subtracted from 1230?

21. What is the number subtracted from 1230 the
square of?

22. Extract the square roots of 625, 631, 961, 970, and
give the remainder in each case.

23. In an example in long division, what is used as a
trial divisor to obtain the different digits of the quotient?

24. Does the trial divisor always indicate accurately

the number of times the whole divisor will be contained
in the dividend? Why?

25. In a case where it does not give the right digit,

what is your next step?

26. Should the trial divisor in example 1 1 always give
a quotient which will hold when the complete divisor is

used?

27. When it does not, how should you proceed?
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11.

1 What is the square of 3?

it ten 7om
""' ' """""^ '^ ""'^'P''-^ •'y '° -"ease

square of 3 be increased to obtain the square of 30?

square'of^Vhi""'"''.'"
^°''' ''°"' ""^"^ '"'^ must thesquare of 30 be increased to obtain the square of 300?

mJ: !u
^"'^ ""'"^" '' increased ten fold, how many foldmust the square of the number be increased u „kT .u

square of the new number?
'""^^^^d t. obtain the

6. How many digits in the product of a unit« rficif k
a^units digit? of a tens by a tenj^ of a hJudrS'by'f^ut^

7. In obtaining any product, what is the digit of lowestdenom.naHon .hi.H is affected by the product of a uSs
inIZX ''^^' °' ' ''- '^ ^ -^^ °^ ^ '^-^ "edl

8. What part of 568516 can be omitted, if we wish toobtam only the hundreds digit in the squar; root?

th.\ ^A^A ^^V^"" ^ "•"'"'^^ '^ ^« ^i^h to obtain boththe hundreds and tens digits?

10. Find the hundreds and tens diiHf« in fi,«

11. How many tens in 7 hundreds + 5 tens?
12. When 75 tens squared is subtracted from 5685hundreds, what is the remainder?

*^
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'*i I

13. When it is subtracted from 568516, what is the

remainder?

14. When we have obtained this remainder and the

total number of tens in the square root, what is the trial

divisor for finding the units digit?

15. What is the complete divisor?

16. What is the remainder after this division?

17. What is the square root of 568516?

18. Every time we fqund a digit in the square root,

how many digits of the original number did we use?

19. Draw vertical lines between the digits of the num-
ber 840889, so as to indicate the digits which enter to-

gether into the operation of finding the different digits

of its square root; and find its square root.

20. Find the square roots of 687241, 151321, 45369,
87025.

III.

1. What is the square of 1, 1, 01, -001?

2. What is the square root of 1, -01, 0001, -000001?

3. How many digits must we have in a decimal to give

1 decimal place in the square root? to give 2 places? to

give 3 places?

4. For every digii in the square root, how many must
we have in the decimal?

5. From what place should we begin to mark off the

decimal in periods containing two digits each?

6. Extract the square roots of -09, -0049, -000081,

-000004, 1-21, 1-44, 50-41, 26-01, 6772-41, 4-5369, 297-6423,

354-5, 2649-5, -4, to 4 places when possible.
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CUBE ROOT

81

tation and I tirefre" ' Lr^' ""°""' °' '^"'"P""

cube root of anv mm,h I P'^''"'^''' ^^'"«=- The
quired degree of .n

'^" ''' "^^"^ ^""nd, to any re-

or higher root o nlb'rfle f"?"'
-''^ '^"''^ -°^

tables of logarithms.
''"'^'"* '' '"^^^"'^d to

EXERCISE

1. Find, by factoring, .,.e cube roots of 9261. 32768 and 373248
^. Fmd the square roots of 9,^^ and :i7|..=.

3. Find the square roots of -027 and 4-694.

4. Find the cube roots nf «< S744 ,„. „,

6. Find the value of S —lue oi 8 ,.o„ect to 4 decimal places.

6. Find the value of —^ t„ .i j • .

-!,= V2
"' °V2 '° * •^'^"'"^' P'aces, and show that

V2 ~2~-

^^Jo:^:^tj^i!^:^ - ^^' "'"'* "-^ '•^^-ce be.

each a pr^ct?;^r °""''P«- ""-•' "i" make 12825 and 29040

cube.'-
'""'' "' '^"' """'P''" -hich will make 90250 a perfect

10. Find the value of V/.-+V3 to 3 decimal places
n^ Show that 103X104X105X106+, is a perfect squa„.
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12. If the units digit of a number is 7, what is the units digit of

its square? Of its cube?

13. Show that no square numlier can have 2, 3, 7, or 8 as its units

digit.

14. If a number is both a perfect square and a perfect cube, show

that its units digit must be either 5 or 6.

15. The product of two consecutive integers is 112560. Kind

t'sem.

16. I buy a number of yards of cloth foi 156-25. The cost in

cents of each yard is the same as the number of yards bought. Find

the cost per yard.

17. A body of soldiers in columns form 567 ranks, 7 abreast. If

they were drawn up in a solid square, how many would there be on

each side?

18. The population of a city in 1881 was 130900, and in 1901 it

was 148225. If the rate of increase for each decade was the same,

find the population in 1891.

19. Find the sum of all the numbers in the multiplication table

up to 12 times by showing that it is equal to

{1+2+3+ +12)'.

20. The product of two numbers is 43923. One of them is 3 times

the other. Find the numbers.

21. The ratio of two numbers is 6 to 7. Their product is 1512.

Find the numbers.

22. The product of 3 numbers is 3072. The second is twice the

first and the third is three times the first. Find the numbers.

I



Mensuration

RECTANGLE

I.

2'
Whit 'T 'r^'"

'"'^
'" ^•'^ ^°™ °^ ^ -'-«'e.2. What .s the length of this rectangle'

3. What is the width of this rectangle'

the W^vithTsfdeT'?'''' '^"^' '" ^" -P-ts to

Of the former, l^nlhe^f^e
"'°"^''°"' '° ^ ^''^^

5. What figure do the two rectangles form?
6. What is the length of this rectangle?
7. What is the width of this rectangle'

rectangl^ " "' "^^ '" '^™^ "^ '"e area of the first

9. What is its area in square feet'

^oZS'^:^IT:^ ^^-' - -''- of the others,

ample 4.
' " "''"""^ ^"""^r to that in ex-

11. What is the length of this figure'
12. What is the width of this figure'

rectlng,!;'''
'^ ''' ^"^ '" '^™^ ''^ ^he area of the fir.t

14. What is its area in square feet?

83
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15. What is its length in yards?

16. What is its width in yards?

17. What name do you give the figure?

18. How many square feet in a sauare yard?

II.

1. Place 4 square units in the form of a square.

2. What is the length of a side of this square?

3. If this square unit is one-half foot long and one-half

foot wide, what is the length of a side of the whole square?

4. How many of these units in a square foot?

5. Make a rectangle whose length is 8 and width 5 of

the linear units corresponding to the square unit in ex-

ample 3.

6. What is the area of this rectangle in those square

units?

7. What is the area of this rectangle in square feet?

8. What is the area of a rectangle 4 feet in length and

2* feet in width?

Find the areas of the following rectangles:

9. 7 rods in length and 5h rods in width.

10. 3i yd. in length and 2f yd. in width.

11. 7 yd. 2 ft. 4 in. in length and 2 ft. 7 in. in width.

12. Prove that 30^ square yards are equal to 1 square

rod, being- granted that 54 linear yards are equal to 1

linear rod.
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TRIANGLE
Let ABC be a right an-

gled triangle, with the an-
gle ABC a right angle.

Let ABDE be a square
described on AB, and DFGH a square equal to one
described on BC, and letBD and FD he coterniin-
ofs at D, and in the same
straight line.

Join GC.

of GhT" ''^ '"^"^'^ ^^^ ^^' P'- 't in'the position

Also remove the triangle ABC and place it as AEK

Pose?:frs^Sfp'anst fhe'r
^^""^ ^ ^^' ^^—

DFGH.
^ ' ""^ *"'" ^'Juares ABDE and

.-. the squares described on AB and Rrthe square described on CA
^'^ ^•'"^' '°

1. The sides 5 ft. ^nd 12 ft

l
" ^f^' " 40 ft.

3. •
13 ft. .. 84 ft

*• ' «yd- " 15 yd.
5- •'

14 in. .. 2 ft.

85
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I. II

i

6. The sides 2 ft. 2 in. and 4 ft. 6 in.

7.
" 7-64 ft.

" 2-9 ft.

Fird the third side in each of the following right an-

gled triangles, given

:

8. The hypotenuse 10 ft. one side 8 ft.

9. " 41 ft. 9 ft.

10. " 113 ft.
" 15 ft.

11. " 14, yd. 6 yd.

12. " 4 yd. 2ft 7 in. 3 yd. 1 ft. 9 in

13. " 9-72 ft.
" 8-6 ft.

1. Draw an acute angled triangle having an altitude 10

units, and a base 7 units in length.

2. On the base describe a rectangle having the same

altitude and towards the same parts as the triangle.

3. Into how many parts does the altitude divide the

triangle?

4. Into how many parts does the altitude divide the

rectangle?

5. What is the area of either part of the rectangle in

terms of the correspoiiding part of the triangle?

6. What is the area of the whole rectangle in terms of

the whole triangle?

7. What is the area of the whole triangle in terms of

the whole rectangle?

8. What is the area of the rectangle in square units?

And what the area of the triangle?

Find the areas of the following triangles:

9. Base 4 ft. and altitude 3 ft.
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87
10. nase 2-79 y,|. and altitu-.-. 8 ft.

">• B"sc 2-59 in. and altitude 4.r,8 f

I

area of the triangL
""""^ '"''" "''^^ ->- '"e

In the diagram let AD
represent the perpendicu-
lar and let it contain p
units. .Mso, let DC con-
tain X units.

•'• DB contains 14 -x
units.

In the triangle ADC,
In the triangle ADB, ,.^ ^;,_.^,.^ ,5.
Subtract (1) from (2) and we get (14-x)'-x'= 15'

• I96-28x = 56
•• 28x=I40

. *. X = ^AP =J^
Substitute this value of x in (1 ) and p' + 5' = iy

p-'=I44 ~ '

.'. p =\/l44"=i2.

i A?XBC:
"""" °' ''^ ^^^^ °^ ''^^ *"-^'e ABC is

^the area isGxUXH) square units = fi4 square units.

p' + x»=l3» (1;

P'+(14-x)»=l5' (2)

13'
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This result may be obtained in a similar manner,

but to do so requires a considerable knowledge of algebra.

The formula is an important one, and should be remem-

bered.

EXERCISE

Find the wgments of the base nf a triangle into which the per-

pendicular drnp[i«d from the i>p|»>siie an^lc divides it; also the length

of the perpendicular, the base being given last in each case,

1. Sides are !>, Vi, \',i units.

2. Sides are n, 40, 11 ft'.

3. Sides arc 20, lOS. 170 yd.

4. Sides are .'>, 9, 8 ft.

5. Sides are ft., 7 ft., 40 in.

6. Find the areas of the triangles in the preceding examples,

(a) from the base and the perpendicular which has been found, (b) by

substituting in the general formula.

7. Show how to find the length of the perpendicular in any of

these cases by first finding the area from the formula.

TRAPEZIUM

Let ABCD be a trapezium, having AB and CD parallel.

Let BE be the perpendicular drawn from B to DC. Let the

lengths of AB, DC and BE be a, b, and h units respectively.

<^ B
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gg

Then the measure of the area of the triangle BDCM 6/,and he measure of ,hc area of the .riauKlc AuL I ahthere/ore th« meoure of the area of the trapezium

= 1 ah -i i hi,

:<i h

SIMILAR TRIANGLES

A

ding sides are equal, or that
correspon-

AB^BCAC
DE EF~ Dp-

Such triangles are said to be similar.

If AB = 2DE,
then BC = 2 EF, and AC = 2 DF
"AB = 7, BC = 8,AC = 5andDE = 3then since DE = ? of AB,
.-. EF = ?ofBC = ?of8 = 32

andDF= ^of AC = 5of 5-21
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In the figure, if the angles

ABC and EDC are equal,

then the triangles are equiangu-

lar and therefore similar.

If BD=10, DC =15 and

DE=12

n.^ AB BC
T''^" DE^DC

AB^25
• 12 15

AB = ^>^3^ = 20.

I

CIRCLE

The circumference of a circle bears a constant ratio

to its diameter; this ratio is 3^ nearly, but closer approxi-

mations are 3.1416 and ^l and is always denoted by the

letter n.

Take a Canadian cent, the diameter of which is one

inch Place it flat, and measure the length of the circum-

ference by passing a string around it. Test with larger

circles, cut out of cardboard, and show that the circum-

ference is approximately 3| times the diameter.

EXERCISE

Given 7r=3f, find the circumference:

1. If the diameter is 4 ft. in length.

2.
" " 5} yd. in length.

31." 4 yd. 2 ft. 3 in. in length.

4_ • " •'468 ft.
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Find the diameter:

S. If the circumference is 9 ft. in length.

7 ft. 3 in. in length.

^- "
"

9-46 yd. in length.

Find the circumference:

8. If the radius is 12 ft. in length.

^- " " 4i yd. in length.

*°- " " 4 yd. 2 ft. 7 in. in length.

• .u"'
^^''^ *"'' °"'' ^"^ ascertain, by actual measurement, which

.s the greater, 22 times the diameter or 7 times the circumference.

POLYGON AND CIRCLE

Take a number of equal isosceles triangles.

1

.

Express the sum of the areas of two of the triangles
in terms of the area of one of them.

2. Express the sum of two bases in terms of one base.

3. What relation is there between the measure of the
sum of the areas in example 1, and the measure of the
sum of the bases in example 2?

4. Express the sum of the areas of 5 of the triangles
in terms of the area of one of them.

5. Express the sum of 5 bases in terms of one base.

6. Find the relation which exists between the measuresm examples 4 and 5.

7. If the triangles are of such a shape that when placedm a plane, with a common vertex, t"heir bases will form
the perimeter of a complete figure; what is this figure
called?

"^
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8. If tl.^ie are 20 triangles in this polygon, express the

area of the polygon in terras of one triangle.

9. Express the perimeter of the polygon in terms of

one base.

10. Express the measure of the area of one of these

triangles in terms of the measures of its altitude and

base.

1 1

.

Express the measure of the area of the polygon in

terms of the measure^ of the altitude and the base of one

triangle.

Note.—^The base and the altitude of one triangle are respectively

equal to the base and the altitude of any other.

12. Express the measure of the area of the polygon in

terms of the measures of its perimeter and the altitude

of one triangle.

13. What is to be noticed regarding the number of

triangles required to make a complete polygon, if the

bases of the triangles become very short, while the sides

remain the same length?

14. What other figure does this one resemble?

15. If we round off the corners of this figure, so as just

to destroy the angles, how much of the figure is removed?

16. What is the difference between the areas of the

figures in examples 14 and 15.

17. What is the name of the figure in example 15?

18. What is the difference in length between the side

of one of the triangles and its altitude in example 13?

19. In example 15, what is a side of a triangle called?

20. In example 15, what is the perimeter called?
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ample St '^ruT^il'
°' '"^ ^'^^ °^ '"^ ««"- >" -

circ?.fe':tfc:'ir,r' ^ ^^"'^ ^""^^ ^^^-^ ^^ ^i ^-' and

23. Find the area of a circle whose radius is 4 feet

24. Find the area of a circle whose radius is 5 yd. 2 ft.
25.

26.

27.

28.

6-42 ft.

diameter is 2J in.

circumference is 1 1 ft.

9 ft. 4 in.

SECTOR OF A CIRCLE

1. In a circle whose circumference is 144 in whaf .

« an arc of 12 in. of the whole circumference"'
^"'

2. In the same circle what na^^ :

Which stands on this arc?onhe w^L,: LS" "^ ' '''''''

3. If the circumference of a circle is 14n ft « ^ ,

6. Find the area of the sertnr r^f „ i
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CYLHIDER

1. Take a rectangular sheet of paper, bring the two

ends into contact, and have each side in the form of a

circumference of a circle.

2. If the spa^e inclosed were a solid mass, what would

it be called?

3. What does an end of the paper represent on this

mass? '

4. What does a side represent?

5. Find the area of the surface of the paper required

to inclose this solid, if the end of the paper is 8 inches and

the side 14 inches in length.

6. Find the area of the curved surface of a cylinder the

height of which is 7 ft., aud the circumference of the

base 12 ft.

7. The radius of the circular base of a cylinder is 3J ft.

and the height 3 ft.; find the area of the curved surface.

8. The curved surface of a cylinder contains 24 sq. ft.

and the height is 4 ft. ; find the circumference of the base.

9. In the preceding example, find the radius of the

base.

10. If the radius of the base of a cylinder is 3 ft. and

the curved surface contains 49 sq. ft. ; find the height.

CONE

1. Take a piece of paper in the form of a sector of a

circle, and bring the bounding radii into contact, so that

the arc will form the circumference of a circle.
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'TO

it be'calld?
'"'" ''"^"'"' """' ^ ^^'^—

.
-hat would

3.
Whatdoesaboundingradiusrepresenton

this„,ass?
4. What does the arc represent?

5. What does the centre of the sector represent'

the a'JoMhrsurfa^e T.T "'^"^ ' '' '" '^"^'^' ««^

this solid.
'•'" P^P^^ '•^^"•'•^d to inclose

slant'siJe'" s f^r tile'
^"^1 '""''^'^ "^ ^ ™- -''o-s t. It. and the - .rcutnference of the base 7 ft

8. Given the slant side of a cone 9 ft and fh»;-ce of the base U f., find the are^oft 0^7^: "

of thtcSSrtsfrin'Ind ^"^ ''Tr' ''^ ^^^^
face. ' ^ ^^^ ^'^^ °f the curved sur-

the base. '
""^ ""^ wcumrerence of

baj.'
" "" '"">"»« «»»* «»d Ite mdiu. of tt.
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16. Given the perpendicular height 4 ft., and the radius

of the base 3 ft., find the slant side.

17. Given the perpendicular height 11 in., and the cir-

cumference of the base 21 in., find the slant side.

18. Given the perpendicular height 12 in., and the

radius of the base 5 in., find the area of curved surface.

19. Given the perpendicular height 13 in., and the

radius of the base 6 in., find the area of the curved surface.

20. Given the perpendicular height 8 ft., and the cir-

cumference of the base 28 ft., find the area of the curved

surface.

21. Given the perpendicular height 12 in., and the

circumference of the base 19 in., find the area of the

curved surface.

SPHKRE

li

Take any hemisphere or half-sphere and make a cylinder

whose diameter and height are respectively equal to

those of the hemisphere. If the hemisphere and the

cylinder be wound with cord, it will be found that the

quantities required to cover the curved surfaces of the

two solids are equal.

Let r be the measure of the radius of the hemisphere.

Then the measure of the area of the curved surface

of a cylinder whose diameter is 2r and height r is

2rcrXr = 2wH. -f*^

Then the measure of the surface of a hemisphere

whose radius is r is 2;rr'.

Therefore the measure of the surface of a sphere whose

radius is r is 4;rr'.
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»7

Let AB and CD represent
two straight lines, and P the
mi.HIe point of AB.

Draw AM, PS, BN perpen-
dicular to CD.

Draw PQ perpendicular to
AB and AR perpendicular to
BN.

Revolve AB around CD as
an axis.

,

and the Circumference oAhJ'l;; ^tLlTTd^i'"
where AB anTps iLd^ fTthi

''^ ""''' '' -^'^XABxPS.
of these lines.

^ ^°' "'^ measures of the lengths

The triangles ARB and PSQ are similar

AR~AB

•
•• PS.AB = PQ.AR, andAR = MN

(MNi;ti^r;s^:-ii--;--Q-MN.

an e;en'^fuLb:"o?sfd:s'':Tr "'
V''""'''

''°'^^- °'

its extremities " " '''""' "'^ '''^^°"»' j-ning

Of thi- sS^?°;:rs::;f'^'^
^--^-^^^'^ points

3. Compare the lengths of these perpendiculars

cliagonar"'^"
"*= '^'^ P"'^^"" ^ "-l"^ ' -ound the
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5. What factors in the measures of the belts in ex-

ample 4 are equal?

6. What factors are unequal?

7. What is the sum of the unequal factors?

8. What is the measure of the sura of the areas of the

belts in example 4, in terms of the measures of the per-

pendicular from the middle point of one of the sides and

the diagonal of the polygon?

9. If the sides of the polygon in example 1 become

very short, and increase in number, while the diagonal

remains constant, what does the solid formed by its revo-

lution resemble?

10. If the edges are smoothed off, what is the soUd

called?

11. What does the perpendicular from the middle

point of any one of the sides in example 1 become in

example 10?

12. What is the measure of the area of the surface

of a sphere in terms of the measures of its radius and

diameter?

13. What is the measure of the area of a sphere in

terms of the measure of its radius?

14. Find the area of the surface of a sphere whose

diameter is 7 ft.

15. Find the areas of the surfaces of the spheres, the

radii of which are respectively 7 ft. 4 in.; 9-265 in.; 4

yd. 2-56 ft.

16. Find the radii of the spheres, the surfaces of which

are respectively 121 sq. ft.; 5J sq. ft.; 4 sq. yd., 3 sq. ft.
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RECTANGULAR SOLID

solid'
""'"^

' """^ ^'="*'- ^-») - the f„™ of a rectangular

2.
V^at is the length Of .his solid? What is the width^

one, so izfmrrsr ^°r ^t^^'^^
°^ '^-'^

" ^ '"S'* rectangular solid.

inter.s^of";:tsri;Tr''''"^^^-^'^"''-''-''*^f°-d.

5. What is its volume in cubic feet>

e^a.yranVpTace ^ZTl T' ''' ''' ^ '"
single rectangular sj'd

'"^"' '° ^' '° fo™ a

then, ?

^'^*
l^

^••^ ^"'"-^ °^ '»»« solid in ter.s of one of

8. What is the volume in cubic feet >

it in al,'e:;:?r"''
°" '-^^ °^ '''^ -"^^ -other equal to

10. What is the new solid called?
11. What is its length, width, height>

amp/e
6^'^' '^ ''^ ^"'"-"^ " '--^ °f the solid i„ ex-

ample
,^''' '^ ''^ ^°'"- '" '-ms of the solid in e..-

14. What is its volume in cubic feet'

single c^br ' ''"'' '^"•'^^- ^'^^ i ^t- in the for. of a

16. What is the name of the cube so formed.'
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17. Find the volume of a cube whose edges are 3 ft.

each.

18. What is the name of such a cube?

19. How many cubic feet in a cubic yard?

20. Find the volumes of the rectangular solids of the

following dimensions: 3, 4, 5 ft. respectively; 2 J, 3\, 8

yd. respectively; 2J yd., 4 ft., 13 in. respectively; 3-46,

5'9, 8 ft. respectively.

21. If the volume of a rectangular solid is 1728 cubic

inches, and the height is 12 inches, find the area of the

base.

22. If the base in example 21 be a square, find a side

of it.

23. If the volume is 864 cu. ft., and the area of the

base is 108 sq. ft,, find the height.

24. Given the volume 725 cu. yd., the height 71 yd.,

the length of the base 20i yd., find the width of the base.

25. Given the volume 847 cu. yd., the height 25i

ft., one side of the base 56 inches, find the other side.

PRISM

1. What is the volume of a solid 1 foot in height,

whose base is a polygon containing 9 square feet?

2. Place another solid equal in all respects to the for-

mer exactly on top of il, so that the base of the second

solid will coincide throughout with the top of the former.

3. What is the name of the new solid formed?

4. What is its volume in terms of the voliime of the

first?
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5. What is its height?

6- What is the volume in cubic feet'

ample 2.
'
"'"""" """''"f to that in ex-

8 What is the ncu- solid called?

^^J What is its vo,un,c in tern.s of .he volume of one of

10. What is its height?

11. What is the volume in cubic feet?

• '>aselSl:H^ i:."^:-
'« ^-t in height whose

::£^^^:s:rr;:iS-^-^:^^^^

volume.
P^'^^'^^'y. and the he.ght is 6 feet; find its

its volume.
'^^

''
""^ ''"^ht ,s 11 feet; find

CYLINDER

ber of s'i^:': bu'VaLr Sid:"
"^ "r^^°" °^ ^ ^-^* ""-

does this pri^m ;eil,e;
''''' ^'•'"' ^''^' «'»>- -'^
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2. If the »harp corners, along the length of the prism,

uri' smoothed off a very htlle, what is the name of the

new s<'"l formed?

3. iiow much of the prism has been removed by
smoothing off the corners?

4. What is the difference between the volumes of the
solids in examples 1 und 2?

5. What is the measure of the volume of a cylinder in

terms of the measures, of the area of the base and the

height?

6. Find the volume of a cylinder 9 feet in height, and
standing on a base whose area contains 12 square feet.

7. The radius of the base of a cylinder is 4 inches in
,

length and the height 7 inches; find the volume.

8. The circumference of the base of a cylinder is 14
feet and the height 8 feet; find the volume.

9. Given the volume 144 cubic feet and the height 9
feet, find the area of the base.

10. In the preceding example, find the radius of the

base.

11. Given the volume 108 cubic inches and the area of

the base 16 square inches, find the height.

12. Given the volume 98 cubic inches and ^he radius of

the base 4 inches, find the height.

13. Given the volume 396 cubic feet and the circum-
ference of the base 35 feet, find the height.

The following experimental methods may be used for

finding the volumes of the cone, pyramid and sphere:

Cone.—Construct with paper a cone and a cvlinder

ii\
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having equal base, and heights Fill ,h.and empty the contents i„,o .k.
' '''* «*"* ^i"" ^ml

ti.«tthev„...^rnlili,n
ml, M .;'"'" ISiiUiiUhovv

height.
'^ "'

'
"' "" '"'"""res of the base and

oouct of the measure, of th. base .„d hrigS. >^
Pyramid.^Perf,i,„ .u

"»»*•(

and pyramid. havLeiualT' """J""" "'"' ^ P^sn.
'hat the sam; result li^Sor' " '"'"^ """ '"'"'

ternal diameter is lul to th T " '^""^^ ^^^ose ,«-

Make the height ofT£ evli'cr "1" °' '"^ "emisphere.

hemisphere. Vi,, with ^nS '''"'^ '° '^' "'"^''t of the
If the hemisphere is now removT"'"'" °' "'^ '^y'^der.
the sand wi„ fin one.rrdrrc'yl'U;' "^ '°'""' '>«»*

-^o;--rSetr^-sjiSgtt*--
cynn^r:;!rr;--p:;-M<.thevo,umeofa
base are eaC. equal to the ^iam:;:! onhe^'iT "^ '"^

2^ and the radius of .^^J:':'^::,^^^J^i is

radius^T
*'* "'"7-°^

'tr;- Of a sphere whose
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mids

PYRAMID

If the bases of two triangular pyramids are equal in
area, and the pyramids have equal altitudes, it is proven
in geometry that they have equal volumes.

1. Divide a triangular prism into 3 triangular pyra-

2. Compare their ^^olumes.

3. What is the volume of the whole prism in terms of
the volume of one of these pyramids.

4. What is the volume of one of the pyramids in terms
of the volume of the whole prism?

5. What is the measure of the volume of the prism in
terms of the measures of its base and altitude?

6. What is the measure of the volume of one of the
pyramids in terms of the measures of the base and alti-

tude of the prism?

7. What is the altitude of the first pyramid which was
taken from the prism?

8. What is its base in terms of the base of the prism?

9. What is the measure of the volume of this pyramid
in terms of the measures of its base and altitude?

10. What is the measure of the volume of any trian-
gular pyramid in terms of the measures of its base and
altitude?

U. If we have a number of equal triangular pyramids
of such a shape that when resting on their bases they have
a common apex, and one edge common to all of them,
what complete solid do they form?

hi
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Of tievltv:rt;:!r r •:;' r"-'^
''''-'' *- --

^ triangular pyramids to LhhT" '''"'"''^'^' '' " ^^"^

13. What is the area of the base nf .1, 1 ,

14. What IS its altitude'

»i* of ,1,, i,Z " ""«'" " '* >-"•': "nd .
^

vol„„,.
'"' '" "'!»'. •> ' Im hish; find la

yards; find the volume. ^ P^'"^'""' '« 4i

CONE

.^eat^^£;-S^arX:---'--ver.
2. What does the perimeter of the base resemble'

•
'""""' ""^ '•^^ »'-' '"dges of this pyramid.
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4. What is it now called?

5. What is the difference between the volumes in ex-

amples 2 and 3?

6. Find the volume of a cone, given its altitude 9 ft.

and the area of the base 27 sq. ft.

7. Find the volume of a right '.ircular cone 8 ft. high,

the radius of whose base is 7 ft.

8. Given the volume of a right circular cone 77 cu. in.

and the height 6 in., what is the area of the base?

9. In the preceding example, what is the radius of

the base?

10. In a right circular cone the volume is 47 cti.

yd., and height 4 yd.; find the radius of the base.

FRUSTUM OF A CONE OR PYRAMID

I in

H

Let OAB be the

section of a right cir-

cular cone, made by a

plane through the vertex

and perpendicular, to

the base.

Suppose a cone, of

which OCD is a per-

pendicular section, to

B be cut from it.

The part of the cone which remains, of which ABDC
is a section, is called a frustum.

Suppose AB = 10, CD = 6, and EF = 4 units respec-

tively, it is required to find the volume of the frustum.

m
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Tl,.„ f .
Let OE = x units.

Then fron, the similar triangles OCK and OAFOECE
OF" AF

•• the .easureof the volun-e^T the whole cone is J..5»X.O
and the measure of the vol„„,^Ss.all cone is i..,.x6
•••the measure of the volume of 'tt frustum

=^^ ,„, 196

If the radius of the ha<!P r.r tuL e .

of the top r and the heieht / '''^/'"^'V'" '^ R. the radius

'eight. X, of the sma con!
"" [''^''^'"'^y- th .. the

equation.
'°"' "'^^ ^ f°""d from the

—i_-Z
x+h~R' r^Y-"

"^

•• -=K^R-r'

R~r'
•

the measure of the volume of the whole cone = i^W.J^^
andthemeasureofthevolumeofthesmancone

= i..'.X'
•• the measure of the volume of the frustum =

J ;:;i.

5^''

=-i^h (R' + Rr + r').

^~''

then A = ;rR'. and o = j

• the volume of the frustum = *
(A + v/A^+a).
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This formula may be used to find the volume of the

frustum of a pyramid whose height is given, when the

areas of the base and top are given or can be found.

The surface of the frustum of the cone may be obtained

by finding the difference between tht: surfaces of the two

cones.

It is more easily found, however, by supposing the

surface of the frustum to be divided into a large number

of small trapeziums. .

The height of each trapezium is BD (fe).

The sum of all their bases is the circumference of a

circle of which R is the radius, and is therefore 2::\..

The sum of all the opposite sides is the circumference

of a circle of which r is the radius, and is therefore Inr.

Therefore the measure of the surface of the frustum

= 1 *• (2sR + 2;rr)

= fere (R + r).

SPHERE

Take a number of equal pyramids.

1. Place two of them side by side with their apexes at

the sar. e point.

2. What is the volume of this new solid in terms of

the volume of one pyramid?

3. What is the area of the two bases in terms of the

area of one base?

4. If a number of them be placed so as to form a com-

plete solid figure, with the ccmmon apex in the centre of

the solid, what is the name of this solid?
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v,hJ'- ^
" 1^''^'.^° pyramids to form this polyhedron-what .s us voh.me m terms of the volume of one pyramW^'

Of th^ hS^t:;;;:::^^:'^
-^^-^'—^ '»>--

amples 5''a:d
5"'"'""™ '''-'"' '^^—es in ex-

8. What is the measure of the volume of this solid

o"e'py^:m°Lr
'"^^^"^" °^ '^^ ^'^^'"^^ -^ '•'^ ^asetf

term! oMh^'
'' '"' '"'^'"'' °^ '^' ^'"'"^ °'' ''^i'^ «oW inerms of the measures ol the altitude of one pyramid andthe surface of the whole solid?

10 If the bases 01 the pyramids become Nery small

f^™ the'°rH
"°''"' "^"'^'"^ '^^ """•'" -q'-"

lorm the solid m example 4?
-1 lu

II. What other solid does it now resemble?

12 What is the difference between the altitude andslant edge of a pyramid like those in example loT

c^ ''!u'',
'^^ ^"^^^^ °^ "'' '"'f^'^^ in example 10 aresmoothed off, what is the solid then called?

14. What is the difference in volume between thesolids m examples 10 and 13?

15. What are the altitudes of the pyramids in exan.ple10 termed in example 13?
.^-impie

16. I'ind the measure of the volume in example 13 interms ol the measures of its surface and radius.

17. Find the volume of a sphere, having given theradius 7 in. and the surface 616 sq. in.

'S. I.-ind the volume of a sphere whose radius is 4 in.
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III I

ii

19. Find the radius of a sphere whose volume is 38808

cubic inches.

20. Find the volume of a sphere whose surface is 154

square feet.

f .

PROBLEMS m MENSURATION ^

For convenience of reference the rules for obtaining

the measurement of surfaces, and the volumes of solids,

are here expressed generally:

1

.

Where a is the nieasure of the side and b of the end

of a rectangle, the measure of its area is o X 6.

2. Where a, b and c are the measures of the sides of

a triangle, the measure of the area is

^/s {s—o) (s—6) (s—c) where 2s — a + b + c.

3. Where h is the measure of the height of a cylinder,

and c is the measure of the circumference of its base, the

measure of the area of the curved surface is cXh.

4. Where a is the measure of the slant side of a cone,

' fi?i

and c is the measure of the circumference of the base,

the measure of the area of the surface of the cone is

iXoXc.

5. Where o, 6, and c are the measures of the height,

length, and width, respectively, of a lectangular parallel-

epiped, the measure of its volume is oXftXi;.

6. Where h is the measure of the height of a cylinder

or prism, and A is the measure of the area of its base, the

volume is measured by hxX.

7. Where h is the measure of the height of a pyramid

or cone, and A is the measure of the area of the base,

the volume is measured by iXfcXA.
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9. The measure of the area of a circle i,;^^'

.^

n^ The measure of the area of the surface of a sphere

12. The measure of the voU.me of a sphere is ...»

the base^lX Z^Z^^TT °' ''' ^'^ °^
k is the measure'^of the hS the

'*"" °' " "'"'' ^«d
i^ i'rh (RHRr + .») ^ "'^ "^^^""'^ °f the volume

XA.'ther'e^TnTr.:; 'tt
"" °' ^ ^'''•«'"» « ^ (" + *)

and . is the meltureTf t a^e^^
"' ''' '^'''^' '^'^

I- A room is 24 fcpt hu 9n f .

«;uch n,eusures 2. feet "
17 f!e. RJ/^ ""'"' P"' « « 'arpe.

of the floor at 12 cents a square yarJ
''"' "' P^'"''"« '"* '««

rec.a/^.tti?2?6'rrds"ro^'' 'n'^.or'
"'^'' ^'""^ '"^ -d of a

-^^.^t...r:s---of:;:^^Sr-
feet high on'one^idfou'sttlt L't™ ^h"

" '° "''^'' '^ -"«'- 24

'hain. •*^^"Se four trees grow on each square

sq. inches. ^' '"PPoang that a block occupies 24

1
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6. What is the surface of a board IK in. wide at one end, 2S in.

at the other, and 16 feet long?

7. Find the expense of paving a mad of the uniform breadth of

4 yards around the inside of a rectangular piece of ground, tlic length

of which is 85 yards and breadth 56 yards, the cost of paving being

25 cents per square yard.

8. Find in feet, to three decimal places, the side of a square

containing 2} acres.

9. Find how many persons can stand in a room measuring 15

feet by 9 feet, supposing each persim to require a space 27 inches by

18 inches.
j

10. A line reaching from the top of a precipice 130 feet high on

the bank of a river, to the opposite side, is 380 feet long. How wide

is the river?

11. The two sides of an isosceles triangle measure 65 feet erch,

and the base is 50 feet. What is the altitude?

12. A ladder, 30 feet long, stands upright against a wall. Find

how far the bottom of the ladder must l)e pulled out to lower the top

6 feet.

13. Find how many square flower lieds, -4 feet to the side, can be

arranged in a square plot whose side is 7 feet.

i. The base of a triangular field containing 1 acre, is 90i yards

in lent h. What is the altitude?

15. The rent of a square field, at $12 an acre, is $132-24. Find

the cost of putting a fence around it at 35 cents a yard.

18. A piece of cloth, five times as long as it is broad, costs £38.

Find its dimensions if the price is 9s. (id. per square yard.

17. Find the cost of ])aving with asphalt a walk 6 feet wide,

around the outside of a block 30 yards wide and 50 yards long, at

$1-50 per square yard.

18. Find the width of a rectangular field which contains 12 acres,

and which measures 24 chains in length.

19. The sides of a triangle measure 14, 12 and 9 chains respect-

ively. What is its area in sijuare yards?



2" A field is ten

ME.VSi RATION

been iiiiidi. of

°' •* yards in li.e tidd

• Imiisaiiil

II.)

'• I'ind Hlial leniti;ii.

as larxc as ilio

111 llie plan will

I'l'in Hlilcli

21. Find,
which can be cut fr

'" inches, i|,e side of

fi'|)res<.nt
.-i len^r,|,

iini a tree Hh(

tht

i rectangular court

'"«• cii

Kreali.si s<|uarc

cuiaic-rince is IJ f,.

licfc of (i„||iil)er

corner of ,he ceili„g>
""-^ ™"«' ..I Uu- ,l„or ,„ „,.. far.lus,

24. The sides of a triangle are", ... , ...'^-rca. "'"-'•'•'''"''i-Uc.rosiH.civelv. LWl

"^.^uv^;: a^:,:^
^.;i:::;;t':n" f

^'" ^'- '" ^"'^ 2^ -^ ^<2 cai..yards, obtaining t„.„„,r^,::;'^-;;;;;'-ns. Hnd i,s area ,„ .,;::

^H.^ai'Lt"'^'^'"-^'-'^- '^'"'— of a.rcU.de-

. Uss^LcS^— -cleis.feet. -nd ,„c ohole ,.ri,„c.er of

^^^^^.The.hole,.eri,„e.erofaseu,..rc,cis.Oi„el,es
H., ,,

cncc'i! o^.Z' ™nd T'"" ^' """'•'^ ^'"""-v, the „„er .iM, .ind the inner .120 fei,, i-^,, ,,
"*^ """ circumfer-

. •'"^^•'-<-".edia„,e,e.„f.,„,
, ,

"" ""' "^^^""" "' "-oad.
'" '"-avcMiug a „,iie:^

" ""«' "'-' 'urns ro,„,d ,„„ .j,,,^^

*l- Kind the width ,,r

>vi.ich surrounds a circular^,:J^te'X-r'"^"^ '^" ^"- ^^''^

. ,

-'2. Find the di,„e„sio„s of •,

"""""^"^-
'^ 2.'0 yard.

"^ 'cngth is to its Width as ;,;;.;
"^•^'"''"^ -"-•-"« .JO ., f, if

•^4. I'ind the cost of r,.,,
•

yards around the inside
,„,''''''' ;' 7"' "' "" "nif..r,n hread.h of .

-';eh is s. yards and ,„: i:::::T;zru'
'"-' "' -.;'.

centos a s,,uare yard.
y'"^"'' "<^ cost of paving being
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l|!i

:i

3S. A liox is without a lid ; if the external IrnRth in II ft., width

'2 ft., depth I ft. (i in., and the thickness iif the nialeri.il is I in., lind

the number of cuhic inches (if material.

,'JO. The area of a chess h<wrd, having 8 squares along each side,

is 80 square inches. Find the length of a side of one of its stiuarcs.

37. A rectangular field is 40 rods in length :.ii<l IK) yards in

width. Find in feet the side of a square field of ecjual area.

38. One side of a ijuadrilateral field measures 2!) rods, the side

opposite and parallel to it measures M rods, and the distance Iwtween

the two sides is 12 rods. Find the area.

30. The sides of a triahglc are 13, 14 and 15 feet, respectively.

l''ind tile i)er|>endicular from the opposite angle, on the l"i foot side.

40. What is the superficial area of the outside of a closed box

whose dimensions are 9, 10 and 7i feet rcsiiectively?

41. Find the side of a stjuare which is equivalent in area to a circle,

whose circumference is 55 inches.

42. If it costs .M4X to fence a square field at J4-40 a rod, what

would it cost to fence the same amount of land in the form of a rectangle

whose sides arc in the ratio of 9 to 10?

43. A square and a rectangular field have the same perimeter,

100 yards. The length of the rectangular field is 4 times its width.

Which contains the greater area, and how much?

44. Find the cost of the material for fencing a square field con-

taining 10 acres with a wire fence, if the wire costs 3 cents a yard,

and there are five wires in the fence, and if the posts cost 8 cents apiece,

and are placed 8 feet apart.

45. A cubic foot of gold is extended by hammering so as to cover

an area of 3 ;icrcs. Fir ' correct to 7 places of decimals, its thickness

as a decimal of an inch.

46. The difference between the diameter and the circumference of

a circle is 12 feet. Find its area.

47. Find the diagonal of a square whose area is 14 square inches

48. A garden roller is 3 feet 74 inches wide, and 5 feet IO3 inches

in circumference. How much ground does it pass over in making

three complete revohuinns?
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.
<»• Find the numlxT nf . i

"'

fraction „f itself j^ „„.' ,
* " ''""''""hed l.y i „f :,,,.,, „

51. How many nms i.f ,i„.i

;«£ ,ff^7„:--4*. ,«, ^, „.,^ ,^^_

t p,:
:";•' ° '-" «* "- r.ir-' - "

•''i' Find the arpT r,f t;,

-e ^.c . t,. secto;:;;^;^-;- -:
;:--... „,„., , ,, ^^^^^

•»X- The area of a sectnr ^f ,

---*^. Kind the.h^-^-;:-^-.^ the an.e..e

.«0- The area of a seetor is ,15

""'"'^""' "" ''

'

-i- •". Find the arc of ,1/^1,1';'
^" "• "- area of the eireic is --To

--'.;r.^-;r::::::::--^-'"-....cavated ,„.....
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III

62. The minut* hand nr a clock is 1 1 feet long. How many yaidt

per day do« ill extremity truveP

03. A flat nxif in 17 ft. 4 in. long, und 13 ft. 4 in. wide FinJ the

coit of covering il with sheet leud ,'., uf an inch thiclt, Hup|Hising that

a cubic inch of lead weighs 0-5 ounces, and that 1 |M)und of it costs 7

cents.

64. A gas-jet is 11 liit above the jiavement. How tar must a

man, who is 5 feel 1(1 inches high, stand from it so as to cast a shadow

7 feet long?

05. The distance to th* lop of a ccrlain mountain is IJ miles,

and the circiiiiifercMice of the base 4-7 miles. What is flie area of its

surface, supposing it to be a cone?

66. The shadow of a man standing upright and 5 ft. 10 in. high,

was measured and found to be 7 ft. ."> in.; the shadow of a pole, meas-

ured at the same time, was found to be 29 ft. 8 in. Determine th'

length of the pole. *

07. Kind the volume of a frustum of a cone, the radii of whose

ends are 7 ft. and 12 ft. 4 in. respectively, and whose altitude is 9 feet.

>J8. The depth of water is 7 feet in a circt.lir cistern, the circum-

ference of whose base is 20 feet. Kind the depth of the same quantity

of water in another cistern, the perimeter of whose quan base is 20

feet.

69. What is the volume of a frustum of a s<iuare pyramid, the

sides of whose bases are 18 and 25 feet respectively, and the altitude

15 feet?

70. How many square yards of canvas will be required to make a

conical lent 9 feet high and having a base of 4 feet radius, no allow-

ance being made for seams?

71. A cone is 14 inches in height; if a nmc 7 inches in lieiRlil Ik?

cm from the top of it what fraction of the original cone will rinuiiii.'

72. \ circle and an equil;vlcral triangle have eiiual iwrimetcrs,

each being Sfi inches; lind the difference of their areas.

7.'!. What is the volume of a sphere whose surface is 616 square

inches?
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S7. Compare the volumes of two spheres whose radii are in the

ratio of 2 to 3.

88. A canal 12 miles long has an average width of 7 yards, and is

5 feet deep; how soon would the excavation of it he completed liy

400 men, each removing, on the average, 20 cubic yards per day?

89. Find the cost of a leaden'pipe of U inch bore, which is i inch

thick and 20 feet long, at 8 cents per pound, supposing that a cubic

foot of lead weighs 11500 ounces.

90. A box with a lid is made of planking IJ inches thick. If the

external dimensions be :! fl. 4 in., 2 ft. (i in., and 1 ft. 8 in., resiwctivcly,

how many stjuarc feci of planking, surface measure, does it contain?

91. The radius of a circle is 20 inches: the perpendicular, drawn

from the centre on a chord, U) inches. Find the length of the chord.

92. The radius of a circle is 4 feet; from a point 7 feet from the

centre, a tangent is drawn to the circle. Find the length of the tangent.

9.3. The diagonals of a rhombus are 30 and 35 feet respectively.

Find its area.

94. The parallel chords of a circular zone are 12 and 16, and its

breadth 14. What is the diameter of the circle?

95. The side of a square is 40 yards, its corners are cut off so as to

form a regular octagon (8 sides). What is the area of the octagon?

96. The radius of a circle is 8 feet; two parallel chords are drawn,

each equal to the radius. Find the area of the zone between the chords.

A cubic foot of water wei|ths 62^ pounds ; a gallon of water

weighs 10 pounds.

97. Find the number of gallons of water in a tank which is in the

form of a rectangular parallelepiped, 8 feet wide, 10 feet long, and 9

feet deep, if it is full of water.

98. How many gallons of water will a cistern contain, the diam-

eter of whose base is 8 feet, and which is 4 feet deep?

99. Iron being nearly 8 times as heavy as an equal volume of

water, find the weight of a solid sphere of iron whose radius is 3 inches.

100. A pond whose area is 4 acres, is frozen over with ice 6 inches

in thickness. If water expands ,'(, in freezing, find the weight of

the whole of the ice in tons.
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101. The earth which is c . ,vu -I fr,„ n
''s un equal volume of water Ki-,,V ,h u ' " '"'" ''^ ^eavv
•ligging a cellar 40 feet long, :i

„.,
',

,,' ."'?«', ?"'' "^""'™'' '"
(.. "-' 1 Hide, ar I 8 feet deep

ei.e.^'. ^:j^:\::^;l :^r;'^ -"-med 1„ a cyimdHcal
12 quarts?

' ^ '' '''^"'""^" "' " <<^^. '' each pail contains

the ^sSW:^"" "' ^ " ''""" """ •''" '^ '2 '-"« -OSS,

in ^^"t'':i%T:z^'z:u ^t'-^"
'- =• --• »'''^" '»

and the slant side 12 feet
' "' "' ""•" '"^- ''^'"K *^ f<^^".

=':^:^r.:f:trs:;"^T^^"--'^--
an equal volume of water

'^'^ '"' "=" '' '^ ' ""-^^ -^ "eavy as

106. A cask full of water weiehs 4Sn Ih .i,-ghs .1 Ih. ,,„, ,,, „„^,^^ J^^„^^«0
Ih.^ ^t^he cask

^

When empty

feet.rthatTt XZl^-lC"" 'T
'" ^ "^" '^"^ "^-^'^r is 7

it at the rate of i oVrToTof'trer^e^rtur^
''^" ' """" '' ^""'^-^

meases ui:z^:!,;zvr: '''"''' ^^' -"-'" '"-
deep? * "'"'""' 1^ f^« across the top, and 6 feet

PROBLEMS INVOLVING METRIC UNITS

109. The radius of a wheel is 1 d „, u
volve in going 55 Km.> ir^^\

"'
'

'"'"' "'^"y '™es will it re-

a «- --^i^^SrJ:'':^r^;r7^ -ver

15227.56 S"!!?"^^ '"^ "'^ "' ^ «<-- •>' ""-h the area is

in melL.^'^
"'^" "^ ^^ ^"^^^ «^'^ - »«« Ha.; find the perimeter
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J

1 \,i. Find in cenliarcs the wliolc surface of a cube, the voUime of

wliich is 27 cubii- liiclres.

114. A parallelepiocil whose edges are proportional to 2, 3 and

4 contains :i cuhic metres; find its whole surface in centiares.

11"). A block of wood contains l-.", cubic metres; find in ares the

area it will cover if cut into sections I cm. thick.

110. Find in cubic metres the volume of a sheet of ice covering a

pond of area 20 Hii. and thickness :i cm.

117. How manv ares are there in a s(|uare field whose diagonal

is l()\/2 metres?

US. The sides of a rectangular field are proportional to 2 and 3,

its area is 24 Ha. ; find the Icitgtli of its diagonal in metres.

1 19. A rectangular garden loin. Icmg and 12m. broad is surrounded

by a path 1-om. wide; find the area of tlic iiatli in centiares.

120. A circular area of 7 metres radius is divided into two por-

tions in the ratio of :i to 4 ; express the area I" the smaller portion in

ares.

121

.

Express in steres the volume of a cube whose edge is 3 metres.

122. The volume of a cube is 1 Ks.; find the length of its edge in

centimetres.

123. How many steres of wood in a rectangular floor 40 m. long

and 30 m. wide, the flooring being 2 cm. in thickness?

124. The excavation of a cellar, the dimensions of which are in

the ratio 1, 4 and .5, cost $.54, at 10 cents per stere; find its dimensions.

125. One stere of water is jjoured into an empty tank 2 m. long

and l^.") m. wide; find the depth of the water in the tank.

126. An empty tank is 4 m. long and 2-5 m. wide; water is poured

in at the rate of 1 stere per minute; in what time will the water be 1

dm. deep?

127. The dimensions of a rectangular tank are 3 m., 2 m., 1-5 m.;

in what time would it be filled from two taps, the one pouring in .5 1

in 3 sec, and the other ."> Dl. in 20 sec?

128. A cylindrical log has radius 1 m. 4 dm.; what length of it

must be cut off to contain 61-6 steres?

m :
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Miscellaneous Theorems and
Applications

It is frequently useful to know when a given number

is exactly divisible by certain simple numbers, or what

the remainder is when it is not divisible.

Divisibility by 2, 4, 3 and 25.

Take any number, say, 42678.

42678 = 4267X10 + 8.

Since 10 is divisible by 2, 5 or 10, it follows that

4267X10 is also divisible by these numbers.

Therefore the remainder on dividing a number by 2, 5 or

10 is the same as on dividing its units' digit.

Therefore any number is divisible by 10 if its units' digit is

0; by 5, if its units' digit is or 5; by 2, if its units' digit

is or any even digit.

If the number be written 426X100 + 78, it follows

that the remainder on dividing it by 4, 20, 2,S, 50 or 100

is the same as the remainder obtained on dividing the num-

ber formed by the last two digits taken in order.

Thus the remainder on dividing 42678 by 4 is 2; by

20, 18; by 25, 3; by 50, 28; by 100, 78.

Divisibility by 9 and 3.

42678 = 4X10000 + 2X1000 + 6X100 + 7X10 + 8

= 4(9999+1) + 2(999+1) +6(99+1) + 7(9+1) + 8

= 4X9999 + 2X999 + 6X99+ 7X9+ (4 + 2 + 6 + 7 + 8).

122
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•• 3245 = a multiple of 9 + 5
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8
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Therefore the procliun when divided by 9 will give the

same remainder as when the ])rod)ict of the separate remain-

ders is divided l)y 9.

By a similar method any number may be shown to

be divisible by 3 when the sum of its digits is divisible by 3.

LONGITUDE AND TIME

The Longitude of any place on the earth's surface is

its distance, expressed in decrees, cast or west from the

Prime Meridian.

The prime meridian adopted by most nations is

the one through the Royal Observatory at Greenwich,

Englrnd.

When we say that the longitude of a place is 25° W.,

we mean th?A it is situated 2,S° west of the prime meridian.

The greatest longitude a place can have is 180° E.

or 180° W.

Since the earth rotates on its axis once in every 24

hours, the place in which we live will pass through 360°

in the same time.

That is, to 24 hours' difference in time will correspond

360° difference in longitude.

Therefore 1 hour's difference in time corresponds to l,i°

difference in longitude.

Since the earth rotates from west to east, when it is

noon at any place, it is an hour earlier, or 11 a.m. at a

place 1.5° west, or an hour later, or 1 p.m., at a place

15° east.

If the difference in longitude of two places is 18° 15',

what is the difference in time?



^iffe;re'i:i;lr"'""'°"'^''"''^'^^^^^^^^^
> hour.

rliff^''^
'°"«""de of Montreal is 73° ,5, w u
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''' '"'^^""^''^ '"
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Thus, when it is noon in England it is 5 hours earlier

in Montreal, 1 hour later in Rome, Italy; 6 hours earlier

in Winnipeg, 8 hours earlier in Victoria, B.C., and 9 hours

earlier in Dawson, Yukon.

When it is 12 o'clock noon at St. John, N.B., Atlantic

time, it is 11 o'clock at Montreal, Kastern time; 10 o'clock

at Winnipeg; Centnil time; 9 o'clock at Regina, Moun-
tain time: and 8 o'clock at Vancouver, Pacific time.

The longitude of San Francisco is 122° 25' W., of

Hamilton TP 54' W. . When it is 2 p.m. in San Fran-

cisco what is the time in Hamilton?

For the purpose of time the longitude of San Fran-

cisco is 120° W., ;iud of Hamilton 75° W.
.'. the difference in longitude is 45°,

.•. the difference in time is 3 hours,

.'. when it is 2 p.m. at San Francisco it is 3 hours

1-iter, or 5 p.m. in Hamilton.

The longitude of Toronto is 79° 24' W, What is the

difference between the true and the standard time?

The difference between the true and the standard time

will be the difference in time corresponding to a differ-

ence of 4° 24' in longitude, antl is tliereforc 17 niin. 3()

sec. The standard time of Toronto is therefore 17 min.

36 sec. faster than the true time.

RATIO AND PROPORTION

Ratio.—The ratio of 3 to 4 is expressed in the form 3 : 4

or in the form J, either form meaning that 3 = J of 4.

A fraction is merely a convenient way of writing a

ratio, the terms of the ratio forming the numerator and
denominator of the fraction.



Thus, the ratio of 8 in. to 1 2 in = * '" -

12in. "~J"

The ratio of 4 days „ 4<, hours = 25 = 5i.

Thus, 2 :3 = 8 .12 because ^-=1
3 12

It is sometimes written in the form ^ 1 o ,0- read 2 is to ,? as 8 is to 12.
- • ''

• 8 . 12 and

1

the£s. '"" '-' ''^•^ ^^"^'' '»« -^'-"-es and 3 and 8

2 8 2X12 8X3Since -= A
.' 12 VX1?^"12X3

•Since tiie denominators -(> pn,.oi ,1,
be equal.

'^''"^ '''^ n.mierators must

Divide S300 between A and B i„ ,,e ratio of ., to 7
For every S5 that A receives B will recei^e ^7

•
"ut of ,S12 divided A will receive S5

'A receives/^ of $300 = SI 2,5
='nd B receives j\ of S;300 = .Si 75.

ber. the second
,V and th^ tlird X'"'

^' °^ ''^ --

that'"''1s^o"T''"
"'"' "'" ''^ '" '^^ --^ -'io to 2.
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The required number : 2.5 = ,? : 7,

.•. 7 times the required number = 25X3,

... , . 25X3
. . the number is

that is, lo: : 2S =^ :

''.

lOf,

Mixtures. —If teas worth 45c. and ,i5c. per lb. are

mixed in the ratio of 4 5, find the value per lb. of the

mixture.

If 4 lb. of the first kind arc used the value is SI -80.

Then 5 lb. of the second must be used and the value

is S2-75.

.". 9 lb. of the mixture are worth S4-55, '^

S4'55
.'. the value per lb. of the mixture is —^— = 50|c.

i

In what ratio must teas worth 28c. and 42c. per lb. be

mixed so that the mixture may be worth 37c. per lb.?

As each lb. of 28c. tea is increased in value 9c.,

and each lb. of 42c. tea is decreased in value 5c.,

.
. in order that the increases and decreases may equal-

ize each other, with every 5 lb. of the fir.st kind we must
mix 9 lb. of the second.

.-. they must be mixed in the ratio of 5 : 9.

MOTION IN THE SAME OR IN OPPOSITE DIRECTIONS

Relative Velocity.— If two persons travel from the same
point at rates of 5 and 3 miles per hour respectively, tlie\'

will separate at the rate of 2 miles per hour if they travel

in the same direction. Their relative velocity is said to

bo 2 miles per hour. If they travel in opposite directions

their relative velocity will be 8 miles per hour.
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The faster train gains 10 milcK in I hour,

.. ,,„ . . 220X60xfiO
.-. It gains 220 yards in mv 1760

**''' '"' '^'

The rate of a stream is 2 miles iier hour. If u man can
row down stream at the rate of 7 miles \Kr hour, at what
rate can he row up stream?

Since the stream carries him down 2 miles each hour,

his rate in still water will be 5 miles per Iiour.

In rowing up stream, the stream retards him 2 miles

each hour,

.•. he can row up stream at 3 miles per hour.

The difference between the rates of rowing up and down
stream is therefore twice the rate of the stream.

If I can row 10 miles up stream in 5 hours and back
again in 2 hours, what is the rate of the stream?

The rate of rowing up stream is 2 miles per hour.

The rate of rowing down stream is 5 miles per hour.

Since the difference is 3 miles per hour, the rate of the

stream is U miles per hour.

Circular Motion.—If A and B run around a circular

track at rates which are in the ratio of 5 to 3, where will

they be first together if they start at the same place and
run in the same direction?

They will be first together when A has gained on B
one complete round.

When A goes 5 yards B will go 3 yards,

.'.A gains 2 yards when he has gone 5 yards,

.'. A gains 2 rounds when he has gone 5 rounds,

, . A gains I round when he has gone 2i rounds.
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WORK AND TIME

If A can do a piece of work in 10 days and B in 15
days, in what time can they do it if they work together?

A can do ^V of the work in 1 day,

or a day's work for A is rn of the work,

and a day's work for B is jV of the work,

.-.a day's work for A and B is (A + iV) or i of the work.

..A and B together can do the work in 6 days.

A cistern has three pipes. The first fills it alone in

12 hours, the second in 15 hours, and the third empties
it in 10 hours. If the cistern is empty and all the pipes

are opened together, in what time will it be filled?

The first pipe fills ,'j- of the cistern in 1 hour.

The second pipe fills Jy of the cistern in 1 hour.

The third pipe empties yV of the cistern in 1 hour.

.-. the three pipes will fill
( il + yV - j^) or ^V of the

cistern in 1 hour.

.'. the cistern will be filled in 20 hours.

A and B are paid $60 for certain work. If their rates

of working are in the ratio of 3 : 4, and the number of

days they work in the ratio of 7 : 6, how should the money
be divided?

Suppose A is paid S3 per day, then B should receive
$4 per day.

Suppose A works 7 days and therefore earns $21,

then B must work 6 days and therefore earns $24.

.'. the amount received for the whole work should be
divided between them in the ratio of 21 : 24, or 7 : 8.

.'.A should receive ^f of $60 or $28,

and B should receive jj of $60 or $32.
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SPECIAL imiTS OF MEASUREMENT

boa^dToor""^''
""' ""'^ '" ">--"«« "•nber is the

1 board foot.
" '^"^""">' '" '™«^ the ,mit,

-uci ?rj: 1^:- ;°rt
'"•

^''^^h

^-'^ ^ '-• ^''^^'^- »-
175 per 1000 feet' ' ""^ ^''^'

''^ *^^ ^"-'"e at

Th! '"r
" '"' '' ^""^^ '"^ '-^'•^ °f 'he unitThe vv.dth ,s i of the width of the unit

And the thickness is 3 tin.es the thickness of the unit
• • the number of ft. of lumber is

„ .„ '8XJX3or36.
If 1000 feet cost S75,

36 feet will cost ,Hj of $75 or $2.70

Carper;7uln; "rVlTT'^^T '' ' ""^^ y-'^-

yard Of carpet i^^Z;:^\ 7:^^:^. '' '''' '

car^t^^r::^-:----n;Srr-

Since it requires
length, the number

strips, each 27 feet or 9 yards
of yards of carpet is 72

in
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If the carpet is laid crosswise the number of yards
rc(|i!irfd would, in this case, be the same.

If a room is 22 feet long and 19 feet wide, how much
carpet is required?

If laid lengthwise, the number of strips required is

19 feetH-} yd. or 8J.

Since fractional widths cannot be bought, this must
be considered as 9 strips.

It will therefore uequire 9 strips each 22 feet long,

or 66 yards of carpet.

If the carpet, in this case, is laid crosswise, 10 strips

would be required, each 19 feet long, and therefore the

lOX 19number of yards would be , - or 63J yards.

Since carpet is usually made with a pattern, and the
figures of the pattern should be matched in adjacent
strips, it follows that there may be some waste to be al-

lowed for in each strip.

Thus, in the previous problem if the waste in matching
be 6 in. in each strip, then this amount must be added
to the length of each strip.

Wall Paper.—The price of wall paper is usually given
as so much per roll. A single roll contains 8 linear yards
and a double roll 16 linear yards, and the paper is gener-

ally 18 in. wide.

In finding the number of rolls of paper required for

the walls or ceiling of a room the number of strips should

first be obtained in the same manner as the number of

strips of carpet is found. In finding the number of strips
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EXERCISE

1»! b',2™" '• "" '" '"' "" «'"'«» ol . ou.b„ b, ,6, b,

8, 9. i Ts^'
'"^ ""^'"^" - <^'-ding ,234567 by 2, a, 4, 5.

castin^'rl'lr"" "' '''''' ""-^ ^"' -<• -,y the work by

789 by
9.''"' '"^ ^^"•^'"''^' - "-iding the product of 123. 456, and

andL^dr/dirnr irrdfinr: "'"' "-^ --^ <^^^-
how may I know by examining the"^ est of the7' i"

''""=' °"''
was struck out? U-hen does thl test flu?

™""'" "*"" "'«*'

pwin :!;:;:h ;; ;: rp":.;^ "-it:'/"''
""'''

'- '"^ ^-^^^"'^^ of

.

noon!',octl dme' ttTr""" '^^^ ''"'*""''^'' «-- When it is

longitude of "he sWp^
^''™"'^'"«" '"^'-tes 3<i2 p.™. What is the
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13. What is the difference in true time between Halifax, 63°
36' W., and Vancouver, 123° 6' W.?

14. The difference in true time between Winnipeg 97° 7' W. and
Toronto, is 1 hr. 10 min. 52 sec. What is the longitude of Toronto?

15. At 10.24 a.m. a steamer in longitude 25° 16' W. sends a
wireless message to another steamer. It is received at 10.19 a.m.
true time in each case. What is the longitude of the second steamer?

16. Find the longitude of the Falkland Islands, if it is 5 o'clock
a.m. there, when it is 1 o'clock p.m. at Ras el Had, the longitude
of which is 60° east.

17. What is the differet^e in standard time between Hamilton,
Ont., 79° 54' W., and Dawson, Yukon, 139° 20' W.?

18. The Src.^ rrandsco earthquake occurred on April 18th, 1906,
at 5 a.m. If 20 min. be allowed for transmission, when did the news
reach London, Eng.? (The time meridian of San Francisco is 120° W.)

19. What is the difference between the true and the standard time
of Kingston, Ont., the longitude being 76° 29' W.? Of Pictou, N.S.,
62° 41' W.? Of Regina, Sask., 104° 37' W.? In each case is the
standard time faster or slower than true time?

20. What is the ratio of the time that 8 men will take to do a
piece of work, to the time that 6 men will take to do the same work?

21. Divide $1 into two parts in the rario of 9 : 16.

22. What number is the same ratio to 154 that 45 is to 126?

23. Two men rent a pasture for *68-75. One puts in 23 cattle
and the other 32. How much should each pay?

24. Divide 1950 into 3 parts proportional to 5 : U : 23.

25. Two persons travelling together agree to pay expenses in the
ratio of 8 to 5. The first (who contributes the greater sum) pays
away on the whole $79-65, the second $24-35. What must one pay
the other to settle the bill according to agreement?

26. A man has 50, 25, 10, and 5 cent pieces, the number of each
being in the proportion of 1, 2, 3, and 4. If their total value is $1050,
how many has he of each?
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third as 3 to 4,
''" ^ '" "• ""d of the first to the

28. The sum of the aees of A nn^ n •

ages 18 years ago were as Ito . Fi"f, ,h
" "'"' ^' ^''"'' =>"" ">eir

29 p- .

.

'^'"<' their present ages.

Shan be to'a n^an-fsh^T^s \'T '"' " '"^^ '" '"« » ""r'' sha„

in t.f.°:: SI"Tt ^'"T'
'"'"

'" "«= -'- "f « : 1 another
niixed together,:.,;;J ,:\;'';i--fs "e taken f„. eicht"

1, 1
°' "'"« t" »ater in the mixture?

. .^
"

.t";:;-";:- ;»"---;: -r .'" * - -

•«. How much water is there ,„™r„ ""' "'"
"

*"" * "~™"V,s,rx:'.
*

..4*»r.""''' "'"-*••»' H., .,.,„, '.,1,
,v,

35. Divide S338 between A nnrf n-ay be 8127 less than 4 tSes B's
'
'"'" "'^' ' "'"- ^'s share

36. A man paid S1B2 tn ci i-u

-^n^^.ved.andtir:or^-:----and.y.

--'ris^::::?^^^------.. yards

taJo, tX ir^ Lta^er .n- t
'-- ^ -P^ while B

"'" "'" "-e race, and by how much'
^^ '" '' "' '^'^^ ^^'W-^h

a£JT^::^"trrt;rr:irn^'-''°'~
first be together again.

'*• '^'"'l "here they will

60 A';:irmfrni:rrrr?"™"'' ^ ^-'^ --
per ^cond, respectively. Fnd when and'"'. ' '^' ''"'' "* ^-^^
together again,

"*'' ^°<* "here they will first Ije
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41. Two trains start at tlic same time from A and B, and pro-
ceed toward each other at the rates of 30 and 50 miles |kt liour, re-

spective . When they meet it is found that one train has travelled

135 miles farther than the other. Find the distance between A and B.

42. How long will a train 110 yards in length, and running at 30
miles per hour, take to pass a man walking in the same direction at

3 miles per hour? How long if the man is walking in the opposite
direction?

43. A train 88 yards long overtook, a person walking at the
rate of 4 miles an hour and passed him completely in 10 seconds; it

afterwards overtook another person and passed him in 9 seconds
At what rate per hour was fhis second |)crsim walking?

44. A man can row 5 miles an hour in still water. How far may
he go down a stream which flows at the rate of ;i miles an hour, so

that he may just take 2 hr. 40 min. for the round trip?

45. When are the hour-hand and the minute-hand of a clock first

together after 2 o'clock?

46. When are the hands of a clock opposite to each other be-

tween 7 and 8 o'clock?

47. At what time, between 3 and 4 o'clock, is the minute-hand
5 minute spaces in advance of the hour-hand?

48. A clock which was 15 minutes fast at 11 a.m. on Wednes-
day, is exactly right at 4.30 p.m. on Friday. How many minutes
will it be slow at 10 minutes to 7 p.m. on Saturday?

49. A can do one-half as much work as B; B can do one-half as

much as C; together they can complete a piece of work in 12 days.

In what time could each alone complete it?

50. A number of men engage to do a piece of work in 9 days.

How long may 5 men remain away, and the work be finished in the

same time by their bringing 10 men more with them?

51. A vessel can be emptied by 3 taps; by the flrst alone in 80

minutes, by the second alone in 200 minutes, and by the third alone

in 5 hours. In what time will the vessel be emptied if the three taps

are opened together?

52. If 15 men, 18 women and 26 boys receive $64-40 fr. a day's

work, and 2 men receive as much as 3 women or 10 boys, what does

each man, woman, and boy, resT>ectiveIy, receive for a day's work?
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53. If 4 men or 7 boys can do a piece of wort in io a ^
Ume can 7 men and 4 hoys do it ?

" *^ ""y"' '" "''"'

<iays'*if7h:ru:':o::^,'ra:dr "" ^ ^'t
'^ -""

'- ^
the other, how should tU^'Jon^y ^"diWd'eST"

""'^ ' ""'' '"' "'^"

n.antd^;;-r-,^r ^dj;:'' ir:^::r " " "- •

a boy do it? ' '""* '^'*" =» "la" or

JG. A can do as much work in 10 hours as B can d„ i„ 1 1 k .

^.ir^/trt^tru^rrs^-;^!-^^^

'rrdore:'
^" ^ ^^ ""- ^'"^ completion-^ '^h^aT^; t

.onglndT8r:,"L':T''
""' ^'^ ''"' '" "^ ""=" "' '™'-' 20 ft.

»18 S'r uTl^r'
°'

'" '"""'"' ' '" '' * '" '""^ ^« ''• '-« »t

rt. ^:i:::^t^::^i:-r'' '- - ""- - '' "^ -

p.an^.fi^i;^r:jhi:Lr^-- -;,-r-^
---

bv ^fft
""!! r/r u'"

°' '"'*' =''''"8 "'<= "^^ded for a house 28 ftby 32 ft. and 18 ft. high, the siding being 5 in. wide and laiH in ,„

hv 4^'J^^.r*" " '°'' "*' '^^ •*' ""'"=*«' t° fe°ce a field 30 rodsby 40 rods w.th one round of 9 in. boards and 5 of 6 in board" ^eboards being 1 in. thick?
"oaras, the
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Oo. A sidewalk is 440 yards long and 8 feet wide, and is made of
l>Kink 2 in. thick. The planks n^st ..n three continuous lines of scant-
ling .i in. I.y 4 in. Find the cost of the lumber at $15 i»r M.

66. How many yards of carpet 27 in. wide will be required for

lenZ" J^i"-
''"? ""• " " " '» '""^^ '"e carpet running

lengthwise and there being no wa e in matching ?

67. Find the cost of carpeting a room 14 ft. 8 in. by 18 ft. with
^< in. carpet, running lengthwise, and costing S1.20 a yard allow-
ing 4 in. on each strip for waste in matching.

17 ft. 6 in. by 15 ft. 5 in., if the strips run crosswise and 7 in 1»wasted in matching each strip except the first one?

69. A room 20 ft. by 17 ft. is carpeted with a carpet 1 yd. wide
(without a pattern), running lengthwise and costing 81-20 a yard It

Ki:d7h':ttti''cL;'.
'^"^'*' ""''*" ' "-' "'"^ =-'"« ^^- ^-''

stairJ^f ^iTftJS u\:':t:z\r^'' -'-''-'' "'^'" •"

30 trif^Lr^/u'"^' °' '* '" P^P*' "' '*'!""«' f"' " ^O'"

for each?
* "^ * "'"'*""'' ""^ ^ "'""• """"'"K ^ f™'

th. 7!' 1?^ "."'/' ' ''""" "' ^ ''• ^ *"• ^''"^^ the base-board, andthe total length of the four walls, allowing for openings, is 72 ft Al-lowing 6 in. on each strip for matching, what will the paper cost at
40c. a single roll, the paper being 18 in. wide?

anH
^%"°" ""'"y «!"="•« yards ^f plastering are there in the wallsand ceding of a room 16 ft. by 20 ft. and 9 ft. high, deducting 14 sq.yd. for openings and base-board?

i,- u^*' fi"''
""^ ""^^ °^ plastering a room 30 ft. by 27 ft. and 12 fthigh at 20c. a sq. yd., if there are two doors each 3 ft. by 7 ft and

lind ttm. '
'"^ °' '"^ """"^ '°^ -^^ *™"''"' - P-^--'-^



Commercial Arithmetic

PERCENTAGE

The term Per Cent, means Hundredths
^^T^he fraction

.J, or .05 is also written 5 per cent..

100. Th^s
^' '^" ''^""'"'"-tor of the fraction being

25% of a quantity =il or .25 or i of it.

3n%

62i%

<
T

_37l,

"Too ""^ •'''^ or i' of it.

_62:l

"Too ""^ •''-•' or I of it.

^J_of_100

100

_l oS 100

100
. i of 100

Too

or 75% of it.

or 40% of it.

or 14i% of it.

12%of$30 =i^ofS30 = S3.60.

45 is i or .75 of 60, therefore 45 is 75';? 'of 60.

EXERCISE

Z What per cent, is eacli of the
26, -365, -0875?

followinn: 11'= S> ffi T:5' ir- IT- f (J.

141

i f "s->
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3. What per cent, of 625 is 25? What per cent, of 12 ) 9?
What per cent, of 375 is 15?

4. What % of 100 is 4? What % of 21X) is 6? What % of

250 is 5?

6. 7 is what % of 35? 12 is what % of 72? 95 is what % of
KKM? 12^ is what % of 225? » is what % of 17^?

0. Find 12i% of 1728 men; of 864 bushels.

7. Find S^^j'i of $144.1(1.

H. Find 1 ,'„ , of S^'-'.^OOCOOO.

9. Find 33J% of 12«) niiirks; of 172-80 francs.

10. $365 is what % of $5840?

11. 36 minutes is what % of 1 day?

i2. ^3 2s. 6d. is what % of £25?'

13. Ten per cent, of a certain number is 13; find the number.

14. The number of boys in a school is 60% of the number of

girls. The number of girls is 60; how many pupils are there in the
school?

15. Distilled water is composed of two gases, 11|% by weight
being hydrogen and the remainder oxygen. Find the weight of eacli

gas that can be obtained from 10 lb. of water.

16. The average attendance at a school this term is 225, which is

an increase of 12J% on the average attendance of last term; what
was the average attendance last ter-i?

17. What number increased by 14% of itself is equivalent to 285?

18. What liumber diminished by lli% of itself is equivalent to

710?

19. A crystal of copper sulphate weighing 5 grams is heated
sufficiently to exiwl all the water from it and the residue weighs 3-106
grams. What [jer cent, of water did the crystal contain?

20. On account of the increase of value of flour llie price of bread
is advanced 25%. Formerly ten loaves were sold fm uue dollar;

what number of loaves may now be had for fifty cents?
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21. A regiment l„st 2()% of its men in a battle 10% of the »mamder deserted, there then remaned ..60 men H .rUnl n,^were there originally in the regiment? ^ """

22. The number of Canadians in Detroit in 1!X)0 was 25400wh.ch was 20.:,% „, ,he foreign-born population. Lind ,he numS^;of the foreign born population of Detroit in that year.

2.1. The earnings of a mill for two years amounted to W«60' the

ZTV^^:' ''" ^7,"^ "'"'^ "•"" '"^ earning,The ,year. Fmd the amount of tlie 2nd year's earnings.

24 Water expands 10% In freezing; how many cubic feet of.ce W.11 we,gh 1 ,on, given that 1 cu. ft. of water weighs 624^.7
25. A bankrupt pays .•«)% of his debts; the amount that a creditorreceives is what per cem. of his loss?

creditor

2fl, A house and lot, bought for $4000, increased in value 120%what was the increased value?
'*'

vear^inl;
""'''" ''*'"'' ""^^^ "' '"''' "'^'y^ ""^ ^as $120 left eachyear, in how many years will he save one year's salary?

of the less together make 39; what are the numbers?

29. The analysis of a specimen of lignite is given as follows-

Th™"'^^^rr'""""^
""""• -'^•''«%^ fi-d^^carbon, 24. 7%

^

ash, 17-50%. Find the weight of .ach in a ton of lignite.

30^ South Africa imported 149,459,6,55 lb. of flour in 1907 o'which Canada supplied .•18,720,000 lb. What ,«r cent, of the totalimports of flour was from Canada?

B's o/ AV
'"""'" " '"*^" """" "'" ""''' "^ '""^'' P" "« i'

sn^nf^t ''"y J'"'"f''
'^34% of his paper money into silver; hespent 50% of this silver in buying a ball and bat, which cost $ .50how much money had he?

'

hv ^T' .?' """"^^ f.^''' '" " '"""' ''"^'^' "'^ """"*f "f hoys

of £k """ "''' '' ^'-^'' "' '"^ "*'"'"• """ "'^ ""'"'^r

34. A can do 10% of a piece of work in 1 day, and B 12*% whatper cent^ of the work will remain to be done after A has wtkL 2days, and B 3 days?
"orKea ^
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;W. A man who owned 30% of a mine (old 331% "f his share (or
$120(K); what is the value of the mine?

36. A farm cost |4()00; 60% of this sum was 40% «f 3 times the
value of the house that was built on the farm; what was the cost of
the house?

37. Divide 1440 into three parts, so that 10% of the tint |>art,

121% of the second part, and 16§% of the third part may U i-i|ual.

38. One-fifth is what jwr cent, of one-half?

39. A owns 80% of ii farm and B owns the remainder; C sells

the farm for them and receives 4% of the selling price for his sirvices;
what per cent, of the selling price does A receive?

40. From a cask containing 1 2(> gallons of wine, 2 gals. 1 » qt. leaked
away ; what per cent, was lost ?

41. A druggist buys goods at »S jier pound Av., and sells at t-'i i>er

pound Troy
; his gain is what per cent, of the cost ?

42. Mr. nrown sold his farm for J15H40, which was 10% less than
he gave for it, and he gave 10% more than it was worth ; what was ilie

actual value of the farm ?

43. Two per cent, of a certain number, and .1% of half of the
number, together make 21 ; what is the number ?

44. Five per cent, of a certain numljer and «% of twice that
number, together make 175 ; find the former number.

TRADE DISCOUNT

It is the custom of manufacturers and wholesale dealers
to issue catalogues, with list prices at which their prod-
ucts are offered for sale.

From these prices one or more discounts are usually
given.

Thus, if the catalogue or list price of a book is S3 -00
with a discount of 25%, the book would sell for S3-00
less 25% of $300, or $2-25.



TKAUK DISCOUNT
,45

.h.S,X.:"
"" '•'"

"' "•""' '«'•• " ^''' »

.h. lu. prt„. ,™ai.;„r:24:;, """ •' """"•

selling price, they m .v offer ''T"""^
'" '""'"^^- "'^•

those airead;, In „'se '
""" ''"°""'^ "' ''-'•'^-c

2o.".:dTo",'; "
"""^ •• *'»• ""' «•»""• «< «%.

the first discount is 40'- of 550 or S20
• . the first reduced price is S30.

The second discount is 20' ; of .S30 or $6
tne second reduced price is S24.

The- third discount is 10'/ of S24 or 52-40
• the selhng price is S21-60.

In this case the total discount is 550-521-60 „r S2«.40.

-c ditotf "'TT "' '"''^ ('^O + ^O+IO) were allowed..c -Ji^coutit would be 535.
'
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Why is a single discount of 70% not equal to the

three successive discounts of 40%, 20% and 10%?

EXERCISE

1. Find the selling price in each case, if the list prices and rates

of discount are as follows:

(o) $540; 20%. (b) $1000; 25% and 10%.

(c) $2500; 10%, 8% and 5%,.

(rf) $1440; 25%, 12i% and 16§%.

(e) $975; 40%, 20% and 2%.

2. After a discount of 15% had been deducted, a merchant
paid $850 for a hill of goods; what was the amount of the discount?

3. A merchant paid 8170 for a bill of goods, after a discount of

$30 had been taken off; what was the rate of discount?

4. A trader bought a lot of paper listed at $5 per ream, at a
discount of 12*%; he received a further reduction of 2% for cash;

what did the paper cost him per ream?

5. At what price must an article which cost $12 be marked, in

order that after a discount of 10% has been taken off, there may be
a gain of $3?

6. An article sold for $4; a discount of 12J% had been given;

what was the marked price?

7. A tradesman increases the price of an article which now
sells for $3, so that after giving a discount of 20% he may still re-

ceive the former price; find the marked price of the article.

8. A tradesman reduces the price of his goods by 10% ; he allows

a customer a further reduction of 10% off this latter price; what per

cent, of the original price does the customer pay?

9. What is the difference between 20% off, and 10 and 10%
off—the marked price being $12?

10. A merchant marks his goods at an advance of 33^% on cost.

and allows a discount of 5% for cash; find the cost of an article o<

which the cash price is $7-60.
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of 40% on cost; find the cost
'^°"^' '"" '"' =«>vance

paid^Lr^j^'-^iruroS^:: -^ -"^ '- "«^'> - -.s

.

was ;tn^; l^ll^-: oTLsrcer^ctr ^^'^ •^°^» '''--'

-ofa^rj^,^-- ^:-J^^-,e„t to ,.„, ......

--^-^c;-.dtz^ tr:f-' '" ^----

»3.42 for a book; what was the iTked pri;'>
""^^^^ ^ '''''" '"""

be.hedi.e.ncelJ.t'^.i^t'le;::'^,^- '''^^•^ ""='' """"'

^n^ttz'™^—— ;^a::^t-
21. A tradesman makes a train of iiic- „f

discount of 10%; what would L^U ^^ '"'" """ K*""S «

a discount of oniy 5%?
^'"" '•"' '*"'' "' "^' '^ he gave

22. 20 and 10% off is equivalent to what single discount^
23. 10 and what % off is equivalent to 15% off>

"fdama;%'r'^fr»rer°r d"'"" "T""
"'^^ '^''"-'' "" "-"»"'

.'.n. wer^ „n'^: i,' mart, st^eTe"! Id^^
'^ ^^^ '"^ -^"^"^ '^'"'^

reduction of marked pric^was 1^; ' ^'^ "" '^'-""^ ""="

fl 'he marked pr,ce, .s equivalent to what loss per cent, of cost?
"
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26. A merchant offered a reduction of 50 cents from the marked
price of a hat; he gave a further reduction of 45 cents for cash, this

being at the same rate as the former; what was the selling price of

the hat?

27. At what price must an article which cost $1-50 be marked,
so that there may be a gain of 25 cents after a discount of 25 per

cent, has been given?

28. Five per cent, of the selling price is equal to four jjer cent.

of the Hst price; the discount is 10 cents; find the list price.

29. A bill of goods amounting to $327-50 was bought on Oct. 1,

on the following terms: .{ months' credit; or 5% off if paid in 00 days;

or 10% off if paid in 30 days. How much would settle the bill on
Jan. 1? On Nov. 20? On Oct. 27?

PROFIT AND LOSS

A gain or loss in business is usually stated as a per

cent, of the Cost Price.

Thus, if a dealer buys an article for $200 and sells

it at a gain of 15%,
the selling price = S200 + ,Vff of $200 = $230,

or the selling price = 1 15% of $200 ={U of $200 = $230.

If he sells it at a loss of 15%,
the selling price = S200 - yVV of $200 = $170,

or the selUng price = 85% of $200=i"o"o of $200 = 5170.

EXERCISE

1. Find the selling price of an article, the cost price and rate of

profit or loss being, in each case, as follows:

(n) »240; 10^'^ profit. (ft) $31240; 25% loss.

(c) $73-20; 12J% loss. (t/) $21030; 163% profit,

(f) $12G2.iaj; 15% profit. (/) ?-1502-19; llj.%luss.
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2. Find the rate per cent, of gain or loss, tlie cost price and
selling price l)eing, in each case, as follows:

(a) Cost price, $250; selling price, $300.

('') Cost price, $210; selling price, $140.

(c) Cost price, $:!12-40: selling price, $234-,30.

(rf) Cost price, $12:i4-56; selling price, $1440-32.

3. Find the cost price when the selling price and rate of profit
or loss are as follows:

(a) $630, 12J% loss.

{<:) $4050, 35% gain.

m $630, 12i% gain.

(tt) $7105, 2% loss.

to gain
1"%^"'' '"""'' *"'"' """ ''''"' '* '"''' """ ™'' *2' => dozen,

• A\t^"^^T ""'"'' '" ''"''"^"^ "'"' " "^"Pita' of »6000 and^.ned 12i% the first year and added 75% of the gain to the capital
the second yee- 1,c gained 20% of this increased capital and added'
one-half of it to h.s capital: the third year he gained 40%; what was
the amount of gam in the third year?

6. A drover bought 240 sheep at $8 each; 5% of the flock died
for how much each must he sell the remainder to gain 20%?

7. Twelve hundred reams of pa[>er were bought for $1000- forwhat must it be sold per quire to gain 12}%?

,oLcr^\ ^ '"""^^"^ '"'"Sht a quantity of vinegar at 20 cents a gallon-
12i%„ leaked away; for how much ,«r gallon should he sell the re

-

mamder that he may neither gain nor lose?

9. A bought goods for $12600; he sells J at a gain of 20%, andthe remamder at a loss of 10%; does he gain or lose on the whole?
10. A newsboy buys 12 Tehgrams for 7 cents; he sells at 1 centeach; what per cent, does he make?

n. If
it of a quantity of goods be sold for what the whole cost-what IS the gam jier cent?

12. A wine merchant loses 20% of his goods by leakage- by what
r^r cent, must he increase the cost price per gallon to gain 20% on
his investment? /c > "

13. Sold flour at $2-70 per hundred, losing 10%
the loss per cent, if sold for $2-55?

i; what would be
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14. If 15% is lost when an article is sold tor $4.25, for what
should ii Ik- sold to gain 1.5%?

15. If 5% more is gained when an article is sold for $4-70 than
when sold for »4-.5<): find the gain % when the article is s<ild for «4-25.

16. Bought wheat and sold so as to gain 12j%; reinvested the
whole sum and made the same rate of gain; reinvested and lost 25%;
find my total gain or loss per rent.

17. A drover bought a number of sheep at $8 each; 10% of the
number died; for how nmch each must he sell the remainder to gain
SI for each sheep bought?

18. A ship loaded with 4000 bbl. of apples lost 10% of the cargo
in a storm; at what ad\ance per cent, of cost nmst the apoles be
sold that there may be neither loss nor gain'

19. .\ deakr sold two liorses for S198 each; on the one he gained

10% and on the other he lost 10%; find his total loss per cent.

20. Bought paper at *6 per ream: what must I ask [ler quire for

it, so that after throwing off 5%, I may make a gain of 20%?

21. When milk is sold at the rate of Ifi quarts for one dollar,

there is a g-.iin of 2.')%: what would be the gain per cent, if 15 quarts
were sold for the same sum?

22. If 3 of the cost price equals 3 of the selling price, find the
gain per cent.

23. A merchant buys 4 gal. 2 qt. of vinegar for one dollar, and
sells 2 gal. 3 qt. for the same sum; what does he gain per cent.?

24. Whisky is worth 1125 [jer gallon; how much water must be
mixed with each gallon of it, so that when the mixture is sold at Sl-2(l

per gallon, there may tie a gain of 14^%?

25. What does a grocer gain per cent, by selling iSj oz. for 1

pound?

26. A newsboy buys papers at the rate of 8 for .1 cents, ud sell'

at 2 cents each; what profit per cent, dues he make'

27. A man buys a horse for $180; for how much must it be sold

to make a profit (if 2.5%. after paying ten dollars to the agent »h .

sells the hor^?
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10- ^^f
!""

"'''''r^T""
'"'>" ^PP'^' »' "-e rate of 100 for 25 cents-

XI rrTtnu^ "'' •'^^^•^^ '^''" - «"• "'- ^"^ -" "y

20V
"'^

Uwff " '*ur
'° ^ "! " «"'" "f '5% B «"» '" C at a gain of

20/,, ^ l.uys for Sm more than A ,«id; what did the piano cost A?
30 A sold an article to B, B sold to C, and C to D- each made aga.„of5%; C-s gain was Sr. ,„ore .han A.: what did D ::'

"frh:

31. When potatoes were sold for 120% of cost, the gain on eachbushel was 8 cents; what was the selling price per bushel^

32 A drover sold 5 cows for 80O each, on one he gained 10?? •

on each of two others 25%: on the ren.aining two he losf^^ di.l'he gain or lose? What per cent?

w.th 1(K) bushels of oats at ,50 cents a hushel, to make a gain of 10%when the mixture is sold at SO cents a bushel?

34. If 3 articles are sold for the amount that 4 cost, what is thegam per cent.?

35. A and B invested equal sums of money in business; A gained

fw ™ "^T"''u ^"'"^ *"^' ^'' -"""^y "'»» "'-" doublVA-s;what sum did each invest?

th.J^! \^'^"u
'"'''

^^f"
'"' **^"'' «"'™"8 '5%: 'f he had soldthem for «20, what would have been his rate of gain?

37. A merchant bought 5 hogsheads (63 gallons each) of molasses

H?r
"""

n^^ u "' ^''^ ***-^° '°' f'^'s"" ^"-^ »l-80 f°' cartage.He loses 10% of ,hc molasses by leakage; (i% of all sales cannot^

40 r'cem°'
""" ^' ^'"'°" """' ^^ *" '" "'^'" ^ "" «=*'" "'

38. A iwrson buys an article and sells it so as to gain 5% Ifhe^ad bought It at 5% less, and sold for SI less, he would have ^ned
•oyo- rind the cost price.

39. Smith having lost 2.5% of his capital, is now worth as much
as Jones who has just j ,incd 20% of his capital Jones' original
capital was 89(iOO: what was Smith's original capital?

4-'). An ankle costs S4 and is sold at a gain of 120% ; what is thesellmg pnce? CouH it have been sold at a loss of 120%?
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COMMISSION

If an agent buys or sells goods for another person, the
amount he is paid for his services is called Conunission.

The commission is usually calculated at a certain rate

per cent, of the Buying Price when the goods are bought,
or of the Selling Price when the goods are sold.

Thus, if an agent sells goods for S250 and charges
4% commission,

the amount of his commission is 4% of S250 or $10,
.'. the Net Proceeds, or the amount remitted to his em-
ployer, from the sale of the goods will be S240.

If an agent buys S500 worth of goods on a commis-
sion of y/i,

the commission will be 3% of $500 or $15,
.-. the Total Cost of the goods, to his employer, will

be S515.

EXERCISE

1. Find the commission and the net proceeds of the following

(o) 2000 bus. of wheat @ 90c. at 3% commission.

(6) 1200 bus. of potatoes (r? SOc. at .")*% commission.

(c) 120 bbl. of apples (S $1.60 at n% commission.

(d) 300 bales of cotton (o- S42 at li% commission,

(c) 2400 lb. of rice («, rijc. at 6}% commission.

(/) 225 tons of hay (ff $16-20 at 5% commission.

(g) 1250 doz. of eggs (S 24c. at 2J% commission.

2. An agent sold 15000 bushels of potatoes at 40 cents per bushel;
his conmiission was 2i%; what sum did he send to his employer?

3. An agent received a consignment of wheat which he sold on
a commission of li%; the amount sent to his employer was equiva-
lent to 6S§ cents a bushel; at what price was the wheat sold?

sales
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4. An agent transmitted to lii<; employer tirm, retaining «;i2
as his commission for effecting a sale; ai wliai rate was the conmiis-
sinn calculated?

5 A cinn.ission merchant retained $40 from the pr<H:eeds of
sale of .KKK) II,. of hut.er a, 2(1 cents per pound, wha, rate of com-
mission did he charge?

•sonr'
'^".''«^"' ''"''^ '' '^'"isignment of goods for »5200 and sent9m)b to Ins employer: ivhal rate of conmiissicm did he charge?

7. An agent's commission was iM. for selling some land, atSI-o per acre; how many acres were sold at that price, the commis-
sion being reckoned at }%?

8. An agent charged 875 for selling a house for 110000 what
rate of commission was charged?

0. An agent buys for his employer 10(H) bushels of wheat at 65
cents a bushel; what is the agent's commission at the rate of 24%?

10. How mucli money must be sent to -.m agent that he may
purchase a horse for me at «1(K), and have his commission of 2%?

11. A merchant sent S525 to an agent in Atlanta, requesUng
him to purchase cott.in, after retaining his commission of 5% of thesum paid by him for the cotton; what was the commission?

12. «17.W includes the price paid by an agent for certain goods
and his comnnssion of 2%; what sum was paid by the agent for the
goo<ls?

13. An agent received $.-!570 to be used in buying sugar at 5
cents a pound after paying his commission of 2% of the amount
paid by him for the sugar; what was his commission?

14. A commission agent retained S80 out of $2480 sent to him
forinvestn,ent and invested the balance : find his rate of commission.

15. I instruct my lawyer to collect an account of S1250. He
collects 80% of it and charges a commission of 5V% on the part
collected. How much should he pay me?

le.Sent $1224 to an agent, requesting him to buy pork for me
at $4-7o per cwt.; he charged 2% commission; how m.my lb. of pork
did he send me?

j f
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17. An agent bought 120(J0 bushels of wheat at Ml cents, and
charges !{% commissiun ; how much nuiney must his employer remit

liini?

18. A commission agent received a consignment of KJS bbl.

(if apples; he sold at I2-50 per hbl., and after deducting the proper

commissions, invested the balance in sugar at 4c. per lb. He charged

2% commission on sales, and 1}% on purchases. What was his

total commission, and how much sugar did he send to his employer?

Solution .—The selling price of the apples= S1595.

The commission for selling =831 90.

.'. the net proceeds =$156310.

For each 100 lb. of sugar bought the agent pays !M.

The commission for buying 100 lb.= 6c.

.-. each 100 lb. will cost the employer 8406,

= 385.. the number of 100 lb. bought =—As"
. the commission for buying

. the total commission

= 0c.X385= 82310,

= 855.

19. An agent sold on a commission of j% a cargo of 1200 tons

of coal, at 84-75 per ton; he invested the net proceeds, after retaining

a commission of 1%, in lumber at 818 per M. How many feet of

lumber did he buy?

20. A commission merchant received a consignn.'.nt of 2000

bbl. of flour, which he sold at 88 a bbl., on a commission of li%;

the expenses for freight, paid by the agent out of the proceeds,

amounted to 8647-50; he bought cotton at 15 cents a pound with the net

proceeds, charging }% commission for buying. How many pounds

of cotton did he buy?

21. A consignment of goods was sold for 812500; the agent paid

$200 for freight and remitted .'lis employer 812150. What rate of

commission was charged?

22. An agent receives $6360, with instructions to invest in sugar

at 5 cents a pound, retaining his commission at 2% and paying in

advance the freight at 20c. per cwt. How much sugar does he buy?
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whirh .

'^" „»«*"' ™«'v^^ ia» hams, average weight 25 pounds,v.h ch he sells at 10c, a pound; he pays freight 2(i „n.s ,*r cwt., andclu gcs a con.nnss.on of -•
.,„ ^„^^ „^ .^

.^^^^^^^^^ ^ _
^^^- ^^^

cv, ; 1? 'T"".'
'" ="'"- ""^ '"'«•" '" "«• •*" (2" "'"'^ i*rcy.). and rctmn h.s co,„n,.ssion of U% on the purchase H ,wmany pounds of tea did he Imy?

24. An agent charges 2j% commissi.m on sales and 2% for guar-

the aZt
'"""""'

^

"" """ """'""' '" »'^'" "'"d 'he an,™nttne agent rece.ves.

25. An agent, charges 2% commission on sales and 2}% for guar-

26. An agent charges 2% commission on sales and 23% for euar-antee,ng payment; his con.mission for selling was »4.) le^ than theguaranty comm.ssion. What was the amount of the sales?

27. Sold cotton on commission of 4%, invested the net proceeds.n sugar at 1J% commission: the to.ul commission was »22('Tndthe value of the cotton.

.h
^'

^V*^°*
""'"^'^ ^ consignment of wheat, which he soldcharg,ng 2% comm.^ion. With the net proceeds, after deducUng

.
h,s comm.ss.on at U%, and prepaying freight at 25 cents ,«r cwf
was J70. F.nd the number of pounds of sugar bought.

»„H ^.r"^" T"' ^^'^'' "" "^"'^ '^"= °f comn.ission for buyine

imTo'The .

"• ^""^'S"--' f™ WOfO. -d after deducd^g

™.'cha:;°d.'='""""^"'"'
'"^"" '"^ '™''*"''" ^'-^ "«= ™te

30 A comn.ission merchant charges twice the rate of commis-sion for sclhng that he does for buyine He selU .
^n'mis

leather for %-m-in ^„m. .

""ymg- He sells a consignment ofcather for S.iO.SO, deducts as total commission ••OO, and invests thebalance .n h.des. Find the rates of commission charged.
Solution. -Conunission for selling is calculated on $3030

Con.mission for buying is calculated on $2940
Connnission on $3030 at double second rate is thesame as commission on «60») at second rate

•S'JO IS commission on $fi060+ $2940, or $9000 ,tsecond rate,

.-. second rate is 1%.
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31. An agent's rate of c.mmiission for wiling ij one-hnU more
than his rate fur Imyinj;. He si.ld a ciinsignnicnt of Hour for $4040,
and after cleduclinf; tUKI for hoih conmiissions invested the remainder
in tea. What were the rates charged?

;I2. An agent's rate of commission for selling is
J
of his rate for

Ijuying. He sold a consignment fur $U21, and after deducting $49
invested the balance. What did lie charge for selling?

M. An agent charges $1 more for selling goods for $100 than
for buying for $1(X). He sold a consignment of i«irk for .S17:i4, de-
ducted $85 and iiivcsted the remainder in oat?!. What rate did he
charge for investment?

I

34. An agent sold a consignment of goods, and took $81 as his

commission; he used the remainder in buying goods, deducting $79
for commission. If his rate for selHng is the same as the rate for
buying, what is that rate?

mSURANCE

I

An Insurance Company, on receiving a certain sum
of money, will guarantee to reimburse the owner of prop-
erty, in case it should be destroyed or damaged by fire.

The contract between the owner and the company
is called the Policy.

The sum paid by the owner to the company is called

the Premium.

The sum that the company guarantees to pay to the
owner is called the Face of the Policy or Risk.

The amount of premium to be paid is generally stated

as a certain per cent, of the risk, or as a certain sum on
each $100 of risk.

Houses and their contents are usually insured for

three years, business properties for one year.
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CAnl!'"^ " ^ """' '" """'^^ -*""<^ »"d « insured for
i«000. the rate being 2'

, , the t.remium paid l,v the owner
to the insurance company is 2'

, of S6000, or SI 20.

If the store is completely destroyed the company
will pay the owner ^6000, If it is damaged to the ex
tent of .S2000, the company will pay the S2000 In
any case tl.e company will pay the estimated amount of
the damage, if it is not more than S6000.

Irrespective of the amount of insurance on property
which has been partially or totally destroyed, the insur-
ance company is !ial>lc for the actual amount of loss only
provided that loss is not more than the sum for which the
property was insured.

When the same property is insured in different com-
panies, any loss which occurs is paid by them in propor-
tion to their risks, without regard to the premiums they
have respectively received.

If property which is insured for S6000 is damaged
to the extent of S2000, which is paid by the company,
the risk on the property ior the remainder of the insur-
ance term will be only S4000 under that policy.

If the furniture in a house is insured for S1200 for 3
years, the rate being 65c. per SlOO,
the premium for the 3 years is 65c. X 12 or S7-80.

There are other kinds of insurance such as marine,
life, accident, etc.

In marine insurance the rate of premium is usually
stated as a per cent, of the risk.

In life and accident insurance the rate is usually stated
as a certain sum for each Si000 of insurance.
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Thus, the annual premium to be paid by a person
21 years of age, for a straight life policy, when insured
in many of the Canadian companies, is SI9.40 per SIOOO.

EXERCISE

I

1. Find the premium to be |wid for eacli of the following rifles
at the rate specified:

(a) »2000, 1}%. (A) $4300. 2}%.
(c) $(H0, 4\%. (,l) Jjtr^K), 1J%.
(«) »7S0O, 80c. (/) SIKOO, fl;tc.

2. Find the risk if the premium and rate arc, in each case,
as follows:

(a) $12-5(), 2%. (h) W7-50, 1}%.
(c) 122-25, J%. (rf) $38-50, 70c.

3. Find the rate, in each case, when the risk and premium arc
as follows:

(a) $2500, J31-25. (/,) J6S00, S48-75.

(f) »I200, 16-60. (J) $1650, $8-01.

4. .An insurance company charges j% per annum; what is the
premium paid on a policy of $4000, in force 3 years?

5. What premium is paid for a policy of $1800, in force 5 years,
the rate of insurance being ?% of the policy for each ye.ir?

6. Find the premium paid to insure a house worth $12000 for

i of its value, for 3 years, the rate being i% of the policy for each year.

7. A premium of $60 is paid an insurance company for two years'
insurance, the amount of the policy being $4000; what is the vearlv
rate? ' '

S. $.50 is paid to secure a policy of $2500 on a house, to run 3
years: what is the yearly rate?

0. $42 is paid to Insure for two-thirds of its value, a house worth
W0(K): the poHcy is to rim for 2 years; what is the yearly rate?

10. A cargo worth *\2M) is insured for 75% of its value: (lie

premium paid was $12-50. Find the rate.
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sii:H=-"---'-=."n;r,'— ,:

i A premiuM, „f $37.,^, „.„, i,, ^^^ ^
dwellinfj worth SiKMH): the rale was '.', .,f ,i„, ,what fraction 0/ the value was insured'

» T |H>licy on B
V f..r e I, „iir:

Ill

Is risk in

"iii|iany

f «^',.-^",
'"""™"« C'lnimny charKe.1 |r. ,

for »24W), for one year; find the rate ,*r r.,,,

H An insurance company took a ri . lor ,on a warehouse worth «I,5.«K), „, ,% i, ,,,,.,™,
another company at 1%, how n„,c./pren,iu,„ .
receive ahove that which it ,«id ,he second?

«idition to tireZ.;;!..'::.:!^
"'""" ""•^' '--" «"%•" "- va.ue in

SoIution.-The face .,f the policy=80% of the vah.e + ,)„. pre„,iu„,
.;.

0,e face of the ,K..icy --«:«MH,+ ,% of t.,c /JhcT
• 00% of tlie face of the pohcv= W9(i<),
. . the face of the policy= :'4()o6.

ao th-u t!!r
'""' '""^'' '""" " "'"f" "'""' *™<» he insured at W» that the owner suffers no loss if the cargo is lost>

"'

17. For what sum should a house wonli «7<>i/i 1

cover i of the value of the house, and thrr. ^I'Z l:.",;!";

cover'thr^aire'of Tve":^' ,1"'".' TT •"^' "^ '--«< '"

besides? •
""^ '"'' "' ""^ P°"cy "« 8%. and $t(l()

wortiU';r:„rver'Th:'':aro7;h:' '"^ '™',;^^ '="'•=" - '• "'«<•

..n additional sum e^ual \:1^^Z:Z:::^:^'' ^"^

20 A company took a risk of S4(K)00 at 13% re-insi>r«t jncent of .t at 2% and 2r, per ccm at 2!'*/ Uht '^'"'";"' •*" I*'

did the company get on thl an.oun. of Hi: i. :^!^:^r
'" '"™-"«

,,„,,
-';,^ 7"^"" '""'' •'' "* "' '*%• ^-'"'""^ •w'^; of it a, 13-.imi Ji)~„ of the riinainrier at 11"^ \V1,.,. „. jj '""" 'l/t.

,

receive on the an.ount of risk it cirled?
'" ""' "'""""^
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22. A block of buildings worth »1000(XK) was insured in company
No. I for 125000 at \\%; in company No. II for $40(K)0 at 1%;
in company No, III for SIOOOOO at •%. Kind the premiums paid
in each case. If the block Iw damaged to the extent of $1000(H)
what amount of loss will be borne by each company?

23. A house is insured for } of its value, the furniture for S of
its value. The rate is both cases is J%. The house is worth 5 times
as much as the furniture; the total premium paid is 113-2.^. Find the
value of the house.

24. The premium on a vessel and its cargo is $120; the rate on
the vessel is t% and on the cargo J%. The value of the cargo is double
that of the vessel, and each ^s insured for } of its value. Find the
value of the cargo.

25. A vessel was insured for $20000 at J% in one company, and
for $25mO in anotl'er ;.' ij%. What rate of premium is paid on the
whole insurance?

26. For what sum nmst a vessel worth tlSOOO and o",rgo worth
f24(XX) be insured at | and i% respectively, to cover tht utal value
and the premiums paid?

27. A merchant had 500 barrels of Hour insured for } of its value
at 2J%, paying S75 premium. At what price per barrel must he sell

to gain 25% of cost, as well as premium paid?

28. What is the value of a house if the insurance premium at

i% on J of its value, including 50 cents for the policy, equals $21-50?

29. A man built a house, costing $2,500, upon a lot worth 8500;
the house was burned and the insurance ciuiipany paid the full amount
of the policy,

^J
of the value at ^%; the land wa-. then sold for $7,50.

What was the man's total gain or loss?

30. A man insures his house so that in case of loss he may re-

cover the value of the house and the premium of insurance at i\%.
The house is destroyed by fire and J of the claim is allowed; he finds

that he receives $750 less than the value of the house. Find the value
of the house and the premium.

31. A house worth $5935 is insured fur $,3000 to cover i of the

value and the premium paid; what was the prcniiuiu jsiid?
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32. A vessel worth $4925 is insured for $4000, which sum in-
cludes I of the value of the vessel, and the premium paid; what was
the rate of insurance?

33. A cargo worth $22125 is insured for $16000, to cover J of the
val..'e, the premium, and $100 besides; what was the rate of insurance?

34. Company No. I insured a building and its stock for f of the
value, charging 1}%. They re-insured in Company No. II J of the
nsk at li%; building and stock being destroyed by fire, the second
comoany lost $49000 less than the first. What amount did the own-
rx lose?

35. My house is valued at one-half more than my brother's; my
house is insured at J% on f of its value, my brother's at i% on 3 of
its value; I pay $12 more premium than my brother; find the value
of each house.

36. A shipment of flour was insured at }%, to cover i of the value
and the premium; the premium was $15; find the value of the flour.

37. A drover is taking a herd of 400 cattle from Quebec to Liver-
pool; the average cost of the cattle was $45; for what sum must he have
the cattle insured at 1^%, to cover, in case of loss, the value of the
cattle, the premium paid, and the cost of his passage, $84?

TAXES

Sums of money collected for the purpose of paying
the expenses of a municipality are called Taxes.

The amount of money required to meet these ex-
penses for the current year, as well as the value of all the
taxable property and income, are determined by the
council of the municipality.

The value of the taxable property and income is called

the Assessment.

From the assessment and the amount of estimated
expenditure the Rate of Taxation is obtained.
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Thus, if the estimated expenses of a city for a certain

year are $600,000, and the assessment is $30,000,000,

the taxes on $30,000,000 will be $600,000,

600,000
-. the taxes on $1 will be $

30,000,000
or $-02.

.. the rate of taxation is 2%, 2c. on the dollar, or

20 mills on the dollar.

The rate of taxation is usually expressed as a num-
ber of mills on the dollar of the assessment, or as a rate

per cent, of the assessrtient.

If the rate of taxation is 15 mills on the dollar, the

taxes would be yj j^ of the assessment, so that the taxes

on property or income assessed at $1000 would be $15.

If the assessment is $3000 and the rate is 19 mills,

the taxes on $1000 = $19,

.-. the taxes on $3000 = $19X3 = $57;

or, the taxes on $3000 = $3000 X
, Jg;r

= $3000 X -019 = $57.

If on $3500 tlie taxes = $56,

.-. on $1000 the taxes =i^ of $56 = $16,

.'. the rate is $16 on $1000, or 16 mills on the dollar.

A person does not pay taxes on all of his income.

The part on which he does not pay is said to be exempted
from taxation.

Thus, if a person's income is $1800 a year, of which
$1000 is exempted, he would pay taxes on only $800.
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EXERCISE

^/o of the value ,>f l„s .property. What tax does Jones pay whoseproperty is worth J5000? ^' wnose

2. My property is worth, according to the assessor «2'im Tt,.

"XT''"" " '^ '""' ™ "-^ ""'-• ^vharr:He'r;unt^or

oruL'ri;2^ee"„:s:vre'::2r'''"^"'
'" "'™~' -"- "-^ --

the LZn"" ""T''
°' '""'"" '^ ''^ ""'"^ ™ 'he dollar, what isthe tax on property assessed at $2000?

5. The assessed value of the property in a town is JTWOnnWhat tax will be raised when the rate s ^./„,i,„ onX dollar'
'

135 million dollars. mJZZofuL^""'''''" '^—1-
7. The property of a village is assessed it ISfmnrwi .i.

uLr^'tn-d v:T "" ''- '^'-'
'' "-^% "'^i' r™X'tion. Find the net amount received by the village.

i, Ji t '"",1 "*•""''" *'^^ '" "'^" ^"P*"*- for the vear "^IS paid for collection. What must be thp r=.. if .i. , f ''^
erty is assessed at 11,200,000? '

'' ""' "''"''^'" ^^P'

from'taxatio'"" Whit t^'T 'l""'"'^'
"' "•'"^'' **"" '^ —P'^dirom taxation. \\ hat tax does he pay when the rate is 1 }%

?

10. What income tax d<«s a man pay whose income is J1500

Lr^al:?'^
"-""^ '' -"'^ - '-^^ ^"""^ »«- beiuTe'L'S

ayea"s«Wofwh"'^""
'""""' "'"""

'
^^'^'« ^ ^'^'y "f '2000year, $600 of which is exempted, ,he rate being 15 mills on the dollar'

income?'" "^^"v""
" *'^^ "^ "" '"^°™^ '" *1''82.40 after paying-mcome tax on al. over 8400. What is the rate?

l.'). .Mr. Tones
taxes, at the rate of

;

' annual income is

on income.
25% of his capital; he pays $2S
What is his capital?

¥^i^^n wmfmmn
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14. My salary is tlSOO: my net income is $1779 after paying

income tax on all over $400. What was the rate?

15. The expense of constructing a bridge was $10000, which

was raised by a tax on the assessable property of a town. The rate

uf taxation was 2%, and the collector's commission was $150. Find

the assessed value of the property of the town.

16. Incomes of SIOOO or more pay tax on all over $400; incomes

less than $1000 are exempted from taxation; the rate of taxation is

15 mills on the dollar. How much better off is a man whose income

is $995 than a man whose income is $1000?

17. A tax of $42.50 is levied on a village of which the assessed

value of the property is $255000. What is the tax on property valued

at $1800?

18. A tax of $15000 is levied on a town, the assessed valuation

being $930000. What tax does a man pay whose income is $1300,

$400 of which is exempted?

19. I paid $24 income tax, $400 of my income being exempted;

the rate was 16 mills on the dollar. What was my income?

20. Smith bought a house for $6000; it is assessed for i of its

value, the rate of taxation lieing 16J mills on the dollar. The house

is insured for a year for 2 of its value at 1%. If Smith had loaned

his money he might have received $300 interest for the year. What

monthly rent is Smith really paying for his house?

21. A tax of $4500 is levied on a village, the assessed valuation

being $180000. What tax does a man pay whose income is $1350,

$400 being exempted from taxation?

22. The total assessment of the City of Hamilton in 1908 was

$39,000,000. The taxes were divided as follows;

Debenture rate. . :
3-4 mills.

City rate 9-9 "

PuVjlic School rate 4-0 "

Collegiate Institute rate 11

Free Library rate -5

Park Fund rate 5

Find the total taxes and t. , amount reahzed by each of the

foregoing rates.

mmsmsm- EJfe'^X^Wj.ivl* ,*: itlk
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DUTIES AHD CUSTOMS

The meow of tW Government of Canada consists
chiefly of tax^ levied upon goods brought into the coun-
try. This incoiw*^ is called a Customs Revenue or Duty.

The Government also receives a large revenue from a
tax upon certain goods, chiefly liquors and tobacco, which
are manufactured in Canada, This is called an Inland
Revenue or Excise Duty.

These taxes or duties are of two kinds. Specific and
Ad Valorem.

A specific duty is assessed upon the number, weight
or measure of the goods, without regard to value.

An ad valorem duty is calculated as a certain per
cent, of the value of the goods at the place of purchase
that IS, of the Invoice Value.

Certain goods imported from Great Britain are subject
to a Preferential Tariff, which is lower than the duty on
the same goods when imported from other countries.

Thus, the present duty on gloves from Great Britain is

22J%, and from other countries is 35%.

The following is a tariff of certain dutiable articles
the first rate being the preferential, the second the general:

Barley, per bu lOc. 15c.
I'lankets 30% 35%^
Flour, per bbl 40c. 60C:
Iron plates fiee 5<7

P''*'* g'-''ss 71% iO%.

.mi^^Sisew
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Prunes, per lb Jc.

Salt, per 100 1b free

Sugar, per 100 lb .. . 40c.

Wallpaper 22h%

Ic.

7ic.

62ic.

35%.

EXERCISE

1. Find the duty on each of the following when imported: (o)

from Great Britain, (6) from other countries.

1. 1200 bu. of barley.

2. A car load of sugar weighing 10 tons.

3. 1200 boxes of priines, each weighing 25 lb.

4. A shipment of iron plates valued at SCW.

5. 1000 rolls of wall paper costing 12c. a roll.

6. 200 barrels of salt.

7. 125 pieces of plate glass worth S1240 each.

8. A bale of blankets worth S,'i40-60.

9. 49 tons of flour.

2. During the year 1906 the value of goods imported into Can-

ada was 290 million dollars, the duty collected was 4GA niilhon dol-

lars. What was the average rate of duty?

3. A dealer imports for me a book which was invoiced to him

at $2-40; he pays 20 cents postage, 15% ad valorem duty, and makes

a gain of 25% ou the whole outlay. What does he charge for the book?

4. If there were no duty in the previous problem, what would

the dealer charge me for the book so as to make the same rate of gain?

What would be the charge lo make the same amount of gain?

5. I import a piano on which there is a specific duty of $.30 and

an ad valorem dttt^' of 20 per cent.: I pay altogether for the piano

$.390. What was the invoice price?

6. Find the duty paid nn n hogshead of molasses, invoiced at

40 cents a gallon, at 15 ijer ceni. ad valorem.

7. What reduction, per gallon, might be made in the price of the

molasses, in the previous problem, if there were no duty, the dealer

selling at 26% above total cost?
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8. Find the export duty on a pine log of uniform section, tlie
length being .«) ft., the diameter 2 ft. 11 in., and the rate of duty
$150 per cord.

9. Find the export duty on a stick of timber 20 ft long 3 ft
broad and 2 ft. thick, the rate of duty being «2 per KWO feet board
measure.

10. The duty paid on > coniignment of 50 pnMHls of manufac-
tured tobacco was llToO; the duty on such tobacco is 30 cents a
pound and 12*% on the value. Find the value of the tobacco as
shown in the invoice.

11. A dealer in pianos sells at an advance of 40% on the cost
laid down in his store. I pay him 1304 for a piano, on which he paid
a specific duty of $30 and an ad valorem duty of 15%. What was
the invoice price of the piano?

12. Giving the dealer the same rate of profit, by how much would
the price be reduced in the preceding problem if there were no duty?

13. A grocer imported ISO cases of port wine, 24 bottles in each
case. After 5% had been allowed for breakage, he paid an ad valorem
duty of 20%. The freight and cartage expenses were 1100, and the
whole cost was 14384: what was the invoice price per bottle?

14. If goods invoiced at 11200 cost $1800 when laid down in
warehouse, the cartage and freight amounting to $75, what was the
rate of duty?

15. The duty on surgical instalment eases is 35%; that on the
mstruments 20%; the duty paid on a case of instruments invoiced
at $;«) was $7-50; Snd the invoice price of the instruments alone.

16. The duty on 1000 boxes of raisins, each containing 15 pounds,
was $270; the raisins were invoiced at 8c. per lb ; the specific duty
being 1 cent a pound, determine the ad valorem duty.

17. The duty on imported axes is $2 per dozen and 10% ad
valorem. The whole duty paid on a lot of axes was $56, the specific
duty being $24 more than the ad valorem Find the number of axes
imported and the invoice price per doz.

IS. The duty on a bale of canton flannel was $3-75, the specific
duty lieing 1 cent per square yard, and the ad valotem 15%; find the
width of the SantRi, given that the bale eimtMined 100 yards, in-
voiced at 20 cents.
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19. The duty on imported window shade rollen is 30% ad val-
orem; on the shBde.s 5 cents per square yard and 15% ad valorem
Each shade is worth twice the value of the roller. The duty paid
on a dozen rollers and shades, invoiced at S3 each, was I9.90- the
width of each shade was 4 ft. 6 in.; find the length.

20^The duty on rubber-lined cotton fire hose is 5 cents per pound
and IS% ad valorem. The diitv on 100 feet of hose, invoiced at 20
cents per foot, was 118.50; find its •>. ht per foot

PARTDIIRSHIP

The association of two or mor« persons with joint
capital, for the carrying on of some particular business, is
called a Partnership.

Thus, if a certain enterprise requires a capital of $5000
we may suppose that A suppUes S2000 of this sum, B
$1250, and C $1750.

Any gain or loss which results will naturally be divided
among A, B and C in proportion to their capitals.

Thus, if there is a gain of $1500,

2000A woiid receive ^^ of $1500 = $600,

B wouW receive —— of $1500 = $375,

C would receive j^ of $1500 = $525.

If A and B were partners, A having invested $600 for
3 months and B $500 for 4 months,

A would be entitled to receive the gain on $600 in-
vested ioT 3 months, or the gain on $1800 invested for 1

month, while B wonld receive the i;ain on $2000 for 1 month.
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The net gain or loss would therefore be divided be-tween them in the ratio of 1800 to 2000 or 9 to 10.

BXERCISB

« fU
*
^J"?

"^ ''"'"' •"«"«« '" buaness, each fumishjne 16000

t^::z^ """ '-' -'^' =' '^'» "'^ ">«s
2. Jones invests i' ,.)00 and Smith $6000 in a joint business-^hey make a ga.n ot ,2800 in six n.on.hs. How .h.n.iiThi, S„ !:;
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'""'• ""- " ^™"* '»'"""

to 1800 How m T /T ' «^'° amounted to $400 and B'sto J800. How much capital did A put in the business?
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the total gain for the ytr was «4'"r h^'TT* '"^ ""^'"^'''
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™
»>i-'UO, of which Sm th received fliinnWhat amount of capital did Sykes invest>

5. A, B and D formed a partnership
; their respective share, of

1^^" Hrm:::hrnirt>^''^ '^^ -^ '--- •^'•'

-
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"''^' ^""'""' ="-"' ^ ^-'-
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CJ3000,

for H months; the total Rain was 82400. Find eaclTman's

a«er for '^i^T'"^
*'*"* '" " '""^"*'' '™ « '"°°"'s, acting as man-ager for that tmieon a yearly salary of $1200; B invested $30«) for

was $8640: Wh^t'warc's s^re>""""^
'"' ""'" ^"•° '"^ ""^ --'
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9. At the beginning of a year A, B and C enter into a partner-
ship, eacli contributing 14000. At the end of 4 months A withdraws
one-half of his investment, and at the end of 6 months B withdraws

} of his. The gain for the year is 16000. Find C's share.

10. A, B and C entered into partnership, contributing respec-
tively $3500, $2200, and 12500; their gains were 11120, $880, and
$1200 respectively. If B's capital was in trade 2 months longer than
A's, for what time was each man's money in the business?

11. A, B and C formed a partnership, their money being in the
business for 2 months, 2i months and 4 months respectively; their

gains were $600, S.'jOO and $800 respectively; A's investment was
$3000. Find B's and C's.

12. Hardy and Jones are in partnership, Hardy having invested
$12(K)0 and Jones $15000; Hardy acts as manager on a yearly salary
of $2400, the salary to be reduced in proportion if the capital is re-

duced; at the end of 4 months Hardy takes $30(X) out of the business,
and at the end of 6 months Jones takes out $4000; the total gain for
the year is $6000. How much of this does Hardy receive?

13. Four men form a partnership, the second puts in twice as
much capital as the first, the third as much as the first and second,
and the fourth as much as the other three. How should a profit of
$4800 be divided among them?

14. B and C formed a partnership to dig a trench; B furnished
100 workmen for 40 days, C 120 workmen for 30 days; they received
$12000 for the work. What was the share of each?

15. A owns } of a vessel, B J .-nd C the remainder; the vessel
is insured for j of its value; the vessel is lost, and A, after receiving
his share of the insurance, finds that tie has lost $1000. What do
B and C lose respectively?

16. At the end of a year, from the commencement of their busi-
ness. Smith, Jones and Cook, after "taking stock,' find the amount
of goods on hand to be $40000; cash on hand, S22000; debts due them,
$25000; amount of their indebtedness, $47000.

Make a statement of resources and liabilities, showing net capital
and gain. Find each partner's share of the gain. Smith ha\'ing put
in the business $8000, Jones $9000 and Cook $3000.
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17. Three men rent a pasture for «176.2fl. A puts in 3 horses
for 8 weeks; B puts in 7 c.ws for f! weeks; :,nd C puts in 30 sheep for
4 weeks. If it costs as much to i«sture 2 horses as 3 cows, and 4 cows
as 7 sheep, how much ought each to pay>

18. Terry rented a house for one year for $480; at the end of
three months he tof.k in Tucker as a co-tenant after four months
more they admitted Taylor; Tucker moved out one month Iwfore the
year was up, how much rent did each pay?

STOCKS

When money is required to carry on a specified busi-
ness, it may be supplied by different individuals.

These persons, when properly organized as one bodv,
are said to form a Joint Stock Company or Corporation.

The money which is necessary to carry on the business
is called the Capital of the company.

This capital is divided into Shares, usually of SlOO each.

Each person who owns one or more of these shares is a
Stockholder or Shareholder and receives a Share or Stock
Certificate stating how many shares he owns.

• —JisSii.-,
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These shares may usually be bought and sold.

If the business of the company is prosperous, a share
may sell for more than its Face or Par value, which is SI 00.

The stock is then said to be at a Premium.

Thus, if a share sells for S115 it is said to be at $15
premium or 15% above par. If it sells for S90 it is said to
be at SIO discount or 10% below par.

The shares are generally bought and sold through
agents called Stock Brokers.

The broker charges a certain sum per share for buying
or selling, and as the shares of most of the large stock
companies have a par value of SlOO the customary way of
quoting the broker's charge is by a per cent.

The charge made by the broker is called Brokerage.

Thus, if the brokerage is i%, the charge for buying or
selling one share would be $J.

If I instruct a broker to buy for me 20 shares of C.P.R.
stock which is quoted at 165,

he would pay $165 for each share, and would charge me
$i for buying it,

.-. each share would cost me $165J,

.-. 20 shares would cost me 5165^X20 or S3302-50.
The brokerage would be SJx20 or S2-50.

If I own 20 shares of C.P.R. stock and I instruct a
broker to sell them,

the net selling price of each share would be $164|,
.-. 20 shares would sell for $164f X20 or S3297-50,
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The net profits of a company, which are distributed
among the stockholders at stated periods, are called
Dividends.

If a dividend of 6% is declared it means that each
owner of one share will receive in cash 6'-; of the par value
of that share, which is S6 on each SlOO share.

Thus, if I own 10 shares of a stock which pays a 4%
dividend, I shall receive from the company a cheque for
$40 each year if the dividend is paid annually, $20 each
half-year if paid half-yearly, or SIO every three months if
paid quarterly.

The prices of certain Canadian stocks, as reoorted in
the newspapers of May 28th, 1909, were as follows:

Canadian Pacific Railway jgo
Toronto Street Railway 125
Richelieu Navigation Co 81 i
Dominion Steel, Common 33
Dominion Steel, Preferred 120
Bank of Hamilton 200
Bank of Montreal 249
Traders Bank

J3g3
National Trust Co 163
Dominion Coal 731

EXERCISE

1. Find the cost of 10 shares of each of the above named stocks
at the price stated.

2. Find the cost of 20 shares of Dominion Coal at the price
quoted, if bought through a broker «ho charges }%.

3. Find the net scllin? price of 25 sliares of Traders Bank -tock
at the price quoted, tile brolcerage being i%.
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i

I

r i

4. Bank of Hamilton stock pays a dividend of 2i% every three

months. If I own 12 shares what quarterly dividend vould I receive?

How much would I receive in 2 years?

5. If I buy 10 shares of C.P.R. stock at 1731 and sell at 180,

how much do I gain?

G. In question ">, if I employ a broker who charges \% for buy-

ing and the same for selling, how much would I gain?

7. Canadian Pacific Railway stock pays a dividend of 7%.
What rate percent, per annum do I make by investing money in it

at the price quoted?

Hint—Qn each 1180 I invest I receive a yearly dividend 'itlL.

8. If I have $1000 to invest in each of the stocks quoted, what

is the largest number of shares of each which I can buy, and how

nmch cash will remain in each case?

9. How much stock must be sold at 117|, to produce $4710?

10. How nuich stock must he sold to produce $4710, the stock

being quoted at 117J, brokerage J?

11. Find the income received from $4000 stock (40 shares), paying

an annual dividend of 8%.

12. Invested $9100 in bank stock at 90}, brokerage i, and sold

out at 92, brokerage |; what did I gain?

13. Bought 86 shares, quoted at 96|, and sold when the stock

had fallen to 95; how much did I lose, brokerage J each way?

K 14. What rate per cent, do I make on my money by investing

in stock at 95 which pays a 5% annual dividend?

15. What rate per cent, do ? receive on my money by investing

in stock at 94J, brokerage J, paying an annual dividend of 5%?

16. Find the rate of dividend paid by stock, when a man who
owns 240 shares of it receives $1920.

17. How much 6% stock must be bought to give an annual in-

come of $240? What will it cost at 75, brokerage J?

18. What is the price of a 7% stock which pays 5% on the money
' invested .'
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™n?^-^^'''^'j' u"'
P"" "' = ^^0 "«''• "hich pay, 4i% on themoney invested, brokerage i?

°

20 If 500 shares of 6% stock are sold at I04J and the proceeds

ZrLcVry^,''-^ ^' '^^^^ «- '"' ="-''- '" '"-e-To-

21. A man decreases his income $480 by selling out of 3% stockat .T^and .nvesUng in 4% at par. What amount'of 4% sto^l^s

a, no? t""^"
"*"' ""' "' ^^^ '""='' " «7* «"•> i"««= in 4% stockat 99J, h.s .ncon>e is decreased by $480. What amount of ^tstock does he sell, brokerage J?

'*

23. Bought $4800 stock at 7S.
I sell it to gain $150?

At what price, per share, must

of hif„^W H
"•
^^"-y^'^y dividend of 4% on the amountof h s s ock, and invests it in the s^e stock at 120. His next half-yearly dividend is $496. What is the amount of the first dividend?

25. What must be the price of consols in order that after deduci-ng an mcome tax of 2% an investor ma- -^ake 3J% on his money,
the consols paying 3% ?

'

fc- T'aI^^
expense of constructing a railroad was $4,000,000 ofwhich 40% was borrowed on mortgage at 6%, and the remainder is

.held in shares. What must be the average weekly receipts to pay
the shareholders 5%. the working expenses being 65% of the eroi
receipts?

6'"«>

u-^^y^^
^^ '*'" °' * company whose capital stock is one

milhon dollars, i ,5000. What rate of dividend can be declared to
ordinary shareholders, after paying 8% on the preference stock
which IS one-half of the whole amount?

28. Which is the more profitable investment, 6% stock at 128
or 5% stock at 99, brokerage J?

20. The whole stock of a company is $1,000,000, the net gain is
sufficient to pay 6% on the whole amount. The company pays 3%
to ordinary shareholders, the balance giving S% on the prefct^nc^
stock. What is the amount of the preference stock?
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^ (

30. A company with a capital of $200000 paid 8% dividend
to its shareholders. Afterwards new stock was issued, and, with

the same amount of gain, the company paid only 5%. What was
the amount of the new stock issued?

31. A man invests $6000 in 3% stock at 75; he sells out at 90,

and invests J of the proceeds in 3i% stock at 96, and the remainder
in 5% stock at par. Find his income from the latter investments.

32. I sold some stock at a discount of 10% and made 12J% on
my money, at what rate of discount did I buy?

33. When money is worth 4%, what ought to be the price of

consols which pay 3%?

34. A man invests $40000 iu 5i% stock at 79}, and $60000
in 7i% stock at 119}, brokerage in each case J; what is his total in-

come, and what does the broker receive for his services?

35. A person owns $15000 bahk stock paying 5%, which he sells

and invests the proceeds in 6% stock at 120, his income being in-

creased by $60; find the price at which he sells the first stock.

36. What sum invested in a 5% stock at 115 will yield a net in-

come of $1779 after paying an income tax of 15 mills on the dollar

on all over $400?

37. How much s' c«k, at 12% discount, must be bought, and sold
at 8% discount, to make a clear gain of $300, brokerage each way J?

38. A man invested a certain sum of money in a 6% stock at

119J, brokerage J, and half as much more in a 5% stock at 99J, bro-
kerage J; his income from the two investments was $900. How much
did he invest in each kind of stock?

39. If 12 shares of a 4% stock are sold at 90, and the proceeds
invested at 4i% per annum, find the change in income.
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SIMPLE INTEREST

Interest is the sum of money charged for the use of
money.

It is usually a certain per cent, per annum of the sum
loaned.

The sum loaned is called the Principal.

The whole sum due at the end of the time, that is the
sum of the principal and interest, is called the Amcunt.

Thus, if I loan $1250 for 2t years at 4%,
the interest for each year is ^J^ of S1250 = S50,
.-. the interest for 2h years = S50X2i =S125,
.-. the amount = $1250 + $125 =$1375.

Find the interest on $500 from Jan. 5th, 1908, to Mar.
13th, 1908, at 6% per annum.

The number of days from Jan. 5th, 1908, to Mar. 13th,
1908, is (26 + 29+13) or 68.

The interest on S500 for 1 year = 6% of $500 or $30.

.. the interest for 68 days

=/A oi S30 = S5-59 (to the nearest cent).

In finding the interest for the number of days between
two given dates in any year, the whole year should be
considered as 365 days.

EXERCISE

1. Find the simple interest on:

(a) S1200 for .•? ye.irs

(A) $1750 for 2i' years

at 4% per annum,
at 3% per annum.
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(c) t92e-fiO for 2i years at 6% per annum.
(d) tl827-60 for 2 years and 4 mo. at 6% per annum.
(e) 1925-40 for 4 years .nd 5 mo. at 4% per annum.

(/) SIOOO for 2 years and 05 days at 5% per annum,

(j) J1263-80 for .T years and 73 days at 10% per annum.

(*) .£1800 12s. 6d. for 2 years and 146 days at 5% per annum.

2. I loan 1100 for one year at 6% ; what sum should be returned

to me at the end of the year?

3. Find the amount of $1200 loaned for three years at 4% [ler

annum.

4. Find the interest on S1400 loaned on May 1st, 1907, and
returned Nov. 14th, 1907, at 8% per annum.

6. Find the interest on $1650 from Jan. 1st, 1907, to Oct. 28th,

1908, at 6% per annum. i

0. Find the amount of $1275 from July 4th, 1906, to Jan. 15th,

1908, at 8% per annum.

7. Bought a farm for $5500 to be paid in 6 months, with interest

at 4%; find the amount of the payment.

8. The interest on $550 for 2 years is $44; find the interest on

$100 for 1 year at the same rate.

9. The interest on $840 for 1 year and 146 days is $58-80; find

the interest on $650 for 2 years at the same rate.

10. What is the rate per cent., when the interest on $1440 for

1} years is $72?

11. Find the rate per cent, per annum when $400 amounts to

$448 in 3 years.

12. $1200 amounts to $1290 in 2 years and 6 months; find the

rate per cent, per annum.

13. $1500 amounts to $1515 from Oct. 28th to Jan. 9th; find the

rate per cent, per annum.

14. In how many years will $500 amount to $600 at 4%?

15. In what time will $1260 amount to $1,340 at 3%?
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16. In what time will 1100 amount to $200 at 6%? What would
be the amount of t'>7g'89 in the same time?

17. In what time will *:m7H) double itself at 4%?

IS. In what time will any sum of money climhle itself at 3%?
19. At 4% for 3 years, the interest is what fraction of the sum

loaned?

20. At 5% for 4 years, the interest is what friiclion of the prin-
cipal?

21. Calculate what fraction the interest is of the principal in the
following:

(o) At 7J% for 4 years.

(6) At 63% for 2 years.

(c) At •.ii% for 6 years.

(d) At 5% for 20 years,

(c) At 8% for 6 months.

(/) At 6% for 4 months.

(g) At 10% for 292 days.

22. In one year the interest is ,V of the sum loaned: in how many
years will the interest equal the sum loaned?

23. At 5% per annum, in how many years , ill the interest eciual
the sum loaned?

24. In what time will a sum of money double itself at W"/,?
At 5}%? At2%?

"^°'

25. In what time will a sum of money treble itself at 4«i;> At
6%? At7f%?

^'

26. The rent of a house, at »20 a month, pays the taxes at 1}%
on the value of the house, and 6J% on the money invested; what is
the value of the house?

27. What monthly rent will pay the taxes at 1% of value, and
8% on the money invested in a house, for which S80(K) was paid?

2R. What is the rale jjcr cent, per annum when the interest on
$511000 for 5 days is $280?
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III ;

29. The interest on 1400 for 1 year at a certain rate, togetlier
with the interest on IfiOO for the same time at double that rate,
amounts to 128; find the rates.

30. The interest on $300 for 2 years at a certain rate, tof^ther
with the interest on $600 for 3 years at double that rate, is $105;
find the rates.

31. The interest on 1250 for 6 months at a certain rale, together
with the interest on »45() for U years at J of that rate, is $23-25; find
the rates.

32. Find the amount cf $1(X) in 6 months at 4%.

33. What sum amounts to $540-75 in 9 months at 4%?

34. Find the sum which in 6 months, at 5%, amounts to $820.

33. What sum deposited in a bank now at 4% will, in 9 months,
amount to $13,')9?

36. What sum deposited at 6% -A-ill, in 219 days, amount to
enough to pay the taxes on a building worth $5(XK>(), taxed at 15
mills on the dollar?

37. A man has an offer of $1300 cash, or $1650 in 9 months;
which is the better offer, money being worth 8% per annum?

38. $2.50 amounts to $275 in a certain time. What sum will

amount to $275 in one-half of the time?

39. A person borrowed money for 4 months at 8 per cent., and
repaid principal and interest with $462. How nmch was Iwrrowed?

40. A person borrowed money for two years. For the first year
he paid 5%, and the second year 6%. At the end of the time he paid

. back $.506-16. How much was borrowed?

41. A offers for a house $2180, payable at the end of 3 years:
B offers $455 cash and $455 at the end of each year for 3 years; C
offers $1600 cash. Which of these is the best offer, money being
worth 8i per cent?

42. If I borrow $1200 for 3 years at 5%, with the understanding
that the interest due at the end of each year shall form part of the

principal for the next year, how much shall I have to pay at the end
of the 3 years?
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43. A man engaged in business was making 15% each jfear on
his capital of $15000; he gave up his husincss at a Siicrifice of 10%
of his capital, and loaned his money at «%; whai amount of income
did he lose yearly?

44. What does a nt^
months' credit, and sellir

on deposits?

r gain by buying goods for 12500 at 6
.mmediately for $2800, banks jraying 6%

45. The interest on a sum of money amounts to A of the sum
in 7J years; find the rate per cent.

46. The interest on $oOOO in a certain time amounts »o i the
interest on SKKXIOO for 1 month at 8%; fmd the time.

47. In what time will $1.33J amount to$1.66J, at .5% |ier annum?

48. A dealer bought $2000 worth of flour on months' credit
and sold it immediately for 1?»% , ivance. If from the proceeds
he deposited in the bank sufKcient money to amount to the $2000
at the end of the six months, rate 5%, what sum had he left?

49. "To find the interest on a sum of money at 8%, multipl"
the sum by one-half ,.f the number of months, and remove the ded'-
mal point two places to the left." Explain the rule.
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BANK DISCOUITT

I

J^extx ?HrH.^RML jfAr-JaA' J^mruM i^^ay

m/^/fle Qy^a^t^yi Ĉ^^a^fU^m/. ^nvi^e^^tum/ij^

The above is called a l>romiMory Rote, fr briefly a note.

The Face of the note is S500.

It will be nominally due on Oct. 1st, 1908, but 3 addi-

tional days, called Days of Grace, are allowed by law in

which it may be paid.

It is said to be legally due on Oct. 4th, 1908, and on
that date John Jones should receive $500 from Henry
Smith.

If John Jones wishes to realize on the note before it is

due, say on July 20tb, he may discount the note at a bank.

In this case he will receive for the note its value at

maturity, less a certain sum which is equivalent to the

interest on S500 for the actual number of days between

July 20th and Oct. 4th, at whatever rate the bank is

accustomed to charge.

Thus, if the rate is 6% per annum, the interest on

$500 for 76 days (U +.^1 +30 + 4) at 6% per anmjm will

be $500XTjTrX,'A or !^-25.
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John Jones will therefore receive S50O-$6-25 or

J493-7,V

This sum is called the proceeds of the note.

The S6'25 is called the Bank Diicount.

This note docs not bear interest, that is Henry Smith
will be required to pay only S500 when the note is due.

'~ — c7l»Mu/ii»^y**txa. /s^ -/wr

Since interest is payable on this note at 5
,
per annum,

the value of the note at maturity will be i vJO, together

with the interest on S500 from June 1st to Oct. 4th at 5%
per annum.

The interest on S500 for 125 days at 5% = 58-56,

.-. the value of the note at maturity =S508-56,

.-. the discount = 5508-56 X.JsXsVir =36-35,

.-. the proceeds = 5508-56-56-35 =5502-21.

The person who promises to pay a note is called the

maker. The person to whom the money is to be paid is

called the payee.

The day on which a note is legally due is called the

day of maturity.
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In Canada on all notes, except demand notes, the three

day? of grace are allowed. If the time is expressed in days,

the actual number of days must be counted; if in months,
calendar months are meant, net merely periods of thirty

days each.

Thus, a note dated July 10th, payable three months
after date, is nominally due on Oct. 10th, and legally

due on Oct. 13th. If drawn on Oct. 31st, payable in

four months, it is nominally due on the last day of February,

and therefore the day of maturity would be Mar. 3rd.

If a note falls due on a Sunday or a legal holiday, it

is payable on the following day.

A note made payable' to the order of a person, or to

the bearer, is negotiable, that is, it may be transferred

from one person to another.

Notes, cheques and drafts are endorsed for the purpose

of negotiating them, or for the purpose of additional

security. Endorsing is signing the name across the back.

An endorsement must be on the note itself, and must be

an endorsement of the whole note and not merely of a
part of it.

If a note is payable to two or more persons, who are

not partners, all must endorse. Endorsement in blank is

where the name only is written across the back of the note.

It makes it negotiable by the bearer. A specific endorse-

ment is one to a particular person as " Pay to A. Brown,
or order." A. Brown must cash this himself, or endorse

it before any other person can use it.

A restrictive endorsement is one which prohibits the

further negotiation of the note, or merely gives authority

to deal with it as thereby directed, as, "Pay A. Brown
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only," or "Pay Bank of Hamilton, or order, for deposit to
credit of John Jones," or ' Pay Bank of Hamilton for col-
lection on account of John Jones."

The endorser in effect guarantees to all subsequent
holders: (1) that the instrument itself is genuine, (2)
that he has a good title, (3) that he and all previous
parties to it are competent to contract, (4) that the
maker will pay it at maturity, (5) that in case the maker
fails to meet it he will pay it himself.

If the note is properly presented and not paid by the
maker at maturity, the endorser is entitled to have notice
of the fact mailed to his given address if he is to remain
liable. This is usually done by a notary in protesting it.

A note does not bear interest unless it is expressly
stated in the note. If it bears interest, the three days of
grace should be added in computing this interest.

If a note is not paid at maturity, interest can be col-
lected from maturity to the date of payment, but only at
the legal rate, which is at present five per cent, per annum.

If a note bears interest, this interest at the rate
specified can be collected until maturity, after which
interest at the legal rate of five per cent, is allowed, un-
less the rate of interest is stated, in effect, as follows:
"With interest at seven per cent, per annum until
maturity and thereafter at the same rate until paid."

Extract from Canadian Law.— ' Whenever any in-
terest is by the terms of any contract, whether under seal
or not, made payable at a rate per day, week, month, or
for any period less than a year, no interest exceeding the
rate of five per cent, per annum shall be recoverable,
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unless the contract contains the express statement of the-
yearly rate of interest to which such other rate is eauiva
lent."

^

Thus, on a note drawn with interest at one per cent,
per month, only fiva per cent, per annum could be collected.

Simple interest only can be collected upon any con-
tract unless compound interest is agreed upon.

EXERCISE

Find (a) the day of maiurity, (b) the time between day of discount
and day of maturity, (c) the discount, (d) the proceeds of the fcllowinR
notes: "

1. $1000^. Hamilton, March isl, 1909.
Six months after date I promise to pay OKver Bland, or order

the sum of One Thousand ^ Dollars, at my office here Value re-
ceived. ,^ „

JOHN Smith.
Discounted June 4th, 1909, at 5%.

2. tl250TSft. Parkdale, Jan. i^h, 1909.
Three months after date I promise to pay to Dan. Wright or

order, the sum of One Thousand Two Hundred and Fifty M. Dollars
at Standard Bank here. Value received. Samubi Natthass.

"

Discounted Feb. 1st, 1909, at 6J%.

3. $5640^. Barrib, Ont., May 13rd, 1908.
Four months from date I promise to pay James French, or order

at iny office here, the sum of Five Thousand Six Hundred and Forty^ Dollars. Value received. Abram UUkes.
Discounted July 2nd, 1908, at 8%.

4. $2769^. Grimsby, Ont., Dec. isl, 1908.
Ninety days from date I promise to pay William Barker, or order

the sum of Two Thousand Seven Hundred and Sixty-nine vyV Dollars
Value received. Ernest Smith.

'

Discounted Dec. 24th, at 6%.
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5. 1275^%- Harriston, April ist. 1909.

I'our months after date I promise to pay Thomas Wright, or order,
I he sum of Two Hundred and .Seventy-five ^ Dollars. Value re-

'xivei. Thomas Jonss.
Discounted June 4th, 1909, at 8%.

6. »4000y»A Toronto, Nov. 29th, 1908.

Three months after date I promise to pay George Holmes, or order,
the sum of Four Thousand Wii Dollars at Bank of Commerce here.
Value received. Sam Smith.

Discounted Dec. 1st, 1908, at 8%.

7. I1234AV- Nbw York, May 5th, 1909.

Si.x months after date I promise to pay Henry Yorker, or order, V
the sum of One Thousand Two Hundred and Thirty-four Wii Dollars,
at First National Bank here. Value received.

„. .
Georgb Gould

Discounted June 4th, 1909, at 6%.

8. S2356,V'iF- London, Feb. i^lh, 1909.

Sixty days after date I promise to pay to the order of Frank Smith,
Two Thousand Three Hundred and Fifty-six ^ Dollars, at Imperial
Bank here. Value received. G. Brown.

Discounted immediately at 6%.

9. $400jVij. Kingston, Jan. 29th, 1909.

Thirty days after date I promise to pay William James, or order, ,

the sum of Four Hundred ^\\ Dollars, at Bank of Toronto here. Value
received. Henry Scott.

Discounted immediately at 8%.

10. $576iVtj. Whitby, Feb. 3rd, 1908.

Four months after date nc promise to pay to the order of Charles
Beemer the sum of Five Hundred and Seventy-six ,V,f Dollars, at
our office here. Value received. A, Wilmot & Co.

Discounted Mar. 1st, 1908, at 8%.

11. $480.^,. Paris, Feb. 6th, 1909.

Three months after date I promise to pay Samuel Cole, or order,

the sum of Four Hundred and Eighty Dollars, at the Standard Bank
here, with interest at .5%. Value received. Thomas Johnson,

Discounted Feb. 18th, 1909, at 6%.
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12. 12000^. Ottawa, Mar. 4th, 1909.

Sixty days after date 1 promise to pay to the order of Henry
Graham the sum of Two Thousand Dollars, at the Imperial Bank here,

with interest at 6%. Value received. Alexandbr McCuaio.

Discounted immediately at 8%.

13. 14200,%. Port Hope, Aug. 2_^h, 1907.

Ninety days after date I promise to pay Thomas Scott, or order,

the sum of Four Thousand Two Hundred Dollars, at the Bank of Mon-
treal here, with interest at 7%. Value received. George Kelly.

Discounted Sept. 1st, at 8%.

14. When must notes dated and drawn as follows be paid:

(o) Jan. 30th, at 1 month?

(6) Jan. 29th, at
J
month?

(c) Jan. 28th, 1908, at 1 month?

(d) Dec. 31st, at 4 months?

(e) Nov. 29th, at 3 months?

15. The interest on any sum for 7;i days, at 5%, is what fraction

of the sum loaned?

16. The interest on a note for 95 days, at 6%, is what fraction

of the face of the note?

17. A bank discounts a 92-day note at 6%. Find what fraction

the discount is of the face value of the note.

18. A bank charges what fraction of the face of a note, when dis-

counted 73 days before it matures, at 10%?

19. What fraction of the face value of a note does one receive from
a bank which discounts it at 6%, 90 days before it is due?

20. A note is discounted 60 days before due a' S%, and the pro-

ceeds amount to $360-20. Find the face value of the note.

21. What must be the face value of a note made June 1st at 3
months, and discounted immediately at 8%, to produce $870?

22. What must be the face value of a note made May 25th at 4
months, and discounted June 3rd at 6%, to produce $357-98?
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23. A note for $730 was discounted 45 days before it matured
and produced 172480. What was the rate of discount?

24. A men received from a bank »990 for a note of $1(X)0, 73 days
before it was due; what was the rate of discount?

25. The discount on a note for 11825, «hich matures on Aug 1st
and was discounted on June 4th, was 120-30; find the rate of discount.'

26. The discount on a note of $1460, discounted 40 day= before
It was legally due, was $20; find the rale of discoimt.

27. For what sum must a note be drawn on June 1st, 1909, jjay-
able in 90 days, so that when it is discounted on June I4th, at 8^

,

the proceeds will amount to $358.60?
' ""

28. A note for $1460, discounted on May 23rd, 1908, at 6'/;
yielded $1448-48. When was the note nominally due?

29. A ninety-day note, for $292, was discounted on Dec 20tli
1907, at 8%, and yielH :J $289-12. On what date was the note drawn?

30. A sixty-day note, for $1200, with interest at 6%, is discounted
on the day it is made at 6%. Find the proceeds.

31. A bank discounts a note, legally due in 93 days, at 7% per
annum. What rate of interest per annum does the bank receive on
its money?

PARTIAL PAYMEmS

j53500t»5»5 Toronto, March 1st, 1908.

On demand, I promise to pay Henry Reid, or Order,
the sum of Three Thousand Five Hundred Dollars, for
value received, with interest at 5 per cent, per annum.

Thomas Knott.

On this note the folloviring payments were made:
May 13th, 1908, S500.

Sept. 6th, 1908, SIOOO.

1. What amount of interest was due on May IJth?
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iMil

2. By how much did the payment on May 13th exceed
the interest due?

3. By how much does the payment reduce the prin-

cipal?

4. What amount of interest was due on Sept. 6th?

5. By how much did the payment on Sept. 6th exceed
the interest due?

6. What amount did Knott owe Reid after making
the payment on Sept. 6th?

7. How much was due Reid on Nov. 18th, 1908?

$5000t"A ' Toronto, May 3rd, 1907.

On demand, I promise to pay Thomas Scott, or Order,
the sum of Five Thousand Dollars, for value received,

with interest at 6% per annum. George Coi,e.

This note was endorsed as follows:

July 15th, 1907, $40.

Sept. 28th, 1907, $1200.

8. What amount of interest was due on July 15th?

9. By how much does the interest due on July 15th
exceed the payment tnade on that date?

Note.—If the payment made at any time is less than the interest

due at that time, this payment is added (without interest) to the next
succeeding payment, and no reduction of principal is made until the
sum of the payments exceeds the interest due at the time of the last

payment.

10. What is the whole amount of interest due on Sept.

28th?

1 1. By how much does the amount of the two payments
exceed the interest due?

12. How much does Cole owe Scott on Jan. 1st, 1908.
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$400,V-""<f MiMico, Jan. 1st, 1907.
On demand, I promise to pay William Hill, or Order

the sum of Four Hundred Dollars, for value received
with interest at 6% per annum.

Calvin Kemp.

On this note the following amounts were paid:

March 15th, 1907, S20.

July 10th, 1907, $6.

Sept. 20th, 1907, $150.

13. How much was due on Dec. 24th, 1907?

14. The following payments were made on a demand
note for SIOOO, drawn March 1st, 1905, bearing interest at
8%: June llth, 1905, S300; Sept. 21st, 1905, SIO- Jan
1st, 1906, SlOO; June lOth, 1906, S400. How much was
due on June 1st, 1907?

15. A man bought a city lot for S2000, giving $500
cash, and making an agreement to pay 6% interest on the
balance, with the privilege of paying off any part of the
principal at any time when interest has been paid up to
date. The transaction took place on April 1st, 1908. On
Sept. 21st, 190.'J, he paid S500; on Jan. 31st, 1909, he paid
$600. How much remained due on June 1st, 1909?

16. On a demand note of $950, made Jan. 25th, 1908
bearing interest at 7% per annum, the following payments
were made: March 2nd, 1908, $225; May 5th, 1908
$17419; June 29th, 1908, $187-50. What sum was due
on Tan. 1st, 1909?
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EQUATIOH OF PAYMENTS

If a person loans me S500 for 2 months, I might bal-

ance the favour by loaning him $1000 for 1 month. For

the use of $500 for 2 months is equivalent to the use

of $1000 for 1 month.

Similarly we may say that the use of S300 for 4 months

is equivalent to the use of $200 for 6 months, of $100 for

12 months, or of $1200 for 1 month.

If I owe $400 due in 6 months and $100 due in 11

months, when should 1 return the $500 so as equitably

to cancel the debt?

I am entitled to the use of $400 for 6 months, which

is equivalent to the use of $2400 for 1 month, also to the

use of $100 for 1 1 months, which is equivalent to the use

of $1100 for 1 month.

Therefore I am entitled to the use of $3500 for 1 month,

which is equivalent to the use of $500 for 7 months.

Therefore if I pay the $500 at the end of 7 months

it will equitably cancel the debt.

The meaning of this result is clearly that the sum of

the interest on $400 for 6 months and on $100 for U
months is equal to the interest on $500 for 7 months.

The 7 months is here called the Equated Time of Pay-

ment of the whole debt.

If I wish to pay the whole debt at the end of 9 months,

which is 2 months beyond the equated time, I should,

of course pay the $500 together with the interest on it

for the additional 2 months.
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I buy merchandise as follows:

June 1st, $400 on 30 days' credit,

June 10th, S850 on 40 days' credit,

July 3rd, 81200 on 30 days' credit.

On what day might the account be settled by the

payment of the whole at one time?

On the first item I am entitled to the use of S400 for

30 days after June 1st, on the second to the use of ;5850

for 40 days after June 10th, or 49 days after June 1st;

on the third to the use of S1200 for 30 days after July 3rd,

or 62 days after June 1st.

The use of S 400 for 30 days = the use of $12000 for 1 day
The use of S 850 for 49 days = the use of $41650 for 1 day
The use of $1200 for 62 days - the use of $74400 for 1 day

$2450 $12'8050

The use of $128050 for 1 day

•= the use of $2450 for 'UH" days or 52H days.

.•. the payment of $2450 would settle the account

on the 53rd day after June 1st, or on July 24th.

EXERCISE

1. Jones loans me $200 for 4 months; for how many months
should I loan him $160 to balance the favour?

2. How many months' use of SIOOO is equal to the use of StiOO

for 5 months?

3. Smith loaned nie S300 for 4 months, S500 for 8 months, and

$4.50 for 2 months; how much money loaned Smith for 1 month would

balance the favour?
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I; III

!

4. Find the equated time of payment of the followinR: 1400

due in 10 day<i; tSOO due in 40 days; S600 due in 60 days.

5. Find the average term of credit of tWO due in 10 days, WOO
due in 12 days, and tOOO in 22 days.

0. I owe IfiOO, due 6 months ago; 1800, due li months ago;

how many months' interest should I pay on ($800+1500), in addi-

tion to paying $1300, to cancel my indebtedness?

7. Find the average term of credit, and the equated time of

payment from June 1st, of $400 due in 30 days, $600 due in 40 days,

and $500 due in 60 days.

8. Bought from Morton & Co., goods to be paid for on the fol-

lowing terms: $1700, cash; $1500 in 20 days; and $1700 in 40 days;

at what time might the $4900 be paid in one payment?

9. A man owes a debt of $2400, due in six months. He pays

i of it in 3 months, i of it in 5 months; when does the remainder be-

come due?

10. Bought from Eaton & Co., goods amounting to $2400 on the

following terms: $400 cash, $12(K) due in 10 days, $800 due in 30 days;

find the equated time of payment.

11. A merchant bought goods from the wholesale house as fol-

lows: Mar. 4th, $800 on 30 days' credit: Mar. 15th, $1200 on 36 days'

credit? When may the merchant equitably pay the $2000?

12. A debt of $5000 is due in 40 days; $2000 is paid 15 days be-

fore the debt is due, and $1500, 12 days before the debt is due; when

should the balance be paid?

13. Bought from A. White & Co., on June 3rd, goods as follows;

$1800 cash, $2400 on 30 days, $800 on 60 days. I settled by paying

$4(K)0 cash and giving my note for the balance. Find the time of the

note.

14. I owe a friend $400, due 40 days since; $600, due now; tlOOO,

due in 30 days; find the equated time.

15. One-fifth of a debt was due 10 days ago; one-half is due now,

and the balance in 20 days. Find the equated time of payment.
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COMPOUND INTEREST lf5

Find lh« equated time of the following soki:—
June aOth, a liill of tStM) m ;«) days.

July 4tli, " • (MM) at 15 "

August 1st, " " 4aO at 80 "

August 10th " •• 800 at 90 "

Kind when the balance of the 'ollowing account shoull be

John Jonbs. Cr.

1908

May 20jByCa»h

June 15

18. How much must be paid Jan. 1st, 1900, to balance this ac-
count, allowing interest .it S% per annum?

COMPOUND WTEREST

Banks which pay interest on deposits add the interest
semi-annually or annually to the sum deposited.

Thus, if I deposit $500 in a savings bank which pays
interest annually at 4%, I would be entitled to S20 interest
at the end of the first year.

If I allow this interest to remain on deposit I would
receive interest on $520 during the second year.

The second year's interest would be S20-80. My bank
book would therefore show a balance to mv credit, at the
end of 2 years, of $540-80.
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In this example $40-80 is called the Compound Intarwt

oil $500 for 2 years at 4% per annum, compouadwl an-

nually.

$540-80 is called the Amount.

If the interest were compounded half-yearly, the in-

terest for the first half-year would be 2% of $500, or

$10,

.-. the amount on deposit at the end of the first half-

year would be S510.

The interest for the second half-year would be 2',',', of

$510, or $10-20,

.'. the amount at the end of the second half-year would

be $520-20.

The interest for the third half-year wfiuld be $10-40,

.-. the amount at the end of the third half-year would

be $530-60.

The interest for the fourth half-year would be SlO-61,

.•. the amount at the end of 2 years would be $541-21,

.•. the total interest would be S4 1-21.

Why is this iniercst greater than when the interest is

compounded annually?

Find the amount of $150 for 10 years at S'/c per annum,

compounded annually.

This problem might be solved in a manner similar to

the preceding, but the result may be obtained much more

readily as follows:
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The interest for the first year- .i,, of Si 50,
.-. the amount- JHiS of S150-.S150X 105.

The interest lor the second yeai = ,iSB of ($150X1-05),
.-. the amount - JKft of (S150X 105)-lS150X(105)'.

Similarly,

the amount at the end of 3 year»-$150X(105)',
and the amount at the end of 10 years

-SlSOxilOS)'"

-$150xi-62889(see tables)

-S244-.V1,

.-. the interest for 10 years = 5244-33 -8150
= S94-33.

The amount of $1 for 5 years at 3i% per annum,
compounded annually,

-$(1-035)' = $1-19.

The amount of SI 200 for 6^ years at 4% per annum,
compounded yearly,

= $:200 ,104)«X102
- $1 200 x; -26532 XI -02

= 81548-75.

The amount of $350 for 5 years at 6% per annum,
compounded half-yearly,

= $350 X (1-03)"

= $470-37,

for the amount is evidently the same as it would be
'ar 10 years at 3%, compounded yearly.

What principal loaned for 8 years at 4% per annum,
compounded yearly, will amount to SIOOO?

The amount of $1 for 8 years at 4% = $(l-04)».
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Now $(l-04)' is the amount of $1,

.-. $1000 is the amount of ~~,
(1-04)'

= $1000 X -73069 (see tables)

= $730-69.

EXERCISE

NoTB—It is recommended that the first 17 examples in this

exercise be solved without the use of the tables.

1. To what sum will $100 amount if left im deposit in the Stan-

dard Bank for 3 years, interest calculated yearly at 4% ?

2. What is the amount of SI in 3 years, at 4% per annum, in-

terest calculated yearly?

3. What is the amount of $100 in 4 years, at 5% per annum,
interest calculated yearly?

4. What is the compound interest on $150 in 4 years, at 5%
per annum, interest calculated yearly?

5. Find the compound interest on $875-25 in 3 years, at 4%
per annum, interest calculated yearly.

6. Find the compound interest on $1250 in 3 years, at 5% per

annum, interest calculated yearly.

7. John Smith deposits $100 in a Savings Bank at the begin-

ning of each year, making the first deposit Jan. 1st, 1903. How much
will there be to his credit Jan. 1st, 1909, the bank paying 4% per an-

num, calculated yearly?

8. What sum of money will give $150 interest in 3 years, at 4%
per annum, compounded yearly?

9. Find the amount accumulated at the end of 4 years by a man
who invests $150 now, and the same sum at the beginning of each suc-

ceeding year, at 4% compound interest, calculated yearly.
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10. What is the difference between the simple and the compound
interest on $1275 for 3 years, at 5%, compounded yearly?

U. The difference between the simple and the compound interest
on a certain sum for 4 years, at 6%, compounded yearly, is $100. Find
the sum.

12. What sum of money loaned at 4% per annum, compounded
yearly, will amount in 4 years to $1200?

13. Find the amount of $1200 in 2 years, at 6% per annum, in-
terest calculated and added to the principal at the end of each half-
year.

14. Find the compound interest on $1450 in 1 year and "> months,
at 5% per annum, interest calculated half-yearly,

15. Find the compound interest on $1 in 2 years and 73 days,
at 5% per annum, calculated yearly.

16. What sum of money will yield $400 interest in 2 years and 3
months, at 4% per annum, calculated yearly?

17. The rate of increase of the population of a town is 10% per
annum; the increase in the last 4 years is 13923. What is the present
population?

18. Find the compound interest on $1789-25, for 6 years, at 4%
per annum, added yearly?

19. At 6% per annum, compounded yearly, fmd the amount of
$1 in 8J years.

20. Find the amount of $1 in 2 years and 9 months, at 6% per
annum, jiayable yearly? Ans. $(1()6)'X(1045).

21. What sum, at 4% per annum, added yearly, will amount in
2t years to $16989-7728?

22. Find the sum which, in 2 years, at 4% per annum, payable
half-yearly, amounts to $10824-3216

23. The compound interest on a certain sum for 2 years and 73
days, at 5% per annum, compounded yearly, is $82-82. Find the sum.
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24. In how many years will a sum of money double itself at 10%
per annum, compounded yearly?

25. At a certain rate, compounded yearly, the difference between
the interest for the first year and that of the second is SI, the differ-

ence between the interest of the second year and that of the third

year is SI -OS. Find the rate per cent, per annum.

26. What rate per cent, per annum, compounded yearly, is equiv-
alent to 3% per half-year, compounded half-yearly?

27. What rate per cent, per half-year, compounded half-yearly,

is equivalent to 6% per annum, cc^npounded yearly?

28. The compound interest on a sum of money, for 4 years, reck-
oned yearly, is fWoVff of 'he sum. Find the rate.

29. The difference between the interest at 10% per annum, added
yearly, and that added half-yearly, for two years, is 855-06}. Find
the principal.

30. In what time will a sum of money double itself at 2i% com-
pounded yearly? At 7% per annum compounded half-yearly?

31. If SI amounts to SI 55297 in ten years, find the rate % per
annum.

32. If SIOOO amounts to S2406'62 in 18 years, find the rate %
per annum

33. In how many years will S150 amount to S301'83 at 6% per
annum?

34. If SlOO amounts to S120 in 4 years, to what sum would it

amount in 8 years? In 2 years?

35. The time in which any sum of mon^y will double itself at
compound interest may be found approximately by dividing the rate

% into 72. Examine how far the tables bear out the truth of this

statement.
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PRESEIIT WORTH

A person owes me $105 to be paid one year hence and
he desires to pay it now. If I can loan my money at 5%,
I should accept SI 00 cash as the equivalent of the debt'
for I could loan this SlOO at 5% and realize S105 at the
end of the year.

The SlOO is called the Present Worth or Present Value
of j).05 due in one year.

The present worth of a sum, due at the end of any
stated time, is therefore the principal which loaned for
the given time would amount to that sum.

Thus, to find the present worth of $1200 due in 9
months, when money is worth 6'i, is the same as to fmd
the principal which would amount to $1200 if loaned for
9 months at 6% per annum.

The interest on $100 for 9 mo. at 6% = $4-50,

$104.50 due in 9 mo. is equivalent to SlOO now.

.-. $1200 due in 9 mo. is equivalent to ^l^^l^l^
104-50

= $1148-32.

.'. the present worth is Si 148-32.

now.

The difference between S1200 and $1148-32 or $51-68
IS sometimes called the True Discount . It is the interest
on $1148-32 for 9 mo. at 6%^

When the time is greater than one year, compound
mterest should be used.
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Thus, the present value of $1000 due in 6 years, money

worth 5%,

= $746-22.

The present worth of $400 due in 5i years, money
^ worth 6% per annum, compounded half-yearly,

$400
^,
= $400X -72242 (see tables)

(1-03)

= $288-97.

Find the present value of $100 a year, due at the

end oi each year for 4 'years, if money is worth 5% per

annum.

The present value

_ $100 $100 $100 $100
"

1 -oT
*"

(ToTsy
*"

(1-05)' (1 -05)*

= *'"° IT05
"•"

(TOS)'
"•"

(V05f
"^
(hOW j

= $100 (-95238 + -90703 + -86384 -f -82270)

= $100X3-54595
= $354-595.

, Find the present value of a . lortgage of $1500 bearing

l\'V interest at 6% per annum payable yearly, and having

3 years to run, money being worth 4% per annum.

On this mortgage there is due $90 each year as interest,

and $1500 at the end of 3 years.

.. the present value

$90 $1500
-+ 7 : +

(1-04)' "^(1-04)'1-04 ' (1-04)2

= $90 ( -96 1 54 + -92456 + -88900) + $1 500 X -88900

= $249-759 + $1333-50

= $1583-259.
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EXERCISE

1. Find the present worth of $636, due in 9 months, money
being worth 8% per annum.

2. Find the present worth of $800, due in 8 months, money y
being worth 8% per annum. ^

3. Find the present value of $1, due in 6 months, money being
worth 8% per annum.

4. Find the present value of $1, due in 2 years, money being
worth 6% per annum, compounded yearly.

5. Find the present worth of $8000, due in 2 years, money being
worth 4% per annum, calculated yearly.

6. What sum should be deducted from $1200, due in 6 months,
if the debt is paid now, money being worth 4% per annum? V

7. Find the true discount off $1350, due in 9 months, money
being worth 5% per annum.

8. Find the true discount off

—

(o) $485-50, due in 146 days, at 7i% per annum,
(i) $1250-60, due in 1 year and 5 months, at 6% per annum.
(r) $1234-56, due in 2 years, at 4% per annum, compounded

yearly.

(d) $17684-95, due in 3 years and 219 days, at .>% per annum,
compounded yearly.

(e) -SI, due in 5 years, at .5% [jer annum, compounded yearly.

9. A farmer pays a yearly rental of $400. What sum paid now
would l>e equivalent to the nrxt three years' rental, money lieing

worth 5% per annum?

10. What sum, paid at the end of 2 years, is equivalent to $400
paid at the end of each year, for three years, money heing worth 4%
per annum?
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11. A owes B SlOO, due in 2 years; S150, due in 3 years; I2U0,

due in 4 yours. What sum paid now would cancel the debt, money
being worth 5% per annum?

12. The rent of a house is S25 per quarter paid at the end of each

quarter. What is the equivalent yearly rental paid in advance,

money being worth 4% per annuiri?

13. The true discount off a sum for 3 months at 6% is 17-76.

Find the sum.

t.^

14. Which is the better, and how much, to buy a farm for S3140

on .H months' credit, or to accept a discount of 5% and pay cash, if

money is worth 7%?

15. If money is worth 5%, what cash offer is equivalent to an

offer of $133-65 on 3 months^ credit?

16. If goods which cost J255 on 3 months' credit are sold for

(255 cash, what is the gain % if money is worth 8f^?

17. Which is the better, and how much, to buy silk at $4-18 per

yard, payable in 9 months, or for S3<95 cash, money being worth 6%?

18. A offers flour at $7-50 a barrel on 8 months' credit, B offers

the same grade of flour at S7-25 a barrel on 3 months' credit. Which

should I accept if money is worth 6%?

19. I buy goods for $450 with a discount of 10% for cash. I

pay cash for the goods and sell them immediately for $433-50, pay-

able in 3 months;. If money is worth 6% find my gain %.

20. I buy goods for $1545, payable in 6 months. I keep them

in stock for 2 months and sell them for $1624 tm 3 months' credit.

Find my gain if money is worth 6%.

21. Bought a farm for $10000, payabli- one-half cash, the remain-

der in 1 year, with interest at fi%. I sell immediately for $12000,

payable in 3 months, with intere.-!t at 4% What is my present gain,

money being worth 5% per annum?

22. Find tne difference between the bank and the true dis-

count off $530 due in 9 months, money worth 8%.
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23. The difFerence between the bunk and the true discount
for 9 months at 4% is OOc. Find the sum.

24. If $10 is the true discount off J210 for 6 months, what is

the true discount for 12 months at the same rate?

25. Find the present value of a mortgage of 12000, having 4 years
to run, bearing interest at 5% per annum payable yearly, if money is

worth 6% per annum.

2«. A mortgage for WOOO has still 2* years to run and bears
interest at 4i% per annum, the first payment of interest Ijeing due in

six months. How much is it worth now, if money is worth 5% per
annum, compounded half-yearly?

27. How much may I borrow, so that 1 can repay it by paying
11000 at the end of each year for 3 years, if money is worth 5% per
annum?

k

EXCHANGE

If a person owes a small sum of money to some one
living in another place, he may send the money by regis-

tered letter, in which case the only expense is the amount
of the postage.

He may also pay it by means of a postal note, or by
a money order purchased at the post office or from an
express company.

In special cases the money might be paid by telegraph,

at considerable expense, or the actual money might be
paid to an express company for transmission.

In business, however, none of the above methods is

usually followed.
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If

If a Hamilton merchant (Peter Ross) buys goods from
a Montreal firm (J. B. Arthur & Co.) to the amount of

$600, one way of making payment is for Peter Ross to

send to J. B. Arthur & Co. his personal Cheque for $600.

The cheque might be in the following form:

telmoii

(linn^

^^^i^ ^•t^

J. B. Arthur & Co., on recei\'ing this cheque, would de-

posit it in the bank where they keep the. account.

This bank will send it to the Bank of Hamilton, which will

deduct the $600 from Peter Ross' account. The Montreal

bank will probably make a small charge, which will be

deducted from the amount credited to the account of J. B.

Arthur & Co.

The amount charged is called the Exchange.

Another common method of making payment would

be for Peter Ross to buy a Bank Draft from a Hamilton

bank, directing a Montreal bank to pay J. B. Arthur &
Co. the sum of $600.

The draft might be in the following form

:
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r^iiii.«r< j^^lS3k.^28ey»it^

i.-

^
k.

&^j^-<*^*(?**giL.,.j^_~

Peter Ross would endorse the draft thus:

Pay to the order of J. B. Arthur & Co.

Peter Ross.

This draft might have been drawn payable to the
order of J. B. Arthur & Co., in which case Peter Ross
would not have been required to endorse it.

A draft is therefore the same as a cheque except that

it is made by a bank and is drawn on another bank.

Banks usually charge a slight premium on the face of

the draft.

Thus, the precediti , draft for $600 at 01% premium
would cost j5600 + 0-l% of $600 or S600-60.

Another method of effecting payment would be for

J. B. Arthur & Co. to draw on Peter Ross for S600. These
drafts, or bills of exchange, are sometimes called Commer-
cial Drafts and may be in the following form:
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I

•ul_

MONT««Al.--..^*t^ jt-af,^^

- t^mm^mn. pay to t»« onosa or tmb

BANK OF MONTRKAL

g VAI.UI m>iv» «NiBeH<iwi to account e>

^ TO ^^*«* /tV»^_ _
I:^^^,u^/^ 1 ^^^L/^j<^^«4jf^.

I -^51,^ J

J. B. Arthur & Co. would place this draft (called a Sight
Draft) with the Bank of Montreal for collection. This bank
would send it to some bank in Hamilton. The Hamilton
bank would collect the f600 from Peter Ross and would
send it (or its equivalent) to the Bank of Montreal. The
Bank of Montreal would then notify J. B. Arthur & Co.
that it had been paid, and the amount, less the exchange,
would be added to their account. •

Thus, if the bank charged \ of 1 per cent, exchange,
the proceeds of the draft would be

$600-i% of 8600 or $598-50.

A draft payable after sight or after date matures as a
promissory note.

A money order is always sold at a slight advance over
its face value, and usually a bank draft costs more than its

face value.

In each case the percentage of variation from the face
value is called the Rate of Exchange.

If the draft costs more than its face value, exchange is

said to be at a Premium.
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If it costs its face value, exchange is at P.r.

If it costs less than its face value, exchange
Discount.

209

IS at a

Foreign E,ch.„g,. in diErtJoun^lr'"^
^°""''^ """

Foreign drafts are called BiUs of Exchange.

rn„J^
^" "* ^*'''"«' '^'^•^*" Canada and any foreign

urof'thar'"?'
'^^''"'"« '•'^ ^«'- °f 'he iSvunit of that country .n Canadian money. Thus bv refernng to the table given, the par of exchange betwcS GreatBr.ta.„ and Canada is £1=?4.86J. between France andCanada 1 franc =19-3 cents, etc.

«,„,!?
'^'\°^ ^'"^'^° exchange varies continually and issometimes above par and sometimes below par.

The New York quotations for bills on London arealways given in dollars per pound sterling.

Under the old par of exchange between England andAmerica the dollar was valued at 4s. 6d. sterling • but
'

so thatT';;"""'^"'^
'""^ ^"'"'^ "' '•'^ ''°»- -- 'educedso that 4s. 6d. is now worth $1-09^.

•'nefly u, 9i,u ,s at par, and any variation from ;his
quotation IS .= jove or below par as the case may be
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Since 4s. M.—£-^t
V

under the old par of exchange

^40 -»'•

£\ -40
-$4-44<,

and under the new par of exchange

i;;j5 = $109i,

£\-
-40

X109i-.$4-86f

When sterling exchange is quoted at 9^, the rate of

exchange is

£1=$4-44JX

40 873
~*9 ^800

109i
100

$4-85.

Since the monetary unit in t' : United States is the

same as in Canada, it should be noted, that busir.:ss

between a city in Canada and one in the United States is

transacted, usually, as if they were both Canadian cities.
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^a^^^J^^^!^ IWITS W CAlfADIAIf MOREY

Country Stand

I
ard Monetary fnit

Argentine Repiiblio . . . Gold
Austria-HunRary Gold

S'^'K'!"" iGold . .

^o''Y'a jSilver,
B'"'' bold..
Central America Silver.

Si^;:::::;:;
'^""^ •

Denmark
Ecuador
Egypt
France
German Empire
Great Brit.dn.

. .

Greece
Hayti
India

Italy

Japan
Mexico

^.

Netherlands.'.

Norway
Panama
Persia

Peru
Portugal
Russia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland

. .

Turkey
United States .

Uruguay
Venezuela

. . .

.

Silver

Gold.
Gold.
Gold,
Gold.
Gold.
Gold
Gold ,

.

[Gold .

.

Gold

.

Gold.
Gold.
Silver.

Gold.
Gold.
Gold
Silver.

Gold

.

Gold . .

Gold
Gold . .

Gold . .

Gold . ,

Gold
Gold . .

Gold..
Gold .

.

Peso
Crown
Franc
Boliviano
Milreis

I'eso '

Peso
Tael (Canton )......
Crown
Sucre
Pound (100 piastres)
Franc
Mark
Pound Sterliiii; ....
Dia hnia.

Gourde
Rupee
Lira

Yen
Dollar

;

Florin

Crown
Balbao
Kran
Libra
Milreis

Rouble
Peseta
Crown
Franc
Piastre

jnoiiar. ...

'Peso ,'

;

Bolivar i

\"ii!ue

in Cun.
Mdney

SO-965
•203

193
•478

•546

•393

•365

•642

•26i>

•487

4-943

•193

238
4 -86 J
•193

•965

•324

•193

•498

•50

•402

•268

100
•088

•487

108
•.MS
15
•268

•193

•044

I 00
1034
•193
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EXERCISE

PI
III

1. A railway ticket from Liverpool to London costs 21s. fid.

What is its equivalent in our money?

2. Find the cost of the following sight drafts at the given
rate of exchange;

(a) $3560, i% premium.

(b) ?7620, j% premium.

(c) $6410, ,V% discount.

(rf) $21 20, 1% discount.

3. What will a merchant pay for

niiuni per $1000?

11 draft for $3750 at 40c. pre-

4. What amount of draft on Montreal can Ijc purchased for

$7500, at J% premium?

5. A sight draft on New York for $2700 was jmrchased for $2673.
What was the rate of exchange?

6. I draw on Brown & Co. for $850. The bank charges ,V%
for collection. What are the net proceeds?

7. A. telegraphic money order costs twice the rale for a ten-

word message, together with 1% premium on the face of the order.

A ten-word message between Toronto and Hamilton costs 25c. What
will a telegraphic money order for $465 cost?

8. Find, by using the table, the value in Canadian money of:

1. .aOO; 2.^0 10s.; 3. 60 francs;

4. 750 yen; 5. 220 lira; 6. 125 marks.

9. Find the difference in the value of 750 roubles, and 1450
crowns of Norway.

1(1. Find the cost of a draft on Berlin for 6720 marks when ex-
change is <|Uoted at 94Ac. for 4 marks?

11. What will it cost to cancel a debt in Yokohama for 2150 yen
when exchange is at par?

12. The cost of a draft on Paris for 5742 francs was $1100. What
was the rate of exchange?

mil
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exchange on Paris for 1,500 francs

13 Find, in Can.idian mnney, the cost of shipping 12000 bushels ofwheat from Montreal
: t.ivcrpool at 1 ^d. i*r Inishel.

14. Find the ji,si of n

at 516 francs for ¥1

/.'.(Mf.^'"^"'^""^''* "" ^^^ ''"' "' ""^'""'8^ ™ London for
Ai-iK), the rate of exchange l>eing ^1 =$4,803.

Ifl. Find the cost of a den.and-l.ill on London for .£1500 ex-change being at 9J.
'

ItoJJ' t^^' ^T""'
"' d^'"'"'d-bill on Liverpool can be bought for92im, when exchange is at 8?

18. When $7,300 is paid in Toronto for a bill of exchange on
Liverpool for ^1500, how is exchange quoted.'

19. A Canadian Company borrows in Paris 294,000 francs forwhich It pays an annual interest of «2920. This loan is trans.niued
through London when e.whange on London is quoted at 25,30 francsand sterhng exchange, Of. Find the rate of interest the company
pays on the money actually received.

ViJ'!' P '^.""'^^V"
Toronto remits SIOOOO to Liverpool as follows:

First to Paris, at 5-40 francs per «1; thence to Hamburg, at 185 francs
per 100 marks; thence to Amsterdam, at 17i stivers per mark; thence
to LiverpooL at 220 stivers per pound sterling; how much steriingmoney will he have in bank at Liver,,ool, and what will be his gainover direct exchange at 10% premium ]>

21. A commission agent sold goods to the amount of S12500charging a commission of 2S%; with the net proceeds he bought a
draft at 3% discount. Find the face of the draft.

22. A Toronto merchant owes 1800 francs in Paris; he buys adraft .m London when .steriing exchange is at S; exchange between

draftr ''''"'
"''^" '""" •*' '^' ^^''^' '"'*' *'* p^y '"' the

«j SR^A-fiJ*"! '^l^.
°' exchange between London and New York is

S4S66,->64 for £1, and between London and Amsterdam 12-1071
nonns for £\. Find the rate of exchange between New York and
Amsterdam.



General Problems

Each of the following sets of examples contains 100

problems, arranged in order of approximate difficulty.

Each exercise is intended to contain such a variety of

examples, as will furnish a review of all the more impor-

tant parts of the Arithmetic.

EXERCISE I

1. A farmer bought 11 cows for $253, and after keeping them

17 weeks, at a cost of $1-75 a week each, he st>ld them for $4H each.

How much did he gain or lose by the transaction)*

2. Find the interest on $1022 for 9:! days at 5j% per annum.

:?. A bankrupt owes A $4000, and B $2700, and his assets are

$921-25. How should his assets be divided?

4. Three brothers buy a farm, the first taking i of it, the second

i, and the third the remainder; the third paid $1884. Wliat did

each of the others pay?

5. A boy bought apples at 5 for 6 cents, and sold them at 2

for 3 cents. What was his gain per cent?

6. Find the duty on 7200 pounds of sugar worth G cents a

pound, the specific duty being i cent per pound, and the ad valorem

duty 25%.

7. Find the cost of sowing a field 40 rods long and 30 wide,

with oats worth 35 cents a bushel, if it requires 2 bushels of oats to

sow one acre.

8. Find an agent's charges, who sells 3500 bushels of wheat,

at 85 cents a bushel, on a commission of 4*%.
214
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9. Find the difference between tlie simple nnd the compound

interest on 1400 for 3 years at 7% per annum.

10. How much must a man pay for $4000 stock at 87, brokerage

i%?

11. I sold a horse for $153, and lost 15% by the transaction.

Find the cost price of the horse.

12. A wine merchant mixes 8 gallons of wine worth $112^ a gal-

lon, 12 gallons worth $1-25 a gallon, and 14 gallons wrth $1-50 a gal-

lon, with 16 gallons of water, and sells the mixture at $1 a gallon.

Find his gain per cent.

13. Find the cost of fencing a 2i acre square field at 50 cents

a rod.

14. Three men form a partnership, and invest their capital in

the proportion of 3, 4, and 5. If they gain .'$720, how should it be

divided among them?

15. A merchant buys loOO yards of cariiet in England, at 4s.

6d. per yard. Find its value in Canadian currency, exchange being

.£l=l»4-87.

16. A mill valued at 124000 is insured for } of its value at i%.
What is the amount of the premium?

17. Find my income from investing $5100 in the 4i per cents

at 85.

18. Find the area of a triangle whose sides are 19, 24, 36 ft. long

respectively.

19. A grocer who throws off 5% for cash, sold the following:

3 lb. raisins, at 8 cents a pound; 4i lb. tea, at 50 cents a pound;

4 cans of salmon, at 25 cents a can: 8 lb. of sugar, at 61 cents a pound;

5* lb. of butter, at 20 cents a pound. Find his cash receipts.

20. At an election in a constituency in which the number of votes

was 1800, the votes polled by the candidates were in the ratio of 7

to 5, and the majority for the successful candidate was 240. Find

the number who did not vote.
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21. Find the rate of simple interest at which tl37 will amount

to S152'07 in 2 years.

22. What is the duty, at 12 cents a pound, and 10% ad valorem,

on 4.50 bags of wool, each containing 110 pounds, valued at 21 cents

a pound?

23. Find the cost of carpeting a room 20 ft. long, 17 ft. fi in.

wide, with carpet 2 ft. wide, at Sl-.W a yard, the carpet running

lengthwise, and without a pattern.

24. A merchant marked his goods at an advance of 20%, but

afterwards sold them 40% less than this irice. Required his loss

per cent.

25. A bankrupt can pay 27 cents on the dollar. If his assets

were $480 more he could pay 30 cents. Find his liabiHties and his

assets.

26. A broker invests $5176-50 in stock at 76, on J% commis-

sion. What are his charges?

27. Divide $4669 among 3 men, in the proportion of 5, 7, and 11,

28. A can do twice as much work in a day as B, but he works

only I of the time. How should $22, which they receive for their

work, he divided?

29. A. merchant at one time asked 25% less than cost for an

article, but afterwards sold it for 25% morerfhan this price. Find

his loss per cent.

30. Find the net income of a man whose total income is $900,

on $500 of which he pays 18 mills on the dollar taxation.

31. Find the cost of gravelling a walk 1 yard in width, around

the inside of a 2* acre square field, at 15 cents a square yard.

32. In what time will $212 amount to $245-39, at 7% per annum,

simple interest?

33. Simplify
0004X006.';1X03

-0008X3-1
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34. \ speculator invests some money in 3% stock at 72. What
per cent, is he making on the money invested?

35. A drover shipped a car load of cattle to Toronto, and offered

them for sale at an advance of 25% on the cost. The market iwing

dull, he sold them for 14% less than his asking price, and gained $170
on the load. Find the selling price of the cattle.

36. The expense of collecting taxes amounts to 2% of the total

taxes. If a 11 mill rate gives the net taxes as $36750, find the total

amount of assessable froperty.

37. Divide 8201 between A and B, so that A may have $12 more
than half of what B gets.

38. If 2 pounds of tea are worth 3 pounds of coffee, and 14 pounds
of coiT»f worth 8 pounds cocoa, and 2 pounds cocoa worth 24 pounds
sugar, and 16 pounds sugar worth 11 pounds raisins, how many
pounds of raisins would be worth 7 pounds of tea?

39. A merchant pays $633-60 duty on an invoice of goods. If

20% of the goods be exempt from duty, and 22% is charged on the

remainder, find the invoice price of the goods.

40. If a debt, after a reduction of 3%, becomes $1008-80, what
would it become after a reduction of 4%?

41. A commission merchant charges $53-60 for buying goods on
a commission of 2%. What sum must his employer remit to him to

cover his charges and to buy the goods?

42. I mix 3 lb. of tea, worth 40 cents a lb., with 5 lb. of tea,

worth 48 cents a lb. At what price jjer lb. should I sell the mixture

to make a clear gain of 8%?

43. Three men form a partnership, contributing $3200, $4000,

and $4500, respectively. How should a gain of $526-50 lie divided?

44. Find the cost of painting a floor, 16 ft. in length and 12 ft.

3 in. in width, at 18 cents per square yard

45. A man insures a home worth $3200 for f of its value, at 1}%
premium. If the house be destroyed, find the total loss sustained

by the company.

ill
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46. Find the conipuumi interest on $39 fur 16 years, at 4% per

annum.

47. A merchant's wholesale price is 15% advance on cost, and

his. retail price 10% advance on wholesale. Find his gain per cent,

on cost at his retail price.

48. Find the difference between J+J of J, and j-^iXJ.

49. The whole time occupied by a train, 90 yards long, and

travelling at the rate of IS miles an hour, in crossing a bridge is 22J
seconds. Find the length of the bridge.

50. Gunpowder is composed of nitre, charcoal, and sulphur,

in tlie proportion of 3:{, 7, ^nd 5. How many pounds of each in (iO

pounds of gunpowder?

51. Find the volume of a right circular cone whose height is 4

feet, and the circumference of tlie base 9 feet.

52. A speculator sold a lot gaining 20% of the cost. What per

cent, of the proceeds did he gain?

53. Find the true discount off »422-50 due in 9 months, at 74%
per annum.

54. Reduce -714285 to a vulgar fraction in its lowest terms.

55. What principal will amount, at simple interest, to S373'75 in

2J years at 6% per annum?

56. Took a risk at 1}%; reinsured J of it at 2i%. My net pre-

mium was S4'30. What was the amount of the risk?

57. A workman was hired for 40 days at 40 cents a day for every

day he worked, but with this condition, that for every day he was
idle he was to forfeit 16 cents; on the whole he made 17-60. How
many days did he work?

58. A man owes $15000, bearing interest at 5% per annum; he

pays at the end of each year, for interest and part payment of the

principal, $2500. Find the amount of his debt at the end of the third

year.
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59. If it costs t2 a cord to saw wood into 3 lengths, what will it
i-DSt to cut a cord of wood into 4 lengths?

OO. At a U mill rate a man who has 1400 of his salary exempt,
pays 87 taxes. What was his total salary?

61. The product of two numbers is 35643, and their quotient is 3
Find the numbers.

62. A bankrupt, whose liabilities are J3000, can pay only 65 cents
on the dollar, after the assignee receives ISO for his services; what are
the total assets?

63. A banker discounts a 70 day note at 8% |)er annum. What
rate of interest is he making on his money?

64. If 375 lb. of sugar are bought at 6«xnts a pound, and 10% of
it be wasted, at what price, per lb., must the remainder be sold to
make a gain of 14% on the whole transaction?

65. What is the difference between 40% discount, and 20 10
and 10% discount?

06. How much carpet is wasted in carpeting a room, 20 ft. long
and U ft. wide, with cariwt (running lengthwise)

J yd. wide, and
having a complete pattern everv S ft?

67. Find the difference Iwtween the true and the bank discount
off ».508, due in 4* years, at 6% per annum simple interest.

68. A man in England invests a certain sum of money in Canada
at 6%. All but $4(X) of his income is taxed at 2%. If he pays $18 28
taxes, find the amount of English money invested, exchange at |)ar.

69. Milk is worth 28 cents a gallon, but by watering it the price
IS reduced to r, cents a quart. Find the ratio of water to milk in
the mixture.

70. How much will I save annually by investing $7950 in the
3%'s, at 75, instead of in the 4%'s at 106?

71. What sum of money, with its semi-annual dividends of 5%
mvested with it, will amount to $12750 in 2 years? I
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72. What is the value of property, i( it be insured for | of its value,

at a premium of 2%, and 5% of premium being charged for expenses,

when the total cost of insuring is 17560?

73. What must I pay for a draft purchased at 2% discount to

cancel a debt amounting to 134750?

74. I sold 2 books for 75 cents each, on the one I gained 20%, and
on the other I lost 20%. How much did I gain or lose on the whole

transaction?

75. Find the actual cost of goods which were purchased for $510

on 3 months' credit, money being worth 8% per annum.

76. Reduce .£350 5s. 7Jd. to dollars and cents, a dollar being

worth 4s. 2d.

77. A farmer sold oats for $18-49, the price per bushel being as

many cents as there were bushels. What was the price per bushel?

78. A bankrupt's assets are J of his liabilities, but J of the assets

prove to be worth only 40 cents on the dollar. How many cents on
the dollar can he pay?

79. WTiat must be the face of a note made May ISth, at 5

months, and discounted June 27th, at 8%, to produce $560?

80. A merchant sold 135 barrels of flour, part of it at $5 a barrel,

and the remainder at $4 a barrel, and reahzed $615. How many bar-

rels of each kind did he sell?

81. A and B engage in trade; A puts into the business $400 for

6 months, and B puts in $300 for 7 months. How should a net gain

of $450 be divided?

82. A clerk enters upon work at a yearly salary of $400, to be

increased -WS a year every 3 years. What difference would it have
made in his total income for 10 years if he had received an annual

increase of S25 a year?

83. A factory is insured at 2%. If the premium, with $1-50 for

the policy, is $362, and the insurance is on f of the value of the property,

what is the value of the property?
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84. What must be the least iiumtwr of soldiers in a regiment to
admit of it Iwing drawn up 2, 3, S, 6, 8, or 12 deep, and also of its being
formed into a solid square'

85. 1 pay $51 taxfi on iroperty vorth »4000, whicli is assessed ai

j of its value. Find the rate of ,:axation.

SO. A manufactu.er sold goods at 50, 25, 10% discount,
was the rate of discount?

What

87. Find the comi)ound interest on S4S for 8 years at 8% per
annum, interest calculated half-yearly.

88. I bought tea at 55 cents a pound rash, and sold it immediately
for 68 cents a pound on .'{ months' credit. If money be worth 8%,
find my immediate gain.

89. An importer paid 10% lor freight and lUuy on goods invoiced
at $9875; he sold them it a clear gain of 20% to Ihc retailer, who sells

them at a gain of 25% to the consumer. Find the price paid by the
consumer.

90. What rate of taxation must be levied on a corporation with
$2800000 assessable proirerty to secure money to build a $3:1950 scho<il

house, if the expenses : r collecting amount to 3% of the total taxes?

91. The product of two numbers is llli>J, their gem. is 13.

Find their l.c.ni.

92. Which is the better, to buy flour at $5 a barrel on 6 months'
credit, or $4-87i cash, money being worth 7%?

93. A man in New York purchased a draft for $4080 on New
Orleans, drawn at 30 days, paying $4627-35. What was the rate of
discount at which it was purchased?

94. A certain sum of money loaned at simple interest amounts
to $334-40 in 9 months, and in 7 months more to $345-60. Find
the sum and rate.

95. I owe $719-92, and give my note for 60 days. What nmst lie

the face of the note to pay the exact debt, when discounted at 8% per
annum?
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9(1. Kind the prewnt worth of an annual payment of $300 at the
end of each year for 4 years, money being worth 6% per annum.

97. The ad valorem duty on 20% of the invoice price of ii ship-

ment of cigars was 40%, and on the remainder 35%; the whole duty
being $810, what was the invoice price?

IIS. .\ man invests $7140 in stock at 84, and after it has advanced
to 05 sells out. Find his gain.

!W. A merchant sold a piece of cloth for S24fiO and thereby lost

18%. What would have been his gain |)cr cent, had he sold it for $30?

100. Max fierce rents a farm for $300 a year, payable at the end
of each year. If !ic dix-s not pay the rent for 5 years, what will be the

amount due, compound interest at 7%?

EXERCISE II

:iii

1. A merchant mixes teas worth 35, 40, 80, 75 cents a lb., in

equal C|uantitics, ;ind sells the mixture for 80 cents a lb. What jwr-

centage does he gain?

2. A man h;is $10, 85, and $4 bills, the numljer of each denom-
ination being pro|)ortional to 3, 4, and (>. If Ihcy amount to S51S
in all, how many has he of each denomination?

3. Fill in the blanks in the following bill of taxes:

—

Amount of Assessment $900

Taxes:

Town rate, three and eight-tenths mills on the dollar

School Debenture By-Law, one and one-fourth mills

Harbour By-Law, two and six-tenths mills

Redemption of Debentures, one and four-tenths mills

School rate, five and one-tenth mills

High School rate, one and three-fourths mills

Total taxes
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ii.u
*, '''"''."'• »'<'" "' ' rectangular field, cmiaininK .)} acres

if the length is to the breadth us .t to L'.

» 4
,

visible'..JTkVa^d'r^"
""""*' """"• '*""* " '"'-• " »'- "'•

ecuauVS^"'
'"'""" ^ """ "• ^' """ "^'^ •" ^'' '""- -y

7. The areas of the continents in sc|uare n.iles are as follows -
turope, HJm.OOO- S. A.nerica. .i,7(KI,(KKI; \ Americ,, ,S--,()(K)0
Africa ll.VK.,,Km; Asia, U,rmm, if .,.. „.,„„,., 3";,™':"
area of Europe, what whole nu.nl«rs will most nearly express the areas
Of the others?

8. (loods to the amount of «2(XK)0 were insured in .'i separate
companies, for S30(K), U,m and mm. respectively. If the k.kxIs
be damaged by fire, to the extent of $9(KM), how much of the damage
should each company sustain?

9. How much letter is it to loan ».m i„r :i years at 01% simple
interest, than to loan it at 6% compound interest?

10 How many yards of paper, 30 inches wide, with a pattern
every 18 inches, are required to paper the walls of a room 18 ft long
12 ft. wide, and 10 ft. high?

11. \M,at is the difference between 00% discount, and 20%
taken off 3 times? °

12. A person invested $2,304 in the 3 per cents, at 9.5*, and after
receiving the lialf-year's dividend, sold out at 94J. Find his cain or
loss, brokerage being J%.

13. Remitted 84200, including commission, to my agent to pur-
chase gcxxis on a commission of 5%. What amount did he investm goods?

14 A barrel of coal oil lost 20% by leakage, and the remainder
was sold at a gain of 20%. Find the gain or loss jxr cent.

IS. A note drawn on August 3rd for 4 months is discounted
on September 12th at 9% per annum. What rate of interest is charged?
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16. A lumberman lold 38840 feet of lumber at t2112 per M,

and gained 28%. How much wiMild he have gained had he lold

it for $17 per M?

17. The assessable pro|)erty of a cor|H)ration is 1320000. What

rate of taxation is levied, if the collector receives 1172-SO from a .i%

commission ?

18. A man loaps $375 at a certain rate of interest, and 8412 at

a rate 2% liiglier. If his interest for one year from both investments

is $4759, find the rate at which each was loaned.

19. The joint cajatal of A, U, C, and 1) is $3150; A invests $2

for every 83 H invests, li 84 for C's $,'), C 86 for D's 87. Rec|uircil

the amount invested by each.

20. A quantity of goods invoiced .u 8127S, cost me in store

$1452-38, after laying the duty and $1463 for freight. What was

the rate of duty?

21. A boy engages with a farmer for a year for $40 and a suit

of clothes He leaves at the end of 9 months, and is entitled to 82.')

and the suit. What was the cost of the suit?

22. The freight and mail earnings of a railroad company amount

to $476285-48, the passenger earnings to 8378.167-29, the total ex-

penses to $564796-77, and the company was able to declare a dividend

of 4%. How much stock had the company issued?

23. My salary is 812(K). If 1 pay 30% of it for board, 2(1'}^ of

the remainder for rent, 15% of the residue for clothes, $71--'0 for

books, and loan 40% of the remainder, what per cent, of my salary

is unexpended.

24. A grocer sells sugar at the rate of 49 ounces for I'M cents,

which he bought at the rate of 50 ounces for 49 cents. Find his gain

per cent.

25. A person gave 5 cents each to a number of beggars and had

14 cents left. He found that he would have reciuired 22 cents more

to enable him to give the beggars 8 cents each. How many beggars

were there?
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2«. A and B can do a piece ot «.,rk in 8 day., B and C in 10

w^rllinXirr, ' '" " ""'" "'"•' ^""' '''' ""' «""" *«• ""

the .n«de of a circular piece of ground whose diameter is 40 yard,
at 14 cents a square yard?

», J^' \ ''"',''*f
?'^ '"^"' ""^ ''"""'» "f »'••"" «'»<^"' I'e sold

at S5 cents a hushel, and deducted a% commission for selling it He
invested the net pr.«eeds, less a commission of 2% calculated on theamount invested, in real estate. Kind his total commission.

29 A njan has »400 of his income exempt from taxation, ,.nd on
the balance he pays 2'

;, income tax; if his net income is »Wi,5..50, find
ras total income.

30. A man insures a house, worth $4000, for i of its value at
2% premium. If the house be destroyed, find the lotnl loss sustained
by the owner after one premium has been paid.

31. A broker receives J25 for investing »4300 in stock worth 86.
What rate did the broker charge?

32. A grocer spent equal sums on tea, coilee and sugar- he sold
them, making 12% on the tea, H% on the coffee, and losing 15% on
the sugar. His total gain being S63-t0, find the cost of each commodity.

33. The map of Ontario issued by the Crown Lands Department
;s drawn on a sc:ile of H miles to an inch; on t4iis map the Township
of Scott measures l,v inches in length and li inches in width; how
many acres does it contain?

34. A merchant lost 25% of certain perishable go.xls and sold
the remainder at a gain of 30%. What was his gain or loss per cent?

35. A liquor dealer receives an invoice of 150 dozen of bottled
porter, worth 81-40 a dozen. If 10% of them are broken, what duty
does he pay on the remainder, the rate being 24%?

36. A, B, and C enter into partnership, A contributes S1200 for 4
months, B »800 for 5 months, and C $400 for 6 months. How should
a gain of J1960 be divide! .-mong them?
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^n

37 The simple interest on a sum of money for 3 years is W6, and

for SJ years at 2% higher rate is $110. Find the sum and rates.

38. Find in rods the length of the diagonal of a square field

containing 40 acres.

39 In a 100 yard race, A can beat B by 5 yards and C by 10

yards. If B gives C 5 yards start in a 100 yard race, which wms and

by how much?

40. A merchant sells 12 lb. of tea for what 17 lb. cost him.

What advance per cent, on cost is he making?

41 A can do a piecel of work in 5 days, B in 6, and C in 7. If

they all work together at it and make 121-40, how should the money

be divided?

42. Find the compound interest on $187 for 4J years at 12%

per annum, interest calculated every 4 months.

43 Three men form a partnership, each contributing the same

amount of capital; one of them is appointed manager, and as such

is to receive 121% of the total profits. When the profits are divided

the manager receives altogether $6000. What were the total profits?

44 A merchant paid $36 for insuring 300 barrels of flour for

i of its value at 3%. At what price, per barrel, must he sell it

to gain 15% of the prime cost as well as the premium paid?

46 A man employed a number of men and 6 boys; be paid the

men $1-25 a day, and the boys 50 cents a day. The average price

paid was $115 a day. How many men were employed?

46 A bankrupt was able to pay 40 cents on the dollar, had not

a debt of $500 proved worthless; now he is able to pay only 24 cents

on the dollar. Find the total amount of his liabilities,

47 Find the cost of fencing a farm in the form of a rectangle,

whose sides are in the ratio of 4 to 5, and which contains 800 acres,

at $l-37i a rod.

48. Find the difference between the true and the bank discount aS

$558, due 3 years hence, at 8% per annum simple interest.
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»„H T,t T" ^}^ ,'"" ''°'*' '" *200 each, on one he gained 05%

50. Sight exchange on Montreal for $,5000 cost »5075
the rate of exchange?

What was

51. A man insures property worth J7840, so that in case of loss h,may recover J of the value of the property and the prelum" M f^i'!sunng, whtch was at 2%. What was the premium paid foT^nsllg?

52 If I gain 30% of the proceeds in selling goods, what is my gainper cent., on the cost ?

« o . 1 1» my gain,

foot ^1,'! '".PPT "^'K*-^ S^ PO'^-'ds, and tin 462 pounds to the cubicfoot^what w,ll be the weight of a cubic foot of a mixture of 6 partscopper to 5 parts tin?
'^

54. Two-thirds of the selling price of certain goods is 10% lessthan cost. Find the gain per cent, at which the go^s were soM

of 2 In •f 'a''
^ "^^

V°
^^ ""'" """'""« "^"P*"*' i" 'he rati.,of 2 to .3. A pays on the whole $164, and B $206. What has one

to pay the other to settle the account?

56. Find the difference between the compound interest on $200

(2) y^ar?"'
" ^' '"'"""'' '""'"'" '"'<="''"«•' W half-yearly.

S7 The net amount received by a village for taxes is $9690. The

w' f.i'T'lT " ^ ""' "" "'^ """" '"•^ "-e collector charges6% of the total taxes. What is the amount of the assessment?

58. An agent lemitted to his employer $1872, as the proceeds ofthe sale of wheat, after deducting his commission of 4% for the transacuon. What was the amount of the commission?

3% sfoclTaf 75'
"" """"^ P™""'''" investment,'5% stock at 120, or

60. A rectangular solid of metal has its length increased one-tenthand its^vdth one-seventh, by hammering; by how much has its thick-ness been diminished?
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price in New York of 26880 marks banco of Hamburg?

63. A can do as much work in « days as B^n dojn 10. but A

works only 10 days for every U B works,

divided for work, under these conditions?

the invoice price for freight, auty, e

10% thereby. What was the invoice price?

65. A and B are partners. A's -pital is to B's as 5 to 8; at the

end of 4 months Ajithd-s i of h.s ca^tal a„^
l^J^^^l ^„

end of the year their whole gain is S40UU.

is each man entitled to?

sphere whose surface measures 120

60. Find the volume of

square inches.

67. A farmer sold 50 geese and turkeys [- »^f^X^^nl
50 cents each for the geese, and 75 cents each for the turkeys,

the number of each sold.

68 How long will it take a man ,o walk around a square field

who^ ar" is I.4I Ha., at the rate of 5 Km. per hour?

^^.^ 6% o'f ^h^tot money reLed. Find his gain per cent,

on the goods.

term of credit.

71 A commission n.erchant bought a lot, 40 feet*~ -i'l.

!,„ ,«,!:—1 from selling wheat nt 5\%; the net pro

:^:a:rr:;ert, at;ldUg the%ommissio„, bemg .3790, find

the price paid per foot for the lot.
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rind .>,e nn:.ji::^t^i::;-:^x " """""" " """^^^

lor 81 05 more, he would have gained 7%. What was the selling price ?

«7i/^f
'^"".'' ^^'"^ " ^"'"' '^''''"''' "f *'''^"**' '>y "'"cli thev gainedS715 of which A had for his shnre 827r. tnorc than n. \\ha. di"

contrilmte of the stock?

davs^^muT
''°

%r'' ?'
"'°"' '" ^ ''"•^'' '^ '" '0 days, and C in 14

w^o::l aHt 'f^^:;";:
""^ ' '- "'"'' ^"^ --' " ^ -^ « •-- '-

77. Find the compound interest on »32 for 2* years at 12?' oerannum, mterest payable every 2 months.
"/c per

h« ?i,,'^
"!'' 'rr"'*'

''^"'''' ''""'"'"y '" PoP-'Wion for 3 years, and

the tL 1 T' ""' '*'-**"" °' " P°P"'="'™- Whaf had it atthe heginnmg of the time?

''»• A jeweller is required to supply 110 ounces of alloy, consistingof 3 parts of gold to one of silver. The only gold he has in stock s analloy consistmgof 22 partsofgoldto2ofsilver. How much alloy mus"he use, and how nmch silver must he add to make up the order^

sum^J''* "^fT"* ^1"""" "'" '™' ^"^ ">« '""'k discount off asum of money for 8 months at 9% per annum is $4-95. Find the sum.

8L A man incloses his income $12, by transferring $3000 stockfrom the 4 ,«r cents to 3* per cents at 75. Find the price'of the fornTer

82 A man bought a fann for $4000: at the end of 3 months hepo.d h,s taxes, levied on |of the purchase value at 18 mills on thedollar. ,„ another -! ,„onths he spent $500 in improvements, and at

worth r-
'"' '" ''"^ ^'""^ "'' ^'"^ -"-y l^'OKworth G% per annum. *
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the purchase money?

«,. . person ha. •-^,^:^^rt^^ afIti^- "^t:

„,ainder at 7%, from which he received equ

much did he loan at 5%?

whole transaction.
^^

30. ^ certain arUcle «* -nsum^^J^- '-;';^

-;.-r^a:^rS;'lf--nue.l,sone.third. Kind

the duty ,«r pound after reduction.

S. ..d the weight of a sphere of U„ of radius .5 dm., If XCU.

cm. of tin weighs 7-3 grammes.

.^.WhatwiUitcosttopahitac^™^-—^-t
and out, at 12 cents a square yard, if

feet wide, and 8i feet deep?
^ .^ ^^

8«. TWO men -'^-.Vtrorof'^"^^ .Tays less

rJo-.-sS'-""-"^"^
^. , m.n having lost

^%^:^'tW:oiri'caS-
^^^"^

much as anothe,, «''° .^-'-^^-^^^SZ the original capital of

man's capital was originally 54W"-

^ „• A takes 8 steps while B takes

92. A and B run a 100 yard race. A takes^ ^P^^
^.^^ ^.^ ^^

9 but 10 of A's are equal m length to U o

race, and by how much?

.93.AdraftonDubUnfor£360cosU»1736.

of exchange?

What was the rate
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M. An Insurance company took a risk of (4800 at 24%, and im-
mediately re-insured i of it in another comjianv at 3%. If the prop-
erty be destroyed, find the loss sustained by each company.

95. A certain number of men, and one-half as many women
were employed on a work; each man received Sl-LS and each woman
75 cents: their total wages being »4S50, how many of each were
employed ?

96. A grain merchant sold 435 bushels of wheat at a profit of 13%
and 32.-> bushels at a profit of 11%, and realized »110 more than he
would have realized had he sold it all at a uniform profit of 12%What IV.,.-, the price per bushel he paid for the wheat?

97 A farm is rented for 1700 a year, payable at the end of each
year. What sum paid now is equivalent to 4 years' rentai, money
being worth 5% ?

'

98. What two numbers, each of four figures, have 101 for their
greatest common measure, and 27573 for their least common multiple?

99. If silver is worth IMO per ounce, and gold $17 per ounce,
find the weight of a ten-dollar coin containing 37 parts in 40 of gold
and the rest silver.

.
100. A note of »2450, dated HaUfax, June 1st, 1909, for 4 mobeanng mterest at 6%, is discounted at a bank on Aug. 15th at 8%rmd the proceeds. .

EXERCISE ni

u- u' ^ ?«^ ^"^^^ *
°' " ™'*'' '""^ ^°'<' * °f his share for $11700.

which was 30% above the cost. What was the cost of the vessel?

2. Find the cost of sowing a field, 40 rods long and 35 rods wide
w.th wheat at 70 cents a bushel, if it takes U bushels to sow an acre!

3. The expense of constructing a bridge was $873, which was
defrayed by a tax on the property of the town. The rate of taxation
was 2} mills on the dollar, and the commission for coUecUng, 3%What was the assessed value of the town?
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4 What is the cost of 3825 pounds of sugar, bought at 4 cents

a pound, on which is paid ».-if,-2r. for freight, and 2i cents a pound

for duty after deducting 12% for waste?

5. Divide 1369 between A and B, so that A may have $4-20

more than 14% of B's share.

6 A man has 11 hours at his disposal; how far may he ride in

a coach, at 8 miles an hour, so as to return in lime, walking back at

the rate of 3 miles an hour?

7. A speculator buys stock when it is 25% below par, and sells

it when it is 19% below par. What is his rate of gain?

8. A druggist gives a 'lb. Troy of certain goods instead of a lb.

Avoirdupois, What is his gain and the customer's loss per cent?

9 A baker's outlay for material is 60% of the receipts, and his

other expenses are 20% of the receipts. The price of flour falls 30%.

and his expenses increase 10%. What should he now charge for a

loaf, which formeriy sold at 7J cents, in order that he may make the

same per cent, profit?

10 A and B can do a piece of work in 5 days, A could do it alone

in 8 days. How long would it take B to finish the work if both to-

gether had worked at it for 3 days?

11 A merchant mixes 40 pounds of tea worth 37i cents a pound,

with 64 pounds worth 45 cents a pound; he sells 24 pounds of the nux-

ture at 50 cents a pound. At what price per pound must he sell the

remainder so as to clear 2.5% on bis whole outlay?

12 My agent in Montreal sells a house and lot for me for $8000,

on a commission of li%, and remits to me the proceeds by a draft

purchased at \% premium. What sum do I receive from the sale

of the property?

13 A person bought a house for S3000. He insures it at 1}%

for 4 of its value, pays $1-25 a month water rates, and the assessor

assesses it at ^ of its value (the rate of taxation being 19 mills on the

dollar). If the property depreciates in value 5% during the year,

what, rate of interest does the owner make on his money, supposing

that he receives $35 a month rental for the pre. erty?
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U Find the difference in the perimeters of a square field c<,„-taining 4 acres, and a circular field, of the same size

15. If 8% of the cost price of an article is equal to 0% of its sell-mg price, what is the gain per cent?

16. Two men run around a circiflar track, 400 yards in circum-ference at rates of 7 and 9 yards per second res^ctively VhTnand where will they first be together again, provide^that they star"together and run in the same direction?
^

17. A bankrupt has book debts equal in amount to his liabiH-
ties. b.,t on $24000 of ,hem he realizes only 06j cents on th dd a

,and the expense, of the bankruptcy are 5% „f the book <lebts Hepays 65 cents on the dollar. Find the amount of his liabilities

„ r^'
^^^ ^''"P'^ interest on a sum of money for a certain timeat 6% per annun, is J62.10, and the interest on 3 times that sum

Ind tlTe.^' ^"
**' """"" '^ ="" *"''' '""" '"* «"'

""

19. What sum deposited in a bank at 4%, for 15 years will—
t

to sufficient to produce thereafter at annua. in':ere;t:f

credif ..^''^'n'"^'.!,^'"
*' "'"*• ^^ •"•"^ha^i-S goods on 9 months'

credit, and selling them immediately for cash at the invoice pricemoney being worth 6%? ^ '

o^ u\^ '^7"" '"''' '" *'""''*'' "' '""" '"d 20 bushels rve for Wo
'busheTdln .

"'™ '"^ '" ""'"''^ "' ''" "" »27- «»« "'"eh
I orbushel did he receive for each?

22. I invest equal sums of money in the 4 per cents at 87, and

the la'tte^Th' "T ''.""; ""' "''"*^ '"" " ^'^ "">- i-ome fromthe latter than from the former. How much do I invest in each?

unn^^'
^""""'^e"^ ''^"•e is made up from 11100 salary, and

5400 rent for a farm. His gross income is reduced to SI 187-50 onaccount of the following expenscs:-*1000 insurance at 2% on 'thehouse, 15 m. Is on the dollar taxation on salary and on | ofthe value

F nnM'™' ;"*^^^™/
"'o^'^-'Se for S the value of thj farm at 6%rind the value of the farm.
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24 A and B work « and 7 hours respectively for one day and

receive tlie same wages; on llie second day tliey work 7 and 8 hours

respectively; they receive for their whole work «18.1(». How should

it be divided?

25 Water expands 10% in freezing. Find the weight of water

in a solid piece of ice 10 yards long, 5 feet wide, and 10 inches thick.

(A cubic foot of water weighs 1000 oz.).

20 A grocer in .ort»<l 120 cases of port wine, 36 liottles in each

case After .5% had been allowed for breakage, he paid an ad valorem

duty of 20%; the freight and cartage expenses were 180, and the

whole cost was 13773-60. WTiat was the invoice price per bottle?

27 A merchant buys llannel at .32 cents a yard. At what profit

per cent, must he sell it i» order that the money he receives for 220

yards may be equal to his gain on $480 outlay?

28. Find the present value of three sums of S500 each, due at the

end of 7, 8 and 9 years respectively, money being wort*- 5%.

29 A man pays $342-50 for Insuring goods. What is the total

amount of insurance, if | of the amount is at a premium of 2%. ^ at

2J%, and the remainder at 21^i ?

30 Bought 600 barrels of flour at $7 per barrel; J of which was

to be paid in 6 months, and the balance in 9 months. If I paid cash

in full on the day of purchase, find what I must pay, money being

worth 6% per annuni?

31 An agent sells 450 reapers for $125 each. He is to be re-

sponsible for the bad debts, which amount to 10% of the cnUre sales,

and is to receive 14% of the good debts for his commission. What

are his net earnings?

32 Two mei: start together to go in the same direction around

a circular track. The first goes 5 yards while the second goes 4i.

Where will they first be together?

33 A goes into business with $1400 capital; after 3 months B

joins him, putting in $1600, and after 4 months more C also joins the

finn, putting in $1700. The gain at the end of the year was $1191.

How should it be divided?
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34. The l.c.m. of two niimlwrs is 9L'l, the c.c.tn. 12; one num-

ber beinf; H4, find the other.

35. I''ind, to the nearest cent, the value of ^'460 10s. SJil., ex-

change being at par.

36. Divide 1612 into 3 parts, such that the simple interest on

the first for 2 years at 6%, equals the sioimd for 3 years at 5%,

e<|uals the third for 4 years at 4%.

37. An article sold, at a loss of 25%, for *502i. What would

l)e the gain or loss |)er cent, if it sold for $7(10'

38. Find the difference between the true.and the standard lime

of the City of Hamilton, its longitude being 79° .>!' west.

39. A man sold two lots, receiving 3 as much for one as for the

other; on the cheaper one he lost 8%, and on the dearer one he gained

8%, but gained $16 on the whole transaction. Find the proceeds

of the two lots.

40. A grocer has a mixture of tea, weighing 80 pounds, part of

it is worth 42 cents, and the remainder 37 cents a pound. If the

mixture is worth 38} cents a pound, find the number of [wunds of

each kind in the mixture.

41. A grocer sells his goods at 40% profit. He receives butter

for his goods at a time when it is worth 25 cents a pound, but before

he disposes of the butter 10% of it is worthless, and the remainder

brings only 15 cents a pound. Find his gain or loss per cent.

42. A merchant marked his goods at an advance of 20% on

cost, and in selling them he used a yard measure V inch tixj short;

his entire gain being $13410, find the cost price of the goods.

43. A house worth $4905 is insured for $3000, so as to cover
jl

of

llie value of the house, the premium of insurance, and charges amounting

t»5% of the premium. What was the rate charged for insuring?

44. Three persons can together complete a piece of work in 45

days. It is found that the first does } of what the second does, and

the second | of what the third does In what time could each alone

complete it'
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45. Two brothers residing in dilTercnt towns have gram salaries

which differ l)y $20; the one who lias llie larger salary has to pay an

income tax <it 2J cents on Uic dollar, and as a ci>nsec|uence his net

salary is $1'40 less than his brother's, who pays an income tax of only

6 mills on the dollar. Find each of their salaries.

46. Find how much a merchant cheats a customer who buys

goods to the amount of $120, when he gives only H5 inches for a yard.

47. Find the difference l)ctwcen the true and the standard time

of r.odericli, its longitude being SI" 40' west.

48. A certain metal weighs 480 pounds per cubic foot, and is

v.orth $50-40 per ton. What will Iw the cost of a ciuantity i>f inelal

sulTicient to make a mile of piping of 9 inch bore and i of an inch thick?

49. A sold goods which cost liim $100(H) to D; B sold them to

C, who sold them for $1191010. If they each gained the same rate

per cent., find the rate of gain.

50. A grocer, by selling 6 lb. of tea for a certain price, gained

12% ; afterwards he increased the price, giving only 4J lb. for the same

money. What per cent did he make at the increased price?

51. Two men starting from the same point at the same time

and travelling in opposite directions are 39 miles apart in 4 hours;

but if they had gone in the same direction they would have been SJ

miles apart in 7 hours. Find their rates per hour.

52. A person owed $2500 due in 8 months; he paid $500 in 3

months, and $800 in B months. When was the balance due?

53. A person sold a lot for $600, gaining 14% of the proceeds.

What would he hav sold it for, had he gained 14% of the cost?

54. From a cask containing wine one-third is drawn off, and

the cask filled with water; one-third of the mixture is then drawn off,

and the cask is again filled with water. After this has been do»e

5 times altogether, what portion of the original quantity of wine will

he left in the cask?

55. What is the amount at the end of 5 years, of ?100 invested

at the beginning of each year, money worth 4%?
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«6. A merchant in Hamilton buys 25 tons of a chtap grade of

2^/ of', ?
""" * •"", "• l^y' •' " " '"" '<" f'«8»": " '""'"in"a/v of bituminou, coal, on which he |»,y, a specific duty of (K) cents

a ton, and he also pays an ad valorem duty of 20% on the whole quan-
tity, reckoned on the prime cost. Find his gain by selling it at 13-50

had he l«.d 10% more for material, and 0% less for labour, his con-
tract would have cost him »3fiU7.n2. What was his contract price?

58 What arc the net proceeds from the sale of 1400 barrels oiHour at »7 per barrel, freight and storage Iwing 25 cents a barrel.

L~:ron"'"'^ ''''" """ '" ^"'"'^^'"^ "«^-"' '%

59. A man increases his capital for 4 years at the rate of 18|%
a year^ At the end of the time his capital is 11303.21. What was
It at the beginmng of the time?

60. A man insures a house, worth »49(K), so that in case of loss
he can recover \ of the value of the house and the premium of 2%paid for insuring. What was the amount of insurance?

61. Two trains, respectively 99 yards and 1.32 yards long, andmoving on parallel tracks. ,ass each other in Of seconds when run-
ning in opposite directions. When moving in the same direction the
one jiasses the other in 47} seconds. Find their rates per hour.

02. Bought 3000 bush..ls of wheat at SMo per busl-el. payable
at tlie end of a year. I immediately sell it at $104 ,>er bushel, cash
and put the money at interest at 10%. How much will I gain or
l»se by the transaction at the end of the year?

63. A person invested 18001 in the 4 per cents at 951, and when
tlrey nse to 98 sells out and invests in the A i«r cents at 84. Whatamount of the latter stock does he obtain?

^x-.^'
^^^ "™''' "' •' """'"^'^' A. B, and C, are $4000, $6500, and

-ioUO, resiK-clively; their gains are $960. S2340, and SHOO, respcc-
iively. It B's slock is in trade 3 months longer than A's, what timewas each stock in trade?
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68. A commiision merchant had shipped to Wm 1000 b«rreU

of flour, and 4000 bufhels of wheat. He i»id 12J cents a liarrel

for the storage of the flour, 3 cents a l)U»hel for the wheat, $«7 48

freight and duty. If he sold the flour at $8 a barrel, on u commis-

sion of 1J%, and the wheat at 00 cents a bushel, on a commission of

2 cents a bushel, what sum did he remit to his employer?

66. A farmer borrows $1800 at 7%, and agrees to pay both prin-

cipal and interest in 2 equal annual payments. What is the amount

of each payment?

67. A druggist marks his soda, at 30% profit, but by a mistake

sells a pound by Troy weight. What percentage does he really gain

on the pound?

68 Two circular plates of solid gold, each one inch thick, the

diameters of which are 9 and 12 inches resiKctively. are melted into

a single circular plate one-half inch thick. Find its diameter.

69. The assets of a bankrupt, which amount to $7290, are to be

divided between two creditors, A and B, whose interests in the busi-

ness arc as 4 to 5. A acts as assignee, and for his work receives 3i%

of the assets. The remainder is to be divided between them in the

above ratio. What share of the assets does each man receive?

70 A grocer has 280 lb. of tea, of which he sells 80 lb. at 30

cents a pound, and gains only 8% at this price; he now raises the

price so as to gain 10% on the whole outlay. What does he now sell

at a pound?

71 A, B, and C work 6, 7, and 8 hours a day, respectively, for

2 days, and receive the same daily wages. They finish the work in

3 days more by each working one hour a day extra. If 191-30 is paid

for the work, what should each man receive?

72 A merchant sent his agent $6150, with instructions to deduct

his commission at 2.V%, and invest the remainder in flour at S6 a

barrel. If the cost of freight and insurance amounts to »2o0, at

what must the flour be sold a barrel so as to make a clear profit of 15%

'

73. How much stock must be sold, at 72, to pay a debt of $7470,

9 months before it becomes due, true discount being allowed, at 5%

per annum?
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]* ^ "'"<:h«nt iold ; of . lot of goods .1 . gain of 2:.%, and ihc
nmu-inder for M% of co„; hi, whole profit wa, 1260, Had he v'w
jj«t a gain of 1S%, and the remainder for

J
of cHit, what would haveDeen his gam or low?

75. How much tea, worth 54 cents u ,>„und, must I mix with
34 p,Hinds, worth (10 cents a pound, so as t., form a mixture worth 571
centH a pound? •

76. J. Drown and I.. Stuart enter into partnership, and agree
that Brown is to receive »4tK) of the profits for managing the business,
and the balance of the i-rofit, is to )«. divided in proportion to ihcir
investments; Brown puts into the business «130<) and Stuart $1.')(X»
If Brown received S3S0 more of the profits than Stuart did, what were
the total profits?

77 A person invested in 3% stock, so as to receive 5i% clear
on his investment, after ,aying an income tax of 20 mills on the dol-
lar? What was the market price of the stock, brokerage being J%?

78. A merchant ships $2700 worth of goods to his agent to sell
His agent's terms are 7i% commission and guaranteed payment of
sales, or 4% without the guarantee. Tlic merchant accepts the lat-
ter terms, but part of the sales being worthless, he loses $21-50 by
not accepting the other plan. How much did he lose on bad debts?

79. A man buys 75 acres of land at $140 an acre, and sells a por-'
tion of It at an advance of 50% on the cost. He realized on the part
sold a sum equal to the cost of the entire lot. How many acres did
he sell?

80. A merchant wishes to transmit 5600 marks banco to Ham-
burg. He finds exchan,?e between Montreal and Hamburg to be 36
cents for 1 mark. The exchange between Montreal and London
Eng.) IS $4-83 for £1: that Iwtween London and Paris is 20 francs

for £\
;
and that tetween Paris and Hamburg is 47 francs for 25 marks

By which way should the merchant transmit?

81. A father willed his property, amounting to $26600, to his
two oons, aged 14 and 17 years, respectively, in such a way that the
sums loaned at 6% per annum, simple interest, wr-uld be equal when
they became of age. How did he divide it?
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82. A man rows 3 miles down a stream in 30 minutes, and back

in 45 minutes. Find the rate of the stream, and of the man in stiU

water.

83 Three men rent a pasture for $165. The first puts in 4 horses

for 8 weeks; the second 5 horses for U weeks, and the third 9 horses

for 5 weeks. How much ought each to pay?

84 Took a risk at 1}%; reinsured $4000 of it at 2%; and $6000

more at 2i%. My net premium was $26-50. What amount was

insured?

85 A merchant buys sugar at 5 cents a pound;, in seUing it he

wastes 7%, and 20% of tjie sales are bad debts. At what price per

pound must he sell the remainder so as to gain 24% on the whole

transaction?

86 If $5 be allowed as discount off a bill of $125 due a certain

Ume hence, what would be the discount allowed if the biU had twice

as long to run?

87. A square box, whose depth is 14 inches, has a capacity of

4 cubic feet 113 cubic infches. Find the length of a side.

88. A, B, and C do a piece of work, and are paid $42 for it. The

•money is divided according to the efficiency and time each worked;

A's efficiency is to B's as 2 to 3, B's to C"s as 4 to 5; A worked 6 days.

B 7 days, and C 8 days. How should the money be divided?

89. A merchant sold 276 yards of cloth at a profit of 15%, and

398 yards at a profit of 7%, and found that had he sold it at a uni-

form profit of 11%, he would have realized $4-88 more than he did.

What was the cost price of the cloth?

90. A merchant sold cloth at 20% gain, but had it cost $49 more,

he would have lost 15% by selling at the same price. What did the

goods cost?

91. A house that cost $15,500 rents for $155 a month. It is in-

sured for $10850 at J% yearly; the taxes are 15 mills on an assess-

ment of $12450, and $346-45 is spent each year on repairs. What

rate of interest does the investment pay?

!;!
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92. A contractor sends in a tender of «11000 for a certain workwith notlnng ,o be advanced till the work is completed; a sec„„d

4 months. Fmd tl,e difference between the tenders, suppo^g h

tt be wor^r";'
^r"'";'. '"'°" ""= """ •" ' ^-^ -'• --yto be worth 2% per term of 4 months.

«™,w ^ "T '!?^"*"' *"'* "''""^' ''"'°'"' »72 by transferring 121000

the rat
^""^ """P""'"' '"*«»' ™ »250 for 2 years is »50. Find

At ^u^
"'""^^"'^ ''"y' 8«^' f" «304.50 on a credit of 3 months.At what pnce mns he sell them, on a credit of 8 months, to makea ready gain of 25%, money being worth 6% ?

if fJli^ r^" ^^^ "" ^'''''' "" ^' '° ^'" -3%- " h^ had sold
It for »150 less, he would have lost 5%. Find the cost of the article.

97. A man sold two horses for e<,ual amounts, gaining 10% on
one, and losing 10% on the other. If he lost $4 on the whole t^ans-
action, find the cost of each horse.

98. An agent sold a consignment of wheat for $4120 and in-vested this sum, less his commission, in corn. His total commis-
sion on iKjth transactions amounted to »240. What rate did hecharge, the rate in each case being the same?

99. A person has a sum of money to invest which will buy $1200more 4% than 4}% stock, when the forn.er is selling at 87 and the
latter at 99. Find the difference in the incomes from investing hesum in these securities.

*

and i^ •'
fo""" ?'' **^ ""' '" ^ "«'""'S,$320 in 9 months,and $280 in 12 months. Required the average term of credit.

urn
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EXERCISE IV

1. A merchant buys 1440 yards of cloth. He sells i of it at

u gain of 8%, J at a gain of 12%, J at a gain of 14%, and the remain-

der at 9% loss. Had he sold the whole at a gain of 5% he would have

received S23-50 more than he did. What was the cost price per yard?

2. On March 23rd a bank gave me $845 for a note of 8860, which

it discounted at 8%. When was the note due?

3. Does a merchant gain or lose, and how nmch per cent., by

selling half of a barrel of sugar, giving only 15 ounces to the pound,

and the other half giving V7 ounces to the pound?

4. How many bricks, 9 inches long, 4i inches broad and 4 inches

thick, will be retiuired to build a wall 45 ft. long, 17 ft. high and 4 ft.

thick, supposing the mortar to increase the volume of each brick 6^

per cent.?

5. A and B had the same amount of money, A lost 39% of his in

speculation, and B gained 45% of his in another speculation; both

together now have «164-80. \Vhat sum had each at first?

6. In a poorhouse, where there is always the same number of

inmates to be fed, the contract price of meat rises 25%, and the daily

cillowances to each person, at the same time, is reduced from 9 ounces

to 7 ounces. If the yearly charges for meat are now $714, what were

they before the rise in price?

7. A man insures his house so that in case of loss he may recover

the value of the house and the premium of insurance at 11%. The

house is destroyed by fire and vl
of the claim is allowed; he finds that

he receives $1550 less than the value of the house. Find the value of

the house and the premium.

8. Find the present worth of a promissory note of 1728, due 2

years hence (a) at simple interest, (b) at compound interest, money

being worth 6 jjer cent.

9. A circular race-course is 22 yd. wide and has an area of 12

acres. Find the diameter of the inner circle.
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n,J''\"u'f^
''" ^%.''''^"""' «"" P«y 6% interest on the invest-

iHIerest)

"" """' "™''' " ''"' '" ^ '"'"«'" '» P«y "%

31. A merchant paid »268.S0 duty on 24 casks of wine worth

WhatV m"'
"
''""'f

"' "''^» **'"« ""'"^'l ''' ">e custom house

dut;biv:;;o%r™"'
"""""^ -' ^^"""^ - ^'''" ^^^''- '-^

--"

12. (;n June 5th A bought goods to the value of 85191 -5;! andgave m payment h.s note due in 3 months. What must I« the fa^

iLircuTr^'r
™'"^" "'''-'"' =" ^ ^' -' '« ""' -"- 'h"

13. A consignment of 1000 bbl. of flour was sent to a commissionmerchant w.th mstructions to se.l it and ren.it the net proceThy
1.1;., fl

™n«g"ee pays for freight and other exix^nses $24.).K0^lls the flour at 88-50 ,.r barrel, charges 2A% commission, and pay^i% premium for the draft; how much does the consignor receive?

.r,A It
'^

'""^J"'"'
''°"8ht 100 barrels of flour, part at $7 a barreland he re.na.nder at »5 a barrel; by selling the former at 15% r„and the latter at 14% loss, he just cleared himself on the tranluon"How many barrels of each did he buy?

"nsaciion.

15. A s,3eculator bought 368 acres of land at $57-50 an acreborrowmg the money at 4%. At the end of the year he sells J of t «$63 an acre, and the remainder at $50 an acre. How much does helose by the transaction?

M7ni^\^
*"'' ^ ^u™ " P''»""^'''P. A contributing $2700, and Ji

?f??' f,YT' '
^"^"' •" '"* ""^' P™«''' "hall be placed to the

o^n , : r ''"""""^' '""' "'^ '*"=""'"« P'ofi'" be divided inproportmn to the capital invested by each. At the end of the veorA s share of the profits was $675. Find the percentage of profit realized on the entire capital.
'

17. Find how nmch a person will save in a year if, instead of rent-ing a house at $30 a n,onth, he borrows $3000 a. 0% and buys one

... .ts full value (the rate of taxation being 19 mills on the dollar) Heu^ pays $1-25 a „,on.h water rates, and in selling the property atthe end of the year receives 2% less for it than he paid

I

I >l
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18 A man owes $700, due in 6 months; he pays »300 down.

What extension of time ought to be allowed fc.r the payment of the

remainder?

19. A commission merchant sold flour on a commission of J%;

with the net proceeds bought tea on a c.mimission of 1%; the total

commission was $50. Find the cost of the tea.

20 A lot of land in the form of a rectangle contains 6 ac. 132 sq.

rods; its length is to its width as 21 to 13. Find the number of rods

of fence required to inclose it.

21 In what time will $30441 gain 1221010 if, at the same rate,

the gain on S24944-10 for 1 >ear and 15 days is $2596-92? What is

the rate per cent, per annum (365 days to a year) ?

02 A builder takes a contract, and at the time the material will

cost just twice as much as the labour. When one-half of the materia

is secured, and one-third of the work performed, the cost of material

rises 5% and at the tame time the cost of labour falls 8%. As a con-

sequence', the builder saves $10 on his first estimate. What was the

first estimate?

23 I bought French goods for 7490 francs, and paid an import

ad valorem duty of 16 per cent. I sold the goods for /420. Find my

gain or loss in dollars and cents, if .<:i =25-22 fr.=»4-87.

24 A man borrows $2500, and agrees to pay both principal and

interest in 3 equal annual payments. What is the amount of each

payment, interest being at j%?

25 What is the average time at which the following bills become

due- Feb 12 1909, $300 on 3 months' credit; March 6, 1909, $275 on

30 days' credit; May 17, 1909, $412 on 6 months' credit; Aug. 7,

1909, $500 on 2 months' credit?

•'6 'V tradesman marks his goods at two prices, one for ready

money and the other nt a credit of six months. What is the ratio of

these prices, if money is worth 10 \>er cent?

27 A merchant, after reducing the marked price of a» article by

three successive equal rates ol discount, sold for $21-87; the marked

price being $30, wli.i was the rate of feeount?
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28. The duty on wine containing 26% or less of spirits is 25 cents
per gallon, and 30% ad valorem; for every degree above 26%, .i cents
more jier gallon. A man wishes to import 100 gallons of wine :J0%
strong, bought at »2 per gallon; he orders enough water to lie mixed
with It to reduce the strength to 26%, Does he gain or lose in the
amount of duty paid, the total value of the wine Iwing reduced 10%
by the mixing?

Does he gain or lose on the whole?

29. A person pays S181-.W for £37 10s.
is sterling exchange?

What per cent, premium

30. A man removed from a town where his income tax was 16
mills on the dollar, to another where the tax was only 7 mills on the
dollar, and although in ihe latter place his salary was fim) more than
in the former, his taxes were 16-40 less. Find his income tax in the
latter place.

31. »10-50 is the compound interest on a certain sum for the second
year, $11025 is that for the third year. Find the rate and the sum.

32. A certain railway company is able to declare a dividend of
5i% on its entire stock, but there being I150000 of preference
stock, which is guaranteed 8%, the ordinary stockholders receive only
4%. Find the total stock of the company.

33. Bought 64 yards of cloth at $5-70 a yard. If it shrinks 5% in
length, find the selling price per yard to gain 20%.

34. A grocer sells coffee for cash at a gain of 33§% on cost. He
also sells on credit, giving 8 pounds for what would buy 9 if paid in
cash. How much per cent, above cost is his credit price?

35. A merchant bought a quantity of tweed and marked it at an
advance of 25% on cost, and in selling it he used a yard measure }
inch too short, his entire gain being $124-80. Find the cost price of
the cloth, and the amount the merchant gained by his dishonesty

36. A man is owed $2500, of which his lawyer collects 75% and
charges 4% of the receipts for collecting. On suing for the remainder
he gets 40% of it, of which bis lawyer's fees are 10%. What per cent.
of the debt does the creditor obtain?
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•17 If the interest on one dollar for one year at one per cent, per

annum 1« the unit, what m.mbcr will represent what a person owes for

the use of $325 for 04 years at 6 per cent, per annum?

38 When exchange at New York on Paris is 516 francs per Jl^

and at Paris on Hamburg 2-12J francs per mark banco, what will be

the price in New York of 11520 marks banco of Hamburg?

39 A commission merchant receives 125 bbl. of flour from A,

150 bbl from B, 225 bbl. from C; he finds on insi^ction that A's is

10 per cent, better than B's. and C's is 5/^ per cent, better than As.

He^lls the whole lot at 17 00 per barrel, charging 4 per cent, commis-

sion. What sum must he remit to each?

40 What is the cost of i>ohshing a cyUndrical marble pillar, 2 ft.

6 in. in diameter and 12 ft. long, at $1-25 a square foot?

41 Bought goods as follows: June 1, 1908, on 2 months, «?50;

July 15, on 3 months. $400; Aug. 10, on 4 months, $450; Sept. 12, on

6 months, $600. Find the equated time of payment.

42. What rate of discount taken off twice in succession is equiva-

lent ti. 20 and 25% off?

43 \ man owes me $200 due in 8 months, and $200 due in 12

months. I accept his note for $400 due in 10 months. How much do

I gain or lose by the transaction, money being worth 8% per annum?

44 What part of the value of a house must be insured at 3% so

that in case of loss the owner may receive i of the value, in addition to

the premium paid?

45 Find the amount accumulated at the end of 4 years by a

person who deposits in a bank at the beginning of each year the sum of

$200, the bank paying 4% interest, compounded half-yearly.

46 What is the cost of boards, at $1 for 50 sq. ft., to make a closed

box 7 ft. 10 in. long, 3 ft. 8 in. wide, 2 ft. 6 in. high (outside dimen-

sions), the boards being 1 inch thick?

47 A farm cost 3} times as much as a house; by selling the house

at 10% loss and the farm at 7}% gain, $3993-30 is received. Find

cost of each.
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48. A sum of money at compound interest, added yearly, amounts
111 »129600 in 2 years, and to J17850C-25 in 4 years. Find the sum of
money and the rate per cent, per annum.

49. A merchant received an invoice of merchandise amounting to
1618 on 4 months' credit, off which he was offered 4% discount for
cash. If money is worth 9% per annum, how much cheaper can he
get the goods by this offer?

50. A floor 16 ft. by 20 ft. is to be completely covered with carpet 27
inches wide, and having a pattern which matches every .T feet. If the
carpet is to be matched, in which direction must the strips run so as lo
give the least waste, and how much is the waste?

51. A person bought a quantity of goods for J224, (rayable in 2
months, and sold them at once for $274, payable in 4 months. Find
the gain in ready money, if money is worth per cent, jkt annum.

52. An agent charges the same rate of commission for buying
and selling. He sells a consignment for $8140, deducts $280 for his
commission, and invests the remainder. Find the rate percent, charged.

53. A person annually increases his capital 20 per cent., less n
yearly expenditure of $500. At the end of four years his capita!
amounts to $18052. Find his original capital.

54. What sum should be paid for a $100 mortgage to run for
5 years at 4 per cent, per annum, in order that the investor may
realize 5 per cent, per annum on his outlay?

55. A bankrupt had goods worth $7950, which, if sold at their
fuU value, would give his creditors 81i per cent, of their claims. But
3 of them were sold at 17J per cent, below their value, and the remain-
der at 23} per cent, below their value. How many cents on the dol-
lar did his creditors realize?

56. Find how much a man will plough in 9 hours in a field 40
rods in length, if he walks at the rate of .'i miles an hour, cuts 11 inches
wide, and takes 2 minutes turning each time.

57. A person borrows $500 on April 10th, and on June 22ii.l

pays his debt with $510-20. At what rate per cent, per annum wa«
he charged interest?

) II
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08. A grocer bought a stock of tee, intending to gain 30% on

its sale. When he had sold J of it, he was compelled to reduce the

price 10 cents a pound, and so gained only " of what he had intended.

Find what price he paid for the tea.

S9. Bought goods at $5-70 on 4 months' credit and sold them

immediately at SO-12 on such a term of credit as made my immediate

gain 6§%. Reckoning interest at 4% per annum, how long credit

did I give?

00. A person makes 7% clear on his money, after paying an

income tax of 2 cents on the dollar, by investing in r,% stock. Find

the market value of the stock, if a broker charged i% for transacting

the business. 1

61. A dealer shipped 400 bushels wheat @ $1-40, 800 bushels

@ Sl-62}, and 300 bushels @ $1-20, to his agent, who sold the first

at 20 per cent, gain, the second at 1.5 [wr cent, gain, and the third

at 4j|^ per cent, loss; the agent's commission was 3 per cent.
;
and other

charges were J83-44. Find the dealer's gain per cent.

62. A merchant lost 6i% by marking his goods at a certain per

cent, advance on cost, and then giving the same per cent, discount;

what was the rate of discount?

63. A rectangular room has its length, breadth and height, as

7, 6, 5, respectively. Its walls were decorated at a cost of SO cents

per square yard, and its ceiling finished at the same rate. The bill

for the whole was S344; what will be the exi«nse of covering the floor

with carpet at J1-40 per square yard?

64. The value of an ounce of the gold of which sovereigns are

made is £3 17s. lOJd. What is the weight of 1869 sovereigns?

65. A town Ijorrows $12000, to be repaid, principal and interest,

in 4 equal annual payments. Find the annual payment, money

being worth 6% per annum.

66. A grocer wishes to mix 47 pounds of tea worth 40 cents a

pound, with a certain quantity worth 35 cents a pound, so that he

can sell 16 pounds of the mixture for $607. How many pounds

of 36 cent tea must he use?

it;
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67. Bought fl hogsheads of molasses, eacli containing 84 gallons
at 12S cents a gallon, and paid $25 for freight. Allowing Un; Un
leakage and waste, 6% of the sales for bad debts, and 2}% of the re-mainder for collecting, for how much a gallon must I sell it to makea gain of 20% on the whole cost?

.?u " ";* '°" °' *" °"''''* '""' '*«" •^"% >«*'. the gain ixr centwould have been 2* times as great. Find the gain ,«r oTnt.

jcr ^^.,f" !*!"' "''' " '^""''Kn'nent "f apples on a commission of
6%. After deducung his commission and reserving a sufficient sum
to pay the freight at 20 cents per cwt., lie l.<.ugl,t Hour at $2.S0 wrcwt. on a commission of 2\%. The total commission was W3 F nd
the amount of flour bought.

70. A circular plate of lead 2 inches thick and 8 inches in diam-

A
" '""X^'ed "ithout loss into spherical shot of the same densityand each -05 inch radius. Find the number of shot.

71 The old par of exchange between the United States and
Great Britain was ^1 =$4,445; in 1834 the U.S. Congress reduced
the weight of the eagle to 258 grains, and 1837 fixed its fineness at
900 thousandths pure; the mint price of English standard gold r22
carat, fine) is £3 17s. lOJd. per ounce. From these facts show the
truth of the statement: "By the new par of exchange sterling money
IS worth 9* per cent, more than by the old par."

72. A merchant gives a discount of 10%, but uses a yard measure
•7. of an inch too short; what rate of discount would allow him thesame amount of gain, if the measure were correct?

73. A sum of money in 2 years, at compound interest, added
yearly, amounts to .Sl:!89.15; the present worth of the sum for 1 vear
IS $1200. Find the rate and the sum.

74. Find how long it will take a train 87 yards long and run-mng at the rate of 40 miles an hour, to pass another one 100 yards
long and gomg in the same direction at the rate of 30 miles an hour.

75. What will be the true interest on $1000 for 6 months it be-
ing s.,pi,os«i that if this i=ucrcst is invested for the next six monthi
that the whole interest for the year shall be exactly six per cent?
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70. What is Ih* lowest imwcr of 157S which l» IfM than 08764,

the index of the |)owcr being o iKwilivc inleger?

77. Divide lU into three jiarls so that tho products of each

pair may be as 4;5;8.

78. A man has projicrty insured for $6500, for which he paid

tl62'60 premium: he wislics In increase tlie insurance to $9000. What

extra premium will he Iw required to pay if the rate for the latter

is i% greater than that for the former?

79. Divide $2567-.'J0 among A, B, C and D, so that A's share

may be to B's as 4 to 5, B's to C's as 6 to 7, and C's to D's as 8 to 9.

t

80. A merchant discounts with a bank, on Sept. 10th, at the rate

of seven per cent, per annum a note for »9.50, drawn on thai dale

at three months, bearing interest at eight per cent, per annum. With

what amount is he credited?

81. A quantity of sugar, valued at $42134 Spanish gold, was

entered for duty at 30%. In consequence of Spanish gold having

been taken at par, whereas it was only worth 92 i cents on the dollar,

a refund of duty was afterwards claimed. Calculate the amount.

82. A rectangular solid is hammered until ils length is increased

10 per cent., and its width 15 per cent.; by how nmch per cent, has

its thickness been diminished?

83. If an income tax of 7d. in the pound on all incomes below

^100 a year, and of Is. in the pound on all incomes over .£100 a year,

realize ^18750 on £500000, how much is raised on incomes below

81. A man owes $3200 due in 7 months: he pays $1200 in 3

months, $600 in ."> months, and $500 in 8 months. How long should

the balance run before it becomes due?

85. A grain dealer laid out a certain sum in oats, 25 per cent,

more in barley, and in wheat 20 per cent, more than in oats and barley

together: he sold the oats at a profit of 8 per cent., the wheat at a pro-

fit of 14 per cent., and the barley at a loss of 5 per cent., receiving

altogether $12829-20. Find the amount invested in each kind of

grain.
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86. At an election the successful candidate received J of the totalnumber ..f votes caM, and had a majority of 832 over bi> rival. Of
the total numlier of electors in the constituency Wdld not vote. Howmany electors were there in the constituency?

87. Three clocks which tick 70, SO, and 00 times, respectively

IZhT '*^!'/'«r<'""y '" - «rtain time; fmd the least time inwhich they will again beat together.

88. The power that .an raise .^3000 lb. through one fool in aminute being taken as the unit, find the measure of the power ol anengine that can raise 2000 t,ms through .50 ft. in 6 hours.

89. A party of men were employed to do a piece of work, which

"i!L".^r'^ '? ""'"' '" -•' '">' ""<"' however, the men had

Zt^ T- ""'^ '""' """^ ""'y " "' '"^ «"''=• """ ^ '""re menHad then to be employed to complete the work in due time Howmany men were employed at first?

tn J^'f" ?"''^^"a
''7' ***° "°"'' °' '"«" »"d •" fi"' determines

to sell It at a profit of 8%, but afterwards decides to add '., of its

bvTs me h^ T^-
""' *" " =" ""' ^^'"" "-^ "- K=""""r loseby this method of disposing of it as compared with the former way?

91. The hour and minute hands of a clock are together at 12o clock; at what intervals are they together again?

Tf ,^u Ir'" "". ^ """'"' <^°"'«'*°K of 25-cent and 20-cent pieces.
If each 2o-cent piece were a 20-cent piece, and each 20-cent pVece a
25-cent ruece, the total value of the coins would 1« *1 less I' ,wmany coins are there of each kind ?

93. I want an alloy weighing 100.' ounces, consisting of 13 partsby weight of mckel, 12 parts of lead, and 14 parts of tin. The only

^^I; f"If" '' contained in an alloy consisting of 14 parts byweight of mckel, 9 parts of lead, and 12 parts of tin. How much
of the latter alloy, and of lead and tin must I use?

94^ A merchant bought 20 pieces of cloth, each piece containing
i5 yards, at $4.37i per yard, on a credit of 9 months he imn,ediaTely
sold It at 84.b2

,
on a credit of 4 months. What was his actual cashgam, money being worth 6%?
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95. If a cask contains 4 parts of wine and 3 parti of water, what
fraction of the mixture must lie druwii olT and water substituted, for

the mixture to become '.i parts of wine and 4 jiarts of water?

96. Three men start together and travel in the same direction.

Their rates are 5, 7, and miles per hour rcsiwctively. If the course

be circular, and 80 rods in circumference, find where and when they

will Srst meet.

97. By what decimal, correct to five places, may any number
be multiplied so as to give the same result as dividing that number
by 2-302885?

98. Three boats startecj at the same moment at intervals of

100 yards apart; in minutes the third overtook the second and in

two minutes more it overtook the first. How soon will the second

overtake the first?

99. A farmer employs a number of men and 8 boys; he pays

the boys $-65 and men tMO each per day. The amount that he paid

to all was as much as if each had received S02 per day; how many
men were employed?

100. The difference between the present worth of a sum of money,

due in 2 years, and that of the same sum, due in 4 years, is $5-10;

the difference in the case of 3 and 5 years is S5-00. Find the rate

per cent, per atmum.

EXERCISE V

1. Find the quantities of tea at 25 cents and 37 cents per lb.

respectively which must be mixed with 25 lb. at .32 cents per lb. to

make up a total of 47 lb., which may be sold at 45 cents per lb., at a

gain of 50%.

2. A gallon of water weighs 10 pounds and occupies 277-27 cubic

inches; a metre is equal to 39-37 inches; find in grains the weight of a

cubic centimetre of water.

3. A silver plate of uniform thickness in the form of a square is

worth t3-2U. What is the value of the largest circular disc which can
be cut from it?
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niiMion for wlline and a»f/ i i • ' . "' ''""8'»
''9't "m,.

3. A man invests HOOOO in a cei
count of 201% and [K.y» a dividend
stock which sells at a i.rcmiuni of If
'>'7}%. Whatishistotalincomeif iiv ...

8. Kind the cost in Toronto . i ,i hill
/2769, exchanire lieing quoted at SJ.

M'-Krr:

K III.!' ...11,. at g dj^.
I ;<i;iHii(i Ml another
'iivi.Vr.d., • the rote

' '
• «v'<;bel%>

'.ha:igr „n f.ondon for

7. Sound travels at the rate of ll4ii ft , , , .

" railr,«d engine runnin, at hi rate "i „ K^"'.""h

'

'T
'" ""'

before the sound of its whistle can J hea'd 5 miies Iw™:
""" ^™'

S. The United States silver dollar weiirh< 4i9i ™ j • o
n..e; Canadian silver is Ji fine, and a 5 c^n'tVeLlS' l^Jr"-'"What is the ratio of the values of a dollar in ^l^ -i

^""'
Canadian silver?

^'^^ ^'''•"' ""d '"

9. A cubic foot of water weirhs irXMi ™.-~. j .

gravity of silver is lO-S; find the weightTf a
"
Ud / '?^f•*^«'

inches in diameter at the base and 12 tl,; hig"
' ~"* "' ""'" ''

10. A merchant sells two kinds of (lour, the suoerior -.i «« „ i
rel, the inferior at tH a barrel He .old 1 'ai i 7^ !,

' *^ " '•"""

«Hin IT .
"""^'- ne sold 150 barrels m all and reali»..,l«810. How many barrels of each kind did he sell?

"""""«='""'

12. A sold B a bill of goods. May 7. on months rr^i,
ine to SaiKKi. f..i„ II D .J . . •• ^" " "iiintns credit, amount-ing to 9JU(K), July M, B paid him J7oO, and on Sent 4 «42'i Twhat additional credit is B entitled? '

'

'"
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13. Find the side of a square equal in area to a triangle whose

sides are 273, 294, 315.

14. A merchant buys wine at *1'20 a pint, and dilutes it with

Wiiter, so that he may make a profit of 2U% by selling the mixture at

0() cents a pint. How much water docs he add to every gallon of the

mixture sold?

15. A can do a certain piece of work in ^ days, working 10 hours a

day; B can do the same work in 9 days, working 9 hours a day. They

work together and finish the work in 4 days. How many hours a day

did they work?

16. The surface of a sphere is 1386 sq. in. and that of a cube is

1536 S(). in. Find which has the greater volume and how much.

17. The Merchants' Bank of New York having declared a dividend

of 8%, a stockholder in Buffalo drew on the bank for the sum due

hini, and sold the draft at a premium of li%, thus realizing $406 from

the dividend. How many tlOO shares did .•• jwn?

18. A coin consists of 11 parts gold and 1 part alloy, the alloy

being worth one-fifteenth of an equal weight of gold. A new coin, of

the same weight, is struck, consisting of 9 parts gold and 1 alloy; com-

pare (in the lowest whole numbers) the values of the coins.

19. A commission merchant has goods consigned to him to sell,

and, after deducting 2% for both seUing and investing the proceeds,

he finds that his commission for selling the goods exceeds his com-

mission for buying by (12. Find the value of the goods remitted

to him.

20. The compound interest on a certain sum for the second year

is $49-92, and for the third year S51(Mri.S, Kind the siini and the

rate per cent., compounded yearly.

21. A mortgage for $1000, bearing interest at the rate of 8 per

ct-nl. ]XT annum, payable half-yearly, has two years Id nm. I'ind its

present value if money is worth six iier cent, per annum.

22. The area of a rhombus is 990 S(j. yd., and the length of one

of its diagonals is .'55 yd. Find the other diagonal.
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month. He paid $47 a year for taxes and repairs, and insured hehouse to cover ts cost at i% annually. Find Ws „« ann"o.leand the rate of interest to which it is equivalent on the money invest^

weighs lOtX) ounces avo,rduiK,is, and a cubic metre of water KXMJ kilo-grammes, find the ratio of a kilogramme to a pound troy.

unitlnd'th^'n?''"' °'%P°f"'S^ ^'""'P a '" ^y i in.) I« taken as theumt, find the measure of the area of an envelope 3J in. by 5J in.

C nln^"'
-^

fn ^
B t^n do a piece of work in 4 days; B and C in 6 days-C alone tn 10 days. How long would it take A and C together to do U.>

f,=.„^'^'/''^,''^''.°'
exchange between Paris and London is 25-2215

rancs for^l, and between St. Petersburg and London ;«.177 pence

^.J^^

rouble. r,nd the par of exchange between Paris and St. P«ers

at ,hf f T^J'"*\^^:^
""•' discounted at a bank on March 24th

bv thV . \'u
'"' ""' "" J"'^ ^"^ '"""^i"?' -^ "- -deemed

vestment'
'"' '"'""* '^'"^ """ ^"^ """'" <>" "" '""

29. A conical tent whose slant height is 12 ft. requires 132 s., ftof canvas to make ,t
;
how much ground does the fioor of the tent cover?

-
.
^' V""'

™""''"' ^ '"^""e of wine and water, in the ratio of
^'

u.: ^T '""'^ "' "* ""'''"" "'"" '* drawn off and water
substttiited for .t, so that the mixture in the cask may contain wineand water in the ratio of 3 to 2 .-

. fl-

^^'.^ ""•'^hant bought 180 pounds of tea, and 560 p„„nds of
coffee, the coffee costing -,»j, as much ,«r lb. as the tea. >l^^M the
coffee at an advance of 50% and the tea at a loss of 25%, gainine on
the whole $62-60. What did the tea cost per pound?

32. A commission merchant sells goods for an employe., ?Md

Z '''^^"'^""K ''''' commissions, invests the net amount in other
«'>.His^ H.s total conmiission is «I0(), receiving »2 tuore for sellingthan for buymg. If his rate for selling is the same as the rate forbuying, what is that rate?
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33. I bought goods for $30-40 on 4 months' credit, and sold them

immediately for I37-20, with such allowance of credit as made my

immediate gain 20%. How long credit did I give, money being worth

4% per annum?

34. Reckoning a pint to be 30 cub. in.; if 462 gal. are taken out

of a cyUndrical dstem 7 ft. in diameter, how many inches will the

surface of the water be lowered? (Jr=3i.)

35. A farmer has sheep worth $4, $5, 16, »8 per head. What

number may he sell of each to realize an average price of $5-50 per head?

36 A merchant in London, England, consigns to his agent in Mon-

treal 5000 yards of cloth invoiced at 6 shillings a yard, and instructs

him to sell the cloth and invest the proceeds in apples, after deductmg

the foUowing charges—Commissions 5% each, freight »325 and an

ad valorem duty of 25%. The cloth is sold at $2 a yard and apples

are bought at $2 a barrel. Find the merchant's gam if the apples net

him in London 10 shUfaigs a barrel, sterling exchange at par.

37 A man invested a certain sum in 3 per cent, stock at 75 and

another sum greater by «3000 in 5 per cent, stock at 120. If the in-

come from the latter exceeds that from the former by $134, find the

sums invested.

38 If an ordinary brick measures 8»X4"X2', and 81000 such

bricks are piled in the form of a rectangular solid whose length, width

and height are proportional to 4, 3 and 2, find the dimensions of the

pile.

39 How much money deposited in a bank will amount to $160(1

in 1 year, the bank paying 3% per annum, compounded quarterly.'

40 There are two rectangles, one 189 yd. by 45 yd., the other

244 yd by 36 yd. Show that there is only one sc|uare whose are;,

is less than that of the one rectangle and greater than that of tlu>

other, and whose side is an integral number of yards in length: and

find the length of its side.

41 A man rows 3 miles down a stream in 40 n.inutes: withotu

the aid of the stream it would take him an hour. How long would

it take liim to return the 3 miles against the stream:'
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42. Find a merchant's gain, through dishonesty, if he seU kikkIs
which cost him »84, by a false pound weight, } ounce too light.

43. A train starts from A at (i o'clock a.m. and reaches B at 2
o clock p.m.; another train starts from B at IJ a.m. and reaches A
at 5 p.m. At what time of the day do they nieel ?

44. Calculate to within t^'j, of one per cent, the rate per cent,
that paid quarterly is equivalent to 8 per cent, paid annually.

45. A stock company with a capital of JIOOOOO, 10% of which
» paid up, can declare a dividend <,f 12% on the paid-up capital
They make a further call of 4%, which is devoted to increasing their
office accommodation; what rate of dividend can they now declare?

46. I borrowed 1600 on June aoth, 1904, agreeing to pay 7i%
interest on the principal, reserving the right to pay off any part of
the principal when the interest is paid up to date On Sept 11th
1904, I paid S20(); on June 30th, 1905. I paid Sl.W; what pavment
made on Jan. 31st, 1907, cancelled the debt?

47. A closed recUnguIar vessel, formed of metal 1 inch thick
whose external dimensions are 12 inches, 10 inches, and )S inches
weighs 89 pounds. What would l)e the weight of a solid mass of
metal of the same dimensions?

48. By selUng 40 yd. of cotton for a certain sum of money a
merchant gains 25%; how many yards will he give for the same sum
if he decides to advance his profit to 50% ?

what o'clock is it at
49. When it is 7.15 p.m. at Greenwich,

Madras, the longitude of which is 80° east ?

50. If a train 88 yards long overtake a person, walking at the
rate of 4 miles per hour along the railway, and pass him in X seconds,
what IS the rate of the train in miles per hour?

51. A merchant is paid «8-64 for a coat; the manufacturer, the
wholesaler and the retailer have made the same rate of i,rofit,' the
cost to the manufacturer was $5; what was the rate of profit?

52. What yearly rate of interest is equivalent to 4% per annum
compounded quarterly?

Il

;:M 'iSm&:^^mfiMi^'Wi
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83 An agent received a consignment of lumber which he sold,

charging a commission of 3 per cent. With the «»?'"««*, after

deducting a commission of 2 per cent, for purchasing, he bought 97(X)

bushels of wheat at 80 cents a bushel. Find the value of the lumber

sold.

54 A Toronto merchant owes 18000 francs in Paris. He buys

a draft on London when sterling exchange is at 8, and when exchange

between London and Paris is 25-20 francs i«r £. What does he pay

for the draft?

55 The cost of inclosing a circular field of 10 acres by a fence

is $30. Find the cost of' inclosing a circular field of 22i acres by

a similar fence.

56 A person borrows $2560, and at the end of each Y^r pays

$650 to reduce the principal and to pay interest at the rate of 5%

on the sum which has been standing against him through the year.

Kow much will remain of the debt at the end of three years?

57 A person bought 30 pounds of sugar, of two different kinds,

for $2-28-, the better at 10 cents a pound, and the mfenor at /

cents a pound. How many pounds of each did he buy?

58 A note for $960-50, drawn May 23 at 6t) days, is discounted

June e'at 8 per cent. Find the proceeds of the note and the rate of

interest received by the bank on the money advanced.

59 Five long-disunce riders go round a circuUr track 8, 9, 10,

11 and 12 times respectively in one hour. If all start together when

will all be together again? What is the least number of minutes

start which the fastest man must give each of the others that all

may finish together in a race of 20 times round the track ?

60 Two pipes car fill a cistern in 30 and 35 minutes, respectively.

When the dstem is mpty both pipes are opened together, hut u

the end of 12 minutes .he second is turned off. How long does u

take to fill the cistern?

61 I owe a man $860, and give him my note at 90 days. Whai

must be the face of the note to pay the exact amount, if discounted a.

6% per annum?
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for ^oTyrj'" "h"'"
'/""""" "*'"'"'"' '" " """ ™ Londonfor ^370 I ,s. M when Merling exchange is quoted at 8J?

63. An ag«. A insures a cargo for J80000 at 4%. B takes

Tb ; riskt :;
•*'-'%'"' ' "f 1""' ^^""'"''^^ " 3% while D take"

J B s nsk .. /,, In case the sh.p .s safe find the profit or loss of eachJgeni '

I fr w^ !"J
^' ^"'"'"^ ^"% "" ""^' ^"d lo^"K 25% onthe other What did either lot cost A, if n received 11.53 „,„re forone than for the other?

65. If the side of a square lot containing one-tenth of an acre
.s expressed by the number 11, find the unit of linear measuremem

66 A merchant, makes a purchase of cloth, marks it at an ad-vance of 20 per cent, on cost, and, after selling one-half of it findsthat one-third of the remainder is so dan.aged as to seirLo:y one-half of Us cos,. What advance must be made on the marked pri«of what now rema.ns so that on the whole there may be a gain of 15

67. From the fact that 4% standard stocks are selUng at 91calculate the sum that should he ,«id a, the present time to discharge a debt of $4335 due ten months hence.

68. There are two places 126 miles apart, from which two per-sons start at the same time, with the design of meeting- one travels
at the rate of 3 miles in 2 hours, and the other at the 4ie ^ s'^iem 4 hours. When will they meet?

69. Find (a) the total surface, (A) the volume, of a block of wood
18 mches s,|uare and 3 inches thick, with a circular hole of 14 inchesdiameter through its centre.

W2^?o t™""*!.^"^ '!!
^™''''" *^"« ^

°"'"'* """"'" '" S'- Petersburg.S42 roubles, wh.ch he remitted through Pa.is, when the exchangf

"IAT«o'% ^''""^ '""• "'^ ^"''^"K^ '^'«een London and Paris.as 2.'i.62o franc, for /I, and between Paris and St. Petersburg 3.i7fr.ncs for 1 rouble. How much would he have gained by the delay'

II
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71. A note for $1000 dut 73 days hence is discounted at a banlc

at 8% per annum. If the banker has to pay 3}% interest on any

money he uses, find his net profit on this transaction.

72. A commission merchant sold 2 lots for $800, on one of them

he charged 2% commission for selling, and on the other 4%; his total

commission being 126, find the selling price of each of the lots.

73. $15000 is deposited in a Savings Bank and allowed to accu-

mulate interest at the rate of 4% per annum for 3 years. What annual

income would a person derive thereafter from the interest (at 4%
per annum) on the sum thus accumulated ?

74. What length of wir^, 01 inch in diameter, can be made from

a cubic foot of metal?

75. A mixture of black and green tea, weighing 14 pounds, cost

$5-12i. If the proportions are interchanged the mixture would be

worth $502i. The black tea is worth 37i cents a pound. Find the

price per pound of the green tea.

76. A merchant imports goods, which cost him in England .£720.

He pays an ad valorem duty of 10%, and sells them through an agent

for $4200. If the agent charges 5% for selling them, find his gain

(exchange being at par).

77. A sum of money together with the interest which accumulates

during the time will pay the wages of 17 men for 4 days, or 12 men

for 6 days. How many men in either case does the interest pay?

78. A square field, containing 10 ac. 401 sq. yd ,
has a walk

around it outside 12 ft. in width. Find the area of the walk in yards.

79. In running a 10-mile race, on a quarter mile track, A overlaps

B for the first time at the end of the ;i4th round. By what distance

will A win at the same rate of running?

80. What rate of trade discount deducted 4 times in sviccessijn

is equivalent to 59Jj% off?

81. A square inclosure has a side 40 feet in length. In front of

it, and at a distance jf 40 feet from each of the two nearest comers,

a cow is tethered. If the tether rope is 100 feet in length, and the

cciw is unable to enter the inclfwiire, find the area of the ground from

which the cow will be able to procure the grass.
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^. The cost or fencing a circular plot of ground at $1-25 a yd
was I7I500. I.ind the length of a straight path running from »de t..
side through the centre.

Si A trader bought merchandise as follows: July 3td t35-26-

«?' ^Ku****^
"" "' ^^'' *"'^" •^"'' '"-^^^ September 12th!

•80. What IS due oa ^coriunt on Octolxrr 12th (int««st at 9%)?

84. A merchant buys a quantity of coal oil for llSOO; by the use
of a false measure, and by marking his go.Kls at a profit „f 23"/ l„
gains »750. Find the size of his gallon measure.

.s.-.. Compare the areas of the two segments of a circle made by a
chord ei|ual to the radius (?r=;<.|416).

86. What per cent, advance on cost must a merchant mark his
goods, so that, after allowing 5% of the sales for bad debts, an awage
credit of 6 months, and 7% of the prime cost of the gcxxis for expenses,
he may make a clear gain of 12*% on the cost, money being worth 6%?

87. A person shooting at a targe., at a distance of 545 yards
hears the bullet strike the target 4 seconds after he fired. A si«ctator'
equally distant from the target and the shooting ixrint, hears the shot
strike 2i seconds after he heard the report. Find the velocity of sound.

88. A military tent is 9 feel high; its shape is that of a cone
standing on a cyUnder whose diameter is 12 feet and height a feet.
Find the cost of the canvas, 27 inches wide, at 15c. a yard, allowing 3
yards for seams and waste.

89. A merchant in Montreal shipped to London goods on which
he laid »262.75 for freight and storage. His agent charged him a
commission ..f .") jsr cent, for selling, and the goods realized £7M in
London. The merchant's net profit was lillj [wr cent. Find what
the goods ..riginally cost hi„i the rate „l exdiange l>etween London
and Montreal being £1 for .?4.86

90. The longitude of Tokio is 140° east, that of New York 740
west. What is the time at Tokio, when if is 5.10
7th in New York)'

p.m. on October

91. The base of

with a diagonal 104

Pind the volume.

prism of height 125 inches is a parallelogram
nches and two sides 45 inches and So iiiciics.
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92. :f 5 acm of grass, together with what grows during the time

of grazing, keep 2(1 oxen 10 weeks, and 8 acres keep 29 oxen Iti weeks,

how many weeks will 15 acres keep 70 oxen?

93. The difference between the compound interest on a certain

sum, for the first and secciid years, is $2-4(1; the difference for the

second and third years ii $2-49(5. Find the sum and the rate per cent.,

compounded yearly.

94. A rectang'ii . .leld, whose width is J of its length, contains

15 acres 123 S(|. nw In going from one corner to the opposite how

much shorter is it to take the diagonal than to go around the two sides '

90. An article which cdst $90 was sold for $90; it had been marked

at a certain advance on cost, but the same rate of discount was given;

what was the Marked price?

96. What is the present value of a nuortgage of $5(XX», liearing

interest at (>%, payable yearly, having ." yi.irs and months tu run,

the next jjaymcnt of interest bring dm- in U months, money being

worth 5% tier annum. p:iyablc yearly'

97. A dealer purchased on 6 months' i-redit goods to the anioimt

of *52()-2() ; after keeping them .S months lie sold them on credit for

Sl-Wo-Oe, and allowing iiumey to be worth S%, he found that he had

made 10 per cent, on the transaction. On what term of credit did \'f

sell the goods?

88. Water is flowing at the rate of 10 miles per hour through u

jiipe 14 in. in diameter, int-i a rectangular reservoir 1S7 yd. by 9(i

yd. In what time will the surface be raised 1 inch?
^

99. A merchant bought 777 yards of cloth at SI -SO per yard. In

selling the first half he uses a .35 inch yard measure, and in additimi

had the goods nuirked at an advance of 25% on the cost. At what

advance per cent, on the cost should he mark the remainder so as to

isain only 25% on the whole outlay, if he use a 37 inch yard measure

in selling it'

100. A merchant in \ancouver owes $5000 in Halifax. Whicli

«f the following ways of cancelling the debt is the mote advantageous,

and by ho-.v much; (a) to send to Halifax a draft on Halifax purchase!

at i% preiiiiuiii, or (d; i.. send to Halifax a draft on Vancouver whsch

sells in Halifax at i<
'^ discount?
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AMOUIIT of $1 at intwreit, compounded yearly,

for a given number of yean

/-*-'•

Vf». 1%

1 101000
o M)2()10
:t 103030
4 104060
6 105101

6 1 06152
7 107214

, 8 108286
\ ''> 9

> \^ 10
100369
110402

11 111567
12 11268;i
13 1. 13809
14 114947
IS 116007

\ *^6 1172.58
^7 118430
18 1- 19615
19 1-20811
20 1-22019

^-•"'^ 1-23239
1-24472

^\,y 23 1-25716
24 1-26973
25 1-28243

2(5 1-29526
27 130821
28 1-32129
29 1-33450
30 1-34785

31 1-36133
32 1-37494
33 1-38869
34 1-40258
35 1-41660

36 1-43077
37 1-44508
38 1-15953

39 1-47412

40 1-48886

1H%
I-OISOO
103023
1-04568
1-06136
1-07728

1-09344
1-1098.5

1-12649
1-14339

116054

1-17795
1-19562

1 213.55

1-23176
1-2.5023

1-26899
1-28802
1-30734
1-32695
1-34686

1-36706

1JSZ56
1-40838
1-42950
1-45095

1-47271

l-49.iS.>

1-5172?
l-.i:i96ij

1 .56308

1-58653
1-61032
1-03448
1-65900
1-68388

1-70914
1-73478
1 -70080
1-78721
1-81402

2%

1-02000
1-04040
1-06121
1-08243
110408

1- 12610
1-14869
1-17166
1-19.509

1-21899

1-24337
1-26824

129361
1-31948
1-34587

1-37279
1-40024
1-42825
1-45681
1-48595

1-51567
1-54598
1-57690
1-60844
164060

1-67342
1-70689
1-74102

1-77584
1-81136

1-84759
1-88454
1-92223
1-96068
1-99988

2-03988
2-08068
2- 12229
216474
2-20803

2H%
1-02500
1-05063
1-07680
1-10.381

1 13141

1 15969
1-18869
1-21840
1-24886
1-280O8

131209
1-34489
1-37851
1-41297
1-44830

1-48451
1-52162

155966
1-59865
1-63862

1-67958
1-72167
1-76461

1-80873
1-85394

1-90029
1-94780
1-99650
2-04641
209757

215001
2-20376
2-25885
2-31532
2-37.320

2-43253
2-49334
2-55568
2-61957
2-68506

3%

103000
1-06090
109273
1-12.551

1 1.5927

1 19405
1-22987
1-26677
1-30477
1-34392

1.38423
1-42576
1-46853
1-51250
1-55797

1-60471
1-65285
1-70243
1-7.5.351

1-806U

1-86029
1-01610
1-97359
2-03279
2-09378

215659
2-22129
2-28793
2-35657
2-42726

2-50008
2-57508
2-65234
2-73191
2-81380

2-89827
2-98522
307478
3-16702
3-26203

3H% Yn

1-03500
1-07123

1 10872
114762
1-18769

1-22926
1-27228
1-31681

1 36290
1-41060

1-45997
1-51107
1-56396

161869
167535

1-73399
1-79468
1-85749
1-92250
1-98979

205943
2-13151
2-20611
2-28333
2-36324

2-44596
2-53157
2-62017
2-71188
2-80679

2-90503
3-00671
3-11194
3-22086
3-33359

3-45026
3-57102
3-69601
3-82537
3-95925
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AVOUIfT of $1—ContiniMd

363

Vrs. 4% 4«% «% 6%
1 04000

I

1 04300
I 08160 I 09203
112486 114117
116986 I 119252
1-21665 1-24618

1-26S;«
1-31593
1-36857
1-42331
1-48024

1 -03045
I 60103
1-66507
1-73168
1-80094

1-87-298

1-94790
2-02582

2-106a5
2-19112

2-27877
2-36992
2-46472
2-56330
2-66584

2-77247
2-88337
2-99870
3-11865
3-24340

3-37313
3-50806
3-64838
3-79432
3-94608

4-10393
4-268U8
4-43881
4-61636

j

4-80102
I

1-30226
1-360,S6

1-I22li)

I -481110

I 55297

1-62285
1-69588
1-77220
1-85194
1 9352S

202237
211338
2-20848
230786
2-41171

2-52024
2-63365
2-75217
2-87601
3-00543

3-14068
3-28201
3-42970
3-58404
3-74532

3-91386
4-08998
4-27403

4-4663li
4-66734

1 -.34010

1-40710

147746
1-55133
1-62889

1-71034
1-79586
1-8856.5

1-97993

207893

218287,
1^-292021'

2-40662
2-52695
2-65330

2-78596
2-92526
3-07152
3-22510
3-38635

3-55567
3-73.346

392013
4 11614
4-32194

4-5.3804

4-76494
.500319
5-25335
5-51001

l-(Hi(NIO

1-12.360

1- 19102
1-26248
1.^3823

1418,51'

l-5a363

1-593S.J

1-68948
1-79085

7% 8% Yri

1-89830
2-01220
2-1.3293

2-26090
2.30656

2-.54035

269277
2-,S5434
3-0-2.-)60

3-2()714

3-39956
3-60354
3-81975
4-04893
4-29187

4-5(938
4-82235
5-11169
5-41839
5-74349

608810
t>45339
6-84059
7-25103
7-68009

814725
8-63609
9- 15425
9-70351

10-28572

I-II70(NI

1 14400
1-22504
1-31080
1-40255

150073
1-60578
171819
1-83846
1-96715

210485
2-25219
2-40985
2-57853
2-75903

2-95216
3-15882
3-37993
3-6165:{

3-86968

414056
4-4.'«H0
4-740,5:)

5-07237
5-42743

5-807.35

6-21.387

6-64SS4
711426
7-61226

814511 10-86767
8-71527 11-73708
9-32534

j
12-67605

9-97811
I
13-69013

10-67658
: 14-78534

1-68687
1-71382
1-85093
1-99900
2-1,5893

2.33161
2-51817
2-71962
2-93719
.3-17217

3-42594 16
3-70002 17
.3-99602 18
4-31570 19

^4-66090 20

5-0.33,S:i 21
5-43651
5-87146
6-.34118

6-84848
I

25

7 .39635 26
7-98806 27
8-62711 28
9-31727 29
10-06266 30

31
32
33
34
35

11-42394
t
15-96817 36

12-22362 17-24562 37
13-07927 1802527 38
13-99482 120-11529 39
14-97446

I
21-72452 40
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PRESEKT VALUE of $1, due at the end of a given

number of years, interest compounded yearly

Yrs. 1% 1H%*^ 2% 2H%'' 3% 3H% Yrs.

1 U'99010 0-98522 0-98039 097501 0-97087 096618 1

2 0-98030 0-97066 0-96117 0-95181 0-94260 0-9.3351 2

3 0-97059 0-95632 0-94232 0-92860 0-91514* -0-90194 3

4 0-96098 0-94218 0-92385 0-9059.5 0-88849 0-87144 4

5 0-95147 0-92826 0-90573 0-883S.i 0-86261 084197 5

6 0-94204 0-91454 0-88797 0-86230 0-83748 0-81350 6

7 0-93272
;

0-90103 0-87056 0-84127 0-81309 0-78599 7

8 0-92348 0-88771 0-85349 0-82075 0-78941 0-75941 s

g 0-91434 0-87459 0-83675 0-80073 0-76642 0-73373 g

10 0-90529 0-86167 p-82035 0-78120 0-74409 0-70892 10

11 0-89632 0-84893 0-80426 0-76214 0-72242 0-68495 11

12 0-88745 0-83639 0-78849 0-74356 0-70138 0-66178 12

13 0-87866 0-82403 0-77303 0-72542 0-68095 0-63940 13

14 0-86996 0-81185 0-75788 0-70773 0-66112 0-61778 14

IS 0-86135 0-79985 0-74302 0-69047 0-64186 0-59689 15

16 085282 0-78803 0-72845 0-6730:^ 0-62317 0-57671 16

17 0-84438 0-77639 0-71416 0-6572 ) 0-60502 0-55720 17

18 0-83602 0-76491 0-70016 0-641/ 0-58739 0-5;i836 18

19 0-82774 0-75361 0-68643 0-62r i 0-57029 0-52016 19

20 0-81954 0-74247 0-67297 0-61C.' 0-55368 0-50257 20

21 0-81143 0-73150 0-65978 0-59539 0-53755 0-48557 21

22 0-80340 0-72069 0-64684 0-58087 0-52189 0-46915 22

23 0-79544 0-71004 0-63416 0-56670 0-50669 0-45329 23

24 0-78757 0-69954 0-62172 0-55288 0-49193 0-43796 24

26 0-77977 0-68921 0-60953 0-53939 0-47761 0-42315 25

26 0-77205 0-67902 0-59758 0-52624 0-46369 0-40884 26

27 0-76440 0-66899 0-58586 0-51340 0-45019 0-39501 27

28 0-75684 0-65910 0-57438 0-50088 0-43708 0-38165 28

29 0-74934 0-64936 0-56311 0-48866 0-42435 0-36875 29

30 0-74192 0-63976 0-55207 0-47674 041199 0-35628 30

31 0-73458 0-63031 0-54125 0-46512 0-39999 0-34423 31

32 0-72730 0-62099 0-53063 0-45377 0-38834 0-33259 32

33 0-72010 0-61182 0-52023 0-44270 0-37703 0-32134 33

34 0-71297 0-60277 0-51003 0-43191 0-36605 0-31048 34

35 0-70591 0-59387 0-50003 0-42137 0-35538 0-29998 35

36 0-69893 0-58509 0-49022 0-41109 0-34503 0-28983 36

37 0-69201 0-57644 0-48061 0-40107 0-33498 0-2S003 37

38 0-68515 0-56792 0-47119 0-39129 0-32523 0-27057 38

39 0-67837 0-55953 0-46195 0-38174 0-31575 0-26141 39

40 0-67165 0-55126 0-45289 0-37243 0-30656 0-26257 40
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PRESENT VALUE of $1—Continued

Yrs.
' 4% 4«% 5% 0% 7% 8% Yrs.

1 ()a61,54 0-9,")694 0-95238 (»-9i:)40 093458 0-92593 I

2
;

0-92456 0-91573 0-90703 D-.S'HIOO 0-87344 0-85734 2
.i

1

088900 0-87630 0-86384 0-s:j902
! 0-81630 0-79383 .-i

4
1
0-85480 0-83856 0-82270 ()-7!l20(l 0-762!)0 0-73,503 4

5 0-8219:i 0-80245 0-78353 0-71720 0-71299 0-6.80,58 .5

fi 0-79031 0-70790 0-74022 0-704nO 0-60034 0-63017 r,

7 0-75992 0-731S3 0-71008 0-00.500 0-62275 0.58349
8 0-73009 0-70:!li» 0-<)7684 0-02741 0-58201 0-.M027 s
9 0-70259 0-67290 0-64401 0-59190 0-54393 0-.5(K)25
10 0-67550 0-64393 001391 0-55840 0-50.835 0-46319 10

1 1
' 0-64958 0-61020 0-.3S468 0-52079

i

0-47."i()9 0-42888 11
12 !

0-62460 0-5}j966 0-5.5684 0-49697 0-4441)1 0,39711 12
i:i 0-60057 0-5()427 0-530.32 0-40.S84 0-41496 0-36770 13
14 0-57748 0-53997 0-50,507 0-44230 0-38782 0-34Ot6 14
15

,

I)- 55526 0-51672 0-48102 0-41727 0-36245 0-31,521 15

16 0-53391 0-49447 45811 0-39305 0-33874 0-291.S9 16
17 : 0-51337 0-47318 043630 0-37130 0-31657 0-27027 17
18 0-49363 0-45280 0-41552 0-35034 0-29586 0-25025 18
19 0-47464 0-43330 0-39573 0-33051 0-27651 0-23171 19
20 0-45639 0-41404 0-37089 0-31181 0-25842 0-21455 20

21 0-43883 0-39079 0-3.5894 0-29410 0-24151 0-19866 21
22 0-42196 0-37970 0-34185 0-27751 0-22571 0-18394 22
23 0-40573 0-30335 0-32557 0-20180 0-21095 0-17032 2.3
24 0-39012 0-34770 0-31007 0-24098 019715 0-15770 24
25 0-37512 0-33273 0-29530 0-23300 0-18425 0-14602 25

26 0-36069 0-31840 0-28124 0-21981 0-17220 0-1,3520 26
27 0-34682 0-30469 0-20785 0-20737 0-16093 0-12519 27
28 0-33348 0-29157 0-25509 0-19503 0-15040 0-11591 28
29 0-32065 0-27902 0-24295 0-18450 0-14056 0-10733 29
30 0-30832 0-26700 0-23138 0-17411 013137 0-09938 :J0

31 029646 0-25550 0-22030 0-10420 012277 0-09202 31
32 0-28506 0-24450 0-20987 0-15496 0-11474 0-08520 32
33 0-27409 0-23397 0-19987 0-14019 010724 007889 33
:J4 0-26355 0-22390 0-19030 0-13791 0-10022 007305 34
35 0-25341 0-21425 0-18129 0-13011 0-09360 0-06703 35

36 0-24367 0-20503 0-17266 0-12274 0-087 r>4 0-00203 1 .36
37 0-23430 0-19620 0-10444 ! 0-11579 0-08181 0-05799

\

37
38 0-22529 0-18775 0-15661 ! 0-10924 0-07016 0-0,5309 1 iS
39 0-21662 0-17967 014915 '

0-10306
i 007146 0-04971

1
39

40 020829 017193 0- 14205 1 0-09722
;
006678 1 0-04603 1 40
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TABLES OF WEIGHTS AKD MEASURES

LBHOTH

The standard unit for the measurement of length is

the YARD.

1 yard =3 feet=36 inches.

5i yards=l rod (pole or perch),

1760 yards=l mile=320 rods.

22 yards=l chain=100 links.

220 yards=l [urlong=40 rods.

2 yards— 1 fathom.

Also, 4 inches'^ 1 hand, used in measuring the height of

horses.

Also,

AREA

A square foot = 144 square inches.

A square yard= 9 square feet.

A square rod = 30| square yards.

An acre^" 10 square chains.

— 160 square rods.

= 4840 square yards.

A square mile = 640 acres.

100 square feet— 1 square, used in measuring roofing, floor-

ing, etc.

VOLUME

A cubic yard= 27 cubic feet.

A cubic foot = 1728 cubic inches,

A cord (of firewood, etc.,)=> 128 cubic <e«t,

268
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CAPACITY

The standard unit for the measure of capacity is the
GALLON, which is the space occupied by ten pounds of
distilled water at a temperature of 62' F.

1 gallon =4 quarts=8 pints=32 gills.

2 gallons^ 1 peck.

8 gallons^l bushel.

31} gallons=l barrel.

83 gallons^l hogshead.
Also, 8 bushels=I quarter, used in reporting the British

grain markett

For Apothecaries' Fluid Measure the pint is sub-divided
as follows:

1 pint =20 fluid ounces.

1 fluid ounce = 8 fluid drachms.
1 fluid drachni=60 mini.ns.

WEIGHT

The standard unit for the measurement of weight is
tiie POUND AVOIRDUPOIS.

1 pound =16 ounces ,0 grains.
100 pounds= 1 cental.

2000 pounds=l ton.

196 pounds=l barrel of flour.

200 pounds=l barrel of beef or of pork.
280 pounds= 1 barrel of salt.

An ounce Troy= 480 grains .

A pound Troy= 12 Troy ounces.

= 5760 grains.

In contracts for the sale and delivery of any of the
undermentioned articles, the bushel shall be determined
by weighing, unless a bushel by measure is spv-ially agreed
upon, the weight equivalent to a bush:l being as follows:
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14 lb. of Blue Grass Seed. 56 lb. of Indian Corn, Rye,

34 Oats. or i'lax Seed.

36 Malt. 60 Beans, Beets, Car-

40 ' Castor Beans. rots, Parsnips,

44 • Hemp Seed. Peas, Potatoes,

48 ' Barley, Buck- Clover Seed, Tur-

wheat or Timo- nips or Wheat.

thy Seed. 70 ' Bituminous Coal.

60 ' Onions. 80 Lime.

VALUE

1. Canadian and United States money.

The standard unit p^ value is the dollar, which is the

value of about 23J grains of pure gold.

1 dollar =100 cents =1000 mills.

In the United States there is the eagle (=10 dollars),

and also the ditue (=10 cents); but these denominations

are not regarded in business opeiations, so that the table

of U.S. money is practically the same as our own.

2. British money.
4 farthings=l penny.

12 pence =1 shilling.

20 shillings = 1 pound (the unit).

21 shillings = 1 guinea

The units in British and Canadian money are connected

as follows:
$73=;615, or, »4-86f-=.£l.

TIME

The unit for the measurement of time is the mean

SOLAR DAY.
1 day =24 hours.

1 hcur=60 minutes.

1 min.=60 seconds.

7 days= 1 week.

365 days= 1 common year.

366 days= 1 leap year.
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The calendar year is divided into 12 months of different
lengths, as follows:

January,

February,

March,

i
~'

May,

June,

31 days.

28

31

30

31

30

Jul>,

August,

31 days.

31

S-ptember, 30

October,

November,

December,

31

30

31

In leap year February has 29 days, making 366 daysm the whole year.

To ascertain which is leap year, divide the number
denoting the year by 4; if there is no remainder the num-
ber denotes leap year, while remainders 1, 2, 3 indicate
respectively the 1st, 2nd and 3rd year after leap year
Thus, 1891 was the 3rd year after leap year, and 1912 and
1916 will be leap years.

If the number <ienoting the year ends in two ciphers it
must be divisible by 400 in order to indicate leap year-
thus, the years 2000 and 2400 will be leap years, but the
year 1900 was not a leap year.

AH6LES

The circumference of a circle is divided into 360 equal
parts, and each part subtends at the centre an angle called
a degree, each degree is divided into 60 equal parts called
minutes, and each minute into 60 seconds.

1 degree =60 minutes=3600 seconds.
90 degrees^ 1 quadrant or right angle.

MISCELLANEOUS

12 articles=l dozen.

12 dozen = 1 gross.

24 sheets of paper= 1 quire, l-

20 quires -^l ream. t_
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METRIC SYSTEM OF MEASUREMEHT

LBROTH

The unit of length is the metre ( = 39-37 inches nearly).

To express fractions and multiples of the unit the follow-

ing significant prefixes are used:

micro denoting rnint . abl>reviated u.

milli .. tA, m.

centi rH c.

deci A d.

deka ,10 D.

hecto 100 H.

kilo 1000 K.

myria 10000 M.

mega .1000000 Mg.

1 metre = 1000000 micrometres, or miuons, um.

1 metre = 1000 millimetres. mm.
1 metre = 100 centimetres, cm.

i metre = 10 decimetres. dm.

10 metres= 1 dekametre, Dm.

100 metres= 1 hectometre, Hm.
1000 metres^ 1 kilometre, Km.

10000 metres= 1 myriametre, Mm.

1000000 metres= 1 megametre. Mgm

equivalent to one square

AREA

The unit of area is the are-

dekatnetre.
1 are =1000 milliares, ma.

1 are = 100 centiares, ca.

1 are = 10 declares, da.

10 ares= 1 dekare. Da.

100 ares= 1 hectare, Ha.

VOLUME

One unit of volume is the stere—equivalent to one

cubic metre; it is used in measuring wood, excavations,

etc.
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1 8tere =100 centisterrs. c».

1 stere = 10 decistcres, ds.
10 steres= 1 dekastere, Ds.

100 steres= 1 hectostere, Hs.
1000 stere5= 1 kilostere, Ks.

Another unit of volume is the l.tr..; -equivalent to one
cubic decimetre; it is used for fluid measure, or measure
of capacity.

1 litre = 100 centilitres, cl.

1 litre = 10 decilitres, dl.

10 litres= 1 dekalitre, Dl.
100 Iitres= 1 hectolitre, HI.

1000 litres= 1 kilolitre, Kl.

= 1 stere.

WEIGHT
The unit of weight (or mass) is the ORAMME-eqtiiva-

lent to the weight of one cubic centimetre of distilled water
at Its temperature of maximum density.

1 gramme = 1000 milligrammes,
1 gmmme = 100 centigrammes,

10 decigrammes,

1 dekagramme,

1 hectogramme,

1 kilogramme,

1 myriagramme.

mg.

eg.

ig.

Dg.

Hg.

Kg.

Mg.

1 gramme =
10 grammes=

100 grammes=
1000 grammes=

10000 grammes= . ...^

1 quintal = 100 Kg.
1 millier or tonneau=1000 Kg.

The following are approximate values of some of the
metric units:

= 'i!):i7 inches, nearly.

5 inch, "

= \ mile, •'

= 21 acres, "

= IJ pints, "

= i eoid, "

-( pounds

1 metre

1 centimetre

1 kilometre

1 hectare

1 litre

1 stere

1 kilogrammeo "- — -ij puunas,
1 millier or tonneau= 2200 pounds.



SEFnnTIONS OF ARITHMETICAL TERMS

Agent.—A person authorized to transact business for

another.

Annuity.—A payment made annually, or at other periodic

intervals, for a fixed term of years or during the life-

time of some fierson.

Assets.—The property of a debtor available for the satis-

faction of his creditors.

Average.—The average of several quantities is that quan-

tity which, when repeated as many times as the

number of the quantities, will give an aggregate

equal to the aggregate of these several quantities.

Bank Discount.—The amount deducted from the value (at

maturity) of a note.

Bill of Exchange.—A written order directing some person

(or a bank) to pay to some other person a stated

sum of money.

Bonds.—Written or printed contracts, made under seal,

promising to pay a certain sum of money at a specified

time. They are issued for money borrowed by Gov-

ernments, Cities, Towns and other Corporations,

They usually bear interest which is paid at certain

stated times.

Broker.—A man who buys or sells stocks for others.

Brokerage.—Payment made to a broker for buying or

selling stocks.

374
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two points on
Chord of a Circle.- A straight line join,

the circumference.

Commission.- An allowance or payment made to a com-mission merchant or ajfcnt for the transaction ofbusiness; it is usually calcula.c.I as a percentag^ onthe money actually involved in the transaction
Compound Interest-Interest not on.y „„ .he principal

Cone -A solid whose base is a circle and whose curvedsurface tapers uniformly to a point called the vertex
Consignee.-The person (or firm) to whom goods are sent
Consignment.-A shipment of goods sent to a com-mission merchant to be sold

'"?nX7'^''
''"^°" <"^ ''^^ ^^•'" -'^^ ^oods to

^°"'ttr"';;.'l^'"'"''""°"
'•" Consolidated Annuitiesthe funded debt of Great Britain.

'

Corporation.-An association of pe sons for the trans-ac .on of business; its legal rignts are in many re.spects the same as those of a single person.
Coupon.--An interest certificate attached to a bond- to

value of wo countries, accordin,:,^ to which bills ofexchange for the time being are negotiated.
Creditor.-A person (or firm) to whom money is due.
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Cube Root.—C)nc of the three etiual factors of a number.

Customs.—Taxes or duties imi)osi"d on imported or ex-

{)urted goods.

An ad valorem duty is calculated as a certain per-

centage of the value of the goods as shown in the

invoice.

A specific duty is assessed upon the number, weight

or measure of the goods, without regard to value.

Days of Grace.-^Three Days of Grace are allowed by law

after a note is nomi lally due (that is, after the expira-

tion of the time named in the note for its payment,)

before it is legally due.

Debenture.—A deed or contract by which certain prop-

erty is charged with the repayment of money lent,

together with interest at a fixed rate. Debentures

usually have interest coupons attached.

Debtor.—A person (or firm) owing money to another.

Deferred Aimuity.—An annuity that does not begin until

some future time.

Discount.—An abatement or reduction from a stated price

or value.

Dividend.—The sum divided among the stockholders of a

company as the profits of the business.

Draft.—An order directing some person '(or a bank) to pay

a specified sum of money to some other person.

Duty.—See Customs.

Endowment Policy.—An insurance policy that secures to

the person insured a certain sum of money at a speci-

fied time, or to his heirs if he die before that time.
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Equated Time. -The time ai which several sums of riioney
due at (litTerenl times may bo paid.

Equation of PaymenU. The process ol lindiun the equated
time.

Evolution.—The process of nnding roots of uuniljcrs.

Exchange.—The system by which persons living in dif-
ferent countries, or persons liviii;.; in distant parts
of the same country, discharge their debts to each
other.

Exponent.—See Power.

Factor.—A number which will divide a given number
without a remainder, is called u factor of that number.

Frustum.—The portion of a cone or pyramid included
between its base and a plane parallel to the base.

Instalment—A payment made annually, or at some other
stated period.

Insurance.-A guarantee of payment of a specified sum
of money in the event of the loss of property by fire,

shipwreck, etc., or loss of life.

Interest.—The sum paid for the use of money.

Liabilities.—Debts.

Wet Proceeds,—The amount that remains of the money
ret ived for property after paying the expenses in-
curred in disposing of it.

Net Price.—The price of goods after the trade discount
has been deducted from the marked price.
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Note.—A written promise to pay a specified sum of

money at a stated time and place

Parallelepiped.—A solid having six faces, each face being

a parallelogram. If the faces are all rectangles, the

solid is called a rectangular parallelepiped.

Partial Payment.—Part payment of a note, bond or other

obligation.

Par of Exchange.—The rate connecting the unit of value

of one country with the unit of value of another

country, only the intrinsic values of the imits being

considered.

Partnership.—The association of two or more persons

with joint capital, for the carrying on of some par-

ticular business.

Par Value.—The par value of a stock certificate or bond

is the original value or the amount stated in the cer-

tificate.

Percentage.—The result obtained by taking a certain

number of hundredths of a given quantity.

Perpettial Annuity, or Perpetuity.—An annuity that con-

tinues forever.

Plinth.—A rectangular parallelepiped having two oppo-

site faces square.

Policy.—The written agreement or contract guaranteeing

insurance.

Poll Tax.—A tax levied equally on all taxable persons.

Polygon.—A plane figure bounded by more than four

straight lines.
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Polyhedron.—A solid bounded by planes.

Power.-When a product consists of the same factorrepeateu any number of times it is called a Power ofthat factor. The number of times that the factor isrepeated .s called the Exponent or Index of the Powel

on which a certam percentage must be paid beforeany d.v.dend can be declared on the ordinary stock
Premium.~The sum paid for insurance. Also the excess

ol market value above par value.

Present Worth.-The present value of a sum of moneydue at some future time.
^

"^S'pl^Z''"'
""

"' """'^ '"' '"^ "- °f -•'-»' -t--t

Prism.-A polyhedron of which two opposite faces areparaUel rect lineal figures, connectedly plane fa^e"at right angles to their parallel faces.

Pyramid.-A polyhedron of which one face is a rectilineal
figure and the other faces are triangles havhTg acommon vertex.

"vmg a

Rectangle.-A right-angled parallelogram.

Right-Angled Triangle.-A triangle, one of the angles ofwhich ,s a right angle. The side opposite the rLhangle is called the Hypotenuse.
^

''°

VnuX:.' ' """'" '^ ""^ °^ ''•^ ^''-' ^-'- °^

Sector of a Circle.-A plane figure bounded by two radii

:;tedttSeSii^"'°^'^^-— --
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Share.—One of the equal parts into which the capital

of a company is divided.

Stocks.—The shares of companies and the bonds of gov-

ernments and corporations.

Sphere.—A solid bounded by a surface, every point of

which is equally distant from a certain point within,

called the centre.

Square Root.—One of the two equal factors of a number
is called the square root of the number.

Trade Discount.—A deduction from the regular or marked

price of an article.

Trapezium.—A four-sided plane figure having two sides

parallel.

True Discount.—The difference between the present worth

of a debt and the whole debt; hence true discount

is equivalent to the interest on the present worth

of the debt.

Wedge.—A triangular prism.
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^'~lhIZ
'"''"^'^'»^; fi^« '^n^; s« units. 2. It showsthat there are no tens in the number; if it wereomuted the 3 would represent tens not hundred?

3. One thousand two hundred and thirty-four-
twelve hundred and thirty-four. 4 99-999

?; t'he 'riSt:
^-

^'^^ «-; °- 'o 'he left, the firs.

3.-8. Five-dollar bills; 25c. pieces; Ic. pieces
9. 599993; 500003. 10. 996, 997, 998, 999, 1000
1001 1002 ,003, ,004. ,,.,2; 9.' ,2 S
16. 100 bushels, 400 pecks, 800 gallons. 3200
quarts, etc.

7.— I. 77033. 2. $813060-20. 3. 351 4 5328
6. 9929790. 6. The latter bv ,627758. 7. 9000
8. $325, $436, $239.

^^

""sn's?'.?'L.'"-/,'^
45684-,9479; U) 784562-

87183. 11.2001. 12. ,5 feet. 13.8425. 14. ,33-

18. 5. 19. 5. 20. 613. 21. 1392. 22. 6862. 23. 25.

""mo^-ff?, . f'-
''' '' ''''''''• ««528;

1270843. 27. (1) 823X,5; (2) 1524X32. 28. 50c
29. $5-23. 30. 39. 31. 356. 32. 20c.

I0.-33.S43.35. 34. (,)3425; (2)34568. 35.35
36. 2094,592. 37. 85650. 38. 407,375 39. 3837-
19185. 40.2,729. 41. ,2045. 42. 9, 32 rem
43. 281484; 3096324; 3,244724.
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ARITHMETIC ,

I. 8: 46; 6; 42. 2. 19; 23; 33. 3.360.1440. 4.21645;

218929. 5. 720720. 6. (1) 2. 3. 5. 7. 11. 13. (2) 2\

:,'. 7. 13. 7. 16, including 1. 0. 2, 3, 7. 9. 3080.

10. 29.

11.3000. 12. 84 sec. 13.360. 14.337. 15.14364.

16. 32 or 96. 17. 119 c/ 595. 18. 330. 19. 12832.

20. 40 grains; 144 lb. avoir.

I. 3i. 2. 9. 3. 5J. 4. 89. 5. 27i. 6. 9. 7. 32.

8. 80ts. 9. 45ui 10. U^k- "• lOOik- '2. 1001.

I. 7r. 2. ^. 3. ¥. 4. W. 5. if*. 6. Yb'- 7. Y/-
8. w- 9- *-^i**- '0- Hv*- "• ViW- 12- ^m?*-

I. y, ¥, V-. ^"-. ¥• 2. ¥^- W. -Vt?-. -W- 3. W'?.

-I. i. 2. H. 3. r'A. 4. iroiSSSiHT. 5. jh!- S.^W'

I. A. A, A. A- 2. TTT. tItT- 3- tMt5-

-I. A. ii. n. tVu- 2- ft. 14- 3. H. li

U. n- 5. S4', M- 6. iS, tW, if. 7. |g, M. f

I. i 2. f 3. f 4. I 5. |. 6. J?. 7.

9. J. 10. J. II. i 12. h

-13. 5. 14. fi. 15. iMf 16. mU-
I. ]. 2. i. 3. f. 4. 1. 5. /n- 6- Y- 7- -4^-

4. *8.

8. i.

25.- 1. V, ¥. *8. fS8- 2. W. W. ¥/•

27.— I. iS, H, 4^- 2. ^g, U, *S. 18- 3

ataS. Isle- *• I'sb'sc. TC5§t5i TWTBS, TTsSXTJJ- " ¥rt.

i> as SO'

5.

i?i. /A- 6. IJf ,
^o^Rr, ^T. ft?. A'y 7. /A'ij. ir%"o,

21S5 sua 2720 B.ISg.Ai 9 4^ ^20 -32-5

10. TiJ?T.T^%''TS. TS^'rr-

I. |. 2. J.
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^'•~'; •,*•*•*•«•«' ^'-- 5.?. A, A. 6. ,v. H,^r..7.2^,^,2iv. 8.H.^.M.A. 9.
'I;

¥T> 277. tJi-

29.-1. f J. 2. j». ^B. 3. „_
B Ai ft 4 f. fl T ^

i" -.1 i:t» st» ffft*
6. i^, T. 6. i, i, f, J. 7. ,^v. Th, ^h, .'A. 8. A,

30.-I. IJ. 2. J|. 3. 1. 4. HJ. 5. lU. 6. 14|. 7. 2AS

^ 2"3,!-^ff.
"'*-^*- "-'^A '2^13:

'3- 22t||i. 14. 15^Yt- 15. 1.

'4- f 15. ^%. 16. 2A. 17.' l'£ 18. |#.

32.-I. f. 2. J.^ 3. ^gj. 4. fjg. 5. i!. 6. 1. 7. 2J.

35.-I. lii. 2 5/,. 3. 8.?. 4. /^. 5. i 6. /^ 7 U

40.-I Seven and. six-tenths. 2. Thirty-nine, and
hree tenths. 3. Four, and eighty-nine hun-

dredths. 4. Seven hundred and sixty-tvvo
5. Seven hundred and sixty-two thousandths
6. Seven hundred and sixty-two, and seven hun-dred and sixty-two thousandths. 7. One thou
sand two hundred and thirty-four, and five thou-
sand six hundred and seventy-eight ten-thou-
sandths. 8. One hundred and twentv-three. and
forty-five thousand six hundred and seventy-eight
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hundred-thousandths. 9. Two thousand four hun-
dred, and thirty-six ten-thousandths. 10. Two
thousand four hundred and thirty-six ten-thou-

sandths. 1 1. Six ten-thousandths. 12. Six mil-

lionths. 13. Six billionths. 14. 76-89. 15. 14003.

16. 1000003. 17. 0103. 18. 30070001083.

42. 3525-9774.

95-222524.

, 61-23737.

4-3315. 6.

3. 2503-61876243.

6-5754.

44.— I.

4.

7

10.

2-4493944. 2. 5-477082. 3. 44-395031413.

57-8687277. 5. 7-7123875248. 6. -26484624.

12025-21200096. 8. -00000072. 9. -0000001.

1.

45.— I. 1-2, 12, -012. 2. -4, -04, -16, 12-8, 64.

46.-3. 8-1, -81, -9, 2-7, 218-7, -0003. 4. -015625, 78-125,

625, -000025, -625. 5. -00121, -161051, 014641,

-01331. 6. 1-368, -05472, 2-736, -1368, -0684.

7. 2799360, 77760, 129600, 2K'000. 8. -5, -2, -125,

-04, -015625, -008, -00390625, 0016. 9. -47712.

10. -43241. II. -69315. 12. -31830.

I. U. 2. H- 3. ^. 4. „Vir-

47. I. -25, -5, -75, -125, -375, -625, -875. 2. -1875,

-3125, -4375, -5625, -6875, -8125, -9375. 3. -2, -4,

•6, -8. 4. -96, -992 -9984. 5. -96875, -984375,

•9921875, -00390625. 6. -142857, -285714, -428571,

-571428, -714285, -857142. 7. -918918, -675675,

-531531, -438438, -386386. 8. -333333, -666666,

•166666, -833333, -777777, -727272, -692307.

62.— I. -947368421052631578, -6315789473684^1052,

•5882352941176470, •3529411764705882, -615384,

•3913043478260869565217, -380952.
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2. -6086956521739130434782,

•4482758..20689655172413793103, .967741935483870
•972, -02439, -3584905660377.

3^.
-879126, -i26984I. -987012, -386100, -518, -000351,

3- 2 J. 3i, 14//^, 7/,>„.
'^' '^' ^*-

55.-I. 3-9283. 2. 1.6854. 3. 40-90586. 4. 2621-108687.

57.-I. -6359723, 2. 1-715399467874. 3. 1-67660503
4. -402392970.

60.-I. 148862. 2. 1-338. 3. 1.191t;. 4. -435
5. 70-5839.

63. -I. 29-995. 2. 856-967. 3. 2"^i;i . 4. 29-956
5. 13-593. 6. 1-407. 7. 262-856
I. 0202, -2025, 202-522. 2. 138-280 or 138-281
3- IsV/rtPr- 4. -0285714, -047619. 5. -8398 -8397
6. 16-8476190. 7. -00015625. 8. -4047 or' -4048'

9-tV 10, 15. II. ^v%. ,2. j,g^. ,3_ .52.

64.-I4. 3-141592. |5. lOf ,6. -JL. 17. .3,83.

18. 409. 19. |«, ^j^^Y and JJ will circulate with
periods of not more than 36, 36, 97 digits resoec-
tivcly. 20. 909rV oz. 21. 6. 22. 100. 23. 52^0
.S2-73 iS-63, $7. 24. 10-1873. 25. ,4. 26. $1365!
fc/. 00 Jc.

S900 33. Ic. 34. $612. $720, $864, $1080. 35. :,^
do. $1-31 nearlv. 37. ,' J 1 4. » oo ^^^ -„

«37.50. 39. 9 years.
""' ^^' ^^' *"• 38. $22-.0.
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66.—40. $12937-50. 41. $3-56 nearly. 42. 83000, $4500,

$6750, $9750. 43. S4076163. 44. S1323, S1260,

$1200. 45. 474 lb. 46. 4.30 p.m. 47. 19§i gal.

*8- T*T. 6j. 49. 142857. 50. 62 ic.

67.—51. $175, $105. 52. 12, 30. 53. $21-50, $21.

54. 1900, 1850. 55. 521 y lb. 56. 30-98. 57. 45c.

69. I. 198. 2. 311760. 3. ,525600. 4. ,5451776000.

5. 199. 6. 24(J00. 7. £\0 8s. 4d. 8. 10.

9. Saturday.

70.— 10. 795. II. 312i. 12. $81. 13. 2175. 14. 1497.

15. 3041. 16. 88 yr. 5 mo. 10 da. 17. 47. 18. 25.

19. Mar. 21st, 1871. 20. 44. 21. 8 min. 25 si-c.

22. 2 mi. 1430 yd. 23. 175. 24, 171-6. 25. 84.

71.—26. 70. 27. 2ff oz. 28. 14 da. 7 h. 11 m. 17 sec.

29. 16s. 9Jd. 30. 146097. 31. 36524.

I. 10, 100, 1. 2. 1, 100, 10000. 3. 1200, 15000,

21000000. 4. 1234567-89, 123456-789, 123-456789.

5. 856000, 5632, 12468000. 6. 1635639-87.

7.554151-1. 8. 1152-48768 Km. 9.91-441. 10. 18i.

72.- II. 50 12. 179-07. 13. 749-301. 14. 4-m., 6 m.
15. 13 hr. 32 m. 30 sec. 16. 900. 17. 952, 400.

18. 12, 120000, 120. 19. 1017-32. 20. 9-9.

21. 204-2415 Ha. 22. -1. 23. 1500000. 24. ,39-6.

25. 1000000. 26. 1. 27. 100. 28. 2500.

29. 909,', Kg.

73.—30. 1000, 1000. 31. 1 Kg. 32. 1000. 33. 1 cu. dm.
34. If? Kg. 35. 1000. 36. 1000000. 37. 1000000.

38. 10000. 39. 13-5. 40. 46 :25. 41. 907-21.

42. l.^Sfi. 43. 20-116. 44. 101-17. 45. 368-529.

46. 1609-3. 47. 39-6. 48. 1000.
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76.

76.

77.-

78.-

79.-

80.-

M. 055225. 12 \ ?3 - 4
'?'';

16. 1000. 17 296 18 "no \t
'^•^='25.

20. 7!a. 21. 71?
00000016.

" 16, 25, 529. '2. .09, -0016, .000256, .268.124.

-3- i, A. if J. 4. -0470, 0021, 21-3721 H inn
10000, 1000000. 6.343 2744 iWnyly , ^•
000008, .00000000000, 8

'" ';?''';,,-'• •"°''

H:s^'.s°"^8.^-i^~^

"V;i,^8i^oo;5o:;.%:^'^:'M:f'/^s^'
10. 14, 24. 45, 20, 50, 80, 126, 2 ^00 900 3 I'

05\V^1'f„'«'-'---0«0,28;
33.%.V3,%,vr.v^'.'r^'V''r
ri1v%-'\^';\«'^-^--^'^i'oi;/.o5,t
Ji •u,":3r'^"

"'''''•-•'•'• 2-'. A
5'^^; ,^-

'^"- '''00. 6. 1225. 7.325
12. 5. 13. 0. 14. 1225.

II. 5.

-.5.^^^ 35. ,9.5. 21.35. 22. 25, 0; 25, 6; 31,

-'• 9- 2. 10. 3. 100. 4. 100. 8. 8516.

[7. 754. 19. 917. 20. 829, 389, 213, 295
I-

1, -01, -0001, -000001. 2. I .1 .01 .oni « 7
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81.-

82.-

83.-

84.-

ARITHMETIC

-I. 21. 32, 72. 2. 3A, 6^. 3. J. 2*. 4. J, §. j
8. 5-1715. 6. 7071. 7. Wl, -778. 8. 57 15
9. 76. 10. 3-968. 1 1. 10919.

-12. 9, 3. IB. 335, ,336. 16. 75c. 17. 63. 18. 142450
19. 6084. 20. 121, 363. 21. 36, 42. 22. 8, 16, 24^

-2. 3. 3. 1. 6. 3. 7. 2. 9. 6. II

14. 9.

3. 12. 3. 13. 3.

87

88.

90.-

91.-

93.

16. 1. 16. i. 18. 9.

3. 1 ft. 4. 4. 6. 40. 7. 10. 8, 10 sq. ft. 9. 38*
sq. rods. rO. 8J« sq. yd. II. 6 sq. yd. 6 sq ft'
40 sq. in.

.— I. 13 ft. 2. 41 ft. 3. 85 ft. 4. 17 yd. B. 27-784 in.

.—6. 4 ft. 11-933 in. 7. 8-171 ft. 8. 6 ft. 9. 40 ft
10. 112 ft. II. 12-649 yd. 12. 3 yd. 10-253 in.'

'3- 4-529 ft. 9. 6 sq. ft.

.— 10. 3-72 sq. yd. II. 72-727 sq. in.

25«f. 4. i, 7i, 4-974. B. 5U in., 435S in., 71-797
in. 6. 30, 180, 2184, 19-899, 1759-035.

-I. m ft. 2. 18iV yd. 3. 14 yd. 2 ft. 9? in.
4. 23-470 ft.

-B. 241 ft. 6. 2 ft. 3U in. 7. 3-01 yd. 8. 75? ft.

9. 27,^ yd. ID. 30 yd. 1 ft. 8 in.

-22. 38i sq. ft. 23. 50? sq. ft. 24. 100 sq. yd
8? sq. ft. 2B. 129-537 sq. ft. 26. 5-':41 sq. in.
27. 9i sq. ft. 28. 62f sq. ft.

I. i>3. 2. ^3. 3. 28 ft. 4. 51,V sq. ft. S. 35 sq.
ft. 6. 4i sq. ft.
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•4.-

96.-

96.-

98.-

190.-

8. 1 12 sq. in. 6. 84 sq. ft. 7. 66 iq. ft. i. 6 ft.

9. U^in. 10. 2 ft. 7Am-
6. 21 sq. ft. 7. 21 sq. ft. 8. S4 sq. ft. 9. 242 iq.

in. 10. 14 in. 11. 2^ in. 12. 12^ in. 13. 4 ft
U. 5-744 ft. 18. 8720 in.

-16. Sft. 17. 11-496 in. 18. 204f sq. in. 10.269-992

sq. in. 20. 128192 sq. ft. 21. 117-5 sq. in.

-14. 154 sq. ft. 16. 676-063 sq. ft., 1079-134 sq.

in., 2665062 sq. ft. 16. 3-102 ft.. 7-937 in., 1-761 ft.

101.

102.

105.-

106.

109.-

110.

III.-

112.-

-20. 60 cu. ft., 65 cu. yd., 29-25 cu. ft., 163-312

cu. ft. 21. 144sq. in. 22. 12 in. 23. 8 ft. 24. 4-773

yd. 26. 64-058 yd.

-12. 140CU. ft. 13. 12cu. in. 14. 140cu. ft. 16. 36
cu. ft. 16. 295-160 cu. ft.

-6. 108 cu. ft. 7. 352 cu. in. 8. 124^ cu. ft. 9. 16

sq. ft. 10. 2-256 ft. II. 6-75 in. 12. 1-948 in.

13. 4063 ft.

-16. 60 cu. ft 17. 32 cu. ft. 18. 18 sq. in. 19. 4-535

in. 20. 46§ cu. ft. 21. 137-673 cu. ft.

-6. 81 cu. ft. 7. 410J cu. ft. 8. 38i sq. in. 9. 3iin.
10. 3-349 yd.

-17. 1437i cu. in. 18. 268-190 cu. in.

-19. 21 in. 20. 179§ cu. ft.

-I. $1-64. 2. 120 yd. 3. 56 ft. 4. 2000. 5. 216000.

-6. 28§ sq. ft. 7. $266. 8. 346- 106. 9. 40.

10. 357071 ft. II. 60 ft. 12. 18 ft. 13. 1.

14. 107-158 yd. 16. $323-.^26. 16. 4 yd., 20 yd.
17. $504. 18. 5 ch. 19. 25899-37.
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M 3.-20.

ft.

26.

30.

33.

-38.

sq.

in.

44.

47.

-49.

53.

57.

60.

1 16.- 62.

66.

69.

sq.

1 17.—74.

in.

81.

cu.

sq.

1 18.—87.
91.

95.

98.

ARITHIIBTIC

8-64 in. 21. 2-699 ft. 22. £7 38. 4d. 83. 30-805

24. "^•4-641 sq. ft. 25. .134098-48, ^:468I.8'».

lOOj ill ft. 27. 103 ft. 28. LSJ in. 29. 22^Vf'-
1-68 ft. 31. -541 yd. 32. 18-973 ft.. 12-649 ft.

Square, 89 sq. rods. 34. $203-20.

2836. 36. 1-118 in. 37. 243-721. 38. 2 ac. 46
rods. 39. 11-2 ft. 40. 51ii sq. yd. 41. 15-512

42. $466-663. *3. Square, 225 sq. yd.

$158-56. 45. -0000') 18. 46. 24-64 sq. ft.

5-291 in. 48. 643^ sq. ft.

12^j. 50. JH- 81. 6. 52. 2211 sq. in.

$362-50. 54. 12. 55. 155 in. 56. 208 ac.

8400 sq. yd. 58. 65-948 ft. 59. 5 hr.

24-589 in. 61. 212f

553f 63. $59-15. 64. 6-2 ft. 65. 2005J ac.

23 ft. 4 in. 67. 2710-19 cu. ft. 68. 8|y ft.

6995 cu. ft. 70. 13-75 sq. yd. 71. J. 72. 40-737

in. 73. 1437J cu. in.

126 in., 674 sq. in. 75. 29§ cu. in. 76. 14+ cu.

77. 25. 78. 22i. 79. 488. 80. 12-728 lb.

758 556 cu. in. 82. 792-261 cu. in. 83. 44ii
in. 84. 398-353 sq. ft. 85. -577 in. 86. 97?
in.

8 to 27. 88. 30t days. 89. $25099. 90. 32 i}.

48 in. 92. 5-744 ft. 93. 525 sq. ft. 94. 20.

1325-481 sq. yd. 96. 189-52 sq. ft. 97. 4500.

12S7f 99. 32|J lb. 100. 2475.

119.— 101. 640 tons. 10^. 235f 103. 14-661 in.

104. 3784-075. 105. 11407.Jf oz. 106. 44.9.

107. 1^^ ft. per hr. 108. 539 1^- 109. 6250.

MO. 25 441. ill. 123-4. 112. 172.
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121.-

I3S.-

136.-

137. -S

-M3. M. 114. 13. IIS. 45. 116.6000 117. 1
lis. 72M. 119. 'W. 120. 66. 121. 27
122. urn. 123.24. 124..^,,,.. 12 n... I.S ,„.
125. 4 m. 126. I min. 127. ,^6 min. 128. 10 m.

-129. .331 s. 130. 10 m. 131. -84. 132. .,17.S m
133. I-IS.V 134. .1648.

"!• '• '-. ^' 2- 3- '. 7. 17. 0. 0. 10. It fails when
(» or 9 IS struck out. II. 4.S'' F.., ICS" W. 12. .W W.

-13. .- hr. 57 min. 56 sec. 14. 70° 24' W |5 26°
31' W. 16.60° W. 17. 4 hours. 18. 1.20 'p.m.
IB. 5 ni.n. 56 sec. fast 10 min. 44 sec. fast, 1 min.« sec. slow. 20. 3 -.4. 2|. .^6c., 64c. 22. 55
23. $28.75, S40. 24. 2.50, 550, 1150. 26. $15.65'
26. 7, 14, 21, 28.

-27. $1008, $1296, $1344. 28. 44, 31. 29. $165
»65. 30. 71 : 13. 31. $10. 32. 5 ; 1. 33. 163 Sal.'
34. 1 gal. 1 qt. ? pt. 36. $175, S163. 36. 10 ^4
37. I35A yd. 38. B, 8,-;, yd. 39, § of way round,'
40. 6 mm., starting point.

138. ^4r. 540 miles. 42. SJ sec, 6^ sec. 43. 2 miles.
44. 4tV m,les. 46. lOfy min. past 2. 46. 5r\ min.
past 7. 47. 21i\ min. past 3. 48. 7^. A9. 84
42, 21 days. 50. 6 days. 51. 48 min. 52. $2*

$IJ, 40c.
'

139.—63. 18jV days. 64. $70-50, $4950. 55. 90 180
days. 56. 9 : 10. 57. S7.05, $6-93. 58. SiK days
69. 540. 60. $8-64. 61. $22-40. 62. S128 63 270o"
64. $135-I3i.

•
•

I40.-65. $376-20. 66. 65^. 67. $51-33^. 68. 42«
69. $54-50, or $53-50 if no waste in h-,rder
70. $10-50. 71. 60. 72. $7-20. 73. 93*
74. $47-26§.

'
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I4I--I. *. A. *. i h i. f i 1, |. 2. 60, 16ii, 26il, 22i,

18A. 187i, 25, 36i, SJ.

142.—3. 4, 75, 4. 4. 4, 3, 2. 5. 20, 16§, 5, S|, 4i|. 6. 216

men, 108 bu. 7. $4-7753. 8. $2915000. 9. 420
marks, 57-60 francs. 10. 6J. II. 2^. 12. 12i.

13. 130. 14. 96. 15. IJ, 8? lb. 16. 200. 17. 250.

J8. 800. 19. 3608. 20. 4.

143.—21. 500. 22. 96578. 23. $3360. 24. 35-2. 25. 42^.

26, $8800. 27. 13§. 28. 120, 240. 29. 581-4,

579-2, 489-4, 350 lb. 30. 25-9. 31. 75. 32. $9.

33. 125. 34. 42*.

144.—35. $120000. 36. $2000. 37. 600, 480, 360. 38. 40.

30. 76-8. 40. 1^?. 41. 21iS. 42. $16000. 43. 600.

44. 1029rV-

146.— I. $432, $675, $1966-50, $787-50, $458-64. 2. $150.

3. 15%. 4. $4-28i. 5. $16-66§. 6. $4-57i^.

7. $3-75. 8. 81. 9. 12c. 10. $6.

147.— II. $10. 12. $28-12i. 13. 45c. 14. 2% loss.

15. 3^. 16. m. 17. $4. 18. 114%. 19. Former,

$10. 20. 20%. 21. 16*. 22. 28%
24. 20%. 25. }%.

148.—26. $405. 27. $2-33§. 28. 50c. 20. $327-50,

$31 1-12J, $294-75.

I. $264, $234-30, $64-05, $245-35, $1451-99, $4055-28.

149.-2. 20% gain, 33J% loss, 25% loss, 16§% gain.

3. $720, $560, $3000, $7250. 4. $2-10. 5. $2887-50.

6. $10-10|g. 7. mc. 8. 22^. 9. No. 10. 71f
II. 50. 12. 50. 13. IS.

22. 28%. 23. 5|%.
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150.-
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14. $5-75. 16. ej. 16. SA- 17. $10. 18. M*
19. 1. 20. 37iXc. 21. 331 22. 12i. 23. 63^.
24. ^ gal. 26. lU. 26. 220. 27. »235.

161.—28. 116. 29. $500. 30. $1129if. 31. 48c.
32. Lost, 9,\% 33. 831 34. 33^ 35. $71f

152

153.

36. 42^. 37. 46.6c. 38. $200. 39. $15360.
40. $8-80, no.

.— I. $54, $33-60, $9-60, $189, $8-25, $182-25, $7
2. $5850. 3. 66§c.

,-4. 2%. 5. 4%. 6. 2%. 7. 80. 8. i%. 9. $16.
10. $102. II. $25. 12. $1715-69. 13. $70.
14. 3J%. 15. $945. 16. 25263

50.

25.

'fir-

154.

155,

.— 17. $9720. 19. 311963. 20. 100000. 21. 1J%.
22. 120000 1b.

-23. 7847if+. 24. $54. 25. $8000.
27. $4060. 28. 40058t'iV. 29. IJ.

26. $5333J.

166

168,

169,

:60

•31. 1J%, 1%. 32. 2%. 33. 2%. 34. IJ%.

I. $30, $112-50, $27-20, $246, $60, $11-34. 2. $625
$2500, $4450, $5500. 3. 1J%, i%, 55c., 54c'
4. $105. 5. $56-25. 6. $160. 7. i% 8 W
9. Ii%. 10. 1J%.

" ^"'-

.— 1.1. $2133J. 12. f. 13. i. 14. $40. 16. $8000
17. S4000. 18. $16000. 19. $6000. 20 l-A,c/_

21. li%. - "'-

—22. $312-50, $400, $875, $15151-52, $24242-42,
$60606-06. 23. $2000. 24. $25600. 25 'li(y

26, $42256-62. 27. $!n.l5. 28. $4666§. 29. $759
loss. 30. $3950, $50. 31. $32-50.
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161.-32. 1J%. 33. 1%. 34. $51750. 35. $6283^1,

$4189tV. 36. $11970. 37. $18312-91.

163.— I. $100. 2. $37-50. 3. $240. 4. $30. 5. $9375.
6, Hi mills. 7. $14112. 8. 16§ mills. 9. $14-40.

10. $16. II. $1979. 12. 16 mills. 13. $6400.

164.— 14. 15 mills. 15. $507500. 16. $4. 17. $30.
18. $14i«. 19. $1900. 20. $32-37i. 21. $23-75.

22. $780000, $132600, $386100, $179400, $42900,
$19500, $19500,

166.— I. $120, $180; $80, $125; $150, $300; 0, $32-50;

$27, $42; 0, $42; $116-25, $155; $102-18, $119-21
;

$200, $300. 2. 16-03%. 3. $3-70. 4. $3-25, $3-34.

5. $300. 6. $3-78. 7. 7ic.

167. 8. $2-35 nearly. 9. $2-88. 10. $20. II. $162-73 + .

12. $76-17 + . 13. $1. 14. 43J't. 15. $20.

16. 10%. 17. 20 doz., $8. 18. 27 in.

168.— 19. 3 yd. 20. 2J lb.

169.— I. $1250 each. 2. $1120, $1680. 3. $4000.
4. $2000. 5. $20000. 6. $1200. 7. $1001-74
$459-13, $939-13. 8. $5422-58.

170.—9. $2618-18. 10. 8, 10, 12 mo. II. S2000 each
12. $3764-25. 13. $400, $800, $1200, $2400.
14. $6315-79, $5684-21. 15. $1333J, $1666§.
16. $8000, $9000, $3000.

171.— 17. $47-25, $49, $80. 18. $273i $133J, $-3J.

173.— I. $1800, $1250, $815, $380, $1200, $2000, $2490
$1397-50, $1630, $732-50. 2. $1470. 3. $3487-50.
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I74.-4. $30, $240. 6. $65. 6. $60. 7. 3|%j 8. 5, $100-
8. 0; 12. $22; 26, $12; 8. $40; XO; 4 ^ • 7
S21.75; 6, $22; 13. S47.75. 9. 40 shares, lo! 40
shares. II. $320. 12. $87-50. 13. $118-25. 14. 5A ^
15. 5tV. 16. 8%. 17. 40 shares, $3010. 18. \^

I75.-I9. IIO^J. 2.. $352 gain. 21. 1005 sh. 22. 1500

27. 3%. 28. 5%. 29. $600000.

I76.-30. $120000. 31. $327-50. 32. 20%. 33 75
34. $6500, $250. 35. 108. 36. $41400. 37. 80 sh'
38. $7200, $10800. 39. 60c. gain.

177.— I. (a) $144. (6) $131-25.

I78.-I. (c) $129-71. (d) $255-864. (e) $163-487
(/) $108-904. (g) $404-416. (h) £216 Is 6d
2. $106. 3. $1344. 4. $60-449. 5. $180-64
6. $1431-493. 7. S.5610. 8. $4. 9. $65.

'

ID. 3
II. 4. 12. 3. 13. 5. 14. 5. 15. 2^ yr.

"'~I5-
''^ ^' ^'"'•''- "-^^y^- '«-33iyr.

W sV, (/) i,V, (9) ,S. 22. 12. 23. 20 24 16

i7:'^$6a '28.
4'- '"• ''* '' '' '' '''''

' '

33. $525. 34. $800. 35. $1300. 36. S723-91'<'
37. The latter. 38. $261 H. 39. $450. 40. $456
41. A's offer. 42. $1389-15.

I8I.-43. $1170. 44. $384 at the end of 6 mo. 45. 4i
46. li yr. 47. 5 yr. 48. $298-78.
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186.—L (a) Sept. 4th, (6) 92 d., (c) $12-60, (d) $987-40.

2. (o) Apr. 18th, (6) 76 d., (c) $16-92, (d) $1233-08.

3. (a) Sept. 26th, (6) 8t> d., (c) $106-32, (d) $5534-43.

4. (a) Mar. 4th, (6) 70 d., (c) $31-86, (d) $2737-14.

187.—6. (a) Aug. 4th, (6) 61 d., (c) $3-68, (d) $271-32.

6. (a) Mar. 3rd, (6) 92 d., (c) $80-66, (d) $3919-34.

7. (o) Nov. 8th, (6) 157 d., (c) $31-86, (d) $1202-70.

8. (o) Apr. 18th, (6) 63 d., (c) $24-40, (d) $2332-10.

9. (a) Mar. 3rd, (A) 33 d., (c) $2-89, (d) $397- U.
10. (o) June 6th, (6) 97 d., (c) $12-26, (d) $564-49.

11. (o) May 9th, (6) 80 d., (c) $6-39, (d) $479-66.

188.— 12. (a) May 6th, (6) 63 d., (c) $27-90, (d) $1992-81.

13. (a) Nov. 26th, (6) 86 d., (c) $80-58, (d) $4194-33.

14. (o) Mar. 3rd, (6) Mar. 3rd, (c) Mar. 2nd, (d) May
3rd, (e) Mar. 3rd. [5. jh- 16. jHit- 17. ^ih-
18. ,^f. 19. liH- 20- $365. 21. $888-50. 22. $365.

189.—23. 6%. 24. 5%. 25. 7%. 26. 12i%. 27. $365.

28. July 7th. 29. Nov. 2nd. 30. $1199-87.

31. 7-127%. I. $35.

!90.—2. $465. 3. $465. 4. $48-23. 5. $951-77.

6. $2083-23. 7. $2104-06. 8. $60. 9. $20.

10. $121-64. II. $1118-36. 12. $3942-26.

191.— 13. $244-5i. 14. $28E-12. 15. $474-53.

16. $398-74.

193.— I. 5. 2. 3. 3. $3600.

194.—4. 40 days. 5. 16 days. 6. 3^. 7. 44 days, July
15th. 8. 20 days. 9. 9 rao. 10. 15 days. II. Apr.

I3th. 12.J2 days after drbt wis due. 13. 120

days. 14. 7 day^. IS. 4 days.
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195.-16. Sept. 10th. 17. Sept. 2nd. 18. $923-87.

I98.-I. $112.4864. 2. $1.124864. 3. $121.55. 4. $32.33

1:^622
"*''''°'- '•^''''- «-«i2<)i.3i:

I99.-I0. $9.72. n. $4449. 12. $1025.72. 13. $1350.61
4. $111.49. 15. $113525. 16. $4328-25. 17.43923
IE. $474-72. 19. $1.64166. 20. $1.17416
2i, $15400. 22. $10000. 23. $72953.

200.-24. 7 + yr. 26.5.26.609. 27.2-95. 28.5%
29. $10000. 30. Between 28 and 29 years, between
10 and 11. 31. 4^. 32. 5. 33. 12
34. $144, $109-55.

203.-I. $600. 2. $769-23. 3. 96.15c. 4. 89c. 5. $7396-45
6. $23-53. 7. $48-80. 8. $14.14, S97-9/, $93-14
$285298, 21.65c. 9. $1089-30. 10. $1200 62.

^~!J-^''t'!
'2-»97-572. 13. $524-42. 14. Latter.

S17. 15. $132. 16. 2. 17. Utter. 5c. 18. Utter.
19. 5-45. 20. $85-29. 21. $1922-75. 22. $1-80.

^'"'-^a. $1032. 24- »19T'f. 25. $193069. 26. ^7-25.

2I2.-I. $5-23. 2. $3568-90, $7629-525. S6403-59
$2112-05. 3. $3751-50. 4. $7481-30 5. 'l% dis
count. 6. $849-15. 7. $470-15. 8. $486-663
«99-76S. $11-58, $373-50, $42-46, $29-75. 9. $2-35'
10. $1587.60. II. $1070-70. 12. $1 =5-22 fr.

2I3.-I3. $349-79. 14. $290-70. 15. $5764-50. 16. $7275
17. £500, 18. 9i. 19. .5-16% 20. £2321 17s. 4d.,'
i,276 8s. 3d. 21. $12279-60. 22. $342-857
23. $1 =2487 fl.
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214.— I. $52-25 loss. 2. $14-88. 3. $550, $371-25.

4. $2826, $2355. 6. 25. 6. $144. 7. $5-25.

8. $133-87}.

216.—9. $6-0172. 10. $3485. II. $180. 12. 11^. 13. $40.

14. $180, $240, $300. IS. $4383. 16. $157-.50.

17. $270. 18. 209-592 sq. ft. 19. $4-8545. 20. 360.

216.-21. 5i%. 22. $6979-50. 23. $90. 24. 28.

25. $16000, $4320. 26. $8-50. 27. $1015, $1421,

$2233. 28. $12, $10. 29. 6{. 30. $891. 31. $65-40.

32. 2J yr. 33. -0000315.

217.—34. 4i. 36. $2436-66§. 36. $1973684-21. 37. $75,

$126. 38. 49J. 39. $3600. 40. $998-40.

41. $2733-60. 42. 48-6c. 43. $144, $180, $202-50.

44. $3-92. 46. $1179.

218 46. $34-046. 47. 26}. 48. H. 49. 108 yd. 50. 44,

9J, 63. 51. 8JI cu. ft. 52. I65. 53. $22-50. 54. f
55. $325. 56. $1720. 57. 25. 58. $9483-125.

219.—59. $3. 60. $900. 61. 327,109. 62. $2000. 63. 8tVi-
64. 7-6c. 65. 4-8' t. 66. 4§ sq. yd. 67. $2916.

68. £4500. 69. 2 to 5. 70. $18. 71. $10489-45.

220.-72. $6000. 73. $340-55. 74. 6ic. loss. 75. $500.

76. $1681-355. 77. 43c. 78. 28J. 79. $574-22.

80. 75,60. 81. $240, $210. 82. $225. 83. $45062-50.

221.—84. 3600. 85. 17 mills. 86. 66i%. 87. $41-903.

88. ll§c. 89. $16293-75. 90. 12} mills. 91. 858.

92. Former. 93. li%. 94. $320, 6%. 95. $730.

222.-96. $1039-54. 97. $2250. 98. $935. 99. 20.

100. $1725-22.

I. 52t\, 2. 21, 28, 42. 3. $3-42, $1-125, $2-34,

$1-26, $4-59, $1-575, $14-31.
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2?,3.—4. 30, 20 rods. 5. 27000. 6. 525.50, $13-50. 7. 5
7, 9, 13. 8. S2000, $3000, $4000. 9. $11952
10. 84. II. 11.2%. 12. $3 loss. 13. $4000. 14. 4'^/
loss. 15. 9mi%.

224.-I6. $1842. 17. 18 mills. 18. 5, 7. 19. $480 $720
S900.$1050. 20. 12i';. 21. $20. 22. 72514 shares'
23. 25. 24. 4^<yi-. 25. 12.

226.-26. 6J? days. 27. $33.44. 28. $250. 29, $875
30. $1648. 31. y,. 32. S1270. 33. 60480.
34. 2J' ; loss. 35. $45.36. 36. $840, $700, $420.

226.-37. $250,6%. 38. 113.137. 39. B, ,', yd 40. 41

J

41. $8-40, $7, $6. 42. $124,368. 43. $14400
44. $7.02. 45. 39. 46. $3125. 47. $1980
48. $2592.

227—49. 16§. 50. li% prem. 51. $80. 52. 42S. 53. 510
lb. 54. 35. 55. B pavs A Si 6. 56. $2.67
57. $600000. 58. $78. 59. 5%. 60. VV-

228.—61. $2517-50. 62. $11069-767. 63. $30, $29.70
64. $2600. 65. $1714-28!, $2285-7I-:;. 66. 123-582
cu. in. 67. 30,20. 68. 5-76 min. 69.' 37'? 70 4»
mo. 71. $5-25.

'

229.-72. 5i yr., $420. 73. $1542.85f 74. $6.44.

75. $900, $400. 76. 7;, days. 77. Sil-O?. 78.1000000
79. 90, 20. 80. $1457-50. 81. 94;. 82. $699-856.

230.-83. $69-33i. 84. $262,50. 85. SlOO loss. 86. 23c.
87. 1311-566 Kg. 88. S3').92. 89, $54-25. $71-7.S.

90. $5600. 91. 196. 92, B, 2^ yd. 93. 8 J.
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231.—94. $3128, $1552. 98. 28,14. 96. $1. 97. $2482165.

98.1313,2121. 99. t{(^oz. 100. $2472-94.

I. $30000. 2. $9- 18}. 3. $400000.

232.-

233.

-4. $273-40. 5. $49, $320. 6.

17f, 9. 6c. 10. 5§ days.

12. $7880-299. 13. S\i%.

24 mi. 7. 8%.
II. 53-4375C.

8. 21H.

234.

-14. 11-49 rods. IS. 33J. 16. 3J min., i way round.

17. $26666j. 18. $230, 4i yr. 10. $6246-675.

20. 4^. 21. 75c., 90c. 22. $8874. 23. $6000.

-24. $910, $9. 26. 113636,<fOz. 26. 71 -8c. 27. 17i\.

28. $1016065. 29. $15000. 30. $4048-40.

31. $1462-50. 32. § of the way round. 33. $504,

$432, $255.

236.-34. 132. 36. $2241-28. 36. $240, $192, $180.

37. 6J loss. 38. 19 tnin. 36 sec. 39. $1656. 40. 24,

56. 41. 24» loss. 42. $643-50. 43. y\%. 44. 180,

135, 108 days.

236.-45. $1'?0, $1100. 46. $3-33 J. 47. 26 min. 40 sec.

48. $491.^-50. 49. 6%. 50. 24f 51. 4i, 5J mi.

52. 11/, mo. 53. $588-24. 54. ^. 55. $563-297.

237.-56. $17-50. 57. $3432. 58. $9107. 69. $655-36.

60. $3000. 61. 40, 30 mi. 62. $18 loss. 63. 98

shares. 64. 6, 9, 10 mo.

238.—65. $11087-52. 66. $829-637. 67. "H- 68.21-213

in. 69. $3381-75, $3908-25. 70. 30Jc. 71. $30-80,

$30-40, $30- 10. 72. $7-36. 73. 100 shares.

239.-74. $100 loss.

78. $116. 79.

75. 26 lb. 76. $1100. 77. 551.

50. 80. Latter. 81. $12400, $14200.
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240.—82. 1, 5 mi. per hr, 83. S40, $68-7.5, S56-25
84. $13800. 85. 8Jc. 86. »').6\j\. 87. 224 in'

$8, $14, $20. 89. $674. 90. $119. 9|. s<7

241.—92. $340-7.5. 93. 105. 94. 9-54%.
96. $500. 97. $180, $210. 98. 3f>;

100. 8JJ mo.

95. $390.

99. $4-50.

242.- r. 83 Jc. 2. June 11th. 3. |-y gain. 4.30720. 5. $80
6. ^734-40. 7. S3'),S(), $50. 8. $6.50. 5647-92
9. 818 yd.

243.- 10. 38. II. ,16. 12. $5287-87. 13. $8016-64
14. 40, 60. 15. SI8-40. 16. 31}. |7. $10-50.

"*~!?' !* '"°- '' ^^'^^" 20. 136. 21. 265 days, 10.
22. $9000. 23. $382-12. 24. $918-02. 25. Aue
16th. 26. 20 to 21. 27. 10',.

246.—28. $14 r, gain, $5|J loss. 29.8-9. 30. $11-20
31. 5^,. $200. 32. $400000. 33. $7-20 34 5o'
35. $451-20, $12. 36. 81.

**'"~!M^^"- ^*- **744-186. 3r $842-30, $918-87.
$1598-83. 40. $117-8'?. 41. Dec, 3rd. 42. 22-54-
43. 5-86C. loss. 44. if 46. $884-13. 46. $2-20a"
47. $3045, $812.

'

247.-48. $9409-28, 17M'7,. 49. $6-72. 50. Crosswise,
4tsq. yd. 51. $46-85. 52. IJ. 53. $10000.
54. $96-45. 55. 65. 56. 1} ac. 57. 10-2.

248.-58. 75c. 59. 6 mo. 60. 69|. 61. 6 82 25^7
63. $235-20. 64. 40 lb. Troy. 65. $3463-09. M. il'.

"^•~;!-
f^f,*^- ,f• ^0 6»- 339^, cwt. 70. 192000.

72. 8^-;^. 73. 5%. $1260. 74. 38} sec. 75. $29-56.
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2B0.--76. 4th. 77. 30 , 36. 45. 78. $75. 79 $480 $600.

$700. $787-50. 80. $9520'>. 81. $948015.

82. 20iH!J. 83. jC8750. 84. 13i mo. 86. $2400.

$3000. $6480.

281.—86. 4096. 87. 6 sec. 88. 16-83. 86. 5. 90. $2

gain. 91. Every 65,», min. 92. 35. 15. 93. 910,

102. 80 oz. 94. $173-85.

262.-96. J. 96. 7i min.. i way round. 97. -43429.

98. 4 min. 99. 12. 100. 2' ,

.

I. 17, 5 lb. 2. 15-406. 3. $2-51f.

263.-4. 155200. 6. $6500. 6. $13383-50. 7. ,Vr «»»•

8. 165 to 148. 9. 1909^3 oz. 10. 60. 90.

II. $540. $370, $240. 12. Mar. 26th.

264.— 13. 192-468. 14. J gal. 16. lO^W- '«• Former,

755 cu. in. 17. .SO. 18. 415 to 408. 19. $15300.

20. $1200, 4%. 21. $1038-81. 22. 36 yd.

266.-23. $150, 6t«,%. 24. 55902 to 24565. 26. 26^-

26. 3,»T days. 27. 1 rouble =4-012 fr. 28. 7^%.
29. 38i sq. ft. 30. ,',. 31. 60c. 32. 2%.

266.-33. 10 mo. 34. 20. 36. 5, 1, 1, 3. 36. £250.

37. $5400. $8400. 38. 20. 15. 10 ft. 39. $1455-83.

40. 93. 41. 2 hr.

267.-42. $l-33i 43. 17+ min. past 12. 44. 1-942.

45. 8f 46. $317-33. 47. 178 lb. 48. 33J.

49. 12.35 a.m. 60. 26*. 51. 20%. 52. 4-060401.

268.-53. $8160. 64. $3428-57|. 55. $45 66. $914-395.

57. 6, 24. 58. $95018. 8-086'/t 59. 1 hr.; 5,

0, 2, 3tV min. 60. 19f min. 61. $863-19.
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2S9.—62. $1784-32. 63. A $75 Ion, B $50 gain, C $125
gain, D $100 gain. 64. $400. 66. 2 yd. 66. 16i%.
67. $4185. 6«. 45t», hr. 69. 688 sq. in., 510 cu.
in. 70. £2\ 16s. Id.

260. 71. $9112. 72. $300, $500. 73. $674-9184. 74. 3tVi
miles. 76. 35c. 76. $135-60. 77. 2. 78. 4528.
79. tV mi. 80. 209{ . 81. 29397-58 sq. ft.

261.—82. 182 yd. 83.

86. 29-56. 87.

89. $2400. 90.

$142-57. 84. «gal. 86. 1 to 33-67.

1090 ft. per sec. 88. $6-52.

7.26 a.m. Oct. 8th. 91. 270j| cu. ft.

262.-92. 6. 93. $1500, 4%. 94. 29 rods.

96. S.S.1851,s, 97. 4 mo. 98. 14-3 ni in.

100. (a) by 12-56c.

96. $120.




